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Listen to our story of why we’re here together,
From many different races, you’ve welcomed us to your lands.
We know your troubled story, there’s no way of saying sorry.
Healing with compassion, through song we try to understand.

Emu Song Co-composition
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Abstract
As music education in Australia progresses towards a National Curriculum, questions
of how best to teach the music of the country’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples are paramount. Inspired by collaborative projects between Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander and non-Indigenous musicians at the national professional level,
the detailed ethnographic study set out in this thesis examines the workings of the
researcher’s own 2013-14 Senior Secondary Music Class from an urban Sydney
school as it became immersed in the study of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
music.
Student’s reflections and attitudes towards Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
music are noted, discussed and analysed with reference to their previous learning
experiences. The focus then shifts to a project run in the Blue Mountains west of
Sydney that culminated in the collaborative reworking of two songs that had been
shared with the class by Ngiyampaa composer and dancer, Peter Williams. The
students’ experiential and attitudinal shifts are analysed in detail, from the moment
they heard, transcribed and learnt the songs, through experimentation with their own
interpretations, and ultimately, collaboration with the songs’ owner as we rehearsed
and performed them together then recorded and reflected upon the results.
Data for the study consisted of extensive video footage and observations of teaching,
learning and practising, audio recorded ethnographic interviews (including with three
teacher colleagues who attended the camp), participants’ written reflections and the
researcher’s field notes. Beyond describing the musical interactions—a process of
collaborative engagement understood as co-composition—this thesis endeavours to
convey the crucial importance of establishing and developing relationships with
members of one’s local community in the process of teaching and learning from and
through Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music.
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Chapter One:
Towards Collaborative Engagement and Co-composition
During my undergraduate studies in musicology and music education, I developed a
strong interest in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories, cultures and music,
which endured and forms the foundation of my teacher and research career.
Specifically, my interests have centred around ways in which non-Indigenous
Australians can meaningfully connect with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
music, and the role educators and performing artists can have in making space for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to directly contribute towards the
creation of mutually rewarding teaching and learning experiences. As a nonIndigenous Australian, it is my hope that this study will go some way towards the
cultivation in school classrooms of heart-felt respect for and learning from and
through the music of our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, the bearers of
the oldest surviving cultures on earth.
Inspired by the collaborative projects between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
and non-Indigenous musicians at the national professional level, this ethnographic
narrative-driven research project examines the workings of my 2013-14 Senior
Secondary Music Class (SMC), as they became immersed in various aspects of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music study. Initially, student’s reflections and
attitudes towards Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music are discussed and
analysed with reference to previous learning experiences. The study then shifts to
concentrate primarily on a project that culminated in collaboratively reworking two
songs shared with the class by Ngiyampaa composer and dancer, Peter Williams.
Students’ experiential and attitudinal shifts are traced from the moment they heard,
transcribed and learnt the songs, to experimentation with their own interpretations and
ultimately collaboration with the songs’ owner as we rehearsed and performed them
together then recorded the results. Beyond describing such musical interactions—a
process of collaborative engagement I term co-composition—this study endeavours to
convey the crucial importance of establishing and developing relationships in the
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process of teaching and learning from and through Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music.
This thesis does not intend to promote co-composition as the solution to increasing
understandings of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. Instead, through
sharing my experience of implementing a considered, decolonial, ethical approach to
learning from and through Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music, I encourage
educators to imagine themselves in a narrative of their own. Ideally this would:
foreground an immersive experience of music produced by Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander artists; respond to emerging trends in the literature; and make space for
members of those educators’ local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community to
guide instruction and share knowledge leading to rewarding musical collaborations
and ongoing reciprocal relationships.
In this chapter, I begin by positioning the study within broader political and research
contexts of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. I then discuss the primary
research influences and early-career teaching experiences that led me to focus on the
collaborative community-based approach that the thesis sets out in reflexive narrative
form. The chapter concludes by outlining the framework of the thesis.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples
In the year I began this research, the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (2013)
published a media release declaring that the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
population was nearing 700,000. While this number equated to a mere 3% of the total
population, it confirmed that the number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Australians is not declining nor is it static; rather, is growing significantly with a
17.4% increase in population indicated in the 2016 census with 786, 689 people
identifying as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians (Biddle & Markham,
2017). Related are recent political gains, including the acknowledgement of colonial
maltreatment and past governmental policy failures, an apology to the Stolen
Generations, and bi-partisan support for a forthcoming referendum on constitutional
recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. While major challenges
still confront Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and non-Indigenous Australians
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alike, the former Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd (2008) expressed a resolve to
move forward and directly address such challenges:
For the future we take heart; resolving that this new page in the history of our great
continent can now be written.
We today take this first step by acknowledging the past and laying claim to a future that
embraces all Australians.
A future where this Parliament resolves that the injustices of the past must never, never
happen again.
A future where we harness the determination of all Australians, Indigenous and nonIndigenous, to close the gap that lies between us in life expectancy, educational
achievement and economic opportunity.

A decade on from this landmark ‘national apology’ speech by former Prime Minister
Rudd, non-Indigenous Australia continues along the pathway towards reconciliation
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
Throughout this thesis the word Indigenous is used to refer broadly to First Nations
peoples from around the world. The general term Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples is used in preference to Indigenous Australians when collectively
describing groups of people, or if a specific affiliation cannot be ascertained. I
recognise that Torres Strait Islander peoples are distinct culturally, linguistically and
ancestrally from Aboriginal peoples, and that within the Torres Strait there are four
broad cultural groups (Fuary, 1993; Wemyss, 2011). Similarly, Aboriginal Australia
is culturally and linguistically diverse and comprises many nations. Before
colonisation, according to Langton (1993), there were approximately two hundred
distinct languages, some fifty of which remain intact. Where possible, as expected by
the study’s participants and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander academics
(Kwaymullina, 2016), Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are referred to by
the specific nation or nation(s) from which they descend. Trends in terminology
change over time and this is reflected in the contrasts among the various sources that
appear in the preceding review of literature and the language of the study’s
participants.
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Music
Aboriginal tribal groups have played music for many thousands of years but ‘it’
wasn’t ‘Aboriginal music’ then. ‘Aboriginal music’ began in 1899, when a white
anthropologist first recorded it. (Castles, 1992, p. 25).

In approaching an understanding of what constitutes Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music, it is important to note that as Castles indicates, music is a Western
construction. Stubington (2007) states that music involves both sound and people, so
that “music is sound which people, within a social and cultural context, have produced
or gathered and arranged, framed and labelled” (p.7). She notes that music has always
formed an integral part of Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander societies.
With so many nations, it is unsurprising that musical practice differs not only from
area to area, but also from “musician to musician and performance to performance”
(Stubington, 2007, p. 11).
The most common delineation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music has been
to categorise it according to a ‘traditional’ versus ‘contemporary’ binary. The
application of such labels is heavily debated and at times seen as “futile and possibly
damaging” (Dunbar-Hall & Gibson, 2004, p. 16). Eyerman and Jamison (1998)
explain that tradition is “neither permanent nor changeless, but, on the contrary
continually being reformed, redefined, remade… [it] is a process of connecting a
selected or usable past with the present – with ongoing contemporary life” (p.29). In
an educational context, Wemyss (1999b) states that culture must be reflected as
dynamic and not represented as an “anthropological ‘artefact’ frozen in time” (p.30).
Within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander musical cultures, music should be
understood as constantly evolving, that is, as “the past in the present” (Eyerman &
Jamison, 1998, p. 61). Toner (2005), for example, explains that it is inappropriate to
judge any aspect of Yolngu as ‘authentic’ or ‘traditional’ in a pre-colonial context as
the Yolngu people “have always refined and adapted their cultural practices to deal
with changing circumstances” (p.30). Similarly, within the context of popular music
created by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists, Dunbar-Hall and Gibson
(2004) demonstrate that the divisions between the ‘traditional’ and the ‘contemporary’
are blurred and often not important, as “music from the past and present often co-exist,
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occurring simultaneously within the same line-up, or within individual songs” (p.16).
In this study then, reflecting the relevant literature, I too position Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music as a continually changing stream of cultural expression.
Trialling Teaching and Research
While this thesis focuses primarily on a collaborative project where members of my
2013-14 SMC were given permission to arrange songs shared by Ngiyampaa
songman Peter Williams, this was by no means how my research began. As I
commenced my teaching career and postgraduate study simultaneously in 2009, I
knew that I wanted to explore and document innovative methods of teaching and
learning Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. Uncertain of my long-term
employment opportunities, I originally desired to survey existing practice and find
exemplar teaching programs to promote successful implementation. As I discovered
that surveys such as these had already been undertaken (Dunbar-Hall, 1997, 2002e;
Dunbar-Hall & Beston, 2003) I changed direction as I became absorbed with the
challenges of establishing myself as a new teacher in a dynamic multicultural
comprehensive high school in inner Sydney.
Through a combination of wider reading and the benefit of being the sole music
teacher in the school, I began experimenting with approaches to teaching Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander music. Beginning with junior secondary classes, I initially
made space for the inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music to
coincide with the school’s National Aboriginal Islander Day Observance Committee
(NAIDOC) celebrations. With a focus on singing, Year 7 students explored celebrated
tracks, such as “My Island Home” and “From Little Things Big Things Grow.” In
Year 8 I gave students the opportunity to learn a song by an Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander artist of their choice. Inspired by the work of Barney (2006, 2009) and
Dunbar-Hall and Gibson (2004) I happily promoted the songs of ARIA award
winning artist and former Australian Idol contestant Jessica Mauboy. As revealed in
student interviews conducted for an Australian Society for Music Education (ASME)
refereed conference paper, one of the school’s Aboriginal students particularly
enjoyed the opportunity to choose their own song:
S: I wanted to go as deep Australian, which is Indigenous Australian ... and Jessica Mauboy is
like the only real well-known Aboriginal artist that was out and then I heard that song “Been
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Waiting” on I think was a Rove [TV] show the night before, so I said I really like that song and
we did it. (Fienberg, 2011a, p. 184)

For the non-Indigenous student majority, the familiarity and accessibility of
Mauboy’s music also made it much easier to engage in the activity. Through
performing and recording the song students were able to appreciate the music on a
deeper level, to inhabit it, so to speak.
S: Yeah, I guess [performing] it helps you understand, it’s more clear to you, umm because you
know you’re there, it’s first hand, you’re not just listening to it. Your concentration is on what
you’re doing not just like you know, if you’re listening to the song, of course your mind can
wander off and not really care.
S: Performing it ... makes you feel like you’re in that person’s shoes and as if it’s coming from
you.
S: I just got to take my own grasp on the song ... not just by listening to it ... but performing it is
a different experience. (Fienberg, 2011a, p. 185).

Influenced by the teaching experiences and research interests of my PhD supervisor
Michael Webb (2010), the following year I sought to find a new way of exposing
students to the diverse nature of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. Film
provided a natural successor to popular music with the medium transporting its
viewers into unfamiliar settings, indicating ways music works in and as culture and
within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander films specifically, communicating insider
understandings of a musical culture (Webb & Fienberg, 2011). With knowledge of
Webb and colleagues’ adaptation of the Rachel Perkins film One Night the Moon for
live performance, I drafted a program based around the film ultimately leading
towards a NAIDOC assembly presentation involving student scripted narration, film
excerpts and performances of songs composed for the film by Paul Kelly and Kev
Carmody.
Reflecting on interviews collected for the previously mentioned conference paper and
subsequent Australian Journal of Music Education (AJME) article, non-Indigenous
students initially found it difficult to engage with the unfamiliar style of the film and
its country-folk soundtrack. These attitudes slowly began to change as we started to
learn the songs and work towards the NAIDOC performance. In what proved to be an
influential moment for forthcoming projects, I enlisted the support of the school’s
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Aboriginal Education Officer (AEO) to view a rehearsal and provide an Aboriginal
perspective on the film. Through this connection the students grew to understand the
importance of the story they were retelling and in turn, the AEO felt proud of their
achievements following the performance.
AEO: I just sat there and went, Wow this is amazing, that young people from other cultures can
come in and perform this...because I know you would have shown them the movie before and
discussed how important land was and talked about the racism...So when they sang it, they sang
it with meaning at the same time. I was blown away with just the rehearsal. But then,
performing on the actual NAIDOC Day was mind blowing, it was magnificent...I think we all
live in this world together and it’s great that we can even sing and adapt to someone else’s
culture. (Webb & Fienberg, 2011, p. 41).

In revising my conference paper, I was directed to read an AJME article by Elizabeth
Mackinlay (2008). Interested in documenting solutions to teaching and learning
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music rather than highlighting problems, I
immediately connected my experience with Mackinlay’s advice to draw upon
“relationship” as a teaching and learning approach to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music (Mackinlay, 2008, p. 4). With the small successes of these projects
and conference papers, I came to the realisation that my methodology would focus
inward, that is, on my own practice.
Discovering a Collaborative Model: Popular music, Iain Grandage and Cocomposition
Before I commenced my teaching career, as an undergraduate musicology student I
wrote an essay on the use of the didjeridu in Australian art music, spanning early
examples involving appropriation to more recent ones involving collaboration. This
was my first extended piece of writing dealing with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music and I was particularly intrigued by the educational possibilities of
modelling the then recent approaches taken by non-Indigenous musicians and
composers, who sought to work creatively and collaborate with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples.
It is only in the past few decades that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander performers
such as William Barton and Deborah Cheetham have begun to play a significant role
in collaborations with art music composers (George Dreyfus’ 1971 Sextet for
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Didjeridu and Wind Instruments was an early outlying instance). Similar projects
have been undertaken with established ensembles whose composer-leaders have
developed close relationships with Aboriginal performing groups, including the
Australian Art Orchestra’s Crossing Roper Bar (2005-2015) recordings and tours
with the Young Wagilak Group (Curkpatrick, 2013), for example, and ‘indie
classical’ group Topology’s collaboration with actors Lafe Charlton and Roxanne
McDonald in the work, Taken (2009).
In contrast to the work of art music composers, non-Indigenous popular musicians
have a longer history of collaborating with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
artists. Noongar scholar and popular musician Clint Bracknell (2019) notes that
“many of the most prominent acts considered purveyors of Indigenous music are in
fact the result of Indigenous/non-Indigenous collaboration” (p. 117). Reflecting on
collaborations of the Warumpi Band, Yothu Yindi and more recently initiated ones,
he argues, “Indigenous/non-Indigenous musical collaboration reflects the reality of
artistic practice in Australia” (p. 118). Speaking directly with artists including Lou
Bennett, Ursula Yovich, Adam Briggs, Christine Anu and Emma Donovan, Bracknell
reveals that effective collaborations are grounded through equitable partnerships,
friendship, trust and mutual respect (pp. 118-119).
Barney (2013) also explores non-Indigenous and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
collaboration through popular music. She identifies relationship as the central factor
in determining the success of a musical collaboration. Barney argues: “collaborative
music making between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people does hold the potential
to help bridge the gulf, to allow non-Indigenous and Indigenous people to work
equally together, and resist the oppression of Indigenous people” (p. 9).
The approach followed in this research has been particularly inspired by the
collaborations between West Australian composer and cellist Iain Grandage and
Elders of the Spinifex People. Following several years of working on theatre projects
with Pitjantjatjara and Noongar actor Trevor Jamieson, Grandage was introduced to
Jamieson’s paternal grandfather’s community in Tjunjuntjara. Here a relationship was
established that led to the completion of several compositions and the commissioning
of the orchestral piece Ooldea (2005). Importantly, Grandage’s collaborations extend
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well beyond an art music context, beginning with jamming to popular music during
theatre projects and more recently through his work with The Black Arm Band as
well as ongoing musical relationships with artists such as Emma Donovan. I was first
drawn to Grandage’s work after viewing an ABC documentary, Ooldea, which
tracked the collaborative process and his trips to Country (Angus, 2006). In 2011, I
was fortunate to interview Grandage to discover more about his collaborations in
preparation for a paper presented at the Musicological Society of Australia (MSA)
conference of that year. It was at that point that I coined the term co-composition and
presented a case for its inclusion within an education context (Fienberg, 2011b).
For composers like Grandage, the process of co-composing is an ethical alternative to
imaginative cultural representation, appropriation or exoticization. Instead, nonIndigenous composers and institutions make space for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander voices to guide the creative process and share their knowledge on an equal
footing. Critical to the success of co-composition is equality of involvement, whereby
“both partners bring and gain knowledge from the collaborative process” (Barney,
2014, p. 2). Further, co-composition seeks to stimulate a reconciliatory experience
for the collaborators and their audiences by promoting and facilitating “respect, trust
and positive relationships between the wider Australian community and Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples” (Reconciliation Australia, 2019). In cocomposition the convergence of musical communities metaphorically draws people
together in a way that acknowledges and celebrates each culture equally, as
determined by the creative participants.
Iain Grandage collaborated with the Elders of the Spinifex Lands in various forms
most notably through Inma Kutju (2003) for amplified solo cello with delay and CD
recording, Ooldea (2005) for symphony orchestra and 8 elders and Mirramirratjara
(2006) for strings and 3 elders. For Grandage the motivations behind engaging with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music were undoubtedly guided by a
reconciliatory ethos:
From a selfish point of view my interactions with Indigenous musicians are a request to belong
in this country. They are a request to the people who own the true stories of Australia to share
them with me so that we can both share them more broadly. (in Fienberg, 2011b, p. 3).
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It was Grandage’s background in theatre that led to his first collaborations with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. In the late 1980s and early 1990s he
worked on several projects with members of the Noongar nations in and around Perth.
Several years later Grandage began to forge a close relationship with the actor Trevor
Jamieson. Following a commission from Black Swan Theatre Company, they set
about telling the story of Jamieson’s life in Tjuntjuntjara. Together they travelled into
the Maralinga lands where they were introduced to Jamieson’s paternal grandfather’s
community. Here they co-developed a piece of theatre, Career Highlights of the
Mamu (2002-2003), featuring rock songs performed by Grandage on bass with young
community members, interspersed with tribal songs from the elders. Over the
eighteen months of the production the elders slowly encouraged Grandage to
participate in their songs.
Through these theatre projects, Grandage began to see new possibilities for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and non-Indigenous musical collaboration, and
he developed an ethical framework for his treatment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander material.
Those are not our songs to sing as non-Indigenous musicians or composers. All I’m trying to do
in my collaborations with Indigenous musicians is looking at a way of giving their music a
framework that allows it to be performed in situations that they would otherwise not get to
perform in (in Fienberg, 2011b, p. 3).

While on tour with Career Highlights of the Mamu in Germany, Grandage was asked
to contribute to an additional musical concert. With access to a unique recording of
one of the show’s songs, Grandage set about getting permission to write cello music
to what would become Inma Kutju. The work follows a clear programmatic form
representing one of the key issues in the play – the Maralinga nuclear bomb tests (see
(Korff, 2018). Sampled bomb sounds were added to the pre-recorded Inma songs with
the cello providing a rhythmic, mechanized Western counterpoint. Eventually the
accented cello figure merges into the sounds of the country in the shape of a high
floating melody similar to Grandage’s earlier improvisations and experimentation in
prior performances with the elders.
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Following the success of Inma Kutju, Grandage was presented with an opportunity to
collaborate with the elders on a grander scale. Commissioned by the West Australian
Symphony Orchestra, Ooldea marked a significant departure from the earlier work
through its incorporation of three different song cycles (forming the basis of three
sections) into a work for symphony orchestra and, importantly, the live voices of nine
Spinifex elders. As can be seen from the documentary film (Angus, 2006), the elders
were constantly consulted as the work was developed. As they worked
collaboratively, Grandage developed his philosophy:
It’s this idea of a number of elders and a symphony orchestra – each deep within their own
tradition but co-existing on a stage together - neither appropriating the other’s culture but
making music together in the abstract nature of music. [With] their being no language barriers,
music is able to exist in all spaces simultaneously. (in Angus, 2006).

Unfortunately, documentary footage of a rehearsal on country was the closest Ooldea
came to performance. Eight days prior to the premiere, the old men were forced to
withdraw due to cultural business. A couple of months after the proposed Ooldea
concert, the elders invited Grandage to return to country. This time the meeting place
arranged was Mirramirratjara – renowned as the location where the Spinifex people’s
native title agreement was signed. This trip triggered a third collaboration between
Grandage and the elders through a Topology ensemble commission. Scored more
moderately for strings and the three primary songmen, Mirramirratjara was based
upon the song cycle of the same name. The collaboration was premiered at the
Brisbane Powerhouse and the two performances represent the only occasions where
the Spinifex elders have performed in tandem with Western art music ensembles.
While Grandage viewed the second performance as “extraordinary”, the preparations
were not without their difficulties.
IG: You have to be very careful about how you manage rehearsing with them simply because a
song never gets sung more than it needs to be sung…. The first time we performed it… I felt
self-interested and abusive. It didn’t feel like we were on the same page as the elders… It’s a
testament to them as performers and musicians that they then went, “Oh we understand it now”
and the second night was extraordinary, like absolutely extraordinary. (in Fienberg, 2011b, p.
7).

Grandage’s collaborations with Elders of the Spinifex involved a constant element of
unpredictability. Sawyer and De Zutter (2009) consider this element to be a key
aspect of what they call distributed creativity. Using the term collaborative
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emergence, they list four characteristics present when individuals collectively
generate a shared creative product:
•

The activity has an unpredictable outcome, rather than a scripted, known endpoint;

•

There is moment-to-moment contingency: each person’s action depends on the one
just before;

•

The interactional effect of any given action can be changed by the subsequent actions
of other participants; and

•

The process is collaborative, with each participant contributing equally. (p. 82).

Each of these characteristics can be seen to be associated with Grandage’s project and
the co-composition process more broadly. While an endpoint was initially scheduled
for each project, the potential outcome remained uncertain. Critically, Grandage’s cocompositions were dependent on what had occurred previously, and a great deal of
flexibility was required to ensure that the process enabled the various participants to
contribute equally.
Beyond the technical issues of realising the works, the success of such an Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander musical collaboration lies strongly with the concept of
relationship (Barney, 2013; Mackinlay, 2008). From his first forays in theatre in the
1990s, Grandage slowly developed relationships with Aboriginal community
members, which ultimately led to his collaborations with the Spinifex elders. While
his friendship with actor Trevor Jamieson helped bridge cultural gaps, his
commitment to the old men over several years was the key factor in building trust
(Bracknell, 2019). Grandage has made a conscious effort to continue his connections
with the community. He returns periodically to spend time with the old men.
Interestingly, he no longer wishes to collaborate professionally with the elders.
Grandage is acutely aware of not taking advantage of the relationship and is more
interested in further developing their friendship.
Camps and Co-composition in Education
While preparing the aforementioned papers and articles, I was steadily fostering
relationships within my school’s Aboriginal community. The successful NAIDOC
performances had drawn me closer to the school’s Aboriginal students and I regularly
supervised their involvement in programs co-ordinated by external agencies. In 2011
and 2012 I was fortunate to be invited to attend two camps in association with The
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Young Mob Leaders program sponsored by World Vision. Both camps were designed
exclusively for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander secondary students from schools
across the Sydney Region. Beyond providing valuable cultural support for the
students, the camps crucially helped extend my network of local contacts.
In the second iteration of the camp I was fortunate to return as a supervisor. On this
occasion the camp was held at Wreck Bay, a place of historical importance for the
Yuin people on the south coast of New South Wales. An Aboriginal youth worker and
singer songwriter took me by surprise when she asked for my assistance in
coordinating a music workshop. As a non-Indigenous Sydney Conservatorium of
Music graduate, my delivery about the value of hip-hop was nowhere near as
powerful as hers. Despite being the only non-Indigenous person on the camp, the
majority of the students were happy to share their stories with me. Students were very
supportive of each other and consistently helped with the rhyming. The task was
generally positively received with students clearly understanding the broader purpose
of the activity.
While this hip-hop workshop reinforced the value of using popular music to explore
aspects of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures, a significant moment
occurred during the final activity at the Wreck Bay camp. The organiser had arranged
a local dance group to perform songs for the group and teach the associated dances.
As I danced alongside the students, I began to connect the experience to Iain
Grandage’s relationship with Elders of the Spinifex Lands. Listening to the songs and
reflecting on my own relationship with the camp organiser, I began to think about the
possibilities of enacting a co-composition between my students and the camp’s
musicians.
Alongside the music activities, such experiences illustrated the benefits of living and
working together in a camp environment. Despite not knowing any of the students
from other schools, the relaxed setting enabled relationships and trust to develop quite
quickly. The location of the second camp in particular also made a significant
difference to the group. Leaving the urban environment and travelling to country
helped the students focus with clearer intent and to appreciate the importance of
country within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures. As I returned to
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Sydney, in my mind I correlated the camp experience with the immersive service
learning opportunities for tertiary students documented by Brydie-Leigh Bartleet
(2011). While the nature of the schooling system made it challenging to replicate
Bartleet’s two-week collaborations with the community at Tennant Creek, a three-day
camp presented a realistic goal to strive towards as I began to organise options for a
collaborative experience involving my own music class.
Overview of the Thesis
In this Introduction I have summarised my developing research and teaching
approaches to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. The literature review
presented in Chapter 2 examines in depth music education’s engagement with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. The first section of the review details
strategies for including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music within the
academic community. The second section focuses specifically on the place of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music within New South Wales senior
secondary curricula and the recently released Australian Curriculum for the Arts.
Chapter 3 then outlines the thesis’ qualitative teacher-research methodology and
profiles the participants of the study. This chapter also documents the data collection
and analysis methods used, before concluding with a discussion about the ethics of
non-Indigenous people conducting research and collaborating musically within
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
From Chapter 4 the thesis takes a narrative turn. It begins by discussing the
development of the co-composition idea from its genesis at the Wreck Bay camp and
the process of gaining permission from Peter Williams to share his songs. It then
proceeds to document my introduction to Peter and Ku-Ku Yulangii, as well as
Batjala dancer Brendon Adams, as they contextualise their life experiences and the
meaning behind the songs shared. It concludes with the 2013-14 SMC travelling to
Katoomba, NSW. On the train journey in, the students share their personal
understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music and reflect on recent
experiences of learning songs by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists. Upon
arrival they meet their collaborators and learn the dances and hear the songs for the
first time. Chapters 5 and 6 detail the process of interpreting and arranging Peter’s
songs under my direction at school. Within these chapters the 2013-14 SMC
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engagement levels vary significantly as we attempt to add our own collective voice to
the songs in preparation for the forthcoming camp.
Chapters 7 and 8 chart the immersive camp experience and evolving relationships
between the 2013-14 SMC and Peter and Brendon. In Chapter 7 the students and I
share our arrangements during a three-hour workshop and respond to Peter and
Brendon’s suggestions before recording the resulting co-compositions. The chapter
concludes with reflections on the reception of the songs and uncertainty about the
remaining camp schedule. In contrast, Chapter 8 moves beyond the musical
construction of the co-compositions to reveal the strengthening of relationships
between the students and Peter and Brendon in the days following the workshop. As
the 2013-14 SMC members are introduced to Peter and Brendon’s families there is a
marked change in student attitudes as they begin to understand the broader aims of the
project and the opportunity they have been given.
Chapter 9 is an inward reflection on my involvement in the project in which I discuss
the key research findings of the study and include a set of recommendations for
teachers engaging with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. The chapter and
thesis closes by outlining the importance of building collaborative relationships when
teaching and learning Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music, in order to create
richer educational experiences for all those involved.
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Chapter Two:
Literature Review
This chapter comprises a literature review, which examines music education’s
engagement with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music both within the
academic community and through government and curricula prescriptions. The
chapter is therefore organised in two sections. To begin the first section, the
distinction is drawn between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander studies. A historical retrospective is then
presented, which details the gradual shift from the exclusion of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music from the different education sectors, towards its greater
inclusion. The various approaches to classroom implementation are discussed and
analysed, which ultimately reveal the importance of building relationships with and
inviting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to participate in the teachinglearning exchange. The first section concludes by outlining recent developments
within Australian higher education that endeavour to respond critically and sensitively
to decolonisation discourse.
The second section of the review focuses specifically on the place of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures within New South Wales music curricula.
Beginning with the introduction of NSW Department of Education policies on
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and Multicultural Education in the 1980s, the
evolving overarching framework for the inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander content is discussed. This is followed by a detailed analysis of the historical
prescription and support, or its lack, for the teaching of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music within NSW secondary syllabi. Next, a broader national perspective is
provided, which charts the increasing prominence given to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music within the developmental stages of the Australian Curriculum
for the Arts. The chapter concludes by drawing together both sections of the review,
in order to emphasise the importance of this study in providing teachers with an
insight into ways of approaching the inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music within secondary classrooms.
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Section 1: Teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Music within the
Research Community
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education or Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander studies
Mackinlay and Dunbar-Hall (2003) point out that within the Australian education
system, Indigenous or Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander studies has a ‘double
identity’, in relation to the education of both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students, and all students about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and
cultures. Mackinlay (2007) elaborates, noting that within the broader literature
there is a clear distinction between the terms Indigenous studies and Indigenous
education. She quotes McConaghy (2000) who argues, “Indigenous education is a
broad term that covers many sites of practice” with most studies taking “their
empirical site the site of schooling” (p.3). In contrast, Craven (1999) provides a
more specific definition of Indigenous Australian Studies:
Indigenous Australian Studies is the study of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander history,
societies and cultures, both as a subject in its own right and as content incorporated into all
curriculum areas at all levels of education. Indigenous Australian Studies is not just an
isolated social studies unit of work, as it also involves Indigenous perspectives across all
curriculum areas. It is about teaching with Indigenous people in contrast to teaching about
Indigenous people. It requires an ongoing social commitment to community consultation
and involvement. (p. 15).

Analysing the difference between the two terms, Mackinlay (2007) states “that
Indigenous education is concerned primarily with the way Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people are educated, while Indigenous Australian studies is
concerned primarily with the way that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultures are represented and taught” (p.53).
Improving and monitoring Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education has
been the focus of much research (for example, Bridges, 1968; Christie, 1985,
1995; Crowley, 1993; Folds, 1987; Harris, 1980, 1990; Hughes & Andrews, 1988;
Hughes, More, & Williams, 2004; Jordan, 1989; Keefe, 1992; Lampert & Lilley,
1996; Loveday & Young, 1984; McConaghy, 2000; Nakata, 2007; Yunkaporta,
2009). In contrast, recognising the need for research relating to the pedagogical
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delivery of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures to all
students has been slower. Within this context that the present study seeks to
uncover effective ways to teach Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music to
secondary school students.
ASME and the promotion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music: a
retrospective
The formation of the Australian Society of Music Education (ASME) in 1967
became a platform for scholars to share their knowledge of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music to an audience of educators. As a national body, ASME
publishes The Australian Journal of Music Education (AJME) and coordinates
biennial conferences. Mackinlay and Dunbar-Hall (2003) provide a detailed
analysis of the sporadic coverage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
within AJME and ASME conferences. They note that Indigenous music has
appeared as:
[t]he focus of ethnomusicological explanation, as one topic of multicultural music education,
as contributors to Australian studies, as examples of postcolonial discourse, as sites of
pedagogical debate, as an arena of political argument, and as an indication of government
policies advocating education of Indigenous children alongside education of all children
about Indigenous cultures and histories. (p. 31).

In the early issues of AJME, several references to Aboriginal music can be found.
With the promotion of Australian music a key aim of ASME, the first issue
unsurprisingly included a discography of works by Australian art music composers
(Brumby, 1967). Interestingly, at the bottom of the discography is a short addendum,
a “selected list of recordings of Australian Aboriginal Music” (Brumby, 1967, p. 52).
This was quickly followed by the publication of an extended article detailing musical
characteristics of Aboriginal music (Jones, 1968). In it, Trevor Jones (1968) describes
the music “typical of the Australian aborigine” as being “primarily vocal, sung
usually in a relaxed, unemphatic manner in a throaty voice of medium to high
register” (p.10). In an editorial in the 1968 issue, the place of Aboriginal music within
ASME’s charter was confirmed with the statement, “indigenous Aboriginal music is
an overdue enlightenment for many teachers” (Callaway, 1968, p. 3).
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Catherine Ellis (1969) provided the first thorough piece on the place of Aboriginal
music in education, in which she moved beyond musical descriptions, to advocating
and advising about the place of Aboriginal music in different contexts. While she
states that “Aboriginal music is of importance to all those who claim the distinction of
Music Educators in Australia,” she forewarns about the demand on teachers to not
become “agents of cultural destruction” (p. 19). In this visionary article, Ellis preempts theories of two-ways schooling (Harris, 1980, 1990) and the early Aboriginal
education policies of the 1980s (Department of Employment Education and Training,
1989; National Aboriginal Education Committee [NAEC], 1985; NSW Department of
Education, 1982), by discussing the differing perspectives required when educating
for Aboriginal and non-Indigenous students with regard to the fields Aboriginal
histories and cultures.
C. J. Ellis (1969) concludes the article with suggestions of how to teach ‘cultivated
tribal’ and Western music to classes of Aboriginal children. She encourages teachers
to not introduce European music to younger classes and to include common
Aboriginal elements when teaching non-Indigenous music. Further, Ellis implores
teachers to allow students to “elect their own song leader who must always be
responsible for commencing the song” and condemns the use of “any musical
instrument to accompany or introduce the songs” (p.23). She also acknowledges the
ownership and meaning of songs and encourages teachers to “seek the assistance of
tribal elders in teaching the children songs” (p. 23). With these qualifications, she
argues that there is “wide scope for the creative, imaginative music teacher on whom
rests the frightening responsibility for preservation or destruction of a great musical
tradition” (p. 24).
Catherine Ellis and the formation of CASM
This early paper by Ellis was the first of three she wrote for AJME addressing the
teaching of Aboriginal Music (C. J. Ellis, 1969, 1974, 1979). The articles foreshadow
the philosophy she later outlined in the seminal text, Aboriginal music: Education for
living (C. J. Ellis, 1985) and the formation and early successes of the Centre for
Aboriginal Studies in Music (CASM). The establishment of CASM gave greater
prominence to the pre-existing ‘Program of Training in Music for South Australian
Aboriginal People’. This program aimed to “develop appropriate Aboriginal musical
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expressions as a creative outlet, a source of education [and] a means of increasing self
awareness” (C. J. Ellis, 1974, p. 25). The three main sections of the program involved
providing instrumental lessons for Aboriginal “Urban Children,” exposing “Urban
Adults” to the music of different cultures, and engaging “Tribal Musicians” for
performances and the delivery of teaching sessions (C. J. Ellis, 1974, pp. 25-26).
While providing opportunities for Aboriginal people was at the forefront of the
program, Ellis also believed part of its brief was to provide the “white population”
with a greater “awareness of the centrality of music to the living” (C. J. Ellis, 1974, p.
25).
Founded in 1975 with support of the Aboriginal Arts Board, CASM acted as unit
within the Department of Music at the University of Adelaide (Mackinlay, 2007).
Initially, CASM offered three different courses, including one for both Aboriginal and
non-Indigenous students. The first provided opportunities for “Aboriginal people
who wanted an interesting educational experience through music without worrying
about examinations and qualifications” (C. J. Ellis, 1985, p. 174). The second course
targeted Aboriginal people who wanted to be “qualified to enter music as a full-time
profession” (p. 174). The third one “offered subjects for university students studying
for degrees in music and arts” (p. 174) . Interestingly, Ellis notes that nearly all
students involved in the second course were transfers from the more casual first one,
and that very few Aboriginal students chose to enrol in the third tertiary degree.
In Ellis’ (1979) third article for AJME, she reemphasises the critical involvement of
tribal teachers in the provision of practical music making opportunities for both
Aboriginal and non-Indigenous students. She notes that students “find this an
invaluable experience as they are confronted with the difficulties of learning across a
cultural barrier” (C. J. Ellis, 1979, p. 20). Similarly, with tribal leaders granted the
status of visiting lecturers, she discusses the reciprocal benefit for Aboriginal people
“knowing that their traditions are being acknowledged at the highest levels of
teaching in the city—the world of the white man—[giving] them faith in the value of
their own traditions in a changing world” (C. J. Ellis, 1979, p. 20).
The underpinning philosophy of CASM programs was the “right for the Aboriginal
student in today’s society [to have] a music educator who can understand where the
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student is and encourage him to perceive where he wishes to be” (C. J. Ellis, 1979, p.
21). In realising this, CASM placed equal importance on providing opportunities to
engage in tribal classes and contemporary music practice:
The Aboriginal child has as his (or her) birthright the music of the tradition from which he has
come and the music of mass-media. He also has the right to develop individual musical ability
in whichever way he may choose. To make this choice, however the student must be exposed to
as many different musical forms as possible in a way which leaves him quite free to express his
own feeling. (C. J. Ellis, 1979, p. 21).

Indeed, Ellis’ (1979) acceptance of “mass-media” within CASM’s programs directly
led to the sprouting of many Aboriginal rock, jazz and country music groups and
performers, who shared the stage with singers of ‘traditional songs’ in concerts
around Adelaide, thus demonstrating a “continuity between… the different modes of
music-making” (p. 20). Ellis also discusses the early stages of tribal music being
adopted by rock bands, in what she describes as “a new tradition in the making” (p.
21). Mackinlay and Dunbar-Hall (2003) aptly describe the far-reaching influence of
Ellis and CASM: “considering the positions of both Aboriginal and popular music as
topics of Australian music education in the 1970s, Ellis’ suggestions at that time
[were] ground breaking” (p. 32).
While the influence of Ellis is clearly felt through many approaches to teaching
Indigenous music, Tunstill (1995) worries about the progress made and lack of
broader recognition of her work:
Sadly there is little understanding of the processes that Central Australian music represents –
processes that were adopted by CASM from the outset and that have been available, virtually
weekly through teaching sessions in a public setting for the last twenty years (pp. 59-60).

Towards the bicentenary and beyond
In their analysis of early issues of AJME, Mackinlay and Dunbar-Hall (2003) deduce
that the “understanding of Aboriginal music was at a low level among Australian
music educators” (p 31), and articles about Aboriginal music were by
ethnomusicologists working in the tertiary sector rather than by teachers in the school
system. One such ethnomusicologist was Frank Murphy (1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1978),
who discussed Aboriginal music under the broader theme, ‘Ethnomusicology and
Australian schools.’ Murphy’s articles were written in response to the need to address
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the inclusion of non-Western music in many state syllabi, and in the case of
Queensland, Aboriginal music as well, which was considered “A Special Area of
Study” (Murphy, 1976, p. 35). In each article, Murphy emphasised the importance of
education in changing attitudes towards minority peoples, including Aboriginal
people and their traditions:
Experience gained in countries such as America indicates that music education can act as a
useful tool in developing closer ties within the community: Such a scheme could be employed
in two ways in Australia: (i) it could assist the further integration of the migrant population into
our society, and (ii) it may help depressed sectors of our community, such as the Australian
aborigines, to find a more rewarding position in society (Murphy, 1977b, p. 32).

While Stephen Wild (1981) contributed an outline of research into Indigenous music
conducted by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, the next meaningful
contribution to the teaching of Indigenous music in schools came from Alice Moyle
(1981). Moyle’s article effectively launched the release of her ‘kit’ for primary school
teachers, Classroom Studies in Aboriginal Music and Dance 1940-1970 (Moyle &
Trevaskis, 1980). Following the convening of a panel on Aboriginal music at the
third national ASME conference in 1977, Moyle “received many enquiries from
music educators about the availability of teaching materials in the areas of Aboriginal
music and dance” (Moyle, 1981, p. 17). Those calls inspired her to collect and
compile suitable materials, although she forewarned of “the need by classroom
teachers for guidance in the use of these resources” (Moyle, 1981, p. 17).
Moyle and Trevaskis’ (1980) book features fifty short topics and lessons with an
emphasis on aural transmission or what Moyle describes as ‘non-literate’ learning.
Each topic begins with a short chapter providing contextual details for the teacher.
This is then followed by suggestions of lesson structures, which are divided into three
sections: “a Discussion, a Demonstration of audiovisiual material and Practical
Work” (Moyle, 1981, p. 19). Moyle (1981) describes the practical activities as
follows:
In the Practical Work section for each ‘Lesson’ the children resume their non-literate learning
of selected Aboriginal songs and of the ‘basic [dance] steps.’ These are practised by one section
of the class while the other section provides the ‘dance music’, that is singing with sound
instrument accompaniment. (p. 19)
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Recognising the limitations of ethnomusicologists providing support in music
education, Moyle (1981) notes that “few ethnomusicologists would consider
themselves to be music educators per se”, and that their publications are not generally
“the kind of information which classroom teachers need” (p. 17). She also highlights
other issues preventing teachers from confidently delivering Aboriginal content, such
as the inadequacy of college training, which focuses on “education and teaching
methods,” with very few courses including “subjects such as the social and
ceremonial organisation of different Aboriginal groups, regional variations in
mythical beliefs, the relationship of singers to the songs they sing and the
relationships of songs to Aboriginal land” (Moyle, 1981, p. 18). Sadly, these issues
would continue to prevent many teachers from teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music within their programs (Dunbar-Hall, 1997, 2002e; Dunbar-Hall &
Beston, 2003).
As the bicentenary of the European colonisation of Australia approached, there was a
strong nationalist push to be more inclusive of Australian content in education. In her
promotion of Australian studies, of which Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
forms an integral part, Oliver (1987) calls on teachers to move beyond simply
studying and analysing past and present compositions, styles and trends in music. She
argues, “what contributes to an active and evolving culture is the total involvement
and participation in music of the past and present in order to create a personal
response” (Oliver, 1987, p. 40). Oliver lists various styles and genres that have
become part of the cultural experience of the country; she details features of
traditional Aboriginal music, recognising that “diversity can be linked to the areas
from which the music emerges” (p. 42). Similarly, she writes of contemporary
Aboriginal music that uses “modern idiom mixed with traditional sound and rhythm”
(p. 42). Oliver suggests “this is probably the easiest genre to relate to for many young
people, Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal” (p. 42).
In another Bicentenary focused issue of AJME, ethnomusicologist Margaret Kartomi
(1988) acknowledged the irony of celebrating two centuries of “unmitigated tragedy”
that lead to the loss of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s “immemorial
land together with much of their self respect, cultural knowledge and achievement,
including much of their ceremonial music and dance” (pp. 13-14). Kartomi used the
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bicentenary as a means of promoting the survival and diversity of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music and declared the need for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples’ achievements to be “thoroughly researched and promulgated, not
only by White musicologists as in the past but above all by Koori scholars” (p. 14).
She lamented the lack of progress of Australian research and lack of prominence
given to Koori musicians, relating the experience with America’s post bicentennial
revival of African American and Native American culture (Crawford, 1985).
Similarly, Kartomi (1988) noted that historically, “very little attention has been given
in Australian schools to Koori music, largely because very few teachers have had the
resources and training to teach it” (p. 16). With the Australian government’s call for a
considerable increase in Australian content in secondary curricula, she posed several
key questions:
Who will be qualified to teach this component? Are appropriate tertiary courses being offered to
prepare student teachers and to retrain teachers to teach it? How are teachers to obtain the
necessary teaching resources, including the relevant books and articles, bibliographies,
discographies, and filmographies? ... Are existing music teachers going to be given some release
from their teaching duties so that they can be retrained? … Surely it would behove the various
Australian State and Territory Education Departments to encourage the retraining of teachers for
this purpose. (p.17)

While Kartomi (1988) attempted to bridge the learning gap with an overview of
tertiary research current at the time and an extensive resource, she hoped the
bicentenary would induce reflection and raise consciousness, and she encouraged
music educators to “learn from Koori views of history, music and culture, along with
other fresh ways of looking at the past and the present” (p.22). Interestingly, more
than a decade would pass before the release of another AJME article dealing with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music (Dunbar-Hall, 2002e).
Teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music in schools: surveys,
problems and solutions
The bicentennial may have prompted the inclusion of Australian music and as a
result, the music of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, however by the mid
1990s syllabi in NSW had become more prescriptive in their recommendation of
“traditional and contemporary music of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders” as a
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topic suitable for study (Board of Studies NSW, 1994a, p. 30; 1994b, p. 15)1. A key
contributor to these changes was ethnomusicologist and music educator Peter DunbarHall (1991, 1997, 2002b, 2002e, 2005; Dunbar-Hall & Beston, 2003; Dunbar-Hall &
Mackinlay, 2011; Mackinlay & Dunbar-Hall, 2003). Initially trained and working as a
secondary music teacher, Dunbar-Hall’s early contributions were primarily in the
form of textbook collaborations and teacher resource kits. While some of these were
of a general nature (Hodge, Pollak, & Dunbar-Hall, 1986), several focused on popular
music and the music of non-Western cultures (Dunbar-Hall, 1993; Dunbar-Hall &
Hodge, 1988, 1991a, 1991b; Dunbar-Hall & Smith, 1991). Dunbar-Hall eventually
transitioned into the tertiary sector where he specialised in contemporary Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander music (Dunbar-Hall, 1994, 2004; Dunbar-Hall & Gibson,
2004; Gibson & Dunbar-Hall, 2004, 2006, 2008) and later, in teaching and learning
Balinese gamelan (Dunbar-Hall, 2000, 2002a, 2002c, 2006, 2010).
In order to investigate the state of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music in
NSW secondary schools and the problems associated with teaching the music from
these cultures, Dunbar-Hall (1997) surveyed 161 schools receiving 64 responses.
Interestingly, the responses indicated “that while almost all teachers (89%) are
teaching [Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander] music at some time in years 7-12,
only 22% (14 teachers) received pre-service training in it” (p. 82).
When questioned about the problems associated with teaching Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music, common answers included “unavailability of Aboriginal
musicians (4); lack of knowledge (10); poor student attitudes (17) and lack of
resources (41)” (Dunbar-Hall, 1997, p. 82). In discussing the prevalence of
complaints about resources, Dunbar-Hall (1997) notes that many of the respondents
contradicted this by “naming specific books, recordings and videos which they use to
teach the topic” (p.82). Such resources comprised a fairly comprehensive list of
recordings and videos by numerous Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander popular
musicians, texts by C. J. Ellis and Moyle and teaching kits produced by government
agencies. In attempting to account for this contradiction, Dunbar-Hall remarks that
what teachers mean by resources perhaps, is textbooks suitable for classroom use,
1

See later in chapter for a detailed analysis of curriculum development in NSW
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rather than having in mind the music itself. He views this as a broader problem
relating to the inability of teachers to teach music that is not notated and the lack of
training to support the teaching of music beyond the Western art music tradition.
In discussing the ramifications of a lack of sufficient knowledge, Dunbar-Hall (1997)
philosophically relates this to an “uncertainty over the methods and aims of music
education in general, particularly the question of whether it is necessary to have
knowledge of a culture to be able properly to teach its music” (p.83). In balancing
what he considers to be the two sides of music education—“objective analysis of
musical material and understanding of the cultural context which produced it” (p. 83)
—Dunbar-Hall encourages teachers to see music “from the position of its cultural
owners” (p. 83) and proposes studying Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
geographically as a means of becoming aware of different perspectives from across
Australia.
This survey was replicated on a national scale in 2001 (Dunbar-Hall, 2002e; DunbarHall & Beston, 2003). While the questions varied slightly from the initial 1997 NSW
survey, several correlations can be drawn from both studies. With regard to the
teaching of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music, the majority of respondents
indicated that they do include it within their curriculum. These figures varied
according to location, with Dunbar-Hall and Beston (2003) commenting:
What might be the reasons for these differences? Do they, for example, reflect syllabus
expectations? Certainly music education in Australia, while it has an underlying, identifiable
ethos, differs from state to state, and this might influence the inclusion of [Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander] musics in the curriculum – especially as the ways [Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander] musics are positioned in syllabuses also differ from state to state. (p. 51).

When questioned about the issues associated with teaching Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music, the overwhelming concerns remained a lack of resources and
teacher training. Perhaps most significant was the lack of training teachers reported,
with only 14% of respondents undertaking pre-service training and 27% participating
in some form of post-training study in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music.
Similarly, despite the perception of a lack of resources, the authors noted that the
responses in the national survey produced “a much wider range of types of material”
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with many teachers covering Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander content through
popular artists such as “Christine Anu, Archie Roach, Tiddas, and Yothu Yindi”
rather than traditional music (Dunbar-Hall & Beston, 2003, p. 51). Writing more than
a decade following this survey, Locke and Prentice (2016) report similar concerns
about the need for tertiary programs to provide preservice teachers with more
guidance in the teaching of music of Indigenous peoples from Australia and New
Zealand.
Teaching popular music by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists
We may never sell many records, fair dinkum. Five thousand is the most we ever sold with an
album, but the amount of requests we get from high school students, from primary school
students, from academics, from professors [is considerable]. To me, that’s the positive part of
the whole thing. I just feel really optimistic, in the long term of maybe three hundred years time,
that the little bits that we’re starting off now reclaiming of the culture ourselves and then
transmitting it to the wider population [will have an effect]. (Carmody & Neuenfeldt, 1997, p.
18)

These are the words of Murri singer and songwriter Kev Carmody, who co-wrote
‘From Little Things Big Things Grow’ with Paul Kelly. While Dunbar-Hall and
Beston’s (2003) survey learnt that many teachers included the music of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander popular artists in their programming, their report did not
interrogate how the music was studied. The authors concurred however, that such
music provided an ideal means of investigating the socio-cultural aspects of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander traditions:
As the topics of contemporary ATSI songs (it should be noted that songs constitute almost
completely the repertoires of contemporary ATSI musicians) reflect social issues that underpin
contemporary ATSI lives and lifestyles, and as syllabuses nationally require the social contexts
of music to be studied it would be difficult not to include some level of acknowledgement of the
sociological aspects of ATSI musics, such as issues of ATSI histories, lifestyle, substance
abuse, deaths in custody, stolen generations and land rights which recur continually in ATSI
songs. (p. 51)

In a separate article relating to the 2001 survey, Dunbar-Hall (2002e) addresses the
political nature of teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. He surmised
that many teachers are not influenced by politics, and included Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music in their teaching for “musical reasons, primarily to support
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musical diversity” (p. 13). He argues that this conflicts with the politically driven
theorising present in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander studies literature (for
example, McDaniel & Flowers, 2000; Partington, 1998; Patten & Ryan, 2001;
Peterson, 1996; Pryor, 1998; Vasta & Castles, 1996) and readings on popular music
by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists (Breen, 1989; Castles, 1992; DunbarHall, 1994; Neuenfeldt, 1998a, 1998b).
While the study of popular music by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists had
been promoted in numerous textbooks and kits (for example, Dunbar-Hall, 1993;
Dunbar-Hall & Hodge, 1988, 1991a; Dunbar-Hall & Hodge, 1991b; Dunbar-Hall &
Smith, 1991; Hodge et al., 1986), academic arguments for its inclusion specifically in
schools are relatively thin. In an article written in the time between the two DunbarHall surveys, Karl Neuenfeldt (1998b), argues for the inclusion of Indigenous popular
music within mainstream educational curricula. Within the article he includes
Aboriginal voices to help support his argument:
Patrick Dodson, Aboriginal former chairperson of the Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation,
observes: ‘[Popular music by Aboriginal artists] has a vital role to play in bringing people
together… It is obviously bringing the Aboriginal perspective on issues of social justice, land,
cultural support and spirituality very much to the fore’ (1992). Danny Collard, an Aboriginal
tertiary student and community activist, notes: ‘Australians are starting to realise there’s an
Aboriginal voice there as well as a [non-Aboriginal] voice, so they’re starting to play Aboriginal
music. And that’s one thing I’m glad is happening, that voice is finally coming out after all
these years’ (1993). (p. 202).

Neuenfeldt (1998b) asserts that “budgetary restraints, entrenched elitism in favour of
Western ‘art’ music, an emphasis on instrumental skills and wider debates of
Australian society itself” (p. 204) have led to the struggle for the inclusion of popular
music by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists and popular music more broadly
in music curricula. Recognising the socio-cultural nature of many Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander popular songs, Neuenfeldt encourages the use of “song lyrics
(and hearing of the music and languages)” as a means of honing students’ analytical
and listening skills and raising “awareness of relevant underlying issues” (p. 204). To
support his argument, he analyses Yothu Yindi’s “Treaty” and Midnight Oil’s “Beds
Are Burning” using examination materials from the NSW Aboriginal Studies
syllabus. While noting that the subject is situated within the Key Learning Area of
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Human Society and Its Environment, he suggests that the resource materials
associated with Aboriginal Studies are highly instructive for music educators.
Under topics of Aboriginal Visual and Performing Arts and Cultural Expressions the
draft syllabus support document identifies several teaching strategies including
surveying students to “find out what Indigenous music and musicians they know or
listen to; writing and performing music based on issues examined; and listening to
and viewing a range of contemporary Aboriginal Music to explore instruments,
languages and song lyrics” (Board of Studies NSW, n.d., p. 100). Neuenfeldt (1998b)
ultimately argues that “the inclusion of Indigenous popular music in Australian
curricula is a small step towards including Indigenous knowledge and viewpoints
[to]… help sound silences even amidst the cacophony of the new racism” (p. 212).
Another key contributor to the promotion of popular music by Aboriginal Torres
Strait Islander artists in music education is Kathryn L. Wemyss (Dunbar-Hall &
Wemyss, 2000a, 2000b; Wemyss, 1999a, 1999b, 2004). Writing for Research Studies
in Music Education, Wemyss (1999b) argues that popular music by Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander artists is “an essential component of Australian music
education” (p. 28). Recognising issues associated with teaching Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music such as cultural bias, misrepresentation and lack of cultural
sensitivity, she proposes several strategies to address her concerns:
A number of strategies should be considered: that Indigenous cultural themes and indeed ways
of learning be studied in pre-service teaching courses; that pervasive inservicing for teachers
nationwide be ongoing and developmental; that there be widespread dissemination of resources
and information; and that there be increased flexibility in classroom and school planning as well
as in the teacher-student relationship depending on the cultural knowledge of teachers and
students. Above all, however there must be constant consultation with community members,
and the introduction of guest community teachers should be encouraged while long range plans
to facilitate the training of Indigenous teachers be pursued. Only with stringent and localised
consultative measures can the integrity of curricular content, repertoire, and methodology be
assured. (Wemyss, 1999b, pp. 29-30).

Noting the hybrid nature of many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander popular styles,
Wemyss (1999b) argues that studying such music satisfies “current thinking on the
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dynamic nature or ‘reinvention’ of tradition” and has the power to help “develop a
positive self concept in Indigenous students,” while “nurturing more tolerant attitudes
in non-Indigenous students” (p. 32). Relatedly, she states that the commercial nature
of popular music allows Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander voices to be more easily
heard in the classroom, while also helping to navigate issues of misrepresentation and
cultural insensitivity as sacred knowledge is unlikely to appear in such a forum, or
without community endorsement. Using Torres Strait Island music as an example,
Wemyss proposes that an understanding of both Western popular and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander styles is integral to teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander popular music. Promoting a comparative study between these styles she
encourages a holistic approach with “integrated, contextual, participatory and group
based” learning experiences, “which is in keeping with the function and ethos of
music and learning within the cultures involved” (Wemyss, 1999b, p. 36).
Concepts vs context: approaches to teaching all musics
Wemyss (2004), a prominent advocate for the inclusion of popular music by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists, points out that non-Western and “popular
music, by its nature, may not be immediately compatible with the existing structures
that are based on Western educational and art-music traditions” (p. 141). Dunbar-Hall
(1993) foreshadowed this observation, in pointing out that “the existence of popular
music as [a] performance medium means that it should be studied through
performance and by listening,” in contrast to the “traditional means of studying art
music, [by] analysis of its notation” (p. 47). Writing in collaboration, (Dunbar-Hall &
Wemyss, 2000a) acknowledge the role that the introduction of popular music has had
on reshaping music teaching and learning, especially in the handling of multicultural
music. However, they note “analysis of popular music remains a little researched, and
consequently a little taught, area” (Dunbar-Hall & Wemyss, 2000a, p. 30).
As Dunbar-Hall (1993, 1999) set about finding and promoting a means of analysing
popular music, a debate was emerging over departure from the favoured concept or
element-based approach to music education (Swanwick, 1996; Walker, 1996, 1998).
Derived from the American Comprehensive Musicianship movement of the 1970s
(Choksy, Abramson, Gillespie, & Woods, 1986; Contemporary Music Project/Music
Educators National Conference, 1965; Mark, 1986), this approach ambitiously
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attempted to enable students to gain an understanding of all musics through the
analysis of common elements or concepts. This universal methodology remains “the
most pervasive approach to cultural diversity in Australian school music education”
and “underlies music curricula in several Australian States at both primary and
secondary levels” (Pascoe et al., 2005, p. 27)2.
In an attempt to realign ways of thinking about music and education, Walker (1996,
1998) argues that concepts of music must be seen as Western constructs and that to
believe they are universal prevents the development of contemporary music
education. Combatting what they saw as a colonial practice, critics of the universal
approach argue that music is conceptualised differently within different cultures and
that music can only be understood within the context of culture (P. S. Campbell,
1991, 2004; Dunbar-Hall, 2000, 2002b, 2002c, 2002d, 2005; Leung, 1999; Lundquist
& Szego, 1998; Marsh, 1999; R. G. Smith, 2002) In Representing African Music, the
musicologist Kofi Agawu (2003) cogently dismantles this view, however. He argues
that to the extent that we believe we can understand indigenously produced musical
explanations, we need to “accept the existence of a crucial level of nondifference
between the conceptual worlds of any two cultures” (Agawu, 2003, p. 183). Campbell
(2004) advocates immersion in culture specific units, with a focus on teaching what
members of that culture regard as important. Similarly, Lundquist and Szego (1998)
promote the use of a culturally congruent teaching process where teachers emulate
pedagogical processes found within the musical cultures being studied.
Responding specifically to the place of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
amidst this debate, Dunbar-Hall (2005) describes the concept approach as “an
example of one culture exerting its influence over others” (p. 36). He also notes that
despite the attempts of syllabi to encourage the study of music within its cultural
context they make no acknowledgement that “atomization of music into a series of
separate characteristics may be at odds with the aesthetics of the music under
consideration” (Dunbar-Hall, 2002b, p. 22). He argues that the analysis of Aboriginal

2

The influence of Comprehensive Musicianship on NSW Curricula is discussed in greater
detail later in this chapter.
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and Torres Strait Islander music according to this scheme is counter to the ways
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander musicians understand it:
While the concept approach implies that an individual musical characteristic can have meaning
by and for itself, our understanding of ATSI musics is that divorced from its other elements, an
individual element of a piece of music has no meaning and in fact may be incomprehensible.
The desire to consider it by itself may also be incomprehensible. (Dunbar-Hall, 2002b, p. 23).

Moving beyond the universal conceptualisation of music, Dunbar-Hall (2005)
proposes “Pluralism – not only of music but also of ideas about music, expectations
of the music curriculum, and methods of delivering teaching” as the “essential
outcome of and rationale for the music curriculum” (p. 36). Recognising the potential
conflict between Western ways of teaching and thinking about music, Dunbar-Hall
proposes ways to avoid cultural bias including using the terminology that the culture’s
practitioners use, reading descriptions of the music by its owners and adopting
teaching methods that relate to the music. To illustrate this approach he provides a
sample music lesson on popular music by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
artists:
1.

Listen to a song by an indigenous rock group, noting the topic of the song. How does the topic
of this song relate to issues of indigenous life? How does the song further understanding of
indigenous cultures?

2.

From Listening to the song, perform sections of it with your own accompaniment.

3.

What sounds can you hear that might typify this song as by indigenous musicians? Are there
instruments associated with indigenous people? How are these instruments used? After
performing these parts, notate them in some way – you might use standard Western notation
or invent your own. Perform sections of the song again and incorporate these instrument parts
into your accompaniment.

4.

What languages are used in this song? What might be the reasons for using Indigenous
languages in rock songs?

5.

Does the structure of this song reflect that of rock songs by other musicians?

6.

How does this song help us understand something about indigenous people?

7.

Use what you have learned from this song in the composition of your own song. Use a topic
that is relevant to your own life and incorporate what you have heard in this song in the
structure, sounds and accompaniment of your song. Perform your song to the class and record
it for future listening. (Dunbar-Hall, 2005, p. 36)

While Dunbar-Hall’s lesson is well-intentioned, he struggles to shake free from
Western teaching methods, most notably the use of notation and analysis of the
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elemental structure. Such an example serves to illustrate the difficulties in navigating
the complexities of teaching Indigenous music appropriately within the confines of a
Western secondary classroom.
Music education and community involvement in the Torres Strait Islands
In searching for a means of overcoming a concept-based approach to teaching
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music, Dunbar-Hall (2002b) emphasises the
importance of “the involvement of members of ATSI communities in the teaching of
ATSI musics” (p. 24). This is echoed in the National Principles and Guidelines for
Aboriginal Studies and Torres Strait Islander Studies (Curriculum Corporation, 1995)
which state, “it is important that Torres Strait Islander people and Aboriginal people
participate in all stages of development, implementation and evaluation of these
programs” (p. 8). Dunbar-Hall’s surveys reveal that some teachers were “concerned to
utilise Aboriginal musicians” (Dunbar-Hall, 1997, p. 82) (p.82) with one respondent
noting, “the best way to gain knowledge… is to have inservice or workshops with
people of that particular culture” (Dunbar-Hall & Beston, 2003, p. 51).
Surprisingly, one of the earliest documented attempts to bring Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander knowledge into classrooms comes from the often-neglected Torres
Strait Islands (Choksy & York, 1993; York, 1990, 1995; York & Choksy, 1994). The
people of the Torres Strait Islands are of different descent to the Australian Aboriginal
people and are indeed a “minority within the indigenous minority” (Nakata, 1993, p.
334). Much like Aboriginal Australia, there is diversity within the Torres Strait with
four broad cultural groups each exhibiting “specific characteristics which differentiate
it from others in terms of subsistence strategies, language, kin classification and ritual
practices” (Fuary, 1993, p. 167). While the music of the Torres Strait is “primarily
vocal… with instruments used only for accompaniment” (York, 1990, p. 4), there is a
level of linguistic and cultural diversity amongst the four groups. Importantly, the
music “acts as a portrait of and delineator of society, reflecting and marking societal
boundaries, and expressing relationships within the important Islander kinship
system” (York, 1995, p. 28).
Recognising the increasing effort to promote Torres Strait Islander identity and
culture within schools, York and Choksy (1994) initiated the project “A Culturally
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Appropriate Music Curriculum for Torres Strait Island Schools”, as a means of
consolidating Torres Strait song and dance as a central element within the
comprehensive music education of Islander children. Commencing in 1993, the
project was initially implemented in the Central Islands with the intention of
extending it to all Torres Strait schools. York (1995) notes that in previous visits
before commencing the project he was “impressed by the amount and nature of
community involvement in schooling”, with schools providing “regular periods of
time when community members and teachers passed on traditional knowledge and
skills” (York, 1995, p. 31). In contrast, he also discusses the inadequacy of music
education within the schools that exclusively employ a Western repertoire and highly
structured curriculum that fails to acknowledge Islander ways of learning.
Integral to the curriculum proposed by York and Choksy is the use of repertoire
relevant to specific Islands:
The balance of songs in the traditional language, Creole, and other languages will be largely
established by local elders and teachers, with sensitivity to the community wishes. Employed
within the framework of a broader Cultural Studies program, the music curriculum will attend to
relevant contextual matters. Appropriate teachers or community members will present repertoire
as required by Island custom (eg., women will teach [women’s] repertoire to girls, and men will
teach [men’s] songs and dances to boys). (York, 1995, p. 35).

While the first stage of the project focuses exclusively on consolidating Torres Strait
teaching and learning methods, York (1995) expects that the program will eventually
“transition into a progressively more conceptual approach… increasingly using music
from other cultures, and including a focus on reading and writing skills, when
appropriate” (p. 36). The project also aspires to increase training for teachers without
interfering with “important embedded customary practices and procedures” (York,
1995, p. 33). Surprisingly, Wemyss (1999a, 1999b, 2003, 2011) who writes
extensively on music education in the Torres Strait Islands, remarks, “there is no
evidence that the ‘Culturally Appropriate Music Curriculum for Torres Strait Island
Schools’ was ever implemented” (Wemyss, 2011, p. 53).
Although York and Choksy’s project may never have been realised, Wemyss’ (1999a,
1999b, 2003, 2011) research reveals that the broader community fulfils an integral
role within several Torres Strait Island Schools. Exploring the music and cultural
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programs at Thursday Island State School she notes that classroom music consists of a
weekly lesson with a heavy emphasis on practical tasks. Rather than teach Torres
Strait Islander music directly, the non-Indigenous teacher prefers to leave it to others,
acknowledging that “there are other more authentic avenues in the school through
which to present Torres Strait Island songs using Indigenous teachers such as the
Dance Team, the Cultural Heritage Program and through the input of [Indigenous]
Deputy Principal Stephanie Savage” (Wemyss, 2003, p. 127). In contrast, during her
time as a music teacher prior to taking on the role of Deputy Principal, Savage
discusses her teaching of Kodaly concepts through Torres Strait Island songs.
Thursday Island’s burgeoning Cultural Heritage Program is not seen “as a discrete
subject but as an integral part of the curriculum which needs to underscore all aspects
of learning” (Wemyss, 2003, p. 128). Delivered in Torres Strait Creole, the program
is implemented by Torres Strait teachers with varied content, which is often integrated
through song and dance. Wemyss notes that, significantly, many aspects of learning
within the Cultural Heritage Program are designed to coincide with community events
or celebrations making learning “more meaningful as students take on real world
problems and contribute significantly to social events” (in Pascoe et al., 2005, p. 225).
An integral aspect of all programs at Thursday Island is the desire to develop
culturally responsive pedagogies to help alleviate the “cultural dissonance between
Western education systems and Torres Strait Island culture” (Wemyss, 2003, p. 129).
Within the classroom music program, this is enabled by teaching “orally as much as
possible” and through “hands-on, practical learning” (Wemyss, 2003, p. 129).
Wemyss (2003) states, “it is through these types of holistic and concrete pedagogies
that Torres Strait Islander students learn most efficaciously rather than through the
more abstract and atomistic strategies associated with Western thinking” (p. 129). She
also notes that the use of group learning and the fostering of positive and personal
relationships between all stakeholders are critically important to the successes of the
school:
There are significant strengths inherent to the musical programmes in place at Thursday Island
State School that may prove instructive to other music educators. By fostering partnerships
within and outside the school, students experience connectedness to community, connectedness
to each other, connectedness of content learning areas, and connectedness to culture, all of
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which provide meaningful learning opportunities and a sense of security in which to explore
music and the performing arts. (in Pascoe et al., 2005, p. 228).

Wemyss conveys here the notion that the benefits of community involvement in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities are equally relevant to schools
Australia-wide. In order to transmit knowledge appropriately and devise culturally
responsive programs for non-Indigenous students, she offers four key strategies,
which she defines as “the four ‘C’s”:
1.

Consultation (Defining content and culturally significant methodology)

2.

Community Involvement (Using community members as guest teachers and encouraging
community members to develop resources for teachers)

3.

Contemporisation (the avoidance of music being presented purely as an anthropological
‘artefact’ eg. displaying culture as current and evolving)

4.

Cultural and musical identity preservation through wide dissemination (Wemyss, 1999a, p.
217).

Through these “four C’s”, Wemyss (1999a) ultimately seeks “a growing commitment
to the inclusion of Australian Indigenous musics and cultures as intrinsic yet
distinctive components of the education process in Australia” (p. 218).
Culture bearers, cultural workers and crossing borders in the classroom
While the need for community involvement in the teaching of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music is a key thread within the literature, the practice of it in majority
non-Indigenous settings is rarely discussed. With clear parallels between the
Indigenous communities of Australia and North America, Edwards (1996) explains
that an Indigenous “guest artist… can significantly affect student perceptions of
American Indian music and culture – and may be more powerful than lessons directed
by a trained music teacher” (p. 13). By way of the guest artist, Edwards argues that
change can be stimulated in the following fields:
•

Content knowledge – factual knowledge about culture

•

Cultural awareness – a cognizance of cultural elements, especially in relation to cross cultural
similarities or differences

•

Cultural sensitivity – a perception of the affective responses of people within the culture

•

Cultural valuing – an appreciation for what is esteemed and valued by the culture and the
valuing of the culture by observers. (Edwards, 1996, pp. 15-16; Marsh, 2000, p. 61).
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Inspired by Edwards, Marsh (2000) initiated a fieldwork program for pre-service
education students encouraging them “to take a more personal and proactive
approach” (p. 60) with the intention of changing their attitudes towards the teaching
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. Teaching in multicultural Western
Sydney, none of Marsh’s students identified as an Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander person and very few had deliberately interacted with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people. As part of her course, she had actively included and taught
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander songs and dances but following the screening of
a traditional dance from Arnhem Land she was shocked by reactions “varying from
disinterest to embarrassed laughter” (p. 60).
The fieldwork-project required the students to observe an Aboriginal performer who
had been employed by a local school for an intensive week of workshops involving
storytelling, song, dance and art and craft work. On the first and final days of the
workshops the students interviewed children about their learning and attitudes before
reflecting on their personal experience and the implication for their future role as
music educators. Marsh (2000) comments that while some students questioned the
methods used by the culture-bearer, the project “appeared to have a greater effect in
developing intercultural understanding than in developing these students’ content
knowledge of Aboriginal music” (p. 65). Similarly, she discusses the need to
implement non-tokenistic programs and emphasises the pedagogical and political
benefits of mutual co-operation and collaboration between schools and Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander community members:
The connections between students and culture-bearers creates possibilities for enhanced
understanding of culturally appropriate teaching-learning practices, cultural norms and values
and an ‘insider’ view of music within culture. For the culture-bearer, such collaborative
processes provide a forum for sharing of knowledge, values and practices and for demonstrating
the power of personal contact in developing links between communities. (p. 65).

Speaking directly with the practitioners, Neuenfeldt (1998a) discusses the way
didjeridu players impart Indigenous knowledge and perspectives in schools.

He

states, “didjeriduists are generally hired by individual schools (public and private) and
paid from programs funded to present Aboriginal perspectives, often in the forms of
storytelling, music and dance” (p. 9). Acknowledging that these programs may not be
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substantial in terms of numbers or teaching time, Neuenfeldt argues that they are
“significant in the context of an almost absence of an Aboriginal presence or voice in
the past” (p. 9). Drawing on the theories of Giroux (1992) and Friere (1973, 1985) he
describes didjeriduists as border crossers and culture workers who “sound silences
(literally and figuratively) to construct a textual space for intercultural
communication” (Neuenfeldt, 1998a, p. 16).
Neuenfeldt’s conversations with didjeriduists reflect a great diversity not only in
relation to the performers’ experiences, but also the knowledge they communicate to
different audiences. Kamilaroi man Kerry McKenzie discusses the differences
between working with primary and secondary schools, using humour to
simultaneously help put people at ease and impart knowledge:
I went into one high school and the girls were sitting on one side and the boys on another side
and so I said to them “Have you guys done some form of Aboriginal studies?” and they said,
“no”. Then I said, “well, you know in Aboriginal culture women sit on one side and men sit on
the other side” so I immediately gave them some useful information… I’m not purely there to
entertain. I’m there to instil something that is Aboriginal. (in Neuenfeldt, 1998a, p. 11).

While focusing on Aboriginal issues and education, Koori cultural officer Mick
Davison constantly reflects on his culture and spirituality using the didjeridu “to back
up what I’m saying” (M. Davison & Neuenfeldt, 1997, p. 24). In comparing teaching
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and non-Indigenous audiences, Davison
suggests that his message is relatively the same stating, “you people are very
important to me as non-Aboriginal people because you’re the ones that are going to
help break down all the prejudices over the years … you’re going to help in breaking
down a lot of the barriers” (p. 27).
Writing in a broader context of Torres Strait Islander community members entering
schools in Northern Queensland, Costigan and Neuenfeldt (2002) report similar
successes. One informant whose dance group conducts workshops in various schools
throughout Cairns argues “that cultural practices such as dance help forge an identity”
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students who are in the minority (p. 51).
Similarly, he asserts that through involving non-Indigenous people in performances,
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“they not only enjoy themselves but also gain a valuable insight into Indigenous
peoples and their culture” (p. 51).
In a multi-case study investigating how teachers with known experience in Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander music education approach the teaching of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music, Murphy-Haste (2009) (2009) re-emphasises the
importance of culture bearers in the classroom. While acknowledging that the
proximity of some participants made it easier to access community support in the
classroom, she states that culture bearer perspectives and knowledge of content and
processes “were integral to a framework that provided a meaningful and significant
education for Indigenous students” (p. 53).

For teachers in areas with a low

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population, Murphy-Haste encourages “the use
of existing resources in combination with Indigenous pedagogical approaches” as a
means of “providing meaningful teaching of Indigenous music” (p. 53). She cites the
work of Tyson Yunkaporta (2009) whose website designed in collaboration with the
New South Wales Department of Education and Training (NSW DET) informs
teachers about Aboriginal ways of knowing, using what he terms the ‘8 ways’
framework. Murphy-Haste (2009) argues that these Aboriginal ways of learning are
important for all Australian students as “they offer a point of access to Indigenous and
non-Indigenous content by providing multisensory and culturally devised methods of
knowing” (p.13).
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Figure 1: Eight Aboriginal ways of learning
(Yunkaporta, 2009)

In a more recent piece of research on teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
music in schools, Power and Bradley (2011) remind us that despite the rhetoric of
various policies, “currently it is possible to teach in any state or territory in Australia
without including Australian Indigenous music” (p. 23). Their study describes the
development and impact of a series of workshops and a resource kit produced by the
NSW DET, Creative Arts Unit of the Curriculum Directorate. Although designed and
written by Margaret Bradley, key contributors to the workshops included Dharawal
performer Matthew Doyle and Aboriginal Languages Consultant Mari Rhydwen. Two
years after the workshops, Power and Bradley interviewed a couple of teachers to see
how their teaching of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music had developed.
Importantly both teachers documented how the workshop helped inspire them to work
more closely with their Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community:
I didn’t think [my Indigenous music program] had a lot of substance so going to this workshop
was inspiring for me. I added things from the booklet. Additionally, I learned to work with the
community. I got in contact with one of our local Elders. I’m very lucky because our school has
established connection with our local Elders, which they have been nurturing for many, many
years (p. 25).

For one teacher, the success of her collaborative approach to teaching Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music led to the creation of her own professional learning
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resource. After discussing guidelines and protocols with her school’s Elder, she
developed a presentation on collaborating with local Elders, linking programs with
the community and using Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music in the
classroom. In evaluating the success and lasting impact of the initial NSW DET
workshop, Power and Bradley (2011) suggest that both teachers “have been rewarded
with the shared expertise of culture bearers” and “their exploration of these
relationships demonstrates the beginnings of significant moves towards confidence in
the teaching of Indigenous Australian music” (p. 28).
Teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music in higher education:
After Ellis
Much of the literature discussed above can be traced in some way back to the
already mentioned vision of Catherine Ellis and her founding of CASM. Despite
this wide-ranging impact, Newsome (1999), a contemporary of Ellis at CASM,
laments the continued lack of higher education opportunities for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander students interested in the arts. She states that Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music in the academy has been primarily explored through
the established research disciplines of musicology, ethnomusicology and
anthropology and “has been conducted almost exclusively by Western trained
non-Indigenous researchers, and that it has until recently tended to focus on socalled ‘traditional’ forms of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander musical
expression” (p. 95). Such a bias has led to many Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander popular musicians questioning “whether their music is really
‘indigenous’ or not, and if it is, what is ‘indigenous’ about it?” (p. 96). Newsome
calls for a new approach whereby “Indigenous musicians are at the centre of the
research process, not as ‘subjects’, but as the researchers themselves” (p. 96).
Regretting the relative absence of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander musicians
in tertiary Performing arts courses, Newsome (1999) discusses the limitations of
the Anglo-European aims and content of such courses, the pedagogical processes
used and pre-requisites required to gain entry. Citing the example of CASM, she
calls for the need to develop more effective programs that recognise the learning
needs and aspirations of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students. At CASM
she states that programs have evolved through “a continuous cycle of curriculum
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evaluation, review and development” (p. 99) catering for a diverse range of
stylistic preferences and recognising the prior knowledge of its students. For
Newsome, CASM’s collaborative coalition was a promising development:
We have also found the creation of a coalition of Indigenous and non-indigenous educators
from a variety of educational and cultural backgrounds highly effective in negotiating the
complex territory between cultures to create a curriculum which embraces not only
‘western’ and ‘traditional’ Indigenous epistemologies but also the learning world between
these systems. (pp. 101-102).

Elizabeth Mackinlay: experiential learning and relationships
Elizabeth Mackinlay (1998, 2002, 2004a, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2010b, 2012)
provides a leading voice in many of the issues surrounding teaching Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music in various educational settings. Mackinlay (2007) openly
suggests that her own teaching practice “is not new and follows in many ways the
model developed by Ellis (1985) in the establishment of the CASM” (p. 54). She
writes about her awakening to Aboriginal culture as she began her honours degree in
ethnomusicology using CASM as her research site. While at CASM she had the
opportunity to participate in the ‘Tribal music’ lessons and was later invited to
participate in a field trip to the Indulkana community. She describes returning as “a
changed person, no longer comfortable in my skin as a white middle-class, female,
academic but not yet having the tools to begin to understand why” (p. 27). Reflecting
later on these experiences Mackinlay (2005) questions the nature of the relationships
formed:
I wonder how much interaction took place in those tribal singing lessons given that I did not
ever speak with the performers who came to teach. Each week I simply sat and looked at them
as they spoke and sang to us in a language I did not know. The same sense of “gazing at: the
“extreme and the exotic” (Mutua & Swadner, 2004, p. 14) remains with me as my mind shifts to
remember the 10-day trip I went on to Indulkana where again huge voids of silence and
immobility characterised what was meant to be a meaningful cultural exchange. (p. 115).

Mackinlay’s critique of her CASM experiences and subsequent ethnomusicological
studies under the supervision of Catherine Ellis draw attention to a central theme in
her writing. While acknowledging the inclusive, Freirian ideals of Ellis and her
contemporaries, Mackinlay (2005) laments their failure to discuss their “white
position and power which enabled them to open the door and enter into the ‘field’ and
lives of Aboriginal peoples, to give voice to traditional performers in academic
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classrooms, and which sustained their ability to make representations of the
knowledge they held” (pp. 115-116). In contrast Mackinlay openly interrogates her
“white expert” positionality and promotes a “performed, performative and embodied
approach to pedagogy” (p. 121) that seeks to move beyond colonialist thinking.
Mackinlay’s educational research focuses primarily on her teaching at the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Unit within The University of Queensland. More
specifically, she analyses the issues, processes and impact of the course, ‘Women’s
Music and Dance in Indigenous Australia’:
The objectives of this subject are to relate Indigenous Australian performance practices to
broader social, historical and political context; to understand the complex relationship between
gender and music in Indigenous Australia within the context of anthropological and
ethnomusicological frameworks of inquiry; and to interpret and critically analyse the
performance practices of Indigenous Australian women. (Mackinlay, 1998, p. 19).

Importantly, the subject has a flexible schedule that adapts to the needs of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander musicians from urban and remote settings who teach
several components of the course.
In an article relating to her initial delivery of the course, Mackinlay (1998) discusses
its major teaching and learning components. Through problem-based learning (PBL),
students are given the opportunity to explore real-life issues that require them “to
decide what the situation is, what they need to know to understand and work through
this situation to the stated goal and then take on the responsibility of doing what is
necessary to reach that goal” (p. 19). Complementing this approach, students
participate in experiential learning of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music and
dance as taught by the custodians of these cultures. In this orally transmitted
environment, students develop “respect for authorisation of knowledge,” which gives
“credence to the validity of experience as a means of both learning and increasing
cultural awareness” (pp. 19-20). The involvement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander experts is critical as it allows them to “assert their voices in a very positive
and powerful way” and “break down the divide between ‘Us’ and ‘Them’” (p. 26).
By employing these approaches, Mackinlay argues, “it is possible to reconcile the
differences between Indigenous and non-Indigenous ways of knowing” (p. 26). She
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compares this solution with the idea of a two-way conversation, which operates on
several levels: between herself and the students, the Aboriginal performers and the
students and ultimately her own personal collaboration with Aboriginal women.
This conversation represents an on-going cultural exchange and by necessity, it is a process of
constant negotiation and re-negotiation. It has the ability to challenge, change or maintain
perceptions of Indigenous Australian peoples and cultures, as two different ways of knowing
about women, gender and music are reconciled. (p. 26).

Following a pilot study in 1999, Mackinlay (2007) compiled and analysed data from
the 2000 and 2001 iterations of her Indigenous Australian women’s performance
classroom. After interrogating the demographic makeup of her predominately young,
white, female classes, Mackinlay (2004, 2007) describes the differences between
traditional Yanyuwa workshops conducted by women from Borroloola and a
contemporary dance workshop led by her Yanyuwa sister-in-law, Samantha
Chalmers. She recognises that this diversity is critical as “each performer’s musical
style is a direct result of historical circumstance and individual experience in relation
to that history and challenges the notion of Aboriginal homogeneity” (Mackinlay,
2007, p. 188).
In her research Mackinlay adopts an intersectional focus, concentrating on power,
race and gender inequity. She believes that understanding Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander women’s performance discourse requires “coming to terms with
separate histories and a collective past and recognising the forms of white race
privilege and power which have worked and continue to oppress Indigenous
Australian women” (Mackinlay, 2007, p. 218). Through reflections collected from
workshop participants and performers, she discusses how the experiential pedagogy
enables students to confront their whiteness:
White bodies, white skins, white paint. Black bodies, black skin, white paint. The differences
between white self and black Other are brought together in this awkward moment – the
differences must be named… The act of performance, of dancing together, means that a
communication across differences is possible… it may be uncomfortable, it may be confronting,
but it represents a powerful pedagogical moment for the possibility of change and
transformation. (Mackinlay, 2004, p. 41).
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Focusing on the notion of ‘voice’ during the workshops, Mackinlay (2002, 2007)
draws parallels with Bakhtin’s (1981, 1986) dialogism. Here the dominant Western
‘centripetal’ construction of knowledge about Indigenous cultures is challenged by
the ‘centrifugal’ voices of the Yanyuwa women who move from the margins into the
mainstream. “Borders are crossed and boundaries are blurred” with the aim of
“disturbing and dislocating Western representations of knowledge and performance
and knowledge about Indigenous women” (Mackinlay, 2002, p. 36). Despite the
transformative power created by including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
women at the centre of her classroom, Mackinlay recognises the irony of the academy
still positioning her as the expert:
I have authority over and above the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women because I am
white (that is “I know, because I am one”) ensures that power and privilege. I maintain power
over my students because I am the one with the PhD and knowledge; and the experience (that is
“I know, because I was there”) sustains that control. (Mackinlay, 2007, p. 267).

While Mackinlay’s extensive analysis of her tertiary practice provides an important
voice for teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music, she laments the
difficulties in translating experiences such as these into primary and secondary school
settings.
I cannot help but feel that as academics with a wealth of field experience and knowledge, we
have not done enough to assist music teachers on how to negotiate the interpersonal,
intersubjective and intercorporeal aspects of teaching and learning music across, around and
through the borders of race in Australia. (Mackinlay, 2008, p. 3).

In response to numerous calls from music teachers to list teaching resources that are
suitable for their classroom, Mackinlay’s answer “begins and ends with relationship”
(Mackinlay, 2008, p. 4). Reflecting on her personal experiences of learning about
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music, Mackinlay associates everything with the
relationships she has formed with her Yanyuwa family. She states, “these
relationships continue to ground and guide me as a music educator” (p. 4):
My own experience has shown me that one of the most powerfully transformative teaching and
learning resources about Indigenous Australian performance practice that we all have at our
fingertips is not something we will find in a book on the library shelf, in an article published by
a “white expert” (such as myself), or on an internet website. Rather, it rests in the multi-faceted
potential of “relationship” as a teaching and learning approach to Indigenous Australian musics.
(p. 4)
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Referring to Tilmann-Healy (2003), she describes relationship in a pedagogical sense
as an ethic of friendship characterised by ongoing communicative management of
dialectical tensions. Such tensions often lead to confronting questions as educators
explore their role in colonising culture. Resisting the urge to provide practical
solutions, she calls on teachers to develop these by collaborating with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people, beginning “in your own classroom, your school, your
local community – on whose traditional country do you live and work?” (Mackinlay,
2008, p. 4). Similarly, she asks teachers:
Is the door to my classroom open, ajar or closed to the possibility of making space for
Indigenous performers to stand alongside me as musicians, singers and dancers with knowledge
to share? ... What do I need to do to open the door wider? If my door is still closed, what is
stopping me from engaging in relationships with Indigenous Australian people and their
musics? (pp. 4-5).

In posing such questions, Mackinlay (2010b) ultimately promotes “a pedagogy of the
heart,” which places “relationship at the centre of our conversations, curricula and
classrooms” (p. 21). Mackinlay’s pedagogy echoes bell hooks’ writings on love in
education. Here hooks (2003) outlines the core foundations of love as a “combination
of care, commitment, knowledge, responsibility, respect and trust”, which remain
relevant “irrespective of the relational context.” (p. 131). When teachers engage in
such relationships with their students and collaborators, a mutual pursuit of
knowledge creates the ideal conditions for learning and sharing.
Recent approaches: reflection, PEARLs and decoloniality
Mackinlay continues her advocacy for embodied and experiential learning across
several courses in the University of Queensland. In collaboration with Katelyn
Barney, she has written extensively about approaches to teaching Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander studies through Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
(Barney & Mackinlay, 2010; Mackinlay & Barney, 2012, 2014a, 2014b). Together
they discuss the evolution of an Aboriginal music course as it was restructured into a
three-weekend intensive program in association with a music festival. While the
course had previously featured regular involvement with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander performers as guest lecturers, the music festival “further enhanced the
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experiential and embodied nature of the course,” providing students with a “vibrant,
exciting and valuable fieldwork experience where lecturers and students could watch
performances by Indigenous performers, listen to Indigenous performers talk and
participate in workshops where appropriate on specific topics” (Barney & Mackinlay,
2010, p. 162).
A key component of this course was the compulsory use of a reflective journal (see
Clarke, 2004; English & Gillen, 2001; Moon, 2006; Morrison, 1996). Journaling was
deemed particularly useful in this context as it provided an opportunity for the
students and lecturers to confront sensitive issues surrounding the history and ongoing
oppression resulting from colonisation. Similarly, in Barney and Mackinlay’s (2010)
analysis of student journals, they note that reflective writing enabled students to
“challenge their expectations and assumptions about Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander cultures” and “move towards deeper understanding of Indigenous
performance” (p. 168). Thus, students were able to directly connect discourse and
practice.
As evidenced in Mackinlay’s (1998, 2007) earlier writing, PBL has been an important
strategy in the teaching of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander studies. The strategy
compels students to work collaboratively and actively engage in the interrogation of
problems. Mackinlay and Barney (Mackinlay & Barney, 2014b) note that despite the
diversity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander teaching and learning philosophies
and practice, “it is possible to identify pedagogical characteristics common to both
Indigenous groups locally and globally, and the approach and goals of PBL” (p. 62;
see also Battiste, 2000; C. Davison, 1998; Hooley, 2000). As part of a wider project
on the potential of PBL to stimulate transformative education in Indigenous
Australian studies, Mackinlay and Barney express the need to develop a more
appropriate term. They suggest PEARL – political, embodied, active and reflective
learning:
P (for political, performative process, place based)
E (for embodied experiential, explorative, engaged, emotion, empathy)
A (for active, anti-racist, anti-colonial, agency)
R (For relational, reflective, reflexive)
L (for lifelong learning). (Mackinlay & Barney, 2012, pp. 12-13).
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While the primary goal of PEARL is to stimulate transformative learning through
critical pedagogy, it also traverses many aspects of decolonisation discourse. In her
seminal text Decolonizing Methodologies, (L. T. Smith, 1999) asserts that
decolonisation empowers Indigenous peoples to reclaim and transform colonised
views of their history. It acts alongside transformation, healing and mobilization as
processes that lead towards self-determination. Similarly, Wilson and Yellow Bird
(2005) suggest “decolonisation is the intelligent, calculated and active resistance to
the forces of colonialism that perpetuate the subjugation and/or exploitation of our
minds, bodies and lands” (p. 2). Writing much earlier, Fanon (1963) evocatively
argues that decolonisation cannot come as a result of “friendly understanding” and is
a process that “sets out to change the order of the world” in “a program of complete
disorder” (p. 36). In contrast, Battiste (2000) calls for the need to decolonise
Indigenous minds from “cognitive prisons” by “harmonizing Indigenous knowledge
with Eurocentric knowledge” (pp. xvi-xvii).
In relating decolonisation discourse to Australian Indigenous studies, Nakata, Nakata,
Keech, and Bolt (2012) discuss their concerns about slipping too quickly into a
Western-Indigenous binary. They believe “a simplified decolonising framework as a
rationale for teaching, too often bypasses assisting students to think and navigate
through complex and contested knowledge spaces on their way to understanding
Indigenous worldviews, colonial experiences, contemporary dilemmas, and future
goals” (p. 136). Rather than resisting Western inscriptions of the Indigenous, they
propose a “focus on the politics of knowledge production in Indigenous Studies – one
that makes space for the exploration of ideas, that insists on critical reflection on the
limits of all thinking on both sides” (p.136). Tuck and Yang (2012) share such
concerns about the overuse of decolonisation discourse in education. For them the
term itself has been colonised into metaphor beyond its true meaning of “Indigenous
sovereignty and futurity” (p. 35). Tuck and Young distinguish between decolonisation
and social justice, and ask scholars to consider how the pursuit of social change can at
times “relieve the settler of feelings of guilt or responsibility, and conceal the need to
give up land or power or privilege” (p. 21).
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Responding to Tuck and Yang, Mackinlay and Barney (2014b) question whether
PEARL pedagogy actually represents decolonising practice: “PEARL’s premise has
always been that teaching and learning for transformation, social justice and
reconciliation is ‘good enough’ to be decolonising” (p. 66). Reflecting on her
performative and embodied pedagogical practice, Mackinlay (2016) shifts away from
the term decolonisation, instead preferring decoloniality (Lugones, 2010; Mignolo,
2011; Quijano, 1992, 2000). Distinguishing between the two terms, Mignolo (2011)
identifies decolonisation as a physical and political process of completely removing
the coloniser from the colonised space. In contrast, decoloniality aims to engage in
“epistemic disobedience and delink from the colonial matrix3 to open up decolonial
options” (Mignolo, 2011, p. 9). Drawing on experiences from her performance
classroom, Mackinlay (2016) compels others to reach for decoloniality, indicating
that it is the “little differences” that make it possible to ask:
What is decoloniality in my classroom, why do I want to do it, and am I really doing it? What
kind of interferences are needed to start to make decolonial moves and am I prepared to make
space for them? Does my teaching and learning praxis reflect the colonial selfsame or does it
diffract into decoloniality? (p. 224).

While PEARL may not claim be truly decolonising, it does allow students and
lecturers to air and discuss their discomforts as they confront different ways of
knowing. Helpfully, (Mackinlay & Barney, 2012) refer to the beginnings of utilising
the PEARL framework within a school setting. While acknowledging the difficulty of
transferring findings from higher education into schools, they explain:
The results from this project hold great potential for further implementation of PEARL into
primary and secondary classrooms, specifically in relation to pedagogical practice in embedding
Indigenous perspectives. The imperative for teachers to effectively, appropriately and ethically
engage with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledges, cultures and peoples in the
content of their programs and the ways that such programs are taught is urgent, particularly
given that Indigenous perspectives are mandated across the curriculum at all levels of schooling
in the National Curriculum (p. 16).

3

Mignolo (2011) describes the colonial matrix as having four heads of management and
control – the economy; authority; gender and sexuality; and knowledge and subjectivity.
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Stories from Tennant Creek: reconciliation, collaboration and service
learning
While some educators have brought Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander performers
into their classrooms (Mackinlay, 2007) and centred courses around local festivals
(Barney & Mackinlay, 2010; Corn & Patrick, 2014), several universities continue to
venture to the remote Northern Territory town of Tennant Creek in order to foster
meaningful relationships between their students and the community there (Bartleet,
2011; Bartleet, Bennett, Marsh, Power, & Sunderland, 2014; Bartleet & Carfoot,
2013; Bartleet & Turpin, 2010; Bennett, Power, Thomson, Mason, & Bartleet, 2016;
Bennett, Sunderland, Bartleet, & Power, 2016; Power & Bennett, 2015; Power,
Bennett, & Bartleet, 2018). Upon embarking on her initial foray, Brydie-Leigh
(Bartleet, 2011) reflects on the unique opportunity presented to the students of
Griffith University and The University of Queensland:
University courses rarely venture beyond the walls of their institutions like this, and
consequently students and Indigenous musicians are seldom given the opportunity to build
meaningful relationships with one another. As I think ahead to our two weeks in Tennant Creek,
I am keen to observe what happens when me make such a shift, and exchange our university
classroom for an Indigenous community. I want to understand what happens when pedagogical
practices are decolonised and placed into the hands of Indigenous Elders and musicians (pp. 1112).

Bartleet (2011) notes that this journey was not an arbitrary one but rather followed
from an invitation from the Winanjjikari Music Centre. During their two-week field
trip, the students engaged in a variety of collaborative activities including playing
rock and country music with men from Winnajjikari, setting up a new Music Centre at
the Drover’s Hall, participating in songwriting sessions with a local Aboriginal
woman and undertaking daily language and culture lessons with a Warumungu elder.
Searching for an apt description of the learning process, Bartleet initially linked the
project with ‘immersive’ learning experiences described in culturally diverse
education literature (for example, Aguilar & Pohan, 1998; Canning, 1995; Emmanuel,
2005; Marxen & Rudney, 1999). Here students take a “cultural plunge” by “living and
working in a setting for a short period of time so they become part of that
community” (Bartleet, 2011, p. 12) p.12). To encourage the students to be observant
and self-reflexive, they were given field diaries to record their thoughts, feelings and
interpretations of the field trip. Similarly, the students were given video cameras to
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create digital stories, thus allowing them to more widely disseminate their experiences
and growth in understanding. Critically, permission was granted to share the stories
and care was taken to maintain “close relationships with our Indigenous collaborators
in each community, following their lead” (Bartleet & Carfoot, 2013, p. 192) in
negotiating the project’s design and communication methods.
Echoing Mackinlay, Bartleet (2011) emphasises that “the centrality of relationship
building is crucial” and that without it, “the perils of our colonial past paralyse us, and
the possibilities of our interactions amount to nothing” (p. 20). Similarly, she
discusses how the group confronts racial subjectivities as the students become the
Other: “we cannot hide our glaringly White faces in the sea of Indigenous faces we
see every day. We are forced to not only acknowledge it, and reflect on it, but have a
dialogue with it” (p. 15). Having left the lecture theatre behind, the students engaged
in Aboriginal ways of knowing and learning, and discovered a sense of openness that
enabled a space for them to collaborate and share ideas with Aboriginal musicians.
Ultimately, the success of this first trip can be measured through the ongoing nature
of the relationship. Many of the students returned in some capacity to re-engage with
the community and the university continued to return each year, eventually leading to
the program’s expansion with funding from the Australian Government’s Office for
Learning and Teaching. Reflecting on the development of the program across several
years, (Bartleet & Carfoot, 2013) note, “no two years are exactly the same due to the
fact that the community is situated within dynamic and changing contexts, and the
students bring with them a diverse range of skills, personalities and prior experiences”
(p. 182).
As the program evolved, the pedagogical approach associated with the field trips
shifted from immersive to service-based learning. Bartleet, Bennett, Power, and
Sunderland (2016) describe service learning as a “teaching and learning strategy that
integrates community service with instruction and reflection, to enrich the learning
experience, develop intercultural awareness and strengthen communities” (p. 3). By
exiting traditional classrooms, students “engage with real versus imagined subjects,
and thus, learn about culture through their own lived experience” (p.3). Integral to the
success of service learning is the sharing of project control (Boyle-Baise, Epler,
McCoy, & Paulk, 2001), with activities designed to benefit both recipient and the
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provider (Furco, 1996; Furco & Billig, 2002). It is equally important to note that
activities are organised to integrate community service with instruction and
assessment (Robinson & Meyer, 2006). Furco (1996) distinguishes service learning
from other experiential approaches through its “intention to equally benefit the
provider and the recipient of the service as well as to ensure equal focus on both the
service being provided and the learning that is occurring” (p. 5). Strengthening the
case for the adoption of service learning in various educational settings, Eyler and
Giles (1999) report that students who have been involved in the approach demonstrate
greater levels of understanding compared to cohorts of non-service learning students.
Distinguishing them from broader service learning initiatives, Bartleet et al. (2016)
link their projects directly with arts-based service learning. Here, the arts are “central
to the experience as both a means to meeting community-identified needs and an end
in and of themselves” (Krensky & Steffen, 2008, p. 15). While arts-based service
learning has been explored in detail in the United States (Jeffers, 2009; Molnar, 2010;
Thomas & Mulvey, 2008), within Australia and more specifically within Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities, the approach is slowly gathering momentum.
Bartleet et al. (2016) position arts-based service learning as a “culturally congruent
and enabling process” that can assist educators in “overcoming the challenging
political, social and practical task of incorporating First People’s perspectives into
higher education curricula” (p. 7). Beyond inclusion, they argue that their partnerships
with the Tennant Creek community have helped transform students’ understandings
of Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures (Bartleet, 2011; Bartleet
& Carfoot, 2013).
Bartleet et al. (2014) propose four central concepts common within a successful artsbased service learning framework: relationships, reciprocity, reflexivity and
representation. In order to stimulate significant creative or cultural work, strong
personal relationships must be formed. While they note that some students have
difficulty reconciling the structured nature of universities with their new environment,
over time they realise “the importance of showing respect, developing trust and taking
the time to build relationships” (p. 11). In many cases, music and performance acts as
the key intermediary in stimulating friendships that have extended well beyond yearly
field trips. Following the building of relationships, students begin to recognise the
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reciprocal nature of mutually beneficial exchanges of ideas and learning experiences.
This allows the students to develop a greater appreciation of Indigenous culture and
an awareness of the limitations of their previous understandings. As students confront
such realisations, they are prompted to “engage in deeply reflexive [emphasis added]
processes about their racial subjectivities, cultural biases and assumptions” (p.13).
Finding an appropriate means of representing these experiences is perhaps the most
challenging aspect of arts-based service learning. In navigating the complexities, the
authors “follow our collaborators’ lead on the ways in which we negotiate the
representation and communication of these experiences” (p. 16).
While Bartleet’s (2011; Bartleet & Carfoot, 2013) early field trips involved several
music education students, the launching of the nationwide study into arts-based
service learning in Australian Indigenous communities coincided with pre-service
music teachers from Western Sydney University (WSU) 4 completing professional
experience in Tennant Creek schools (Bennett, Power, et al., 2016; Power, 2012;
Power & Bennett, 2015; Power, Bennett, & Bartleet, 2014; Power et al., 2018).
WSU’s relationship with the Tennant Creek community was initiated through a
partnership with the Australian Literacy and Numeracy Foundation (ALNF). Forming
part of a mandatory service learning course as part of their Master of Teaching,
approximately ten students each year are selected to participate in a four-week
professional experience placement in Tennant Creek schools and a simultaneous
service learning project in the community. Critically, the students attend a preparation
week several months before the placement where they engage in cultural training with
the Aunties at Papulu Aparr-Kari Language Centre, consult with the community about
the projects to be undertaken in the placement, learn about skin relationships and
receive a skin name (Power et al., 2014, pp. 50-51).
During their preparation week, two pre-service music teachers were approached to
participate in a recording project for young Aboriginal musicians with the support of
adult musicians at Winanjjikari Music Centre. Upon their return, the pre-service
teachers developed a series of songwriting workshops with Year 10 and 11 students.
These workshops focused on building confidence in performing and channelling their
4

Prior to 2015, Western Sydney University was known as the University of Western Sydney.
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musical tastes into their own compositions. At the end of the placement, two songs
were recorded at Winanjjikari with the assistance of the musician who first
approached them to help with the recording project. Reflecting on the experience, one
of the pre-service teachers referred to the relationship he had formed with the “nicest
bunch of people” working at the centre (Power et al., 2014, p. 53). Analysing this
particular case study, Power et al. (2014) discuss the reciprocal nature of the
experience: “not only did the school students develop confidence in performing and
songwriting but the pre-service teachers developed in confidence as teachers, growing
the teacher identities that they would continue to shape throughout their careers” (p.
53).
Following subsequent visits, Power (2016) describes projects including the
establishing of open mic and multicultural nights. Importantly, relationship building
was essential to the pre-service teachers’ engagement with the community. Playing
football with the boys proved critical for one student who commented, “It’s like a
wall broke down… [I expected] to feel more uncomfortable but I feel right at home”
(p.153). The open mic night was established to develop courage and perseverance.
This proved particularly useful for one of the Tennant Creek students who would
move on to performing in the larger Desert Harmony festival. A pre-service teacher
describes how his relationship with one student grew in trust over time:
He was playing and I sat down and played with him. He didn’t talk a whole bunch that first
week, even though we played quite a bit together. In the second week, he did. He really opened
up to me about things, what his life’s been like. He also taught me about some bush tucker on
our way to the Open Mic night (p. 154).

Importantly, Power (2016) re-emphasises that members of the community drove the
directions of the projects undertaken by the students. Through cultural immersion, the
pre-service teachers participated in transforming experiences, living “out the idea that
participatory decision-making contributes to improved student outcomes” (p.156). In
representing their experiences to the broader community, the UWS pre-service
teachers also created short films prompting them “to consider not just what has been
learned, but how it has been learned, and how this learning might be presented to
learners, peers and the community” (Bennett, Power, et al., 2016, p. 5).
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Reflecting after the culmination of their nationally funded arts-based service learning
(ABSL) project, Bartleet, Bennett, Power, and Sunderland (2019) collectively
compiled a broader framework for working with First Peoples. Grounded by the three
interconnected elements of knowing, being and doing, the authors drew upon
Aboriginal scholar Martin-Booran Mirraboopa’s (2003) Qunadamooka worldview to
summarise the key insights derived from the projects and suggestions for broader
practice under the following ways of learning and engaging.
Being
•

Building and deepening relationships

•

Learning and sharing in reciprocal ways

•

Responding to contextual politics and dynamics with sensitivity

Doing
•

Using the arts as a medium for connection and collaboration

•

Designing and implementing ABSL projects to meet both community and institutional
needs

•

Building sustainability into ABSL projects

Knowing
•

Sitting down on country

•

Respecting culture and First People’s worldviews

•

Transforming understanding and worldviews through critical reflection. (Bartleet et al.,
2019, pp. 19-20)

Bartleet et al. (2019) conclude by reconfirming the importance of building “respectful
and mutually beneficial learning partnerships” with an emphasis on “collaboration
and community agency” (p. 27). It is with these intentions that this thesis proceeds, as
it presents a detailed narrative case-study centred around initiating, sustaining and
learning through collaboration within a secondary school setting. In the next section
of the review, I focus inward on the evolution of curricula and government policies
relevant to the case’s context and the extent to which they support the inclusion of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music.
Section 2: The Place of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Music within
Music Curricula and Government Policies
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education and studies within NSW
schools
In the early 1980s, two important policies were launched in an attempt to address
disadvantage within the NSW education system. The Aboriginal Education Policy
(NSW Department of Education, 1982) was a significant step towards reconciling
centuries of settler colonial oppression. Pre-empting the views of McConaghy
(2000) and Craven (1999), the document recognised that “Aboriginal Education
has a dual purpose: to enhance the development and learning of Aboriginal
students… and enable all students to have some knowledge, understanding and
appreciation of Aborigines and their cultural heritage” (NSW Department of
Education, 1982, p. iii). Importantly, the document was written in consultation
with Aboriginal communities and the NSW Aboriginal Education Consultative
Group (AECG). At its core was the need to involve Aboriginal communities
“through consultation and participation, in making the learning environment and
the school curriculum relevant to the needs of their children” (p. 1).
The document was revolutionary for acknowledging the diversity of Aboriginal
communities and specific needs for the individual child. Recognising Harris’
(1980) both ways of learning, the policy stated the need for “awareness and
acceptance of the bicultural needs of the child” and the maintenance and
development of Aboriginal languages (NSW Department of Education, 1982, p.
1). After outlining its rationale and aims, the policy detailed considerations and
strategies for the individual child, teacher, school and community. These
strategies included the need to acknowledge “Aboriginal learning methods” and
the “introduction of Aboriginal Studies programs [and] incorporation of the study
of Aboriginal Arts” (pp. 7-8).
The second significant policy document that led to advances in Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander education and studies was the Multicultural Education Policy
Statement (NSW Department of Education, 1983c). This promoted cultural pluralism,
recognising the need to review policies, programs and practices in all schools and
develop strategies for particular groups of students. The statement was accompanied
by several support documents providing more detailed information relating to areas
such as Intercultural Education (NSW Department of Education, 1983b) – promoting
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interaction between multiple cultures – and Ethnic Studies (NSW Department of
Education, 1983a), an in-depth study of a single ethnic group. Throughout the
statement and accompanying documents, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples are recognised as distinct ethnic groups and as a result encouraged “to
understand, maintain and develop their language and/or culture through schooling”
(NSW Department of Education, 1983c, p. 2). Critical to the success of Multicultural
Education, the policy declared, is the encouragement of “the participation of parents
and community members in the development of policies and practices” (p. 3).
The 1980s saw further significant growth in developing national policies to
address shortcomings in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education offerings.
The forming of the National Aboriginal Education Committee (NAEC), a twentymember advisory committee of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, led
to the release of several important documents (Department of Employment
Education and Training, 1989; National Aboriginal Education Committee
[NAEC], 1985). In a philosophical statement, the NAEC (1985) outlined its core
aims and addressed the key issues relating to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
education:
By any acceptable educational standard in Australia today the education of Aboriginal
people is seriously inadequate. A major reason for this inadequacy is that the educational
theories and processes used in Australia have been developed by and for non-Aboriginal
people. They are largely inappropriate for our people. School and further education
authorities must develop an education theory and pedagogy that takes into account
Aboriginal epistemology. Only when this occurs will education for our people be a process
that builds on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures and identity. (p. 4).

The document also stressed the importance of educating all students, stating:
“Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island studies must become part of the curriculum… it
must be taught with a high level of respect and understanding so that an accurate
knowledge of Australian history and Indigenous culture can be obtained” (NAEC,
1985, p. 4). It also emphasised the need for Indigenous involvement in the planning of
programs, and more importantly during the “actual service delivery of the various
education processes” (p. 5).
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The release of the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy
(Department of Employment Education and Training, 1989) represented the first coordinated response from state and federal governments to an urgent situation.
Carrying similar rhetoric to the 1982 NSW policy and 1985 NAEC philosophy
statement, the national document focuses solely on the education of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people. It aimed to “improve the availability, responsiveness
and effectiveness of educational services as a means of achieving equity of access to
and participation in education” (p. 13). The policy reinstated the need for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander community engagement, stating that without it “there can
be no guarantee that students will attend, that curriculum will be relevant and that
learning outcomes will be achieved” (p. 13).
The first comprehensive document to set out the approach and benefits of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Studies was released well into the 1990s. The National
Principles and Guidelines for Aboriginal Studies and Torres Strait Islander Studies
K-12 (Curriculum Corporation, 1995) accompanied the production of statements and
profiles of eight agreed key learning areas. It established a clear definition and
presented a detailed rationale and objectives for the inclusion of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Studies across the curriculum at all levels. The document
recommended three distinct approaches to programming Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies: “a discrete course/subject; units within other subjects; and across the
curriculum in each of the eight key learning areas” (p. 5). Promoting detailed study, it
indicated that these approaches could be implemented separately or in combination.
In discussing the delivery of such programs the document stated:
In the learning environment, the most effective way to promote attitudinal change and to
develop respect for and understanding of Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islander people
and their cultures, is for students to experience positive interaction with Torres Strait Islander
people and Aboriginal people. In doing so, it is important that Torres Strait Islander people and
Aboriginal people participate in all stages of development, implementation and evaluation of
these programs. This can be achieved by employing guest speakers to present information and
talk with students and teachers about particular issues. (p. 8).

The key aspects of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education policies have
remained fairly close to those initial state and national documents. In NSW, the 1982
policy was updated in 1996 with greater emphasis placed on the need “to promote
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educational achievements by Aboriginal students in the context of educating all
students about Aboriginal Australia” (NSW Department of School Education, 1996,
p. 1) 1. The policy was revised for a third time in 2008, this time encouraging all
department staff to develop “cultural competencies” defined as “a set of congruent
behaviours, attitudes and policies that come together in a system or agency for
professionals to work effectively in cross-cultural situations” (NSW Department of
Education and Training, 2009, p. 11). The policy continues to encourage collaboration
through the forming of partnerships:
Partnerships involving home, school and community are relationships based on mutual
understanding and equality. They are created when all partners share responsibility and
obligations for decision making in an appropriate way. Partnerships are often formed around a
common or joint interest. (NSW Department of Education and Training, 2009, p. 12).

Origins and development of the NSW senior secondary music curriculum
Throughout the latter half of the twentieth century, the NSW education system has
been at the forefront of innovation in promoting the inclusion of Australian music
within classroom teaching and learning schemes. This was highlighted in 2001
when the Board of Studies NSW received the Australian Music Centre national
award for “the most distinguished contribution to the advancement of Australian
music in education” (Jeanneret, Forrest, & McPherson, 2002, p. 67). Jeanneret,
McPherson, Dunbar-Hall, and Forrest (2003) identify various historical references
to Australian composers in music curricula since 1954: “for the Higher School
Certificate (HSC) in 1966, music students who opted to undertake a ‘thesis’ could
choose ‘Australian Composition’ or ‘Music of the Australian Aborigines’ from
the topics available” (p. 139). While the provision of such options were radical,
the extent to which they were taken up by teachers and their students is not
known.
While sources are relatively thin in the period of the 1950s and 1960s, Carroll
(2017) notes that the 1956 music course downplayed practical aspects of music
learning and that at its centre “was a relatively consensual canon of [Western Art
Music] works, organised into graded lists for intended study. From these works
students were expected to recognise, discuss and reproduce memorised score
quotations in written examinations” (p. 77). This canonical focus was developed
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in response to the British University curriculum, upon which Australian music
courses had been modelled (Comte, 1988). Performance training was left
primarily to external organisations such as the Australian Music Examination
Board (AMEB) and NSW Conservatorium of Music, who further cemented the
strong focus on the Western Art Music tradition (Carroll, 2017; Comte, 1988).
In early 1970s, the NSW music curriculum embarked upon a shift from its
historical British origins, as it came under the influence of revolutionary
developments in North America (Jeanneret et al., 2003; McPherson & Jeanneret,
2005). In 1965 a seminar was held at Northwestern University entitled
‘Comprehensive Musicianship – the foundation for college education in music’
(Contemporary Music Project/Music Educators National Conference, 1965). One
of the key summations of the seminar was that through common elements:
“students can gain an awareness and understanding of the structural elements of
music common to any culture, tradition, or style” (Choksy et al., 1986, p. 108).
The ideals of comprehensive musicianship were further honed in the
Manhattanville Music Curriculum Program (MMCP) and Hawaii Music
Curriculum Program (HMCP), both of which incorporated common elements to
create a curriculum concept spiral where students progress through different
stages or zones that are not exclusive to formal school grades (Mark, 1986).
Coinciding with developments in America, similar educational reforms were
being pushed in the United Kingdom by influential music educators Paynter and
Aston (1970) and Swanwick and Tillman (1986). Paynter and Aston (1970)
strongly advocated creative-group activities, which encouraged the child or ‘artist’
to engage in ‘real-world’ music practice by composing and improvising:
We need the professional artist but at the same time we must cultivate the artist within
ourselves, for each one of us has something of that child-like innocence which is the
characteristic of the artistic mind, which draws fresh inspiration from familiar things and
expresses feelings in words, action, visual symbols or music (p. 4).

Central to both British and American models was the integration of musical
learning experiences – performance, composition and listening. This thinking
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combined with a concept-based approach has pervaded the NSW syllabi and the
proposed Australian Curriculum for the Arts.
The 1970s senior music schism and gradual recognition of cultural
education policies
The current structure of the NSW senior secondary music curriculum can be
traced back to revisions in the late 1970s. In recognition of comparatively small
enrolments, the Board of Senior School Studies introduced a second senior music
syllabus – Music 2 Unit A (Wemyss, 2004). Within its rationale, the board
acknowledged that “the present structure of Music courses in the senior school
pre-supposes a firm foundation of music literacy and does not allow for a later
development of interest or aptitude in music” (Board of Senior School Studies,
1977, p. 1). In contrast to the Western Art Music orientated Music 2 Unit
(Related) and 3 Unit courses, this course provided an entry point for “students
with an interest in contemporary popular music but little prior formal musical
training” (Board of Studies NSW, 1998a, p. 1). Noting the higher level of the preexisting courses, Carroll (2017) argues that despite facilitating the study of
popular music in the junior syllabus, “the terms for success at the senior level still
required formal knowledge and training” (p. 95) in Western Art Music.
Both senior course streams were revised in 1983. Interestingly, Music Syllabus 2 Unit
(Related) and 3 Unit Course For Years 11 and 12 (Board of Senior School Studies,
1983b) featured a radical departure from previous syllabi. This was primarily due to
the inclusion of the mandatory topic, ‘The Twentieth Century – a Current Survey’.
Within the topic, teachers were encouraged to draw on Australian music as a “major
centre of interest” and “consider current practices in Music across the whole spectrum
of contemporary musical endeavour” (p.4). A list of study areas included non-western
art music topics such as “current popular releases” and “film and television” (p. 4).
Despite highlighting the notion of “recent works of established composers,” specific
instruction was given that the order was “not hierarchical or prescriptive” (p.4). While
such options were unusual for the course, the rationale reiterated the key focus of the
syllabus:
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In the course flexibility is provided to meet such varying requirements yet at the same time the
student will need to continue to develop foundation skills of music literacy based on traditional
western music. (p. 1).

In contrast, the retitled 2 Unit Music Course 1 syllabus rationale offered students
“a broadly-based multi-stranded course of study in music, in which the individual
needs, abilities and interests of each student are paramount” (Board of Senior
School Studies, 1983a, p. 1). Within the course, teachers could choose from thirty
units, covering a range of styles, periods and genres. While no explicit reference
was given to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures, students could study
“Australian Music,” “Music of Another Culture” and “Music for Ceremonial
Occasions” (p. 3).
Both senior music courses were updated in 1993. Despite being written more than
a decade after the release of the Multicultural Education Policy, the documents
were the first to provide explicit recognition of the role music plays in a culturally
diverse society: “Music pervades society and plays an important part in life. It is a
significant part of every culture. The study of music can help foster an awareness
and appreciation of culture and various cultural traditions” (Board of Studies
NSW, 1994a, p. 2; 1994b, p. 2). While the courses retain their differing focuses on
music literacy, the Music2/3 Unit Syllabus reaffirms its allegiance to the Western
tonal tradition by mandating that “Art Music (as distinct from Folk and Popular
Music)” must be studied as part of the mandatory topic, “Music 1970 Onwards”
(Board of Studies NSW, 1994a, p. 31) (Board of Studies NSW, 1994b, p.31).
Importantly, within each syllabus specific reference is made to the study of
“traditional and contemporary music of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders” as
a component of the additional or elective topic Australian Music (Board of
Studies NSW, 1994a, p. 30; 1994b, p. 15).
Supporting the inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
To accompany the new music syllabi, the Board of Studies NSW (1995) released the
Music Years 7-12 Support Document providing more detailed explanation of key
syllabus areas. Edited in part by Peter Dunbar-Hall, the document featured a detailed
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description of the newly included ‘traditional and contemporary music of Aborigines
and Torres Strait Islanders’:
The music of Australian Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders consists of a range of types and
genres of music including both traditional and contemporary styles. In addition to studying the
musical characteristics of this music, students need to be aware of the significance of music in
these societies, and that there are regional differences in the music. (p. 7).

The document contains clearly delineated categories of traditional and contemporary.
In relation to traditional music it states that the study “must be based on an
understanding of the music’s religious origin, its links to the expression of Aboriginal
beliefs and its place in a total performance context” (Board of Studies NSW, 1995, p.
7). This implies that the key educational mode of engagement is the passive viewing
of films that include segments of ceremonies. In contrast, an extensive list of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander musicians who perform contemporary music is
included:
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander contemporary music covers the repertoires of many
popular music groups – Coloured Stone, No Fixed Address, Yothu Yindi, the Kulumindini
Band, Scrap Metal, Mixed Relations, Amunda, the Warumpi Band, and the female vocal group
Tiddas. In addition, there are solo performers such as Kev Carmody, John Albert, Bob Randall,
Herbie Laughton, Brenda Webb, Ruby Hunter, and Archie Roach. This area of study could also
cover the stage show Bran Nue Dae by Jimmy Chi and the Broome-based group Kuckles, or the
work of theatre troupes such as the Tjapukai Dance Theatre, Bangarra Dance Theatre, and the
Aboriginal Islander Dance Theatre. (p. 7).

In addition, the definitions of traditional and contemporary, a detailed list of
potential activities is included for the learning experiences of performing,
listening, composing and musicology. Performative experiences range from
“playing clap stick accompaniments to examples” to the questionable activity of
“performing dance movements learnt from observing film of ceremonies” (Board
of Studies NSW, 1995, p. 8). Interestingly, only one of the thirty-four activities
suggested involved engaging Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the
teaching process by “interviewing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
musicians” (p. 9).
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Current NSW music senior syllabi and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music
At the end of the 1990s, a new Higher School Certificate (HSC) assessment model
was proposed within the NSW government’s white paper, Securing Their Future
(NSW Office of the Minister for Education and Training, 1997). The paper
required all existing subjects to review and revise their syllabi to meet the purpose
of the HSC program of study. As part of the evaluation process, the structure of
senior music courses was debated with the consensus preferring the separation of
two distinct subjects:
Many students studying the 2 Unit Course 1 are from the folk/oral tradition where advanced
notational skills are not a strong focus, yet the performance standard is often very high. The
view was expressed that if both courses were combined it would make the differing student
needs incompatible. With such differing backgrounds it would be too limiting to expect the
differing groups to be challenged and extended. (Board of Studies NSW, 1998a, p. 7).

While teachers were happy with the arrangement of courses, “66% of teachers
surveyed indicated that the courses needed components more closely related to the
study of multicultural music” (Board of Studies NSW, 1998a, p. 13). Similarly, it
was suggested that topics be reviewed to “acknowledge the breadth and diversity
of contemporary music” and “encourage increased engagement with traditional
and crosscultural music” (p. 17).
Despite calls from teachers for more cross-cultural programming, both senior
courses remained relatively similar in scope to the 1994 revisions. The primary
changes in the 1999 syllabi were the renaming of each course to Music 1
(formerly Music 2 Unit Course 1), Music 2 and Music Extension (formerly Music
2/3 Unit). The courses’ key focus areas remained the same, with Music 1 targeting
students with “an interest in studying popular music,” contrasting Music 2 and
Extension’s requirements that students focus “on the study of Western art music”
and to have a “formal background in music” (Board of Studies NSW, 1998b, p.
13).
The rationale of each course features the same language recognising music’s role
in our multicultural society:
Music occupies a significant place in world cultures and the recorded history of all
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civilisations… It has the capacity to cross cultural and societal boundaries. Music plays a
variety of important roles in the cultural and spiritual lives of people that is reflected in its
prominent place in society and its immense contribution to the global economy… [The study of
music] allows for the expression of the intellect, imagination and emotion, the exploration of
values, and fosters an understanding of continuity and change, as well as the connections
between different times and cultures. (Board of Studies NSW, 2009a, p. 6; 2009b, p. 5).

While the rhetoric of both syllabi attempt to place the study of music within its
cultural context, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander content of both courses
feature only minor wording changes from the previous syllabi. Explicit reference to
the inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures is found
only within the study of the additional topic or elective “Australian Music” with
“traditional and contemporary music of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples”
featuring as the first dot point, “Suggested aspects for study” (Board of Studies NSW,
2009a, p. 22; 2009b, p. 24).
Interestingly, within both courses, revisions were made to the topic formerly known
as “Traditional Music of a Culture” (Board of Studies NSW, 1994a, p. 30). Here the
topic was renamed “Music of a Culture,” with more detail provided in the suggested
aspects for study. The key change in each syllabus was the inclusion of contemporary
music, recognising the continuity of culture. This topic was deemed the most
appropriate to connect with the project presented in this thesis.
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Table 1 Music of a culture in Music 1 and Music 2
Music 1

Topic

Suggested aspects for study

(Board of Studies NSW,
2009a, p. 24)
Music of a culture
In the HSC Course
students may study this
topic in either of the
following ways:
i) a different culture from
the Preliminary course
ii) a comparative study
within this topic
Music 2

Topic

• traditional and
contemporary music
• stylistic features
• notation
• dance and its music
• cultural context
• instruments and their
role
• the role of improvisation

Suggested aspects for study

(Board of Studies NSW,
2009b, p. 24)
Music of a culture

• traditional and
contemporary music
• stylistic features
• notation
• dance and its music
• cultural context
• the role of improvisation

Moving towards the Australian curriculum
While the administering of the Australian education system has generally been the
prerogative of states and territories, there has been a significant shift in developing a
nationalised approach to schooling. The call for greater collaboration was first
highlighted with the Hobart Declaration in April 1989, when the State, Territory and
Commonwealth Ministers of Education endorsed ten common and agreed goals for
schooling. Amongst these goals was the recognition of the need to develop “an
appreciation and understanding of, and confidence to participate in, the creative arts”
(Australian Education Council, 1989, p. 1). The goals also mandated that students be
provided “with an understanding and respect for our cultural heritage including the
cultural background of Aboriginal and ethnic groups” (p. 1). These national goals
have been subsequently revised by the Ministerial Council on Education,
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Employment, Training, and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA) with the release of the
Adelaide Declaration (MCEETYA, 1999) and Melbourne Declaration (MCEETYA,
2008).
Following the release of the Hobart Declaration, work proceeded on the development
of statements and profiles (Curriculum Corporation, 1994a, 1994b) of the eight agreed
areas of learning. Within the statement, the learning area of the arts was defined as
comprising five art forms – dance, drama, media, music and visual arts. The statement
outlined philosophical approaches to learning in the arts and emphasised the
importance of the inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and
cultures. Central to this thinking was the involvement of community within the
delivery of such content:
The arts in Australian schools should reflect the interrelated and intertwined nature of
Aboriginal arts forms and those of Torres Strait Islanders… Arts programs in schools must also
acknowledge local artistic expression and the diversity of the arts within Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures and seek assistance from these groups when developing arts programs
which include Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts studies. (Curriculum Corporation,
1994b, p. 8).

More specifically in the music component of the statement, teachers are reminded of
the benefits of “listening to and performing music from different cultures” in helping
build “an understanding of the influences on and changes in Australian music,
including the music of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities”
(Curriculum Corporation, 1994b, p. 23). In contrast with the rhetoric of the statement,
the profile rarely provides activities explicitly acknowledging Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander content and no specific reference is made to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures in the secondary component of the music profile.
While these documents did provide States and Territories with a framework for their
music curriculum, the National review of school music education (Pascoe et al., 2005)
found that “music education curriculum policies and associated support documents
for each State and Territory vary greatly in number, relevance, level of detail,
usefulness and currency” (p. x). To improve equity and access to music education
across Australia the study encouraged greater collaboration and the sharing of
materials across Australia. Critically, it noted that there were significant gaps in the
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documents and policies of some States and Territories relating to “music for
Indigenous students and about Indigenous music” (p. x). Further, it identified a “need
for Australian music curricula to address issues of diversity, inclusive repertoire,
recognitions of home and community cultures” (p. xi).
Australian curriculum and the arts
The election of the Rudd Government in 2007 led to a greater push for educational
collaboration and accountability across the nation. A new agency, The Australian
Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA), was given the
responsibility to write and implement a national curriculum from Foundation to Year
12, develop a national assessment program and report on school achievement and
resource allocation. While its initial charter was to commence curriculum
development for English, Mathematics, Science and History, in 2009 ACARA
announced that the Arts would form part of a second phase of development for the
Australian Curriculum. In its preliminary stages, a Shape paper was developed
outlining the scope and sequence for the proposed curriculum (ACARA, 2011).
Within this document, recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories
and content was again clearly articulated: “The Australian Arts Curriculum will
provide students with particular and unique opportunities to engage with the arts
practices of contemporary and past Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists and
Communities” (p. 7). Similarly, with “Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories
and cultures” forming one of three “cross-curriculum priorities”, the Shape paper
further outlined the importance of enabling students “to revisit, at developmentally
appropriate stages and in increasingly more complex ways, their understandings of
the relationships between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People, Culture,
Identity and Country/Place” (p. 21).
The release of the shape paper was met with derision from NSW educators (Board of
Studies NSW, 2011). The rationale was described as “a deficit model of Arts
education rather than aspirational or inclusive” (p. 2) and the definition of music was
criticised for creating a “culture of music consumers rather than active participants”
(p. 4). While the NSW response to the shape paper indicated support for the inclusion
of cross-curriculum priorities, there were concerns raised about the inclusion of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures:
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Participants at the reference groups and focus group meetings noted that the Shape paper states
that it foregrounds Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts practices. They found there was
little evidence of explicit reference to this and when it does appear is not always culturally
appropriate. Participants argued that this needs to be more explicit and cannot be buried among
culturally diverse practices “locally, nationally and globally.” (p. 8).

This was particularly visible in the Shape paper’s music scope and sequence, where
no explicit reference was made to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music in any
of the six stages (ACARA, 2011).
In 2012, ACARA published a draft for consultation of the Australian Curriculum for
The Arts (ACARA, 2012a). Catering for students from Foundation to Year 10, the
document features rationales for each art form and places strong importance on the
cross-curriculum priority of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and
cultures. Within the music component it states that “across Foundation to Year 10
students listen to, perform and respond to Australian and international music
including music from the traditions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,
and contemporary works that represent the diversity within these cultural groups” (p.
109). The music curriculum follows a concept, or in this case, elements-based
approach to music learning and learning experiences are classified under the generic
titles of ‘making’ and ‘responding’. Each band level features an overview of content
and expected achievement standard. Music specific descriptors are listed for each
stage, with outcomes elaborated with suggested activities and approaches.
Unsurprisingly, several criticisms were levelled at the draft within the consultation
reports from ACARA (2013b) and the Board of Studies NSW (2012). The term
‘making’ was deemed an inappropriate designator for “activities associated with the
composing and performing of music” (ACARA, 2013b, p. 70). Similarly,
‘responding’ was viewed as “having an emphasis on the experiential nature of music
at the expense of skill acquisition and development” (ACARA, 2013b, p. 70). Within
NSW, further concerns were made about the “lack of structure or sequential learning”
and “significant comment on the adequacy of the draft Australian Curriculum when
compared to the NSW curriculum” (ACARA, 2013b, p. 76). It is noteworthy that
several States were concerned about the absence of Western notation within the draft
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syllabus. Similarly, the Board of Studies NSW (2012) declared concerns that the key
focuses of its current syllabi were not adequately covered: “Western music and
contemporary Australian music do not have enough emphasis” (p. 14). With regard to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander content, NSW pointed out the need to “increase
the perspectives of ATSI in a meaningful way, rather than just partitioned into the
introduction” (Board of Studies NSW, 2012, p. 14).
Following the consultation period, ACARA (2013a) released its revised arts
curriculum. The curriculum featured several modifications, most notably with far
more detailed subject-specific rationales and front matter. Within the music
component, more specific reference is given to the learning process and the
knowledge and skills required for musical study. While the generic terms ‘making’
and ‘responding’ remain, composing, performing and listening are presented as the
key processes in music and encouraged to be integrated throughout programming.
Interestingly, within each of the art forms there is a section relating to ‘viewpoints’.
This places a greater emphasis on contextualising music and escaping the paralysis of
concept-based analysis:
As students make, investigate or critique music as composers, performers and audiences, they
may ask and answer questions to interrogate, explore and investigate the composers’ and
performers’ meanings, and the audiences’ interpretations. Meanings and interpretations are
informed by contexts of societies, cultures and histories… In the later years, students will
consider the interests and concerns of composers, performers and audiences regarding
philosophies and ideologies, critical theories, institutions and psychology. (pp. 93-94).

Within the curriculum there is a concerted attempt to improve Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander content both within the philosophical front matter of syllabi and
amongst the content descriptions and elaborations. In its description of the crosscurriculum priority Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures, the
curriculum specifically encourages collaboration with local communities:
In the Arts, students learn that the oral histories and belief systems of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples are contained in and communicated through cultural expression in
story, movement, song and visual traditions. They have opportunities to participate in a
variety of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art forms that are publicly available for
broader participation. Students may also extend their cultural expression with appropriate
community consultation and endorsement. (ACARA, 2013a, p. 24).
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This sentiment is further grounded within the music section of the curriculum. Here,
specific mention to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music is made within each
band description, although not always effectively. In the primary years, inclusion of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music is often tied to concept-oriented learning,
with contextual study sidelined by comparison. In Years 3-4, the curriculum states,
“students learn that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music uses rhythm, pitch,
dynamics and form to share stories” (ACARA, 2013a, p. 98). Similarly, in Years 5-6
“students learn how rhythm, pitch and form are used to communicate meaning” (p.
101). Within the secondary years there is a more concerted effort to learn about
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music more holistically:
As they experience music, students draw on music from a range of cultures, times and locations.
They explore the music and influences of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, and
those of the Asia region. Students learn that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have
converted oral records to other technologies. As they explore music forms, students learn that
over time there has been further development of different traditional and contemporary styles.
Students reflect on the development of traditional and contemporary styles of music and how
musicians can be identified through the style of their music (p. 108).

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music within the Australian curriculum is its embedding within the outcomes
(called ‘content descriptions’) at each learning band. Appendix A (adapted from
ACARA, 2013a, pp. 95-110) outlines all mentions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander content within the

Curriculum’s content descriptions from Foundation

through to Year 10.
While inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander content is primarily
associated with ‘responding’ activities, teachers are also encouraged to engage in
performance and composition activities at different age levels. In the first band,
teachers work with their local community by learning “songs of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people” (ACARA, 2013a, p. 95). Similarly, in Years 7-8
students “practise and rehearse a variety of music, including Australian music by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists” (p. 105). Interestingly, in Years 9-10
students engage in composition activities by “planning, recording and communicating
ideas in different musical styles, including Australian music by Aboriginal and Torres
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Strait Islander artists, using specialised notation and terminology” (p. 109). They are
further encouraged to consider “emerging genres such as Aboriginal hip hop and
mash up and classical fusion of instrumentation such as symphonic orchestra and
didgeridoo” (p. 109). However, within these statements there is no mention of
protocols or of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander consultation in the process of
composing and the appropriateness of such activities is certainly questionable.
Following pressure from a change in Federal government, the Australian Curriculum
was reviewed and updated in December of 2015. While key content changes were
primarily restricted to other learning areas, it provided an opportunity to modify and
reword several parts of the Arts curriculum (ACARA, 2015). A positive step in the
primary section of the curriculum was the removal of references to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music using musical elements (or concepts) to share stories and
provide meaning. However, students are still required to use “the elements of music to
make comparisons, starting with Australian music, including music of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Peoples” (p. 129). Another important modification was the
addition of the clarifier, “respecting cultural protocols”, when learning “Aboriginal
songs or Torres Strait Islander songs from their community” (p. 125). Within the
secondary component of the curriculum, the explicit reference to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander artists was removed from one of the Years 7-8 content
descriptors in favour of the more general: “practise and rehearse a variety of music,
including Australian music to develop technical and expressive skills” (ACARA,
2015, p.137). In contrast, both content descriptors and elaborations in Years 9-10
remain unchanged.
While the Australian Curriculum for the Arts is endorsed and ready for use, it remains
the prerogative of the states to agree upon the date of implementation. Presently
(February 2019), Tasmania, Queensland, South Australia, Northern Territory and the
Australian Capital Territory are implementing the curriculum in its current form.
Victoria and Western Australia have modified the content but are effectively using the
framework of the new curriculum. In 2018 NSW have presented a draft syllabus
responding to the Australian Curriculum for K-6 only (NSW Education Standards
Authority, 2018). Presently NSW are continuing to use their own policy documents
and syllabi. In an update from NSW curriculum support, teachers are reminded that
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“the Australian Curriculum: The Arts Foundation to Year 10 is not available for
implementation in NSW at this time. Teachers of all Creative Arts subjects in Years
7–10 or of Creative Arts K–6, will continue to implement current approved NSW
Syllabuses” (NSW Department of Education Curriculum Support, 2016).
Conclusion
This chapter has surveyed the literature exploring the inclusion of and approaches to
teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music in music education. Both
sections of the review trace a clear narrative arc throughout the literature, from initial
exclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music from government, academic
and educational discourses, to ever more culturally meaningful and sensitive inclusion
within these fields of discourse. While often well-intentioned, initial haphazard
attempts to approach the music tended to focus on the exotic, and even as the music of
popular musicians began to find its way into resources and personal curricula, a desire
to connect in some way with the ‘authentic’ at times blindsided teachers and
researchers from the diversity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural
expression. Similarly, the constructs of prescribed curricula have not always
encouraged teachers to deeply investigate the music and its broader context.
Coinciding with the rapidly expanding discourses of decolonisation and decoloniality,
a pathway forward has emerged that celebrates the continuity of culture and makes
space for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to work alongside and
collaborate with teachers and students as they explore Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music. Central to the success of such partnerships is a willingness to listen
and build relationships to move towards a deeper shared understanding. This thesis
endeavours to contribute to such efforts by presenting a detailed case study that will
inspire teachers to find innovative ways of connecting with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music communities, and thus create richer, more meaningful,
interculturally engaging experiences for their students.
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Chapter Three:
Methodology
Establishing a Critical Qualitative Paradigm
As explained in Chapter One, this study investigated collaborative approaches to
teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music in secondary classrooms. The
approach set out in the thesis emerged from preliminary pilot projects that I conducted
in my early years of entering the teaching profession, which in many ways embodied
the principles of action research as I implemented “untried teaching strategies” and
attempted to “solve specific teaching-related problems” (Flinders & Richardson,
2006, p. 334). The pilot studies ultimately led to the broader ethnographic case-study
described in this chapter. As a non-Indigenous researcher-educator I had little
experience to draw upon in negotiating the complexities of collaborating with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander musicians, and a qualitative research design
seemed appropriate to the task.
It is important to acknowledge at the outset the links between academic research more
broadly and European imperialism and colonialism (Bishop, 2005; Denzin & Lincoln,
2008; Rigney, 1999; L. T. Smith, 1999, 2005). Indeed L. T. Smith (1999) contends
“research is probably one of the dirtiest words in the indigenous world’s vocabulary,”
stirring up “silence” and conjuring “bad memories… It is implicated in the worst
excesses of colonialism” (p. 1). Similarly, “qualitative inquiry in many if not all its
forms (observation, participation, interviewing and ethnography) serves as a metaphor
for colonial knowledge, for power and for truth” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008, p. 4). In
light of this, the critical qualitative paradigm (see below) selected for the study
actively attempts to allow for Indigenous agency in the research process (Bishop,
2005; L. T. Smith, 1999).
Qualitative research is an umbrella term for a wide array of research practices and
products (Leavy, 2014). These include “case study, ethnography, phenomenology,
narrative inquiry, action, and formative research” (Matsunobu & Bresler, 2014, p. 22).
This broad approach to the study of social phenomena is naturalistic (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985),

interpretive and increasingly critical (Rossman & Rallis, 2012).
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Importantly, qualitative researchers attempt to “interpret phenomena in terms of the
meanings people bring to them” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p. 3). Rather than aiming
to discover reality, the researcher engages in a process of interpretative understanding
called verstehen (Weber, 1949), emphasising and recreating the experiences of others
within oneself (Bresler, 1996). Denzin and Lincoln (2011) compare the role of the
qualitative researcher to a “bricoleur, a maker of quilts… [who] produces a bricolage:
that is, a pieced-together set of representations that are fitted to the specifics of a
complex situation” (p. 4). By presenting multiple viewpoints, qualitative researchers
encourage their audience to interpret the situation for themselves (Bresler & Stake,
2006).
Bresler (1992) denotes three key characteristics that qualitative research projects
share: “1) highly contextual description of people and events, 2) emphasis on
interpretation of both emic issues (those of the participants) and etic issues (those of
the writer) and 3) validation of information through triangulation” (p. 64). With these
characteristics in mind, the qualitative paradigm allows the researcher to delve
holistically into cases, observing informants within the field for a considerable
amount of time leading to results in the form of words and graphics rather than
numbers (Bresler & Stake, 2006). Importantly, qualitative studies tend to be multimethod in their focus (Mertens, 2010). Through deploying a wide-range of
interconnected interpretive practices, researchers hope “to gain a better understanding
of the subject matter at hand” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p. 4).
While L. T. Smith (2005) notes that Indigenous peoples are used to being studied by
outsiders, in recent times Indigenous researchers have actively sought to disrupt the
“history of exploitation, suspicion, misunderstanding and prejudice” (Rigney, 1999, p.
117) by developing new methodologies and approaches to research that privilege
Indigenous knowledges, voices, experiences and reflections. In questioning the place
of the qualitative paradigm in this evolving context, Denzin and Lincoln (2008)
propose the concept of critical qualitative research:
Critical qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the gendered observer in the world.
It consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. These practices
are forms of critical pedagogy. They transform the world… Critical qualitative research
represents enquiry done for explicit political, utopian purposes, a politics of liberation, a
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reflexive discourse constantly in search of an open-ended, subversive, multivoiced epistemology
(p .5).

These practices create a series of performances and representations, creating spaces
for critical, collaborative and dialogical work (Mackinlay, 2007). Here researchers
and their participants enter “into a shared, critical space, a space where the work of
resistance, critique and empowerment can occur” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008, p. 5).
L. T. Smith (2005) argues the need for decolonisation projects involving:
The unmasking and destruction of imperialism and its aspect of colonialism in its old and new
formations alongside a search for sovereignty; for reclamation of knowledge, language and
culture, and the social transformation of the colonial relations between the native and the settler.
(p. 88).

For her, decolonisation not only challenges the qualitative paradigm but also seeks a
broader agenda that transforms the institution of research (L. T. Smith, 1999).
Importantly, she emphasises “the importance of retaining the connections between the
academy of researchers, the diverse indigenous communities and the larger political
struggle of decolonisation” as any separation would reinforce a colonial approach to
education that is “divisive and destructive” (L. T. Smith, 2005, p. 88). As discussed in
Chapter Two, decolonisation like many methodological approaches has been
challenged and critiqued (Mackinlay & Barney, 2014b; Tuck & Yang, 2012).
Nevertheless, keeping in mind such critiques, this thesis bears in mind and pays
attention to the broader principles associated with decolonisation, critical theory and
transformative pedagogies. As an insider within the education system, yet at the same
time as a non-Indigenous scholar outsider, I attempt to ground the thesis in an ethical,
respectful and, I hope, humble attitude, as I attempt to maintain scholarly
accountability and integrity (L. T. Smith, 1999).
The remainder of this chapter outlines the critical qualitative research methodology I
used in the study. As already intimated, it utilised ethnographic and case study
methodological designs, with elements of practitioner inquiry and autoethnography.
Following descriptions of their application within the study, I outline contextual
details concerning the locales where the case study was conducted and I introduce the
participants associated with each of these. I then discuss the rationale for the sample
used and describe the techniques I used in collecting and analysing the data gathered.
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The chapter concludes with further discussion of the ethical considerations involved
when working between the spaces of educational institutions and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities.
Ethnography
The primary aim of ethnography is to provide rich, holistic insights into people’s
views and actions, as well as the places (and spaces) they inhabit, through the
collection of detailed observations and interviews (Reeves, Kuper, & Hodges, 2008).
Like other qualitative methodologies, ethnography has a complex history and carries
serious intellectual and moral responsibilities as it effectively acts as a written
representation of a culture (Van Maanen, 2011). LeCompte and Schensul (1999)
define culture as “built up from the patterns and meaning that participants in groups
create while interacting with each other, with other groups, and with the physical
environment where they are located” (p. 55). Ethnographers place the voices of the
participants at the forefront as they aim to tell credible, rigorous and authentic stories
(Fetterman, 2010). Importantly, the search for universal laws is downplayed and the
explaining of cultural forms is often discouraged (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007).
Fieldwork is often considered the foundation of ethnography (Wolcott, 2008).
Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) describe this process as involving the “researcher
participating, overtly or covertly, in people’s daily lives for an extended period of
time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, and/or asking questions
through informal and formal interviews, collecting documents or artefacts” (p. 3).
Through the process of fieldwork ethnographers immerse themselves in a setting,
generating thick descriptions (Geertz, 1973) and a rich understanding of social action
and its subtleties (Reeves et al., 2008). When undertaken with the experiential and
intellectual depth it deserves, ethnography ultimately “brings us face-to face with our
own assumptions and ethnocentrisms. As we study with and learn from others – who
often seem very unlike ourselves – we are pushed to move beyond understanding and
towards transformation” (E. Campbell & Lassiter, 2014, p. 2).
As both classroom teacher and researcher, I was a dual stakeholder in the outcome of
this study. Despite being an active participant, access still needed to be secured
through various gatekeepers, and critically all aspects of the research needed to be
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continually negotiated and renegotiated with the study’s participants (Hammersley &
Atkinson, 2007). In dealing with the potential conflict of active involvement, Bresler
(1996) encourages the teacher-researcher to make a conscious attempt to notice
everyday events in a fresh light. Engaging in reflexivity enables “both an examination
of the grounds upon which claims to know the social world are based and an
exploration of the strengths and limitations of forms of knowledge” (May & Perry,
2013, p. 109). As a non-Indigenous teacher-researcher collaborating with secondary
students on the one hand, and Aboriginal musicians on the other, this necessitated on
my part examination of the ways my background and position affected the analysis of
data (Brewer, 2000). The building of relationships and rapport with participants is a
central part of the ethnographic research experience (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007).
The ongoing support and assistance from members of the local Aboriginal community
was fundamental in initiating the research process, reflecting on my role in the study
and ultimately helping to confirm research data and findings (Matsunobu & Bresler,
2014).
Auto-ethnography
My positioning as the classroom teacher and researcher necessitated continuous selfreflection on my role and experiences within the study. Indeed, the exclusion of
autoethnographic

and

personal

observations

would

effectively

distort

the

ethnographic data. Holman Jones (2005) describes autoethnography as:
A balancing act… Autoethnography works to hold self and culture together, albeit not in
equilibrium or stasis. Autoethnography writes a world in a state of flux and movement –
between story and context, writer and reader, crisis and denouement. It creates charged
moments of clarity, connection and change. (p. 764).

The autoethnographic model is not necessarily as new as some of its proponents claim
(Atkinson, 2006). Tedlock (2005) identifies autoethnography as an evolutionary
development stemming from the creation of participant observation in the late
nineteenth century, forcing its authors to connect the autobiographical impulse with
the ethnographic impulse. This process is described aptly by two of the genre’s key
protagonists, C. Ellis and Bochner (2000):
Back and forth the autoethnographers gaze, first through an ethnographic wide-angle lens,
focusing outward on social and cultural aspects of their personal experience; then they look
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inward, exposing a vulnerable self that is moved by and many move through, refract and resist
cultural interpretations. (p. 739).

Within autoethnography, several key subgenres have emerged. Usually written in first
person, emotional and evocative narratives place the author as the object of research
focusing on their “intimate involvement, engagement, and embodied participation” in
the research process (C. Ellis & Bochner, 2006, p. 434). Similarly, performative
autoethnography is a critically reflexive methodology that results in a narrative of the
researcher’s engagement with the other (Spry, 2011). It “views the personal as
inherently political” focusing on “bodies-in-context as co-performative agents in
interpreting knowledge and holds aesthetic crafting of research as an ethical
imperative of representation” (Spry, 2011, p. 498). Critics of these forms of
autoethnography argue that such writing represents a romantic construction of the self
(Atkinson, 2006) and that the “social worlds of ‘others’ are almost invariably more
interesting and more illuminating than the authors’ own reflections” (Hammersley &
Atkinson, 2007, p. 205).
In defence of autoethnography’s place within the academy, Anderson (2006) proposes
analytic autoethnography, where the researcher is: “1) a full member in the research
group or setting, (2) visible as such a member in the researcher’s published texts, and
(3) committed to an analytical research agenda focused on improving theoretical
understandings of broader social phenomena” (p. 375). Here reflection is used as a
means to stimulate analytic insights without the opportunity to put the ethnographer’s
self ahead of the participants they write about (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007).
Responding to Anderson, C. Ellis and Bochner (2006) argue that this conflicts with
the key purpose of autoethnography, to open up conversations about how people live
rather than focusing on definitive description and analytic statements. Such
conversation “offers the possibility of opening hearts and increasing understanding of
difference” (C. Ellis & Bochner, 2006, p. 435). This is particularly useful due to the
accessibility of the writing style, which makes it available beyond the select,
academically trained few (C. Ellis & Adams, 2014).
Bartleet and Ellis (2009) describe a “wave of self-reflexivity” that is “sweeping across
the music profession and gaining momentum in a number of areas” (p. 6). As
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evidenced in the review of literature in Chapter Two, autoethnography is indeed a key
method in the search for meaningful learning of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
music (Bartleet, 2011; Mackinlay, 2007, 2008, 2010b, 2012). Not only does it provide
insight into how researchers have initiated, fostered and maintained relationships with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people (Bartleet, 2011; Mackinlay, 2008); it also
draws us closer to understanding the importance and limitations of our subject
position in engaging with and representing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities and cultures. As a non-Indigenous researcher, autoethnography enabled
me to reflect and connect the political and personal as I balanced the dual roles of
facilitating and participating in the study as teacher, researcher and student in
different contexts.
Practitioner Inquiry
A distinctive aspect of this thesis derives from my concurrent positioning as a
secondary school teacher and researcher. Practitioner inquiry involves the systematic
and intentional inquiry of one’s own practice and students’ learning (Robbins, 2014).
The term practitioner inquiry is intentionally open, encompassing many versions and
variants. Action research and teacher research form two key genres within this
broader approach and are in themselves subject to boundary blurring as they are
“widely appropriated and have come to mean many things as they are attached to
various teacher learning initiatives and various educational purposes” (Cochran-Smith
& Lytle, 1999, p. 282). Connecting all strands of practitioner inquiry is:
The assumption that teachers’ intimate knowledge of teaching provides an important ‘insider’
perspective on teaching and learning…. When teachers’ classrooms become inquiry sites for
intentional and systematic inquiry of their own teaching and student learning, they become
knowers and producers of knowledge rather than consumers of knowledge being worked out
somewhere else by someone else. (Robbins, 2014, p. 187).

The impetus for this study was driven by my personal quest to develop a greater
understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music and ways to share it
appropriately as a teacher. This corresponds with the notion that teaching stimulates
inquiry, with research questions emerging from teachers’ observations and critical
reflection (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993), often starting with a feeling of tension or
curiosity about students’ perspectives (Hubbard & Power, 2003). Similarly, the
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beginnings of the research connect with the collaborative nature of practitioner
inquiry and its aims to stimulate social change (Robbins, 2014). Here it has the
potential to be emancipatory and transformative (McDonald, 1986), when participants
actively engage with the professional, personal and political dimensions of the
research (Noffke, 2009).
Somewhat appropriately, this study blurred the boundaries between action research
and teacher research. Denscombe (2010) traces the origins of action research to the
work of Kurt Lewin (1946), who advocated closer ties between social theory and
solving immediate social problems. During the late 1970s and 1980s, Australian
scholars pioneered school-based action research, with the aim of improving
educational understanding and practice (Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Kemmis &
McTaggart, 2000, 2005; Noffke, 2009). Integral to this strategy was the development
of a Lewinian spiral featuring self-reflective rounds (Figure 2).

Figure 2 The Action Research Spiral
(Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005, p. 564)

In reality, Kemmis and McTaggart (2005) acknowledge the stages are typically not as
neat as the spiral their diagram depicted, with stages overlapping and initial plans
occasionally becoming obsolete in the light of learning from the experience. Instead,
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“the process is likely to be more fluid, open, and responsive,” with the criterion for
success based on the participants having “a strong and authentic sense of development
and evolution in their practices, their understandings of their practices and the
situations in which they practice” (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005, p. 563). Beyond
reflexive and cyclical projects, (Somekh, 2006) argues that action research works best
when conducted collaboratively between participants and researchers. Similarly, she
associates the approach with the “vision of social transformation and aspirations of
greater social justice for all,” ultimately engendering “powerful learning for
participants” (Somekh, 2006, pp. 6-8) .
Appendix B outlines the various smaller projects that shaped the larger study this
thesis documents in detail. Each stage was critical in exploring the possibilities of
teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music and extending my professional
development and understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture.
Importantly, these projects also chart the building of relationships and connections
with members of the local inner Sydney Aboriginal community. As discussed in
Chapter One, many of these projects became the impetus for conference papers and
articles that have acted as a means of evaluating my practice and disseminating my
experiences to teachers and the wider scholarly community (Fienberg, 2011a, 2013,
2015a, 2015b; Webb & Fienberg, 2011).
Appendix B reveals an evolving and gradually deepening approach to teaching
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. This thesis zooms in on the experiences
of the 2013-14 project; other projects are kept in view in order to provide context,
primarily through my personal reflections, previous publications and student
interviews. For this reason, perhaps the thesis is more closely aligned with the
approach of teacher research, where teachers engage in systematic and intentional
inquiry (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993, 1999). Although not cyclical in design,
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993, 1999) suggest that teacher research emerged from
action research principles, using ethnographic forms of data collection from “multiple
sources, including teacher journals, student logs, videotaped lessons, simple surveys,
and interviews” (Robbins, 2014, p. 191).
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Cain (2008) detects definitional ambiguity in music education studies involving
action research methodologies. He notes that very few projects were cyclical, that the
majority were “collaborative, grounded in a body of existing knowledge, and lead to
powerful learning for the participants” (p. 309). In contrast, he also suggests that they
rarely dealt with aspects of social transformation or political contexts and focused
little on reflexivity, resulting in “fairly pragmatic (rather than ideals-driven) attempts
to improve practice locally” (p. 309). Cain is highly critical of many music education
action research projects for how they lack trustworthiness. While recognising that
qualitative studies produce substantial amounts of data, he compels action researchers
to include a defensible position by also selecting data that charts the limits of
improvements.
Teacher researchers are often subject to strong critiques and conflict from the
traditional academy. Cochran-Smith and Donnell (2006) identify several concerns
about the lack of rigor in the personal-practical knowledge generated by teachers in
their small single-site samples. Similarly, they report the science critique – that
teachers lack the requisite skills to conduct research objectively in their own
classrooms. Answering these critics Robbins (2014) suggests that practitioner inquiry
is “not less than but different from traditional research” (p. 200). Similarly, findings
presented in teacher research are not intended to be generalisable and have the
capacity to provide insight from the ground level with potential to “move ‘outside’ to
influence other schools, other communities and new policies of practice” (P. Schmidt
& Robbins, 2011, p. 100).
The limitations of school structures provide a significant challenge for teachers
conducting practitioner research. Music teacher researchers need time to observe
students and conduct interviews (Robbins, 2014), while having to “work with large
numbers of students, often in back-to-back lessons, and commonly [coordinating]
regular performances” (Roulston et al., 2005, p. 15). In the context of this thesis, time
management and curriculum requirements were a constant challenge in gaining
additional access to senior students who were in the midst of completing their HSC
studies. Ultimately, it was only through trust and shared ownership of the research
experience that meaningful data were able to be collected.
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Case Study Design
While this study is clearly situated within the boundaries of practitioner research, in
essence, it focuses on a singular case. Stake (1995) defines a case study as “the study
of the particularity and complexity of a single case, coming to understand its activity
within important circumstances” (p. xi). Case studies aim to provide in-depth
descriptions of events, while focusing on relationships and processes as they occur
within social settings (Denscombe, 2010). Here researchers concentrate on the stories
of persons and programs to understand them for both their uniqueness and
commonality (Stake, 1995). In his later writing, Stake (2005) emphasises that “case
study is not a methodological choice, but a choice of what is to be studied” (p. 443).
Ambiguously, he offers broad possibilities for suitable methods, ultimately suggesting
that a qualitative case study “concentrates on experiential knowledge of the case and
close attention to the influence of its social, political and other contexts” (2005, p.
444).
In contrast, Yin (2014) clearly considers the case study approach a research method,
and proposes a two-fold definition that emphasises the process of drawing on multiple
variables, sources of evidence, need for triangulation and “prior development of
theoretical propositions to guide data collection and analysis” (p. 17). Similarly,
Creswell (2013) stresses the importance of thorough, detailed, in-depth study through
the use multiple data collection methods, including “observations, interviews,
audiovisual material and documents and reports” (p. 97). Integral to all definitions is
the need to place boundaries on a case to allow the study to remain reasonable in
scope (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Merriam, 2009). Suggestions for how this can be
achieved include: according to time and place (Creswell, 2013), time and activity
(Stake, 1995), or definition and context (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In my research
design I delimited the study in relation to particular places – Bennelong High School5
(BHS) and Waradah Aboriginal Centre; time period – 2013-14 Senior Music Class

5

Bennelong High School (BHS) is a pseudonym used to protect the identity of the school, the
students and the teachers who participated in the study. It draws its name from the Wangal
elder, Woollarwarre Bennelong, who was captured by Governor Arthur Phillip in 1789 in
order to learn more about the language and customs of the local people. He is remembered as
a significant figure during first contact, representing those who tried to effect change in the
behaviour of the colonisers on Aboriginal lands.
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(SMC); and activities – teaching and learning Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
music.
Selecting the Case and Sampling Procedures
As with much practitioner research, it would be disingenuous not to acknowledge that
convenience was an important factor behind the selection of this case. Interestingly
however, Denscombe (2010) notes that with limits to time and resources, any
selection of a case is quite likely to include some consideration of convenience. While
selecting a case connected with one’s workplace may appear to amount to utmost
convenience, this ignores the many possibilities of research within a teacher’s
classroom. This particular case was chosen following several years of trial projects
across a variety of year groups and after heavy consultation with the local Aboriginal
community. Rather than falling neatly into a particular category, this single case
includes aspects of both intrinsic and instrumental case study approaches (Stake,
1995, 2005). As the classroom teacher, I had an intrinsic interest in the case and
throughout the research process I benefited from learning more about that particular
case. Primarily however, this study emerged from “a broader research question, a
puzzlement, a need for general understanding, and feel that we may get insight into
the question by studying a particular case” (Stake, 1995, p. 3). This aligns the thesis
more closely to an instrumental case study, as its chief aim is to provide teachers with
insight into how collaborative approaches to teaching and learning Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music can improve intercultural understanding. While
generalisation is possible within case study research, Stake (2005) reiterates, “damage
occurs when the commitment to generalize or to theorize runs so strong that the
attention is drawn away from features important for understanding the case itself” (p.
448). Instead of generalising, this thesis ultimately encourages teachers to view the
case for its particularity and uniqueness and question themselves about the
implications for teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music in their own
classrooms.
Qualitative sampling requires the identification of appropriate participants who can
best inform the study, as well as adequate sampling of various information sources to
provide depth and address the research question (Fossey, Harvey, McDermott, &
Davidson, 2002). Most qualitative studies involve purposive sampling, which
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involves the conscious selection of a small numbers of data sources (Russell &
Gregory, 2003), with each selected “because it serves the real purpose and objectives
of the researcher of discovering, gaining insight and understanding into a particularly
chosen phenomenon” (Burns, 2000, p. 464). This led to the involvement of a variety
of participant categories to contribute different perspectives: school students, teachers
and Aboriginal musicians. In addition to purposive sampling, this study relied heavily
on convenience sampling, particularly in relation to school students and teachers.
Schensul, Schensul, and LeCompte (1999) identify a convenience sample as a group
that is readily accessible and is assumed to possess characteristics relevant to the
study.
In addition to the sampling that occurred during the initial process of establishing the
case, sampling within cases was also a critical aspect of the research. Hammersley
and Atkinson (2007) describe this process as follows:
Decisions must be made about where to observe and when, who to talk to and what to ask, as
well as about what to record and how. In this process we are not only deciding what is and is not
relevant to the case under study but also usually sampling from the data available in the case.
Very often this sampling is not the result of conscious deliberation, but it is important to make
any criteria employed as explicit and as systematic as possible. (p. 35).

Within case sampling occurred primarily through the dimensions of time, people and
context (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). I consciously chose to document and film
as much of the learning experience as possible, attempting to capture both the
mundane and interesting. As the study evolved, several students within the group
emerged as influential participants. This led to additional interviews and discussions
to draw greater insight into their experience of the project. Importantly, it was critical
that data was collected from students in different contexts. Analyses of filmed
classroom observations were contrasted with observations made during the three-day
camp and student interviews. This enabled various perspectives to emerge and inform
the study.
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Description of Research Sites
Bennelong High School
Bennelong High School (BHS) is a small public school located in the inner suburbs of
Sydney. It was one of the first coeducational comprehensive high schools in New
South Wales and was opened in the early 1960s. Like other comprehensive secondary
schools in the state, the school draws its students primarily from the local area and
teaches students from Year 7 to Year 126. A support unit forms part of the school,
catering for students with mild and moderate intellectual disabilities as well as
students with an autism diagnosis. While the majority of these students complete life
skills courses in discrete classes, several students are integrated into mainstream
subjects at the various learning stages.
During the time this research was conducted, BHS and the community it supports was
experiencing a noticeable evolution. The school is situated in a geographical area that
serves as one of the city’s major commercial and industrial hubs. With the
International Airport and Sydney Ports in close proximity, many of the community’s
residents have traditionally worked in businesses associated with these industries.
These employment opportunities drew many new Australians to the area, leading to a
diverse multicultural community. The district features major public housing
developments, which provide affordable accommodation for many residents.
However, in recent years, the socio-economic background of the area has begun to
change with many working-class families forced to move westward, due to cost of
living pressures and rising inner-Sydney house prices. Similarly, many of the area’s
manufacturing factories and warehouses have been demolished and replaced with
multi-story apartments servicing people with higher incomes.
Coinciding with this urban transformation, BHS experienced a significant reduction in
enrolments, from 400 students to less than 300 students in 2014 7 . Some of the

6

Students in 7-12 NSW secondary schools are aged between twelve and eighteen years.
Statistics are drawn from the school’s profile on ACARA’s My School website
https://www.myschool.edu.au/. This is excluded from the reference list to maintain the
7
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students whose families moved in search of affordable living continued to attend the
school and travelled a considerable distance across the Sydney metropolitan area to
do so. The socio-economic composition of the school’s population corresponds
closely with the historical work force in the district. ACARA’s My School website
identifies 46% of the school’s 2014 enrolments within the bottom quarter of wealth
distribution leading to an Index of Community Socio-Education Advantage (ICSEA)
well below the state average. As discussed in the Federal Government’s Review of
Funding for Schooling (Gonski et al., 2011), this disadvantage undoubtedly influences
the school’s achievement levels in National Assessment Program – Literacy and
Numeracy (NAPLAN) and the Higher School Certificate (HSC). Despite such
challenges, the school prides itself on its support for all students and reports strong
growth in student learning outcomes.
The school’s 2014 population similarly reflects the area’s multicultural demographic
with 69% of students from language backgrounds other than English. Amongst these
backgrounds are more than 40 ethnicities, with the principal cultural groups including
Greek, Turkish, Filipino, Pasifika and Hispanic peoples. This diversity forms an
integral part of the school’s identity and heavily influences the school’s musical
programming. Students regularly lead ensembles relating to their cultural background,
with performances held to share their traditions with the broader school community.
Such performances also often involve students from other backgrounds, allowing
them to experience and understand the importance of the arts within different cultures.
The school also features a small, but strong Aboriginal community: 5% of the 2014
student population identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander. The school’s
close proximity to the Redfern and La Perouse Aboriginal communities has led to
several collaborations with local community organisations. This has included student
mentoring, cultural camps (as indicated in Chapter One) and various educational
activities. Similarly, the school has engaged with broader Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander education initiatives, such as the Australian Indigenous Mentoring
Experience (AIME). The success of the school’s Aboriginal students is recognised
anonymity of the school. Information is also gathered from annual school reports which are
also excluded from the reference list to maintain the anonymity of the school.
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through annual NAIDOC activities. This celebration is attended by many of the
school’s Aboriginal families, with guest speakers from the local community
presenting their perspectives on the importance of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander cultures in schools.
Teacher-researcher’s background and the music program at BHS
In Chapter One, and earlier in this methodology, I discussed some of the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander teaching projects I initiated while working at BHS. Each of
these projects was ultimately influential in shaping the thesis’ central case study. Here
I will discuss in general terms my role at BHS and the music program from which this
study emerges.
Arriving at BHS in 2009, I was confronted with a school experience vastly different
to the one I myself had experienced. Growing up in the Hawkesbury district at the
foothills of the Blue Mountains in Western Sydney, I had been relatively shielded
from multicultural Sydney. While I was aware that a few students within the large
Catholic high school I attended were Aboriginal, the programs they participated in
were rarely mentioned publicly. Similarly, after I was accepted into the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music, exposure to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures
and peoples remained relatively minimal.
Upon arrival at BHS, I was informed that I had been the fourth music teacher in four
years. Due to the small student population, only one music teacher could be employed
at the school. Despite this teacher turnover, the school had previously developed a
strong reputation for its musical activities under the guidance of a long-term music
teacher. He was particularly adept at working with the school’s multicultural
community and it was clear that musical activity had centred on this diversity.
Pasifika culture was a particularly prominent aspect of the school’s musical life, with
Pacific Islander students coordinating several ensembles.
In my time at BHS, I gradually built relationships with people from the various
cultural groups and was able to provide space for them to participate in and express
their music traditions. As I prepared to engage more purposefully with the Aboriginal
community, these experiences proved crucial in developing strategies to engage
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meaningfully with Australian minority cultures. Together with the school’s small
Anglo-European student population, I was very aware of my difference and the
limitations of my engagement within different communities. Unfortunately, despite
the efforts of including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander content across different
courses, very few Aboriginal students continued studying music at a senior level.
Beyond cultural activities, musical life at BHS had grown steadily since 2009.
Elective classes regularly run in both Years 9 and 10, with the participating students
at the centre of this study being the first cohort to study music in each year of their
secondary schooling. Similarly, senior class sizes have increased considerably. At
HSC level, students complete the Music 1 course, as it is more relevant to their
musical interests and prior experience. In addition to the classroom music program,
several students have engaged in private instrumental tuition specialising in guitar,
drums and piano. Extra-curricular music activities at BHS centre primarily on school
events such as NAIDOC, Harmony Day8 and the annual performing arts showcase. A
large choir and smaller vocal ensemble provide opportunities for singers to further
develop their skills, while a jazz big band was founded in 2013 to encourage students
to take up brass and woodwind instruments. The school’s growing musical reputation
has led to students being invited to perform at various events and functions within the
broader community.
BHS 2013-14 senior music class
Members of the 2013-14 senior music class (SMC) are the primary participants in this
study. Their music lessons were filmed and observed throughout the duration of their
11-week study of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. Additional footage was
captured during rehearsals, school and community performances and various
activities coinciding with the Katoomba camp. All participants took part in small
group interviews, with several students purposively sampled for an individual
interview.

8

Harmony Day is a yearly event that celebrates cultural diversity in schools. At BHS this
usually involves an assembly with music and dances, food and cultural games.
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The SMC is unique on several levels. As previously mentioned, students within the
class were the first during my time at BHS to study music in each year of their
secondary schooling. Similarly, their arrival at BHS coincided with my arrival at
BHS. This enabled me to examine the impact if any, of the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music projects I initiated earlier in their music education. More
importantly, having taught the majority of the students since Year 7, I had fostered
trusting relationships with many of them, making class members more willing to
engage meaningfully with the study.
Perhaps the most distinctive aspect of the class is its cultural diversity. The majority
of the students have migrant backgrounds with many bringing individual experiences
of colonialism. Not a single member of the class identified as Anglo-European in
ancestry, and neither did any of the students in the class identify as Aboriginal or
Torres-Strait Islander. Certainly, this influenced the engagement of some students
with the reconciliatory aspect of the project experience and perhaps contributes to
explaining some of the negative reactions registered in the study. While government
policies mandate that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education is relevant to all
students, more research and discussion is needed to investigate the responses of
students whose ancestors were not involved in the colonisation of Australia in these
learning contexts and the impact this has on attempts to decolonise the classroom.
A brief description of each student’s background and previous experience is provided
below. This is followed by Table 2, which details each student’s specific
contributions to the study.
Louisa9
Louisa is a talented vocalist, who thoroughly enjoys singing. She was born in
Indonesia, and her family immigrated to Australia when she was in primary school.
She is a boisterous student, bringing a lot of vitality and energy to the class. Her
musical interests are predominately linked to North-American popular music, her
favourite artists being Justin Bieber and Tori Kelly. Not having studied elective music
in Years 9 and 10, Louisa’s formal musical training is not as developed as others in
9

Pseudonyms are used for students in the 2013-2014 SMC
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the class. Leading up to the camp, she was absent from school for several days and
despite paying for the camp, illness prevented her from attending.
Mele
Mele is also a vocalist. Born in Australia, she is active within the Sydney Tongan
community and speaks the Tongan language at home. Mele’s musical training
primarily derives from singing in the local Tongan church. She has had some
difficulty translating these choral experiences to singing as a soloist at school.
Coming from a large family, Mele acts as a maternal figure in the class and is very
protective of her fellow female students.
David
David focuses on singing but can also play drums. He was born in Aoteoroa/New
Zealand and strongly identifies with his Maori heritage. David enjoys listening to a
wide range of musical genres including hip-hop, pop, rock and reggae. He is always
eager to perform, often acting as the lead vocalist when the boys in the class play as a
band. While David enjoys joking around, he demonstrated an appreciation of the
cultural significance of the experience and quickly gained the respect of the
Aboriginal performers at Waradah Aboriginal Centre.
Luis
Luis is a gifted and skilled guitarist. He comes from a family of musicians and was
born in Chile, immigrating to Australia at an early age. In addition to playing guitar,
Luis enjoys listening to American hip-hop, rapping and composing in this style.
Having no formal private tuition, Luis rarely reads guitar tablature and has instead
developed an ability to aurally learn complex pieces. Luis is very confident in his own
ability and wishes to continue studying music at a tertiary level upon completing Year
12.
Melisa
Melisa prides herself on being a versatile musician and sings with excellent pitch and
tonal control. She is a creative student who enjoys the process of songwriting and
composition. A key influence in her musical development is her Maori heritage. She
was born in Aotearoa/New Zealand and returns regularly, actively participating in
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cultural activities within her local community. Melisa is well respected in the class
and has a wide array of musical interests.
Ben
Ben is a keen guitarist whose skills have grown considerably in his senior studies.
Ben is an avid user of YouTube as an educational tool and reads guitar tablature with
some fluency. Ben’s heritage is Filipino and he is relatively quiet in class. He is quite
ambivalent regarding the process of co-composition and is more focused on his own
compositions.
Arnold
Arnold was born in Niue, a small Polynesian nation situated between Tonga and
Samoa. He is a jovial student who enjoys joking around in class. Arnold plays the
drums and relies heavily on the support of his classmate, another drummer, Sione.
While Sione’s assistance has contributed to an improvement in Arnold’s technical
capacity, Arnold quite happily shadows Sione and rarely performs in public.
Sara
Sara entered the senior music class, having never studied music previously. She
possesses limited skills as a vocalist and has difficulty singing with rhythmic and
pitch accuracy. Sara was born in Indonesia and is a close friend of Louisa. She also
enjoys listening to pop music and has a keen interest in contemporary R&B.
Eddie
Eddie is a passionate music student who specialises in guitar. He is a close friend of
Luis and Ben and enjoys a healthy rivalry with them. Eddie primarily listens to classic
rock and likes performing songs by Jimi Hendrix and Guns N’ Roses. He is somewhat
ambivalent about learning Australian music, often complaining that it consumed too
much time in the music program. Eddie was born in Iraq and identifies as Assyrian.
He came to Australia during his primary school years.
Lily
Lily enjoys performing on a variety of instruments. While she focuses on singing,
Lily lacks confidence in her ability and is often embarrassed when singing solo.
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Despite this, Lily is a class leader and motivates others to concentrate; she was
particularly engaged in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music topic. Lily is
of Filipino heritage, which forms a key part of her identity. Her primary musical
interest is in Asian pop from Korea and Japan.
Sione
Sione is very gifted musically. He is equally adept at playing guitar, bass and drums.
Sione is related to Mele and his family lead the music at the local Tongan church. In
Year 10, Sione suffered a serious medical condition, which led to him being
hospitalised for several months. Since this event he rarely sings, despite being able to
sing harmonies with considerable accuracy. The class strongly admires him for both
his humility and talent.
Princess
Princess is the newest member of the class. She arrived in Australia at the beginning
of 2013 from the Philippines and her English language skills were limited at the time.
Princess has difficulty performing as a vocalist and signalled her intention to leave the
course after the camp.
Tamara
Tamara is a vocalist who also plays piano. She was born in Australia to parents of
Greek and Brazilian heritage respectively. Tamara is an eager student interested in
understanding more about different cultures. She thoroughly enjoys performing and
does not share the fear of other class members. Tamara is an avid songwriter with
eclectic interests ranging from K-Pop to soul music.
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Table 2 BHS 2013-14 senior music class
Student Gender Background

Instrument

Group Interview Individual Interview Follow up Interview

D
Louisa

Female

Indonesian

Vocals

P

Mele

Female

Tongan

Vocals

P

David

Male

Maori

Vocals

P

P

P

Luis

Male

Chilean

Guitar/Bass

P

P

P

Melisa

Female

Maori

Vocals

P

P

P

Ben

Male

Filipino

Guitar

P

Arnold

Male

Niuean

Drums

P

Sara

Female

Indonesian

Vocals

P

Eddie

Male

Iraqi

Guitar/Bass

P

P

P

Lily

Female

Filipino

Vocals

P

P

P

Sione

Male

Tongan

Drums/Bass/Guitar P

P

Princess Female

Filipino

Vocals

P

Tamara

Brazilian/ Greek Vocals

P

Female

P

P

P

P
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BHS teacher participants
As the sole music teacher at BHS, I was required to draw upon the support of other
teachers to supervise the students for the duration of the camp. At the conclusion of
the camp, I conducted semi-structured interviews with the three non-Indigenous
teachers. Their voices formed crucial outsider perspectives as they observed the
musical development of the co-compositions and witnessed the growth of the
students’ relationship with the Aboriginal musicians. Importantly, despite teaching
other subject areas, these teachers were purposively selected for their ability to
comprehend and appreciate the musical intentions of the camp.
Table 3 details the teachers who participated in the project, their musical background
and the extent of their involvement in the projects.
Table 3 BHS teacher participants
Teacher

Subject

Musical background

Involvement in
projects

Mr Bart10

English/Drama

Clarinettist, saxophonist and

Participated in

vocalist; BHS Big Band Tutor;

co-composition

regular performer in musical

development at

theatre; external vocal coach

school and

and choral conductor

during the
camp.

Ms Knowles

Visual Arts

Violinist, singer and guitarist

Camp
supervisor

Ms Riley

10

English/History

Clarinettist, BHS Big Band

Camp

Tutor

supervisor

Pseudonyms are used for the teachers participating in the study.
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Waradah Aboriginal Centre
Established in 2011, Waradah Aboriginal Centre is located at Echo Point in
Katoomba, the commercial hub of the upper Blue Mountains. Echo Point is renowned
for its natural setting within the Blue Mountains National Park and draws numerous
visitors for bushwalking and lookout viewing of the waterfalls, deep valleys and the
unique rock formation of The Three Sisters. In Gundungurra culture, the Three Sisters
– Meehni, Wimlah and Gunnedoo – is recognised as an important cultural site with
several associated legends. While only a ninety-minute drive from BHS, Katoomba
and the greater Blue Mountains contrast considerably with urban Inner Sydney. The
unique combination of proximity and difference made the site ideal for this study.
Figure 3 illustrates the locations of the two primary research sites.

BHS

Figure 3 Research site locations
Waradah Aboriginal Centre primarily presents half-hour cultural shows that explain
cultural practices and performances of songs and dances from across the country. The
centre sells artworks and merchandise from several Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities. While the majority of attendees are international tourists, the
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centre has an existing education program that caters for primary, high school and
tertiary students. Within this program, schools can select to either view a cultural
show or participate in an art workshop. In these workshops, groups are shown
traditional Aboriginal paintings from the Central Desert regions and learn about the
symbols used and the stories they portray. Students are then encouraged to create their
own artwork “using the examples as inspiration but also developing and incorporating
their own symbols to tell a story” (Waradah Aboriginal Centre, 2017a).
Peter Williams was approached to lead the educational program and quickly set about
bringing in his long-time associate Brendon Adams, a Ku-Ku Yulangii and Batjala
man, and forging connections with dancers from the local Gundungurra and Dharug
community. It was with Peter’s consent that the co-composition project was initiated
as he agreed to share two of his songs with the 2013-14 SMC. Peter and Brendon led
workshops with the students and were interviewed before the project commenced as
well as at the conclusion of the camp. Peter participated in a third interview
coinciding with the presentation of the co-compositions to the school and local
Aboriginal community.
While Waradah employs many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, the
business is owned and operated by a non-Indigenous director, Farid Nayer. In his
biography on Waradah’s website, Farid’s extensive experience working with
businesses associated with Aboriginal culture is noted. Through these opportunities
“he worked to refine the concept and make each business stronger and more
professional” (Waradah Aboriginal Centre, 2017b). A non-Indigenous visual arts
educator also manages the education programs. I found the idea of non-Indigenous
people profiting from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander tourist centres such as
Waradah Aborignal Centre somewhat challenging ethically. Importantly, Farid
claims, “the wholesale costs of the goods go back to the art-makers and painters” with
the business’s Indigenous employees providing “something that the teachers at school
can’t really provide” (WorldNewsAustralia, 2014). For Brendon, dancing at the centre
transcends the commercial context. As he explained, “we are dancing for tourism, but
we’re still dancing our dance, we’re breathing in what our ancestors have done for
thousands and thousands of years” (WorldNewsAustralia, 2014).
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Data Collection
The purpose of qualitative data is to provide evidence of the characteristics of an
experience (Polkinghorne, 2005). Bresler and Stake (2006) state that ultimately it is
the researcher who acts as the primary instrument, “a constant arbiter of what is
important, of the need for further data, for probing, and for small or large redesign of
the study” (p. 294). This requires the researcher to “dig below the surface”
(Polkinghorne, 2005, p. 141) to gather and present rich experiential accounts. While
some studies utilise a single method of data collection, this thesis uses multiple
methods to “gather a broad spectrum of evidence and perspectives to enhance the
credibility and trustworthiness of an analysis” (Saldaña Leavy & Beretvas, 2011, p.
31). This section outlines the specific qualitative methods used to gather data
throughout this study. As mentioned above, the cornerstones of qualitative data
collection are participant observation, interviews and analysis of documentary
sources.
Participant Observation
Participant observation is often described as the principal method of data collection in
qualitative inquiry (O'Reilly, 2009) and the foundation of ethnographic research
(Schensul et al., 1999). With origins in anthropology, participant observation involves
the researcher taking part “in the daily activities, rituals, interactions, and events of a
group of people” (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2011, p. 1) as a means of learning about their
culture. For Bernard (2006), participant observation comprises several methods at
once, putting “you where the action is” and allowing the collection of “any kind of
data that you want” (p. 2). By engaging in a deep immersion inside people’s worlds,
researchers can begin to grasp what they experience as meaningful and important
(Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2011).
Participant observation is a method that effectively combines two different processes.
Often described as a paradox (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2011), the approach varies
significantly depending on the extent to which the researcher engages within the
setting. Gold (1958) initially suggested a continuum ranging from the complete
participant to the complete observer. Spradley (1980) distinguishes five possible
levels of participation observation: non-participation, passive participation, moderate
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participation, active participation and complete participation. While there is a natural
fluidity between such categories, most often “researchers function as moderate or
active participants, becoming directly involved in some degree as determined by both
the research questions and the nature of what is being observed” (M. Schmidt, 2014,
pp. 230-231).
For this study, the majority of the observation was completed at BHS, while I was
teaching the 2013-14 SMC. The class was filmed for 11 weeks at the end of 2013 and
at various stages in 2014 when completing tasks associated with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music. Typically, four 50-minute lessons were held each week
with an additional double period (1hr 40mins) conducted fortnightly. The lessons
were video-recorded with a Zoom Q3HD camera set up on a tripod in a corner of the
room. Occasionally multiple cameras were used to observe groups of students who
were working in different rooms. While this inevitably caused some initial distraction,
it rarely impacted the long-term behaviour of the students.
As I was delivering the classes, my level of involvement shifted between active and
complete participation. Relating Spradley’s (1980) continuum to music education, M.
Schmidt (2014) suggests that complete participation occurs when the researcher “is a
full participant, as in an action research study of one’s own classroom, or an
examination of the implicit workings of an ensemble of which one is a member” (p.
230). Complete participation often comes under criticism, for its association with the
notion of ‘going native’ (Patton, 2015). DeWalt and DeWalt (2011) distinguish
Spradley’s category of complete participation from ‘going native’ since it involves the
researcher temporarily suspending other roles by adopting “an analytical stance at
least partially during the research period and more completely after the period of
participation” (p. 24). While Johnson, Avenarius, and Weatherford (2006) suggest
that being treated as an insider can open up new levels of understanding, it requires
the researcher to theoretically frame her or his role and continually engage in
reflective practice.
While I maintained a level of control in the direction and content of the classes, my
teaching approach varied from lecture-style delivery to more passive facilitation as
students moved between working collectively and individual tasks or small-group
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work. This was particularly noticeable when students were working in rooms without
constant teacher supervision. Interestingly, the lines between teacher and student were
often blurred as I often performed alongside students and learnt in collaboration with
them in various activities. In addition to observing classes, footage was also taken of
students collaborating after school, and during lunchtimes and study periods. In these
settings, students often worked without teacher direction as they rehearsed
performances and experimented with ideas for the co-composition.
At Waradah Aboriginal Centre, my observation roles had greater variety. Before
commencing the collaborative project, I observed a public performance of the cultural
show. In this setting, I functioned as a passive participant in the audience. Due to the
darkness of the theatre, I was unable to take notes during the performance and used
video footage to help supplement my personal observations. Similarly, during the
exchanges between the 2013-14 SMC and Waradah musicians, we were given the
opportunity to watch several performances. Here my level of involvement shifted to
moderate participation, as I initially viewed the show from the audience before being
invited by Peter and Brendon to dance with them on stage. In contrast, during the cocomposition workshops I functioned as a complete participant, taking a central role in
collaborating with Peter, Brendon and the students.
Significant participant observation opportunities occurred beyond the research sites of
the BHS classroom and Waradah Aboriginal Centre. At our camp accommodation in
Katoomba, I was able to observe the class in a more casual setting. As we lived
together for three days, I was able to further strengthen the rapport I had established
with the students and watch their reactions to the different types of contact we had
with Peter, Brendon and their families.
Fieldnotes and Video Recordings
While participant observation is often viewed as the foundation of ethnography,
fieldnotes are recognised as the traditional means for recording observational data
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (2007) acknowledge that
fieldnotes are a form of representation, “a way of reducing just-observed events,
persons and places to written accounts” (p. 353). As it is impossible to capture
everything, fieldnotes are always selective, leading to an inevitable trade-off between
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breadth of focus and detail (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). Here researchers aim to
capture a “general sense of what is relevant to the foreshadowed research problems”
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p. 142). Focusing on the strategies of description,
dialogue and characterisation enables the writer “to coherently depict an observed
moment through striking details” (Emerson et al., 2011, p. 57).
Due to my active participation in the research process and supervision
responsibilities, it was impractical to take fieldnotes during observations. Similarly,
the challenges of balancing research with teaching other classes and meeting
curriculum demands made it difficult to complete detailed fieldnotes in close
proximity of the observed lessons. The production of immediate fieldnotes however,
did prove useful in settings beyond the primary research sites, such as daily
reflections during the camp.
Considering these factors, the use of video recordings proved especially valuable in
supplementing my personal observations and reflections. Traditionally, video
recording had been used as a sole observation strategy to examine detailed
conversational analysis and decontextualized sequencing of behaviours that are
difficult to observe in real time (Paterson, Bottorff, & Hewat, 2003). For Fetterman
(2010), the use of video recordings were critical in his classroom analysis:
Ethnographers usually have a fraction of a second to reflect on a person’s gesture, or gait.
Camcorders provide the observer with the ability to stop time. The ethnographer can record a
class and watch it over and over, each time finding new layers of meaning, including non verbal
signals among participants. Over time, visual and verbal patterns may become clear when seen
repeatedly and in stop action. (p. 80).

Dicks, Soyinka, and Coffey (2006) note that ethnography “is now situated within a
world saturated by multimedia technologies. And ethnographers are increasingly
utilising a range of communicative resources in their work” (p. 77). Similarly, “rapid
development and widespread availability of affordable, high quality video
technology” (Derry, 2007, p. 305) has encouraged researchers to explore creative
methods of integrating film into their work. Paterson et al. (2003) promote a blended
observational approach where video recording is combined with participant
observation. They hold this approach can add depth and breadth to in-person
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observations by providing data that is not readily captured by participant observation
alone. Similarly, it can supplement field notes, direct methodological decisions and
“enhance the validity of the researcher’s interpretation of in-person observations”
(Paterson et al., 2003, p. 8).
Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) remind us that despite society’s belief that video
recordings produce faithful images of the world, they are inherently forms of
representation. The process requires important decisions on where the camera will be
positioned if fixed, or if operated manually what will be focused on and how will this
impact the broader awareness of the observer? Due to my active role within the
research process, the video camera was always fixed on a tripod, positioned in a way
to capture a wide angle of the entire classroom. I experimented with different angles
that involved placing the camera at the back and front of the room. While I was
generally able to capture images of the entire class, gathering accurate sound
recordings across the entire learning space remained a challenge. This was
particularly noticeable when the class was working collectively in a large space, with
softer voices in the distance overcome by those within closer proximity to the camera.
Similarly, listening to multiple conversations at once inevitably led to lengthy
transcription and analysis.
Despite these technical challenges, the use of video recording was critical to
enhancing participant observation and clarifying related fieldnotes. It enabled me to
coherently depict scenes with striking detail drawing upon Emerson et al.’s (2011)
strategies of description, dialogue and characterisation. Upon close examination, the
video recordings revealed many behaviours and reactions that went unnoticed at the
time. Similarly, it brought forward the voices of students who I had unintentionally
ignored at various stages. Perhaps of greatest significance was the way they
accurately captured spoken exchanges between the participants. With my active
involvement in the study, the video recordings of lessons allowed my voice to be
analysed and incorporated more meaningfully into the study. Equally, the consistent
tracking of participant voices over the project helped characterise their responses to
the study and led to new questions being asked in subsequent interviews. In this
thesis, video observations and transcriptions, as well as fieldnote excerpts, are
rendered in italics.
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Documentary Sources
While in the field, I collected and analysed documentary sources from both BHS and
Waradah Aboriginal Centre. Coffey (2013) describes documents as “literary, textual
or visual devices that enable information to be shared and ‘stories’ to be presented…
they are versions of reality, scripted according to various kinds of conventions, with a
particular purpose in mind” (p. 369). Collecting documents can be useful in providing
“information about the settings being studied, or about their wider contexts, and
particularly about key figures or organizations” (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p.
122). Importantly, Coffey (2013) notes:
It is also helpful to make a distinction between documents that are ‘found’ in the process of
social research (documents that exist prior to, and not because of, the research) and documents
that are ‘made’ as part of the research (produced explicitly for the research to hand). (p. 369).

In this study, both ‘found’ and ‘made’ sources were collected. At BHS, contextual
information was gathered through the school’s website, newsletters, school plan and
annual school reports. Similarly, archived teaching programs were sampled to
illustrate examples of the 2013-14 SMC’s prior exposure to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander music (Appendix C). Waradah Aboriginal Centre’s website acted as an
equally important source of information. Here I was able to collect biographies of the
dancers and business owners and detailed information about the education programs
offered at the centre.
In addition to these pre-existing sources, I accessed white-board notes, student
workbooks and journals pertaining to the research. These materials supplemented the
data collected during the observations and interviews. Within the workbooks, I was
able to access and compare student responses to different activities and analyse their
transcriptions of Peter’s songs. Within journals some students included lengthy
reflections on the experience of co-composing. The variation in the usefulness of
student documents reflect the difficulty in collecting ‘made’ sources. Saldaña et al.
(2011) comment that while this can assist in gathering additional reflexive data, for
many participants the task can be burdensome. Data collected from documentary
sources are presented in boxed text within this thesis.
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Interviews
Interviews are solicited oral accounts that “must be viewed as social events in which
the interviewer (and for that matter the interviewee) is a participant observer”
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p. 120). Fetterman (2010) identifies interviewing as
the ethnographer’s “most important data-gathering technique”, helping “explain and
put into a larger context what the ethnographer sees and experiences” (p. 40). More
specifically, interviews allow ethnographers to enter into the other person’s
perspective (Patton, 2015), helping them gain an “understanding of the lived
experience of other people and the meaning they make of that experience” (Seidman,
2013, p. 9). Bresler and Stake (2006) suggest that interviews are used “primarily to
obtain observations that the researcher is unable to make directly, secondarily to
capture multiple realities or perceptions of any given situation, and, finally, to assist
in interpreting what is happening” (p. 295). While interviews are often classified into
types, in practice these overlap and blend (Fetterman, 2010). A variety of types were
used in this study including brief ethnographic unstructured interviews undertaken in
the midst of observations and semi-structured interviews conducted individually and
in groups.
To capture a breadth of perspectives it was important to interview representatives
from each of the groups observed in the study. These groups included students from
the 2013-14 SMC, BHS teachers and musicians from Waradah Aboriginal Centre.
Table 4 outlines the different groups of interviewees, the type of interview conducted
and the process in which it was conducted.
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Table 4 Interview groups
Interview group

Interview type

Process

2013-14 SMC

Semi-structured (group)

In-person

Semi-structured (individual)
Ethnographic Unstructured
BHS Teachers

Semi-structured (individual) In-person

Waradah Aboriginal Centre Musicians Semi-structured (group)

In-person

Semi-structured (individual)

Semi-structured interviews
Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) acknowledge, “all interviews, like any other social
interaction, are structured by both researcher and informant” (p. 117). Semi-structured
interviews are favoured by many researchers for their ability to balance predetermined questions with the latitude to follow the interviewee’s sense of what is
important (Bresler & Stake, 2006). In her analysis of the format Galletta (2013) notes,
“semi-structured interviews incorporate both open-ended and more theoretically
driven questions, eliciting data grounded in the experience of the participant as well
as data guided by existing constructs in the particular discipline within which one is
conducting research” (p. 45).
As evidenced in Table 4, the majority of interviews conducted were semi-structured
in style. I planned interviews with a series of questions to be discussed and presented
members from each interview group with an interview guide beforehand (Appendices
M, N, O). These questions broadly reflected the research questions and emerged from
a review of the literature and experiences gained from participating in the project.
While I entered the interviews with prepared questions and topics, each interview was
conducted with a flexible approach allowing the discussion to flow and the experience
of the participant to emerge naturally (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). This resulted
in questions not being delivered in a fixed sequence and allowed participants to
discuss issues that were pertinent to them and not necessarily outlined in the interview
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schedules. While the interviews were conducted in a conversational style, I actively
listened to participant responses ensuring that the scope of the research area was
appropriately addressed through the use of directive and non-directive questioning.
All interviews were audio recorded using the iPhone voice memo application. This
proved less confronting than the video cameras used in the participant observation
process and allowed for more natural discussion and interaction.
Interviewing students
At the beginning of the study, all members of the 2013-14 SMC were interviewed to
discuss their previous exposure to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music,
thoughts on what constitutes Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music and
expectations of the co-composition project ahead. Despite being older adolescents, it
was important to establish an interview context that made them feel comfortable and
able to contribute naturally to the study. Similarly, even though I had developed
trusting relationships following several years of teaching the class, my co-role of
researcher mandated the need to carefully foster a new level of rapport. For these
reasons, I interviewed the students initially in groups, before purposively asking
specific students to reflect further in individual settings.
Lewis (1992) notes that teacher-researchers may be more sympathetic to group, rather
than individual interviewing of students. Group interviews have the dual benefits of
resembling the familiarity of collaborative classroom work and are more practical
than individual interviews for time-poor teacher-researchers to carry out (Lewis,
1992; Tammivaara & Enright, 1986). Conducting interviews with students in groups
is also important for minimising the power differential between the researcher and
those being studied. Eder and Fingerson (2001) suggest that students feel “more
relaxed in the company of their peers and are more comfortable knowing that they
outnumber the adults in the setting” (p. 183). Similarly, “group interviews grow
directly out of peer culture… [allowing] participants to build on each other’s talk and
discuss a wider range of experiences and opinions than may develop in individual
interviews” (Eder & Fingerson, 2001, p. 183).
At several stages in the process of participant observation, opportunities arose to
briefly discuss important stages in the project. These discussions are best classified as
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unstructured ethnographic interviews that are “closer in character to conversations”
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p. 117). While some of these interviews were held in
groups, the majority were held individually and often initiated by the students. This
proved particularly useful in bringing forth the context-specific emic perspective of
the participant (Tracy, 2012). The willingness of the students to speak out and discuss
their thoughts in this setting would not have been possible without the rapport and
respect fostered during earlier interviews and observations.
As the study progressed, I noticed that several students engaged more deeply than the
others in the learning process. While I had initially intended to conduct all student
interviews in groups, the nature of students’ individualised experiences mandated
extended discussion about specific roles and events within the project. Importantly,
these interviews were carried out in places were the students felt comfortable. Often
other students would be present in these spaces but not actively contributing to the
conversation, which noticeably helped the interviewee feel more at ease. The semistructured interviews varied in content and duration and were far more conversational
than the earlier group interviews.
Interviewing Waradah musicians and teachers
Following approval from Waradah Aboriginal Centre to participate in the research
project, I arranged to interview the Centre’s key cultural leaders, Peter Williams and
Brendon Adams. While I had initially intended to interview them individually, they
proposed that I speak to them together. As the interview also acted as our first
meeting, this proved particularly useful in creating a more relaxed environment and
encouraged them to be more forthcoming (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). Similarly,
as a non-Indigenous researcher speaking with Aboriginal informants, the group
setting also helped address factors that differentiated the researcher and informants,
allowing the latter greater control in the direction of the interview. Our relationship
developed as the project developed, and Peter and Brendon were more comfortable to
speak individually at the conclusion of the camp, which allowed them to offer their
own perspectives. The semi-structured interviews followed similar questioning
patterns, allowing their responses to be more readily compared and analysed.
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The teacher interviews were held at the conclusion of the project. Also, semistructured in nature, these interviews incorporated wider contextual details of the
music and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander programs at BHS. Within these
interviews, the roles would often switch with the informants questioning me
concerning my thoughts about the project as it had unfolded. It is important to
recognise the pre-existing relationships I had with these teachers. Several authors
recommend excluding friends from research, claiming that their inclusion adds bias
and can potentially contaminate the results (Douglas & Carless, 2012; Saldaña et al.,
2011). While Owton and Allen-Collinson (2014) advise caution in using friends as
participants, they also suggest that the approach has the potential to “establish a more
democratic, inclusive research relationship, a way to achieve a more balanced
‘genuine’ interaction, to build rapport and trust, and thus to generate richer data” (p.
302).
Data Analysis
The analysis of data is not a distinct stage of research in qualitative studies
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). As Saldaña et al. (2011) observe, “since qualitative
research’s design, fieldwork and data collection are most often provisional, emergent
and evolutionary processes, you reflect on and analyse the data as you gather them
and proceed through the project” (p. 90). Throughout the collection of data, I
consciously made decisions regarding which moments to record, what was worthy of
jotting down in fieldnotes and what issues to focus on during interviews. In this
section, I will discuss the formal methods of data analysis used in this study and their
inseparable link to grounded theory.
Connecting ethnography with grounded theory, Charmaz and Mitchell (2007)
associate grounded theory as a series of “flexible strategies for collecting and
analysing data that can help ethnographers to conduct efficient fieldwork and create
astute analysis” (p. 160). The origins of grounded theory are attributed to Glaser and
Strauss (1967) who argued that theory could be discovered through data that had been
systematically obtained and analysed. At the time of its publication, many of Glaser
and Strauss’ quantitative contemporaries saw little value in qualitative research,
deeming it only useful for exploratory research or for developing more precise
quantitative instruments (Charmaz & Bryant, 2010). In their treatise they explained
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that grounded theory was built around the simultaneous involvement in data
collection and analysis; the use of a constant comparative method, with theory
advanced during each step of data collection and analysis; and sampling aimed
towards theory construction as opposed to population representativeness (Charmaz,
2006).
A critical aspect of both the historical and evolving approach to grounded theory is
the construction of codes and categories from the data. Codes in qualitative research
are most often words or short phrases that assign “a summative, salient, essencecapturing and/or evocative attribute to a portion of language-based or visual data”
(Saldaña, 2013, p. 3). Strauss and Corbin (1998) define coding as the ‘analytic
processes through which data are fractured, conceptualized and integrated to form
theory” (p. 3).
While Strauss and Corbin (1998) identify three distinct stages of grounded theory
coding: open, axial and selective, the process of coding and data collection in this
study were not mutually exclusive and regularly overlapped (Oktay, 2012). Before
commencing these stages, a preparatory phase was conducted as videos and field
notes of observations were indexed and audio recordings of semi-structured
interviews were sorted for later coding. This critical preliminary stage of sorting data
involved assigning headings and basic contextual information, such as fieldwork
location and participants involved for each piece of data. Saldaña (2013) associates
this initial practice as attribute, structural and descriptive coding.
In Strauss and Corbin (1998) first stage of open coding the “data are broken down
into discrete parts, closely examined, and compared for similarities and differences”
(p. 102). As I scrutinised the videos of observations and interview audio recordings, I
assigned codes to recurring concepts and attitudes. While the videos and interviews
were not fully transcribed, all were carefully viewed in full and coded according to
which data were selected for analysis (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). This open
coding approach was essential in helping determine the key themes and actions from
within the data. Importantly, these codes were not prepared beforehand, but rather
were suggested by the data (Charmaz, 2006). Although the codes were created and
assigned during the analysis process, it would be naive to suggest that they were not
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influenced by pre-existing literature (Ezzy, 2002). Open coding was also particularly
significant in shaping the direction of interviews held later in the study. Having
observed recurring themes within earlier observations and interviews, I was able to
draw out new insider perspectives from a variety of participants.
Upon the partial completion of open coding I began “the process of reassembling the
data” through axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 124). Here the extensive sets
of codes were sharpened to see which fit best into the study (Glaser, 1978). Boeije
(2010) identifies axial coding’s purpose with determining which codes “are the
dominant ones and which are the less important ones… [and to] reorganize the data
set: synonyms are crossed out, redundant codes are removed and the best
representative codes are selected” (p. 62). During this process I investigated the
relationships between codes and placed them into distinct categories and
subcategories. As I uncovered the patterns and interconnections between the codes
and their associated categories, I began reassembling the data, raising “the conceptual
level of the analysis from description to a more abstract, theoretical level” (Charmaz,
2006, p. 186).
In the final stage of selective coding, the researcher integrates and refines categories
to take the form of theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 143). Charmaz and Mitchell
(2007) note that a “substantial amount of data is necessary to engage in effective
selective coding” (p. 167). In managing the significant quantity of data I collected in
the research process, it was critical to engage in a constant comparative process
whereby codes and categories established during open and axial coding were
continuously checked with new data specifically collected for that purpose (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Through this process I was able to refine and
inductively consolidate the major issues within the study.
Balancing description with theory is a key challenge for the ethnographer. While
description is important of the analytic journey, “description alone is not sufficient.
The data must be challenged, extended, supported and linked in order to reveal their
full value” (Bazeley, 2009, p. 8). Charmaz (2006) laments the lack of theoretical
reasoning in overtly descriptive studies. She suggests, “theorizing means stopping,
pondering and rethinking anew… The acts involved in theorizing foster seeing new
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possibilities, establishing connections, and asking questions” (Charmaz, 2006, p.
135). Although this research does not intend to generalise, through its use of grounded
theory principles, it ultimately endeavours to move beyond description to encourage
others to see new possibilities, establish connections and continue asking questions.
Trustworthiness
Lincoln and Guba (1985) associate qualitative trustworthiness with the following
questions:
How can an inquirer persuade his or her audiences (including self) that the findings of an
inquiry are worthy of paying attention to, worth taking account of? What arguments can be
mounted, what criteria invoked, what questions asked, that would be persuasive on this issue?
(p. 290).

While Lincoln and Guba (1985) felt it necessary to establish unique terms, such as
credibility, authenticity, transferability, dependability and conformability, they
effectively act as “the naturalist’s equivalents” for internal validation, external
validation, reliability and objectivity (p. 300). At the centre of any trustworthy
qualitative study is a need for the research to be rigorously conducted and “to present
insights and conclusions that ring true to readers, practitioners and other researchers”
(Merriam, 2009, p. 210). Similarly, it demands transparency about the paradigmatic
and methodological assumptions made and the role of the researcher in the study
(Egberg Thyme, Wiberg, Lundman, & Graneheim, 2013).
Questions of validity and subjectivity often trouble teacher researchers (Cain, 2008;
Cochran-Smith & Donnell, 2006). While teacher research encourages practitioners to
develop a reflective, outsider’s view of their work, “anthropologists might argue that
as insiders they cannot see the hidden agendas in his/her own situation” (Spindler &
Hammond, 2000, p. 46). To help combat criticisms of bias and enhance the
trustworthiness of this study, I have ensured that this methodology, and thesis as a
whole, continually engages with reflexivity processes. By being open in my
positioning as an insider as an educationist and an outsider in relation to Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities, I acknowledge the undoubted influence of
these positions in the interpretation of data and presentation of results. This is a
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critical reflexive process as the “data should not only reveal but also interrogate the
relationships, contradictions and limits of the views presented” (Patton, 2015, p. 704).
An essential process in enhancing the validity and trustworthiness of any good
research project is the triangulation of data (Mathison, 1988). Triangulation involves
researchers making “use of multiple and different sources, methods, investigators and
theories to provide corroborating evidence” (Creswell, 2013, p. 251). As Patton
(2015) argues, “no single method ever adequately solves the problem of rival
explanations” (p. 661) By relying on a single piece of data, “there is a danger that
undetected error in our inferences may render our analysis incorrect” (Hammersley &
Atkinson, 2007, p. 183). While the arguments above indicate that triangulation
mandates the use of multiple methods and data sources, Denzin (1970) extended this
view of triangulation to include several other types, which have influenced the
methodological construction of this thesis.
Denzin (1970) associates the use of different research strategies on the same object of
study as methodological triangulation. Within education research, methodological
triangulation is used more frequently than other forms and is often recognized as the
one that has the most to offer (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007). This was the
primary triangulation instrument used in this study as I collected data from multiple
sources, namely interviews, participant observation and documentary sources. I
compared and crosschecked the consistency of information derived at different times
and by different means (Patton, 2015).
In data triangulation, researchers “look to see if the phenomenon or case remains the
same at other times, in other spaces or as other persons interact differently” (Stake,
1995, p. 112). Cohen et al. (2007) separate this type into separate categories of time
and space triangulation. Time triangulation was used to some extent in this study, as
students were observed daily for several months. Multiple interviews with individual
participants were also conducted at different stages to track the progression in student
learning and changing perspectives of practitioners. Space triangulation refers to
research being conducted in different locations and allows researchers to determine
whether data “carries the same meaning when found under different circumstances”
(Stake, 1995, p. 113). In this study, observations tracking the experience of the
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participants were compared and contrasted at different sites such as, BHS classrooms,
Waradah Aboriginal Centre and the camp accommodation.
Combined levels of triangulation involve using more than one level of analysis from
individuals, groups and broader collectives (Cohen et al., 2007). This type of
triangulation was achieved in this study in several ways. At different stages in the
project, students were observed as a collective, working in smaller groups and
occasionally as individuals. Similarly, a combination of group and individual
interviews were conducted with the 2013-14 SMC and musicians from Waradah
Aboriginal Centre. Importantly, a variety of perspectives were gained from different
stakeholders. By interviewing students, teachers and musicians from Waradah
Aboriginal Centre, I was able to present a more significant and dynamic description
of the entire learning process.
Ethics
The trustworthiness of a study depends to a large extent upon the ethics of the
investigator (Merriam, 2009). This section details the ethical procedures and practices
that were implemented in order to conduct research in educational settings and
Aboriginal communities. Prior to commencing the study, ethical approval was sought
from the University of Sydney’s Human Research Ethics Committee (Appendix D)
and the NSW Department of Education’s State Education Research Applications
Process (Appendix E). Approval was granted on the grounds that all ethical
considerations had been satisfactorily addressed and participants would be given the
opportunity to withdraw from the study at any time. Importantly, within these
applications, I signaled my intention to conduct research in my workplace. The ethical
considerations of my prior relationships with the teachers and students at the school
have already been discussed in this chapter and I acknowledge that the nature of these
may introduce bias into my observations and analysis.
Permission to conduct the study in my school required further approval from my
Principal (Appendix F). Here the impact of the study on student learning was
discussed and a timeframe was negotiated for completing the project. An important
aspect of this conversation included reiterating that the research would not
compromise curriculum requirements and the quality of my teaching practice. All
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students and staff involved in the project were provided with Participant Information
Statements (Appendices G and H) and Consent Forms (Appendices J and K). As the
research was conducted with children an additional Participant Information Statement
(Appendix I) was forwarded to parents and guardians. As all children in the study
were above the age of sixteen, they were able to sign their own consent forms. Within
these forms, school participants were offered anonymity and pseudonyms have been
applied throughout for teachers and students.
Earlier in this chapter I discussed the process for approaching musicians from
Waradah Aboriginal Centre. Importantly, this connection arose as a result of
consultation with members of the school’s Aboriginal community. The Centre was
contacted via electronic mail and permission was sought from the Centre’s Aboriginal
leaders to participate in the study. Here, prior informed consent was secured from
each of the participating Aboriginal musicians (Appendices H and L). While these
participants were also offered anonymity, they accepted the opportunity to have their
names included in the study. This was arranged in order to stimulate potential future
reciprocal benefits following the thesis’ dissemination.
While the above processes effectively address the ethical concerns for conducting
research in educational institutions, research involving Indigenous people requires
further examination (A. Smith, 1997). Before commencing her ethnomusicological
inquiry in Northern Queensland, Swijghuisen Reigersberg (2011) describes the
potential issues of non-Indigenous people undertaking research in Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander contexts:
Researching ‘traditional’ music in particular has become highly problematic for a number of
reasons. These include misunderstandings that have arisen through trying to balance Indigenous
community needs with (western-orientated, both philosophically and methodologically)
university ethics board requirements and the sometimes misguided notion of impartiality on the
part of scholars; the politics of accessing older traditional recordings that are restricted, secret or
sacred in nature; the diversity of Indigenous Australians and their varied interpretations of a
researcher’s intentions and of their published work. Another hurdle to negotiate is Australia’s
colonial, social Darwinist past and the role which anthropology (and, by extension,
ethnomusicology) played in helping to sustain what was, by and large, a racist, oppressive
regime. (p. 256).
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While there has been significant growth in Indigenist research (Rigney, 1999), there
remains a place for non-Indigenous scholars to engage in research with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples. However, these scholars must be reflexive,
acknowledging that their position emerges from a place that has prospered in relation
to the dispossession and denial of sovereignty for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples (Ardill, 2013). To help navigate the complexities of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander related research, recent collaborations between Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander and non-Indigenous scholars have led to a proliferation of
ethical protocols (for example, Australia Council for the Arts, 2007; Australian
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, 2012; Janke, 2016). For
Palyku academic Kwaymullina (2016), this suggests “that the concern now for most
who engage with Indigenous peoples is not whether this should be done according to
best practice ethical standards but how to go about ensuring this is the case” (p. 440).
Kwaymullina (2016) argues that the international best practice for engaging with
Indigenous peoples involves free, prior and informed consent, which is enshrined
within the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (United
Nations General Assembly, 2007).
“Free” means free from coercion, intimidation or manipulation. “Prior” means that consent is
sought in advance of a project, allowing sufficient time for consultation with Indigenous peoples
and Indigenous consensus decision-making processes. “Informed” means Indigenous peoples
must be informed about a range of matters, including any risks of a given project and equitable
benefits sharing arrangements. (Kwaymullina, 2016, p. 433).

The Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (2012)
provides researchers with ethical guidelines for working in Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander contexts. These guidelines are built on the notion that “Indigenous
peoples have inherent rights, including the right to self-determination… full and fair
participation in any processes, projects and activities that may impact on them, and
the right to control and maintain their culture heritage” (p. 3). The document lists 14
principles, with additional advice for applying them appropriately.
As the study involved collaborating with and performing Aboriginal songs, I also
consulted the Australia Council for the Arts’ (2007) Protocols for producing
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Indigenous Australian Music. Forming part of a broader series of guides for different
art forms, the document endorses “the rights of Indigenous people to own and control
their heritage” (p. 2). In addition to providing information about the special
characteristics and complexity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music, the
guide examines nine key principles that support the protection of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander culture.
While all nine principles and their associated case studies provide important advice
for music practitioners using Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural material,
several are particularly pertinent in the context of this study. In a vignette relating to
communication, consultation and consent, Doreen Mellor suggests,
Consultation with a community or group of people is not simply a formality… It is not
appropriate to have decided that the activity is to proceed, or that its structure or format is
established before consulting the Indigenous group or person involved. The idea may be a good
one from an external point of view. Consultation establishes the internal, cultural perspective and
it is important to accept that it is this perspective which should determine the appropriate course
of action. (in Australia Council for the Arts, 2007, p. 13).

Similarly, concerning interpretation, integrity and authenticity, the guide specifies,
“language should only be used where its proper meaning is known and where it is
used in the proper context” (Australia Council for the Arts, 2007, p. 17). It also
discusses the ramifications of arranging original musical works of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people stating, “maintaining the integrity of a work is important
for the creators, but integrity of the musical work is also very important for the
Indigenous communities where the music originates” (p. 17).
The construction of this methodology and associated teaching projects within thesis
were built around the principles discussed in both of these publications. It was
fundamental that Aboriginal voices were privileged at all stages of my study,
beginning with the initial negotiation of the project through to discussions about
appropriate reporting of the research’s findings. Beyond being offered free, prior and
informed consent, the nature of the collaboration was formulated collectively with
Peter Williams and Brendon Adams. Crucially, as a Ngiyampaa songman, Peter had
the authority to give permission for his songs to be shared and was in a position to
outline the ownership restrictions of the songs. Importantly, efforts were made to
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ensure that recordings of songs and dissemination of results were shared appropriately
with Peter and Brendon’s communities. Attention was also given from the outset to
consult and involve the school’s local Aboriginal community.
Conclusion
In essence, this study aims to generate a positive impact in both school settings and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, with the work applied and
reciprocal in nature (Swijghuisen Reigersberg, 2011). The study’s methodology is
built around a qualitative paradigm fusing ethnographic and autoethnographic
accounts from the perspective of a teacher researcher. It focuses on a single case
study, with participant observation, fieldnotes, video-recordings, documentary sources
and interviews forming the data collection methods. This data was then analysed and
triangulated using grounded theory principles to generate thick descriptions and
theoretical observations. The study is intentionally reflexive with my positioning and
experiences central to the exegesis of this thesis. The following chapters present the
findings that resulted from adhering to this methodological approach.
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Chapter Four:
Co-composition – Building Connections
This chapter discusses the process of making contact with and gaining approval from
Ngiyampaa composer and dancer, Peter Williams to work on a collaborative
composition project, employing an approach I refer to as “co-composition”. After
explaining how my relationship with Peter was established, I profile the project’s
collaborating artists, who then explain the context of the songs and dances that they
have agreed share with the 2013-14 SMC. The chapter then focuses on the trip the
class made to Waradah Aborginal Centre in order to begin making connections with
their collaborators. I analyse data collected from student interviews conducted on the
journey to Katoomba in order to discuss the 2013-14 SMC’s pre-existing knowledge,
understanding, classroom experiences and awareness of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music. To conclude student expectations of the project ahead of them are
noted as the class hear the songs, learn the dances and receive important advice before
commencing the process of recasting Peter’s stories.
Community Consultation and Pitching Co-composition
As outlined in earlier chapters, prior to developing this project I had been invited to
supervise and facilitate activities at Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander student
camps, where I gained valuable knowledge and received advice from the school
community’s Aboriginal leaders. These camps provided opportunities for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students from various Sydney schools to participate in
cultural activities such as weaving, painting, songwriting and traditional sporting
games, led by members and elders of the local Aboriginal community.
The second of these camps was held near Wreck Bay on the south coast of New South
Wales. Wreck Bay is a place of considerable significance for the local Yuin people as
it was the site of a large Aboriginal reserve. The Yuin community now controls the
area and access is restricted to the wider public. In contrast to the first camp held at
the National Centre for Indigenous Excellence in Redfern, the isolated and
historically significant setting allowed the diverse group to come together far more
quickly. The continuous involvement of various elders created a space where
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everyone felt welcomed and empowered by their Aboriginal identity. To conclude the
camp, the organisers had arranged for a local Aboriginal dance company to perform
for the group. Led primarily by one songman, the group performed several songs and
continually encouraged the students and their teachers to dance with them. Midperformance I paused and began to think about creating a collaboration similar to Iain
Grandage’s partnerships with the Elders of the Spinifex discussed in the Introduction.
Twelve months later, a meeting with one of the camp leaders helped illuminate the
pathway to embarking on such a project. In this meeting I spoke of my desire to
develop a partnership with the Yuin dance ensemble and create a collaborative
composition (co-composition) of one of their songs with members of my senior music
class. The class would work on the co-composition over the space of a three-day
camp with multiple interactions with the dance ensemble across the camp.
Recognising the importance of developing an ongoing relationship, the community
leader was skeptical about how such a program could be afforded without substantial
funding. He spoke of the expense of hiring the Wreck Bay facilities and the
significant cost of paying the Yuin company to travel to several workshops. As we
discussed possible alternatives, he eventually steered me in the direction of a group
with a pre-existing education program and their own performance space within
commuting distance from Sydney. Following several emails and an impromptu visit
after a bush walk, the idea was presented to and accepted by Peter Williams, a
Ngiyampaa elder and songman based at the Waradah Aboriginal Centre in Katoomba,
west of Sydney, NSW.
As mentioned in Chapter Three, Waradah Aboriginal Centre primarily presents halfhour cultural shows to international tourists travelling to the Blue Mountains, 100km
west of Sydney. These shows explain cultural practices and present songs and dances
from different places across the country. The related education program allows groups
of students to either view the show or participate in an art workshop. These short,
one-off experiences were far removed from the project I wished to co-ordinate. While
allowing time for relationships to grow was critical, it was equally important that
whatever I proposed acknowledged their existing program and would not distract too
heavily from their scheduled shows. In my initial proposal to Waradah’s education
manager (see below), I outlined a three-pronged interaction, including an excursion to
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view and record a cultural show, an intensive workshop on the first day of a weekend
camp, with a public performance to be held on the last day of the camp. A few days
later I received a positive response to the proposal (in italics below) at a reasonable
rate for the students.
My year 12 music class (around 15 students) is wanting to collaborate with some of your
musicians with the aim of creating a new arrangement of one of the songs you regularly
perform for visiting groups.
The students would initially travel to Katoomba to sit in on a weekend show to learn a bit
about the song and record it for further study.
Following this the students would work at school on creating the composition using the
recorded version from their visit.
Several weeks later, students would come to Katoomba for an intensive music camp. The
central component of the camp will involve attending a 3hour workshop with the musicians
to flesh out a live version of the co-composition (by this stage the students will have figured
out their component and will work with the Aboriginal musicians to adapt it where
necessary). In this workshop, male students would also get a chance to learn the didjeridu
and female students might be able to work on learning the associated dance or painting. The
co-composition will be recorded using equipment from our school. The class will bring all
necessary instruments. Students will also perform their versions of contemporary Indigenous
songs as a form of cultural exchange.
At this stage we are looking at having the camp from Friday 6th of December to Sunday 8th of
December. We would be happy to have the workshop on Friday or Saturday (we can work
around you).
It would be great if there could be some form of public performance on the Sunday of the
camp. This could potentially be held outside the centre. Here, the students could perform
(busk) their Indigenous popular songs to promote the centre. If time permits the Aboriginal
musicians could come out to perform the co-composition. I am open to your suggestions.
(Email Correspondence to Waradah Aboriginal Centre, 6.10.13)
Hi Thomas,
I have spoken with our head performer, Peter Williams, who is happy to be involved in the
project. He tells me the song which would be appropriate is "Singing Country" which pays
respect to Mother and Father.
The dates you suggested of 6th or 7th of December are both free at the moment and would work
for us.
The cost per student would be $5.00 for your initial viewing of the performance. The following
three hour workshop would be $40.00 per student. We have a policy of one teacher per twelve
students is FOC (free of charge) after that and extra teachers pay the student rate.
Total cost for 15 students would be $675.00.
The idea of a public performance on the Sunday is interesting but I need to consider the logistics
of this as our performers are scheduled into their performances here and so it may not be
possible. I guess it depends on how long for and at what time. (Email Correspondence from
Waradah Aboriginal Centre, 10.10.13)
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While gaining permission from Peter to share and collaborate on the songs was
fundamental to initiating the project, securing permission from the school to take the
class away on a camp was equally challenging. With the exception of the externally
organised Aboriginal camps, the school had not allowed camps for several years.
Reasons for this included a lack of trust over student behaviour and concerns
regarding the ability of students to afford such expensive experiences. Despite the
cost being offset to some extent by financial assistance from the university, the
financial burden of attending the camp was considerable with students required to
additionally pay outstanding school fees and a controversial ‘voluntary’ school
contribution. One of the camp supervisors suggested that there were several factors
that ultimately led to the camp being approved:
Ms Riley: There were a number of roadblocks ... The external funding helped get it there. I
think having a real desire in the kids to go on something pushed them, so you were able to
overcome the obstacles of fees and the costs of going. ... I think, and I don’t think this was ever
spoken, but maybe because it was about Indigenous culture, that may have smoothed a bit of the
way. It’s hard to say no when you’ve got that community link… I think it helped that it was a
small group and a group who are generally committed to that course. I think that helped in
motivating them… And then having it on a weekend, I think definitely smoothed the way to
make it possible. (Interview)

As indicated in these remarks, it was finally down to the desire of the 2013-14 SMC
to participate in the camp that enabled the project to be launched. For some students
the musical challenge of the collaboration and potential cultural insights gained from
the experience presented the key motivation. For others, the opportunity to play music
together for three days and to get away from the school environment were key factors.
Melisa: Doing it on a camp makes me much happier… Like there’s a reason to do it
Lily: We’re not doing it for….
Melisa: Core work
Lily: This is going towards everything. This whole term is going to be summed up in two to
three days.
Melisa: We’re getting assessed on something that’s also fun.
Lily: I’m looking forward to working with them, understanding them.
Melisa: Because we only know the basic stuff… like Aboriginal – didjeridu. (Interview)
Luis: Anything to get out of school is a pretty good motivation! So, I guess I’m pretty excited
about that.
TF: What are you looking forward to about the camp?
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Luis: I’m looking forward to seeing things I’m not really used to. Things like massive bushland
and it’s just completely different to where we are in the city. There’s no grass. Literally if you
see it from a bird-point of view, there’s [a couple of parks] and that’s it and the rest is just grey.
And here you don’t see any grey, just look at that [looks out the train window] – it’s completely
green.
David: I guess because it’s something new that all of us haven’t done before and it’s going to be
fun. We get to play music the whole time we’re there so it’s pretty good. Plus, we get to get out
of school for a couple of days. (Interview)

Meeting Peter and Brendon, and the Kangaroo and Emu Songs
With camp participation and the co-composition proposal confirmed by all
stakeholders, I travelled to Katoomba to meet Peter and Brendon. Like many others
from their generation, both had a fractured entry into the world of Aboriginal culture:
Peter: My family grew up not knowing our language and songs, because of settlement. They
didn’t want us [my grandfather and his father] to pass on the language because if they did,
they’d take our family away like they did. (Interview)
Brendon: Yeah, I was just denied about my Aboriginality from my white side… my mum was
disowned over the black kid. So, the only way my mother was accepted back to her family was
if she had to make out I was Red Indian [Native American]. So, I grew up thinking for a long
time thinking I was Red Indian, you know and learning it… but that was a lie. (Interview)

Peter’s first exposure to investigating his culture came in his early teens when he was
invited to join a dance group. In contrast, Brendon travelled to country to rediscover
his roots.
Peter: I was ashamed because we had to dance in big nappies…. I said, “Nah not happening.”
Then I started doing artwork… it wasn’t mine [traditional], it was the contemporary style –
plants and stuff like that… but when I got into high school the senior guys were talking about
ceremonies, I said “Yeah, I’ll be doing it one day”. They said, “No you won’t”. And I did! It
took [until] twelve years later, but I did. (Interview)
Brendon: I ended up just going and finding out where my people were and travelled all the way
north and ended up meeting my grandfather… one of my grandfathers, not my [birth]
grandfather, because that’s how I found out how I was – my real grandfather [had] died… He
showed me the way and he was very proud of me and he said that I learnt more in four years
than he’s taught his children from birth. So, he just said it was all about me. And from that day I
never looked back, I always liked singing and that. (Interview)
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These early experiences were critical in shaping their decisions to learn and share
knowledge about their culture to future generations. For Peter, song and dance proved
to be a key tool in recapturing the repressed culture in northwest NSW.
Peter: I started learning my language from my Uncle Paul and my cousin Bradley… So, I asked
my uncle, “Can I create songs and dances?”—and he said “Yeah”—because I wanted my kids to
grow up with language. And I’ve got two of my sons dancing up here with me and five
daughters up the road and another four somewhere else, so all my kids know our songs and
dances. So, if I die tomorrow, I’m happy because I didn’t grow up with [the songs]. (Interview)

Family is an integral aspect of Peter’s creative work. As Brendon indicates, the
importance of song and dance are more than a job. They are an essential part of their
everyday life.
Brendon: He didn’t just pass it on, his children actually take it on more than that he passes it.
Like especially his twins…
Peter: They’re eighteen months old.
Brendon: When we dance and we sing, we just do it at home and we love it! We could go home
and just sit there and sing. That’s just part of us, but the moment you’ll watch him go home and
he’ll just sit there and just start singing his songs, his two little ones are dancing it! So, he might
be showing it, but to see two young children this big… and dancing it shows that they want it!
It’s not just saying you learn, they’re doing it any moment they feel like it.
Peter: And I don’t force it on them. When I learn anything from Uncle Paul, like a dreamtime
story, or anything bush tucker, medicines and stuff…. I take my kids straight away and show
them and teach it. That way they get the picture… I paint every day and every night when I get
a chance. My girls watch me. My older fullas know all about it, but they won’t do it because
they’re stubborn… but the songs he sings to my kids, I sing to his kids and if they do the dance,
if they don’t, that’s OK… That’s how we pass [it] on… I just keep singing. My other two
daughters, they’re three and four, they know the songs and dances. I’ve got another daughter
she’s five – she knows the songs and dances and sings them. (Interview)

While Peter and Brendon readily exchange their songs, they acknowledge the distinct
differences between their cultures. Both speak of their dislike of the word
“Indigenous” and to a lesser extent the generalised classification of Aboriginal.
TF: What does Indigenous music mean to you?
Peter: Ngiyampaa. That’s my country. He’ll tell you different.
Brendon: I’m Ku-Ku Yulangii… I don’t like the word Indigenous too much, even the word
Aboriginal is not really high up in my favour, because the reason why the word Aboriginal is a
Latin language. You know… and all that. When I go to his country this painting tells me where
he’s from, the scars that are on his body could tell me how strong he is and the way he greets
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then I’ll know I’ll be respected…. When I’m saying, “where are you from?” It’s his country.
You don’t say, “I’m Aboriginal”, you say, “I’m Ngiyampaa”, like he just did because that’s just
his area. All the tribes they’re proud on their area. You ask any Aboriginal who knows who they
are, they’ll say Batjala, or Ku-Ku Yulangii. So, when you say Indigenous, Indigenous gets
slapped everywhere now, but it also stereotypes. Look at the Indigenous Maoris, the Indigenous
Canadians you know no matter what. It just puts us in a box… What we’ve learnt is that
[Canadians] have all got their little areas too that makes them different to each other and that’s
the respect you’ve got to learn and that’s why when we talk about the same weapons and all
that, I let him talk about his weapons from his area and never mine. And that just shows the
difference, that’s what it means to me. (Interview)

Despite coming from distinctly different and geographically separate communities,
Peter and Brendon had been working on and off with each other for 17 years. Peter
was initially approached to lead the cultural programs at a fledgling Waradah
Aboriginal Centre in 2012 and quickly set about bringing Brendon in who had been
working in Wilcannia in Western New South Wales.
Peter: Waradah started two years ago by an Iranian fellow named Farid Naya Habibi. He started
it with his dream of owning an art gallery and dance group… He got another Queensland group
in [and] they didn’t last long… Then the guys that were working here – the traditional mob –
got in contact with one of our other brothers, Wayne. Wayne rang me to see if I wanted to do it,
so I left the railway. I was here a year and it took me eight months to get this bugger here
because he was out at Wilcannia tied up.
Brendon: The only thing I would add to it was that these other Queensland – and this shows you
the difference between people [...] who do their dancing traditionally and respect it for what it
means as opposed to getting paid… They disrespected my grandfather’s dance and the majority
of the dances were my dances from my people… Most of the guys were young so there was no
experience in it. Also, the influence of music and particular drugs were in it… They came into
dance to get the quick dollars. To dance you should be paid appropriately but they abused it and
they used it for their own personal things. Whereas ours is to share it, we create a family [and]
the money goes back to the family. (Interview)

Paying respect to the traditional owners of the area was integral to maintaining what
they term the ‘traditional way’.
Brendon: When we came in here, [Farid] saw what a traditional solid foundation can do. From
there with Peter’s two sons [and] two local dancers.
Peter: Two are from this area.
Brendon: Proper people from this area.
Peter: We’re doing their songs and dances
Brendon: It’s made a very solid foundation.
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Peter: And that adds to the good luck. You’ve got to respect what’s here and who’s here. So,
with Jason and his brother, it’s about their welcoming song and yeah, you got to put the good
luck back into the group. We can be as strong as we are, but if we don’t respect where we are, it
won’t work. (Interview)

While their cultural shows include songs from various communities across the
country, Peter’s self-composed songs and dances form a key part of all performances.
When thinking of which songs to share with us, two songs immediately came to mind.
Peter: I was just mainly thinking our Kangaroo and Emu Song. It’s about looking after family,
respect and everything like that. (Interview)

Despite sharing similar musical structures and themes, the songs were composed
twenty-five years apart from each other. Here Peter discusses the meaning of the
Kangaroo and Emu Songs:
Peter: The [Kangaroo] song is about the four kangaroos: kirrpatya 11 – the grey kangaroo;
kunnhaa – my family totem, a little wallaby; bunda – the old man red; and marrawuy is the
family of the red. So, I put it together through mainly having the families looking after each
other against their natural nemesis – the dingo. So, the second part of the song goes “Kirrpatya
gu buthani bugga ni ni ni”—they’ve spotted their natural predator the dingo so the family hops
away together: “bugga ni ni”. So, it’s about family protection everyone always looking after
each other and that’s a concept that all the mobs are getting not used anymore because his
family is my family… and it’s not just about my family, it’s about looking after our inter-related
families.
Brendan: Like an extended family.
Peter: And then the Emu Song is the same. Bidjaa is the daddy emu; ngurruy is the emu; and
woongu is the baby. So it’s about mother and father protecting little ones again to the dingo. The
second part of that song goes “Ngarkirri yugi”—look out, the dingo is here. And then the
mother and father put their wings out and pretend to be hurt to lure the dingo away so the family
is safe. So, it’s always about family protection… I’m most proud of those two songs because it’s

11

Throughout the thesis the words for the Kangaroo and Emu songs are spelt differently. The
spelling of the words used when Peter and Brendon speak are spellings recommended
recently and approved for publication by Peter. Additional information on Ngyiampaa
language was collected from Benton (2019). The different spellings seen elsewhere in the
text, video observations, interviews and documentary sources reflect our evolving
understanding of the words and are written phonetically to allow the reader to see the
adjustments, or lack thereof, made through the entire learning process. This approach was
also approved by Peter.
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a concept that’s put back in[so] the kids in the other families can look after each other all the
time. (Interview)

Video example 4.1 Kangaroo Song

Video example 4.2 Emu Song

After listening to Peter elaborate on the meaning behind the songs, I discussed the
scope of our project and how I intended to guide the students as we contributed
something to the co-composition process. Importantly, I emphasised that we did not
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want to change the way they would normally sing the songs, instead adding our own
interpretation to the meaning of the songs.
TF: So, we’re going to be coming up next Wednesday to watch your performance and today I’m
going to take a recording of the songs that you’re going to share with us… So, then we can add
that and start working on trying to think about a slightly new version, well a totally new version
of the song where you guys don’t really change any part of the way you sing it. We might ask
you to stop or start at different points, but we’re not trying to change any of the music we’re just
trying to add in our own understanding of the story of the song. That’s sort of, my early guess of
how it might work out. (Interview)

In response Brendon was quick to lay some ground rules ensuring that we truly
understood the function of song in their culture. He also opened up about how pleased
he was to be part of the experience.
Brendon: [What] they’re going to [need to] understand is what we get [is] passed down. The
song is direct about what it’s taught us, or what it means to us. So as long as [TF] makes sure
that he understands the way, why it was for us. (Interview)
Brendon: The greatest thing is, from what we learnt together, we’ve passed it to not just to
Aboriginal people, but to all and also having the ability and the blessing to incorporate it with
other ideas. See, we could be saying: “Hey this is our songs, do it our way and that’s it!” And
we have the right to [do that] but listening to you … which is why I was interested, is the
journey’s led you to Peter because [you] want to do this [and] because you want to incorporate
the traditional style of the first people of this nation. And that’s what we like. (Interview)

Peter similarly started discussing how the project would need to proceed. He
mentioned the importance of the students learning the dances and in particular the
gender associations of the two songs.
Peter: They’ve got to come on and do a show. The girls got to do the Emu, the boys can do the
Kangaroo. Otherwise no deal! You tell them that!
TF: They’re up on Wednesday to get to know the song and learn it.
Brendon: And understand it. (Interview)

Transcending the technical task of learning the songs, Peter elaborated on the broader
significance of being invited to collaborate with the songs.
Peter: So, if you’ve got singers, I can teach them the songs and youse can put the music to it all.
And those are my songs, so you’ll have no qualms with any other Aboriginal family, because
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that means you are my family. So, if you don’t look after it, you’re going to have to put up with
me. That’s the only thing I’ve got to say to you. (Interview)

How We Got Here: Understanding and Learning through Popular Music
While it was anticipated that the three-day camp would provide time for relationships
to develop, the initial excursion held one month earlier was crucial in establishing
contact between the 2013-14 SMC and performing artists at Waradah Aboriginal
Centre. Meeting early in the morning, the class caught the train to Katoomba to listen
to the songs, learn the dances and most importantly, the cultural context of the songs.
To help pass the time on the lengthy journey westward, I took advantage of having a
captive group of participants and interviewed them in small groups to discuss their
pre-existing knowledge, understanding and awareness of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music. This was crucial since it allowed me to take note of attitudinal
changes that might occur across the duration of the project.
Despite having experienced a steady stream of varied Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander content in their high school music education12, it appeared that my attempts
to promote an inclusive understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
had not been as successful as I had hoped.
Sione: Ahh, definition of Indigenous music…. Like didjeridu, like culture music… stuff like
that. (Interview)
Melisa: Storytelling music, but more in depth than normal music…Spiritual stuff.
TF: So, what do you mean by spiritual stuff?
Melisa: Dreamtime… like they have all their cultural stuff, and their own instruments, like
didjeridu. (Interview)
Louisa: I don’t know like… cultural music… what if I say it wrong.
TF: That’s OK, there’s no wrong answer.
Louisa: Just like tribal music and stuff.
TF: What do you mean by tribal music?
Louisa: I don’t know… You know those hymns that they do in the desert. (Interview)

12

Appendix C features extracts from BHS music teaching and learning programs featuring
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander content experienced by the 2013-14 SMC from 20092013
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Sara: I was going to say about the culture… I don’t know how to explain it… (Interview)
Luis: Music specific to Aboriginal cultures… well its Indigenous so it could be anything that’s
got to do with a certain tribe… I reckon that it’s music to a specific place. (Interview)
Mele: Aboriginal music would be like cultural things. Like doing cultural music: didjeridus,
people dancing in their wares. (Interview)

The common thread linking these assumptions is a sense of exoticism, remoteness and
otherness. These students’ first thoughts could be associated with media portrayals of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, prior learning of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander culture and as one student identified, based on personal experiences
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples:
Tamara: I only related Indigenous music to the people down at The Rocks [in Sydney] who you
see performing [for tourists]. You know, those people who busk. That’s all I thought about it.
(Interview)

These responses were somewhat deflating to me as I reflected on the class’ recent
exposure to songs by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander popular artists. The 201314 SMC had only weeks earlier completed a performance assessment centered around
songs by Busby Marou (featuring Torres Strait Islander Jeremy Marou), Thelma Plum
(Gamilaraay) and The Medics (led by Khal Wallis [Wuthhathi and Lardil] and Jindhu
Lawrie [Mirning]. With a view to sharing songs with the Waradah musicians during
the camp and championing a diverse understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander music making, I had even introduced a further three songs: a duet version of
“Bayini” by famed Yolngu musician Dr G Yunupingu with non-Indigenous singersongwriter Sarah Blasko; “Mercury” by emerging Queensland band Slip-on-Stereo
(featuring Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander band members Clint Wallace and
Zeek Power); and “Are we there yet?” by hip-hop group The Last Kinection (with
Kabbi Kabbi-Australian South Sea Islander siblings Naomi and Joel Wenitong).
Thankfully, there were some students beginning to table more open, and at times
philosophical descriptions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. I
particularly enjoyed hearing Ben’s perspective on respecting the music in itself, as
opposed to labeling it as “Aboriginal music”:
Lily: Music written by Indigenous people. (Interview)
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David: Any kind of Aboriginal music by Indigenous people…
TF: So, you think it’s a fairly broad definition
David: Yeah kind of, but not really…. [it includes] the music that’s happening now like rap and
singing and stuff. So, it can go in other kind of places. (Interview)
Tamara: I think it’s interesting because before you would just think about the traditional side of
it with the didjeridu and the clapsticks, but actually I didn’t really know about all these different
genres and types of artists in the community. I think it’s really cool that they have a community
like that… That they’re so diverse… more than you’d think at first impression of the stereotype.
(Interview)
Ben: I just think it’s normal music. I don’t think [“Griffin” by The Medics] should be called
Aboriginal music. It should just fit into a genre like hip-hop or R&B or something.
TF: So, is it still Aboriginal music?
Ben: Yeah, but it shouldn’t be called that. (Interview)

For Lily, David and Tamara, being exposed to and learning the songs by these artists
had been a positive experience.
Tamara: I like the sound of Thelma Plum. She’s cute, she’s only like 18 and she’s like us really.
(Interview)
David: The process of [learning “Bayini”] was very enjoyable because it was more just hanging
out with each other at first and just learning it and trying to figure out what he was saying. We
were just having a good time, even learning it. It was annoying of course, but it was still fun in a
way to try and learn it all. Then we practised it together and we all just sang it and it sounded
really nice and it was just more enjoyable. (Interview)
Lily: [On rapping in “Are we There Yet?”] I don’t have much experience in rapping myself… I
know that rapping is spoken and that there’s not a specific tone or key. I just know that I have
to[remember] pronunciation. Whereas singing, there’s a specific key, my tone… I could slur
words if I wanted to. When I’m singing I overthink things. (Interview)

Of all the 2013-14 SMC, Luis (a guitarist and rapper) provided the most divergent
reactions to the experience. From initial surprise that Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people could play various instruments, Luis enjoyed some songs while being
outspoken in his dislike for others.
Luis: I like “Five Rocks” [by Busby Marou]. It was different to other Australian music that we
heard… It sounded like something Coldplay would sing. The guy who was playing [guitar] was
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Aborigine, but he didn’t sound like an Aboriginal was playing that instrument… it’s like totally
different to what you expect. (Interview)

Luis: I knew I had to [rap for “Are we there yet?”]. I wasn’t really happy about it, but I thought,
“Whatever, I’ll just do it and get it over and done with” … I could do it, but I just couldn’t be
bothered learning the lyrics. So that’s why I stuffed it up in the assembly performance [see
seated behind the others in Video Example 4.3 below] … I don’t like Aussie Hip-Hop… No
matter what song I hear in Aussie hip-hop, it just doesn’t get to me. I don’t like it, there’s just
something I have against it. Well I guess in Aussie hip-hop they rap a lot about government I’ve
noticed. Like just going on around the government and what’s going on. As opposed to
American hip-hop were they just rap about having a good time, drugs, alcohol or that stuff… I’d
rather have a good time than talk about politics. (Interview)

Video example 4.3 “Are We There Yet?” assembly performance

Critical to building engagement was the selection of repertoire. By choosing current
music from familiar popular music styles, most students were able to connect with the
music and enjoy the challenge of collaborating and learning their parts. While it was
evident the students engaged with many of the songs, the case of “Are We There
Yet?” reveals several contradictions. I had assumed that a class well versed in hip-hop
would appreciate the song. The overall sound and themes discussed in the track had
little in common with the message of mainstream American hip-hop, making it
difficult for some students to connect personally with the song. Furthermore, Luis’s
level of disinterest demonstrates the importance of bringing forward such material to
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challenge the ignorance in the wider society of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
stories. Would this range of attitudes and responses continue to be the pattern, I
wondered, as the 2013-14 SMC commenced their larger co-composition project?
Beginning the Relationship: Excursion to Waradah Aboriginal Centre
As I reflected on the relatively minimal impact of my earlier music programming on
building greater knowledge and understanding, one obvious explanation for this
situation came to mind. Compared to some of the pilot units discussed in Chapter One
and the upcoming collaborative composition project, none of the 2013-14 SMC’s
previous exposure to and experiences of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
involved direct, face-to-face connection with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples or musicians. As the conversation shifted towards expectations of the day
ahead of us all, there was a level of nervousness from some members of the class
about meeting their Aboriginal collaborators:
TF: Do you have any preconceived ideas of what it’s going to be like?
Lily: I imagine awkwardness because we’re meeting new people and…
Melisa: But you [TF] said they were nice so I’m expecting happy people.
Lily: There might be culture shock. (Interview)
Louisa: I think it’s going to be really different… Their music is going to be more different than
the [popular music by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists] we’ve been listening to.
(Interview)

For others, the benefits of this first exchange in the scheme of the broader project
were relatively clear.
Eddie: Well you know anything can happen. We have to just experience it first and then see
how we feel… If we just go check it out first, then when we come back, we’ll know what it’s
like and we’ll be already used to it. We’ll feel more comfortable. (Interview)
Luis: I guess we’re just going to familiarize [ourselves with the] environment so next time when
we do come back, we’ll have a slight idea of the area and how it is. So, it won’t be too different,
so we’ll be used to it. (Interview)

With the Waradah Aborginal Centre show lasting less than thirty minutes, I decided
to include a bushwalk prior to the performance, starting from our future campsite to
the Centre. Here the students were greeted with a completely different setting from
their usual concrete surroundings. It was imperative that I also used the trip to build
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excitement towards the camp and increase motivation for engagement in the cocomposition activity itself.

Figure 4 Excursion bushwalk

Upon arrival at the Centre the class was ushered into a small theatre to view the
cultural show. The show commenced with a brief explanation of the different
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander nations using Horton’s (2000) map of
Aboriginal Australia.
Presenter: Say if you wanted to marry someone from Western Australia you’d have to walk
these songlines (pointing to the boundaries on the map)… No cars back then, only had the
footpower and a Holden Commodore [class laughs]. That’s all we had… That’s pretty much
our map, there’s a lot of things that I can go on and talk to you about that, but we’ve only got
three minutes and that’s all. (Video Observation, 6.11.13)

The show moved on to discuss Aboriginal objects and weapons including coolamons,
boomerangs and woomeras. Importantly, the presenter (one of Peter’s sons) referred
to the objects in his language and their use within Ngiyampaa country.
Presenter: Now the next thing I’m going to talk about is a burren. Now you all know these as?
Louisa: Boomerangs!
Presenter: Boomerangs. Our language is a burren. Now what a burren is used for is not for
throwing around and letting it come back for playing games. It’s for catching birds. Now the
way we catch our birds is by scaring them. When it cuts the wind, it makes a noise… “duff, duff,
duff, duff,” Now it scares birds, so they fly into nests and we’ve got nets up in there [shows a net
to the class]. See the different patterns and styles, it’s all out of grass. So they get caught and
someone goes up and gets it down….The other way a burren is used, have a guess? [Holds up a
bigger burren]... That’s what we use to catch an emu… The way we use this one is by throwing
it on an angle and what we want to do is make it come up and skim the kangaroo or emu on the
leg and dislocate it, so it slows down. Then we come over with a nulla-waddy and hit it over the
head and break its legs and put it over your shoulder and walk back home. Pretty simple. (Video
Observation, 6.11.13)

As the show transitioned towards the songs and dances, another presenter described
the origins of the didjeridu and how to play it. Using the Yonlgu name Yidaki, the
presenter suggested the instrument was “only ever played in ceremonies in the top end
of Australia and it was men’s business.” He continued describing how the instrument
had come to be performed in other parts of the country.
Presenter: Now that’s where it’s not played [pointing to southern Australia]. I’m from
Wiradjuri language group it was not played there either… But what happened like all our
people around the country is we’d go on great journeys around the country and we’d meet up
for ceremony and trade. So, this instrument found its way back to my language group, so I play
it for fun. (Video Observation, 6.11.13)

The students listened attentively as the presenter demonstrated the different
techniques, and they particularly enjoyed the opportunities to participate.
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Presenter: The way we get sound through this instrument is through the vibration of sounds
through our lips like this [blows a big raspberry with his lips]. Can youse do that for me? [class
mimics his sound] If I do this in here, I get this sound, [plays the basic drone], which is the
basic drone sound. Now if I do the same thing and then I tighten my lips like this [demonstrates
again]. Try it? [Class demonstrates less successfully] Now have a listen to the change in my
drone [demonstrates on the didjeridu] Now I can change from a low drone to a faster high
drone. And then I change my voice [demonstrates a bird sound] Try that for me? [Class
boisterously attempts it] Now listen to it through my Yidaki [demonstrates kookaburra call].
(Video Observation, 6.11.13)

A brief smoking ceremony was held while the group completed their first song.
Midway through the song the tempo increased significantly, and the dancers charged
aggressively towards the students with spears. The classed laughed as one of the
dancers chuckled about scaring them.
Dancer: When the men come out with the spears it’s just to show that there’s no animosity
between us. We’re just going to share some culture. (Video Observation, 6.11.13)

At this point the Kangaroo and Emu songs were introduced and performed by the
group. The performance followed the melodic contour of Peter’s rendition but
featured several other differences.
Presenter: Now this next song that we’re going to do is about the family of kangaroos and emus
and when they hear their call of the natural predator – the dingo. [The didjeridu sounds
imitating a dingo howl]. When the kangaroo hears that sound it puts its ears in the air [and it]
hops away in a group to get some distance between them and the dingoes. The emus would jump
off their nests and put their wings down and pretend to be injured to lure the dingoes away from
their babies.
[The presenter sings the Kangaroo song in a higher pitch to the version Peter had recorded on
the weekend. Interestingly the didjeridu is used in this version. Peter decided against using it in
the earlier recording as he suggested that it wasn’t from the area anyway. In the context of the
show it enables them to make the songs sound more ‘Aboriginal’. The song has the same
structure, pitch contour and rhythm as Peter’s version. Two dancers accompany the song, each
doing their own movements reflecting the animals. The Emu song immediately follows the
Kangaroo song. It is also sung in a higher key. The dancers continue with emu related moves.
Only one verse of each song is performed.] (Video Observation, 6.11.13)

Prior to the excursion I had informed the 2013-14 SMC that these two songs were the
ones that had been shared with us. I had purposefully avoided showing them my
recordings, as I wanted them to experience them at the same time as the dance. They
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also were aware that dancing was a mandatory part of gaining permission. With
varying degrees of enthusiasm, the entire class participated in the dances.
Presenter: Now this is my favourite part of the show. This is where we like to get the audience
involved. My brothers are going to come out and get some girls….
Didjeridu player: Carn girls, get up!
TF: Don’t be shame!
[Lily and Melisa are the first two to get up and eventually the others follow after some
encouragement]
Presenter: OK, girls we’re going to do the emu dance. We’ll place our fingers together [raises
his hand] – that’s going to be its head and its neck [All the girls watch on carefully and copy his
movements]. Now with the other hand we’re going to put it behind our backs and going to walk
around in one big circle so follow me. Picking around to eat the grass and plucking our feathers
and we’re going to listen to the singer as we go through and as we hear the dingo [the didjeridu
sounds imitating the howl], we’ll bring our hands together and lure the dingo away. If you get
lost follow me.
[As the song starts the girls follow the lead dancer in a circle. The majority of them are
carefully watching his movements. Sara and Louisa are not really too worried about getting it
right and are accentuating their movements particularly near the camera. All the girls respond
quickly to the dingo call and start smiling at each other as the song goes into a second verse. As
the song ends, they start clapping with some chuckling in embarrassment.]
Dancers: Come on boys, they’re hiding from coming up front.
Girls: Yeah boys! Come on!
Louisa: Everyone participated, what’s wrong with you?
[The boys are much slower at responding, not wanting to get up. David is the main person
trying to motivate the boys to come up.]
David: Bro, come on!
[In the end Ben is the first up followed by me and the other boys. The girls cheer them on]
Presenter: OK, what we’re going to do today is we’re going to be kangaroos. First, we’ll open
our legs a little bit, we’ll spin on the sides and scratch our bellies, shoo the flies away and
throw your shoulders around in front of the ladies and when we hear that noise [didjeridu
sounds] we’ll hop away as one big group. We’ll go over to that corner. Main thing is to follow
me and have a bit of fun!
[As the song begins the boys copy the movements of the lead dancer. Most of them are giggling
as they do it in front of the girls. They hop over in the line to the corner as the song goes into its
second verse. As the time comes to hop away, some of the boys have forgotten about doing the
full movements and just jump across before sitting down.] (Video Observation, 6.11.13)
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Video example 4.4 Learning the Emu and Kangaroo dances

Reflecting on the dancing experience, the girls were generally far more positive than
the boys. Despite its novelty, there was definitely a level of interest in the music itself.
Tamara: I really enjoyed getting involved in the Emu dance and having that sense of cultural
tradition. So, it was a lot of fun for me! (Journal Entry)

Tamara: It was embarrassing at first, but I think it was important. I think it was nice for them to
see that we were involving ourselves in what they do. I felt even though I’m embarrassed, I still
want to do it for them. (Interview)

Melisa: All the girls were conducted to do a dance called “emu dance” where we walked in a
circle, gesturing like an emu while they played a song with the didjeridu until they stopped
and changed to an open winged formation. The boys had to do a dance of the Kangaroo,
where they had to bounce up and down in one spot then all over the place in one direction of
the other, occasionally having to clean their faces or scratch themselves. (Journal Entry)

Luis: I didn’t like [the dancing]… it’s not my culture. I’m not really into doing kangaroo
impressions or emu impressions. (Interview)
David: Well it was like weird because I never really listened to that kind of music. It was
actually quite cool what they did with their song.
TF: What did you like about them?
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David: Well I don’t know about the dances but the songs—it was cool the way that the rhythm
went. The way they did it… It was very catchy for both songs. They were more or less the same.
(Interview)

Perhaps the most important part of the excursion occurred after the show had finished.
Unfortunately, Peter was unable to speak with the class; he left Brendon to relay the
broader meaning of the songs:
Brendon: Right before you leave, you all enjoy the show?
Class: Yes!
Brendon: Well the best thing about it all the dancing is [that it conveys] our identity. Tom has
told us that we’ve got a little project happening. How many people did the participation dance?
Who was…
David: All of them
Brendon: All of them! Well that dance then you guys, the one that was sung, that’s the one that
you’re going to be performing, however Tom sets it up or how you all come together. So, the
thing I want you to understand is with that performance is that that dance is well over
thousands of years old. Maybe the dance has a bit of a more contemporary style but that’s the
way it’s been practiced. Now we do those two dances for a particular reason. One, it’s all about
the movements of our native animals. [Secondly] the reason why he taught us, is because as
young kids we grow up understanding the movements so we can become better hunters. And the
third thing is the spiritual connection we have. (Video Observation, 6.11.13)

Brendon then moved towards discussing the co-composition, establishing clear
boundaries for the project and expressing positivity towards the potential outcome.
Brendon: So, whatever your plans are, and your project is, I want you to take into account four
factors.
1.

How old those dances are presented to us? You’ve only seen it for the first time, for us it
has been passed down.

2.

Respecting the animals. So, when you’re hearing the songs of the Kirrpatya part, the
kangaroo… however you put it together, [the song] is about the movement of the
kangaroo and the connection to the kangaroo.

3.

Respecting as a hunter. We teach them to grow up as hunters….

4.

The [fourth] one and most important is the spiritual connection. How our land, our
mother, our people, our animals are all part of life. Everyone’s heard of movies – The
Lion King – “The Circle of Life”… And whenever you hear that song Elton John’s put
together, [it] is a song that is actually thousands of years…

That’s how I want you guys to think of it. Apart from that it’s a really good blessing for us when
I heard from Tom that you want to do it. It’s something new for us so we’ll say good luck to
you... Whatever comes out of it I know it’s going to be good. (Video Observation, 6.11.13).
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Upon leaving the Centre there was some confusion about the brevity of the
experience. Considering the length of the trip to Katoomba, the students had expected
there to be more interaction and discussion.
Louisa: It was supposed to be quick eh? I’m talking about the performance. It went really
quick… (Video Observation, 6.11.13)
Tamara: It was really fun, [but] I could have got more detail.
TF: Dancing was fun.
Tamara: I wasn’t expecting it to be that short
TF: It just was what it was (Video Observation, 7.11.13)

With the songs being relatively short and the experience focusing primarily on
dancing, it was not surprising that the majority of the class struggled to remember the
musical aspects of the song. However, Brendon’s words had made a definite impact
on some of the students as they recalled the meaning and significance of the songs.
Tamara: To be honest, I didn’t really listen to the songs that intensely there. By the time I got
home I couldn’t really remember what they sounded like… I don’t know. I didn’t know what
the words were, it just sounded very repetitive. So, it didn’t stick in my mind. (Interview)

Lily: The songs they played were passed down from their ancestors and were about the native
animals and about the land they lived on. I learnt that this group were connected to their
culture. (Journal Entry)

Tamara: From what I can remember the songs were about the movement and mannerisms of
the emu and kangaroo, respecting the animals and being one with your land at a spiritual
level and also to learn how to be a better hunter through observing and acting out these
animal’s habits. These songs accompanied by dance are very special to the Indigenous group
we got to meet as they have been passed down through their people for many generations.
(Journal Entry)

Most importantly, the excursion succeeded in building excitement towards the camp
and the co-composition project. For Tamara in particular, the experience of the whole
show was particularly insightful as it revealed differences between nations and
importance of song.
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Sara: Yes!!! I cannot wait[;] I’m extremely excited! The excursion got me more pumped for
camp because I know what it’s like there and what we’re going to do. (Journal Entry)

Lily: I think the group composition will be interesting to work on. I think it will be hard
without some guidance. I am looking forward to camp, especially spending time with
everybody. The excursion gave me a taste of what to expect at camp. I’m excited J (Journal
Entry)

Tamara: It really opened up my mind and made me see how diverse these people are. There
are so many layers to them and it’s not just one culture, it’s culture within culture. Now I’m
even more motivated to do this project and make music with them. It’s going to be awesome!
(Journal Entry)

Conclusion
Beyond introducing the project’s participants, this chapter discussed the process of
making contact and building rapport, and the value of taking advantage of
opportunities to support Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students in schools. It is
unlikely that the project would have commenced without the support of colleagues
from the local Aboriginal community of my school. The class were fortunate to be
able to work alongside Peter and Brendon, two experienced leaders who are equally
proud of their culture and open to sharing their knowledge. Having been introduced to
the Kangaroo and Emu songs as documented in this chapter, the following chapter
will examine how the 2013-14 SMC and I came to learn them and began to explore
ways to bring our own musical ideas to the ongoing story of the songs.
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Chapter Five:
Co-composition – Interpreting the Emu and Kangaroo
Songs
The previous chapter described how the 2013-14 SMC gained permission to rework
two songs by Ngiyampaa songman, Peter Williams. I now trace the experiential and
attitudinal responses as the class began to engage with the shared songs. This chapter
begins with the students learning about Iain Grandage’s collaboration with Elders of
the Spinifex through the ABC Ooldea documentary film (Angus, 2006), the chief
source of inspiration for the project. Following this, I detail how the 2013-14 SMC
unconventionally transcribed the text of the Kangaroo and Emu songs and used
informal music learning methods to aurally copy the melodies on keyboards and
guitar. The chapter concludes with members of the 2013-14 SMC separating into
groups to begin the process of combining their musical interpretations with Peter’s
songs.
Connecting Iain Grandage to our Task
Before launching into creating the co-composition, I wanted to share my
philosophical stance on participating in the process. The Ooldea documentary
(Angus, 2006) provided the ideal vehicle to show the students what a co-composition
looks like and some of the challenges involved in realising such an outcome.
TF: In this documentary, it follows a composer who’s invited into a remote Indigenous
community to create a composition with the Aboriginal guys. So, it’s basically exactly what
we’re doing except on a larger scale. (Video Observation, 7.11.13)

As we watched the film, I paused at key moments to draw attention to similar issues
that we faced. I was particularly interested in outlining the difference between
appropriation and collaboration and I emphasised the importance of building
relationships.
[Iain Grandage speaking during the documentary]
IG: It’s this idea of a number of elders and a symphony orchestra, each deep within their own
tradition but co-existing on a stage together. Neither appropriating the other’s culture but
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making music together in the abstract nature of music being no language barriers. Music is able
to exist in all space simultaneously.
[I pause the Film]
TF: That little bit that he said then I think… I don’t know if bells are ringing in your head
saying “aww, that’s what we’re doing” because that is exactly my philosophy of what we are
trying to accomplish with our task. The idea of having these two totally different musical
cultures existing simultaneously with neither appropriating the other. So, when we talk about
appropriation it might mean, say, we’re trying to… imagine in our piece… say it’s got a
didjeridu and we have all the choir people trying to make the didjeridu sound. That’s probably
not politically correct and it’s not that right. So, what he tries to do is bring his own
understanding of his music and combine it with their music. Not just trying to do a version of
their music. So that’s an interesting concept we need to think about.
[Film restarts]
IG: This is not just a normal commission. I’ve got to come out here and get to know the old men
again… record their songs, get some understanding of the stories behind the songs, in order to
successfully write this piece which is a meeting place between European art culture and
Spinifex culture.
[I pause the film again]
TF: That idea of spending time with the people. It would be stupid for us to go, “Here’s two
songs, let’s go write a version of them without actually being told what they’re about”. That
was the reason why we went on the excursion last week. (Video Observation, 11.11.13)

In addition to pausing in key sections while screening the documentary, I had
prepared a small handout with four discussion points, nevertheless by the time the
film had finished the majority of the class had failed to answer any of the questions. I
decided to focus initially on the final, key, question comparing the Ooldea cocomposition to our own intended collaboration.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ooldea Discussion Points
Why did the composer travel to the Aboriginal group’s country? What did he learn while
he was there?
Describe the process of writing the composition. What was the involvement of the
Indigenous people in this process?
When Iain Grandage performs the song Inma Kutju for the primary school, how is the
story told musically through his playing?
What are some of the similarities with this story and our musical collaboration? What
are the lessons we can take from this in preparation for our composition? (Handout)

TF: I just want you to think about it for a little bit and then we’re going to talk about it.
Lily: Basically, the whole thing is similar.
Sione: I don’t get this eh?
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Mele: Same.
David: Keep the same story but change the music.
Lily: The only thing that didn’t go right is that the guys didn’t go to the concert hall…
TF: The obvious thing is that there are a lot of similarities. Obviously, we are collaborating
with an Indigenous group who have shared a few songs. There’s a couple of massive differences
being the context of the two Aboriginal groups. One being very much located within a Western
environment as opposed to the group that Grandage worked with living in the desert.
Lily: Spinifex Country.
David: Spinifex People.
TF: That had its difficulties. In the end it turned out to nothing. The whole experience didn’t get
performed. That gives you an idea that you can’t predict what’s going to happen and I think
that’s one thing…
Arnold: I think that’s what he said.
TF: You just cannot predict, and we can’t predict what’s going to happen with us.
Louisa: Why did they not perform?
Lily: Because they had a specific thing…
TF: We’ve got to be prepared for anything when we end up taking whatever we’ve figured out.
We have to be ready to adapt. So, I think one of the lessons is definitely be prepared for
anything and being willing to respond to things that might change… (Video Observation,
13.11.13)

I then directed the students to the third question replaying the scene of Grandage
performing Inma Kutju. Here we discussed how Grandage used musical devices to
draw attention to the story of the song and the lessons we could learn from it for our
own co-composition.
TF: How is the story represented? That’s the number one thing that [Peter and Brendon] said is
that if we’re going to do it, we have to make our song match the story of the song they’re
sharing.
[The video restarts, everyone is watching attentively except for Arnold and Eddie who are in
conversation with each other.]
TF: Musically how did he create that story?
Ben: The birds.
TF: How did he represent the bird?
Lots of people: High!
Melisa: He played really high.
TF: Yeah, he played it really high and how did he create the feeling of soaring.
Luis: Sustained the notes long.
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TF: Long notes. Write that down. I guess the closest thing we could actually do to that is on a
guitar. We’re going to have to think slightly differently to how we normally think about writing
songs because it’s a very different type of composition. What about the other parts?
Louisa: The dramatic “di di di dun”
TF: How would you describe that rhythm?
Tamara: Aggressive.
TF: Why aggressive?
Eddie: Minor notes.
Lily: Low dirty sounds.
Arnold: It was like impact.
TF: If it was aggressive then what was the song about?
Louisa: The bombs!
TF: The Maralinga bombs.
Arnold: Where they tested out bombs and they thought the Aboriginal people weren’t there.
TF: They tested out atomic bombs, bigger than Hiroshima and Nagasaki – bombs that wiped
out entire communities.
Luis: If it was bigger than Hiroshima, how come the impact wasn’t as bad?
TF: It did.
Luis: Lots?
TF: They claimed to say that no Aboriginal people were present in the area…
David: English lesson here!
TF: So, we have the soaring high melody followed by the aggressive rhythmic section, it’s very
syncopated as well. Eddie talked about it having minor chords, but it also had a lot of
dissonance as well.
[I move to the piano to play it]
TF: What happened when he said the second bomb went off.
Lily: It went back to the bird.
Melisa: And it had the sad high pitch part.
Luis: Wasn’t it just nothing.
TF: It just broke to silence. I think there was a very soft drone by the cello but also that was
when the pre-recorded music came back in with the old men singing the song. So, it was almost
like this explosion had happened, followed by this fall out of not much happening at all and
finally this bird coming in over the top surveying the damage… We’ve got to figure out how we
can portray environment, how we can portray animals, how we can provide a sense of story to
the song. (Video Observation, 13.11.13)

While the class struggled to maintain total focus, the documentary provided an ideal
insight into the composition process and the potential challenges we could face.
Through the film I was able to discuss the difficult concept of appropriation and the
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importance of bringing our own musical voice to the co-composition. With our
musical experience very different to that of Grandage, the 2013-14 SMC would need
to find different methods of musically translating the meaning of Peter’s songs.
Transcription
When collecting the songs from Peter he had specifically mentioned that the songs
were always taught through oral tradition. He decided against writing out the words,
insisting rather that the students should learn it through listening. I had purposefully
not analysed the songs to experience the learning process at the same time as the
students. Without having Peter to teach the students directly, we instead attempted to
initially listen intensely to the recording and transcribe the songs as accurately as we
could phonetically. What ensued was something not-likely envisaged in anthropology
textbooks as the class collectively tried to work out how to transcribe the words.
Some of the students had already experienced the process when learning the Yolngu
music star Dr G. Yunupingu’s duet version of “Bayini”:
David: We were all trying to figure out what it said, but it was actually quite easy… because we
all just figured it out together. We all just listened to it and worked out what they were saying.
Like we did for Bayini… (interview)

While upon reflection students are often quick to think of things as easy, the process
proved challenging. Beginning with the Emu song I played the recording several
times as we tried to write down the words.
TF: I want you to listen quite carefully to hear him talking about the different words.
[I play the footage twice]
Peter: Now this is about the family of emus. Bidjaa is the dad, ngurruy is the emus, and woongu
is the baby emu.
TF: So, what were the three?
Lily: Wungu!
Louisa: Wungu, Emu, Emu!
TF: So, what are the three animals they’re talking about here?
Lily: Emus
TF: Yeah
Lily: Baby, mummy and daddy.
[I play it again and pause it after “Bidjaa is the dad”]
TF: Let’s write this down.
TF: So Binja [sic] is the dad (Video Observation, 13.11.13).
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Interestingly, as I wrote the first word “Binja” on the whiteboard I was already
unconsciously teaching the wrong pronunciation. Wanting to keep the process going,
I quickly moved to the next word. As we listened members of the class were
beginning to engage with the music in different ways. Lily was singing the melody,
the boys were tapping to the rhythms on tables and David was imitating the tongue
roll sound effects in the background connecting it with his own Maori traditions.
[I play a little more of the piece and Lily starts singing the melody that she’s memorized from
only two playings]
TF: Listening! Let’s get the next word… You’re going to get to sing that!
Lily: That’s cool!
[The video plays, as he mentions the second word the class promptly shouts out: “Nurie”]
Arnold: It’s Nurie
David: See Nurie!
Arnold: Nurie!
[I play it a few more times and attempt to transcribe the words by myself. As the song plays the
boys start tapping along to the rhythms. The first reaction from David is to imitate the calls.]
David: That sounds like Maori!
[When the song stops the boys start to sing the song with Sione tapping the clap-stick part and
Eddie imitating the emu caller.]
Arnold: Yeah, we got this!
Lily: That’s hectic.
Louisa: That sounded cool. (Video Observation, 13.11.13)

After writing the first two phrases on the board Eddie, who was getting frustrated by
the process, questioned why we were not using the Internet to find the words. He was
genuinely surprised and defensive when David and Arnold quickly shut down his
ignorance about the lack of resources for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander song
texts.
Eddie: Can’t we look it up on Google?
Arnold: Eddie, sometimes… [Shaking his head in disbelief]
David: This isn’t a song that’s on the Internet!
Eddie: You know there’s translations on Google, not the f***ing lyrics! This guy thinks I’m
trying to find the lyrics. (Video Observation, 13.11.13)

While most of the class was happy enough to accept my incorrect interpretations, Lily
questioned the accuracy of the transcription. In response I decided to get the class to
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collectively debate the last few words before writing them on the board. Despite
Tamara and Lily working out the correct pronunciation, I still managed to write the
wrong words in the final version on the board.
Lily: How do you know we’re pronouncing it properly?
TF: Everyone be quiet so we can listen to the last part to write down the words.
[I play it again]
TF: What are they saying do you reckon?
Louisa: Ba-ah-ah, Con go!
Melisa: Congoles!
TF: What’s the last two sounds?
Louisa: Ba ah.
Eddie: Ba-ah-ah.
Tamara: It sounds like he’s going “ba-ah-ah”.
[Lily plays the ending and the whole class is focusing on the board following the words trying to
work them out. As it stops Louisa is the first to voice her opinion.]
Louisa: Kole Kole!
Arnold: Dep Dep!
Lily: This guy in the rugby shirt says it!
Louisa: Kolep Kolep!
Melisa: Eh Eh!
TF: What do you reckon it is? Like ko-le ko-le?
Eddie: Kle Kle!
Louisa: No listen to it one more time!
[Lily plays it again as everyone focuses on the words]
Louisa: [pointing at the board] Kolot kolot!
[Everyone laughs as it sounds nothing like it except Eddie who goes, “She’s right, Kolot kolot”]
Lily: Clap Clap
Tamara: I think it’s Klep Klep
Lily: Klep Klep! Klep! Klep! (Video Observation, 13.11.13)
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Emu Song
Binja – Dad
Nurie – Mum
Wungu – Baby
Nagabe Unge – Looking out for the dingo
(protecting the little ones)
Binja Nurie Wungu
Binja Nurie Wungu
Binja Nurie Wungu
Binja Nurie Wungu
Binja Nurie Wungu
Nagabe Unge!
Ba ah ah, Ba ah ah, Ba aha ah
Kele Kele or Kore Kore (Whiteboard Notes, 13.11.13)

Even if our translation of the Emu song had not been totally accurate, the process did
lead to the students memorising the melody. By the end of the lesson the entire class
felt confident enough to sing the song and willingly remained in class after the endof-period bell had sounded for lunch. Once again many of the boys had already
started thinking of ways to bring their own musical ideas to the co-composition.
Similarly, the girls were also enjoying singing and dancing to the music.
TF: I guess before we do anything with the song, we really need to learn the song.
Lily: We know it!
[Everyone starts singing it randomly]
TF: So, let’s try and have a sing of it.
[As I move to the computer, the girls start singing it with a nasal tone in their low register.
David in the meantime is still practising his tongue rolls]
TF: Should we practise with it? We’ll sing with it.
[I play the recording, and everyone sings along and gradually a few start tapping along. As it
goes into the second verse everyone is getting more animated. Louisa is dancing away while
David, Sione, Arnold and Eddie are tapping along to the rhythms. This time they are
improvising more heavily creating syncopated patterns. They stop when it gets to the “ba-ahah” section because the tempo changes and they can’t quite adjust their rhythms.]
Ben: We should do Aboriginal blues
David: I swear we should just use the tables as instruments. (Video Observation, 13.11.13)
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Video example 5.1 Singing the Emu Song for the first time

As the class sat down to transcribe the second of the two songs, there was a growing
level of resentment towards the project. This was partially due to having to do written
work instead of playing, and more broadly, a protest against the topic itself.
TF: Let’s look at this song. As I said before we’re going to write the words so get your books
out. This song has a lot of similarities….
Eddie: [frustrated from the listening lesson last period] See this is theory!
TF: How’s this theory?
Eddie: Whatever’s writing is theory!
TF: How are you meant to…
Luis: We’re analysing an Aboriginal song – that’s theory.
Eddie: If we were in America, we would be doing something else!
Louisa: Yeah true!
Lily: Native Americans.
Eddie: We could do any song… their music is better!
TF: But Luis, how are you going to create a composition if you don’t know what happens in a
song?
Luis: I don’t mind it, but it can be any song but Aboriginal.
Eddie: Just continue on with the lesson.
Sara: What are you trying to say?
Luis: I don’t know what I’m trying to say.
TF: Are you sick of the Aboriginal songs?
Luis: We’ve been doing Australian songs for ages we never….
Eddie: Dude your wasting more time
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Sara: I’m Aboriginal [not true]
Lily: Sara please!
Luis: Since Year 8, 9, 10, 11… We have been doing Australian music for a long time. (Video
Observation 20.11.13)

Despite protestations, the class eventually shifted into transcribing the words for the
Kangaroo song. After agreeing relatively quickly about the first word – “Kipija” – the
2013-14 SMC exploded into a fierce debate about the second word of the song.
TF: Ok, so the one that we’ve heard so far is Kipija
Lily: Then Kanga
TF: What was the second one
Lily: Kanga [Lily slams her pen down in frustration as I ask here to rewind it without validating
her recognition of what it is]
[The song plays again, and I interrupt]
TF: Go back one word at a time… [Lily plays it again and I sigh in frustration of not quite
getting it]… Oh what do you think it was?
[Lily plays just the second word being explained again]
Eddie: Kana
Louisa Ka…
Sara: Kanya
Louisa: I don’t know
Luis: Kanyas
Lily: Canada
Louisa: Kango
Eddie: Kana! [spelling it out] KANA!
Lily: [looking strangely at Eddie] Kana?
Tamara: Kanana?
Luis: Kana, Camera
Louisa: [spelling it] KANA? It sounds like something O
TF: Let’s listen to it again [Lily plays it again]
Eddie: See it’s kana!
TF: What about Kanya?
Sara, Louisa and Eddie: No!
Eddie: No, it’s not Kanye West bro, it’s kana!
Luis: What if there’s a G before the end, like kagna?
Eddie: There’s no…
Lily: Kagnum?
Eddie: Do it again! Do it again!
TF: Let’s try it again and listen we’ll have a class vote
[Lily replays it and as Peter says the word everyone shouts out their answer]
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Eddie: It’s just kana
Luis: Yeah, the G comes before the N
Louisa: Yeah
Luis: Exactly!
Lily: Kanya
TF: Don’t you reckon it’s that [pointing at the board to my spelling KANYA}
Luis: No, it’s not Kanye West
Eddie: That’s Kanye!
Louisa: I feel like it’s got a G as well
Sara: Yeah
TF: Like kan-g-na or kag-na
Louisa: Yeah that
TF: Ok Kanya or kagna?
Luis: Kagna
Eddie: Kanya
Luis: Oh God!
TF: Lily what do you reckon? You’re good at linguistics…
Lily: Kanya… The first one sounds right
Sara: Yeah, the first one
Louisa: Second one
TF: What do you reckon Princess?
Lily: Because Kagna’s too hard, it’s kanya
TF: What about Kangna
[everyone mutters to try and work out what it is] (Video Observation 20.11.13)

Video example 5.1 Transcribing the Kangaroo Song
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As the discussion continued, the already frustrated Luis became even more agitated:
Luis: Who cares! It doesn’t matter!
Louisa: Why don’t we just ask them?
TF: It does matter!
Luis: [shouting] It doesn’t matter! Put any! It doesn’t matter if it’s kanya or kagna. (Video
Observation 20.11.13)

Overruled by his classmates, Eddie triggered more debate as he asked to hear it one
last time. Eventually Tamara managed to find the solution.
Eddie: Sir, one more time, one more time, last time, [asking to play it again] rewind it.
Luis: F***ing…
TF: Yeah rewind it.
[Lily rewinds it and plays it. After Peter says the word everyone shouts arguing their case]
Eddie: See there thank you, it’s Kanya!
Luis: Nah.
Louisa: I told you! I swear it’s with a G, I swear!
Luis: [Shouting] It’s Kagna! It’s Kagna! There’s no Y! It’s the second one!
Eddie: First one!
Luis: Second!
Ben: Second!
TF: Ok! Hands up for option 1…
[Just Eddie puts his hand up]
Eddie: Too much!
TF: Hands up for option 2…
[Louisa, Sara, Tamara, Mele, Luis and Ben put their hands up]
Eddie: He didn’t say Kagna
TF: But it’s not like a hard G
Louisa: Exactly!
Luis: Who cares!
Tamara: He says it N-G.
TF: So Kanga?
[I’m rebuked by half the class]
Eddie: Kanya bro!
Luis: It’s Kagna!
[I attempt to interpret what Tamara is suggesting but she sighs as I don’t quite understand. I
give the marker to her to write what she thinks it is. In the meantime, Eddie and Luis are still
debating]
Tamara: I think it’s Kang-na.
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TF: Aww…
[The class pauses to try pronouncing it]
TF: That might be right actually… Kangna. Let’s listen to it again and have that in your head
Ben: Oh my!
[Lily plays the song again]
Sara: Let’s just do that
TF: Kangna it is. (Video Observation 20.11.13)

While there was uncertainty about the other words in the song, the kangna-kagnakanya debate was frequently recollected in student interviews conducted at the end of
the project.
TF: Was [transcribing the words] a difficult thing to do?
Tamara: You were doing it. I wasn’t doing anything. [starts laughing]
TF: I was asking what the words were!
Tamara: Yeah, I think you were pretty spot on but there was this one word where you were just
wrong. I was like “change it, so wrong, get it together”. It was “Kagna” but that was wrong as
well because it was “Kangna”. (Interview)
Eddie: I bludged and let everyone else work it out but then helped a bit.
TF: What did you help with?
Eddie: Kagna.
TF: Did you enjoy debating what it was?
Eddie: Yeah it was fun. The way everyone was pronouncing it. It was funny… We were
debating about how it was pronounced – who was right, who was wrong. Yeah it was funny…
and you were wrong the whole time. You were pronouncing it in a really un-Aboriginal style.
(Interview)
Lily: It was pretty funny trying to figure out what the Kangaroo song was. Kipija Kangna –
Whether it was Kangna, Kanga, Kanja, Kanya [starts laughing]
TF: Where we right in the end?
Lily: No, we were wrong in the end. (Interview)

As is revealed in the interview extracts, despite endless debate many of the words we
had transcribed for both songs were inaccurate. The process revealed the importance
of working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people when learning language.
Even though we approached the task with good intentions, I would not recommend
this approach for learning songs. Ultimately, in this specific case, I was confident that
Peter would correct any mistakes later in the workshop.
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Kangaroo Song
About family of kangaroos
Grey Kangaroo – Kipija
Wallaby – (smaller) Kangna
Oldman kangaroo – Bangna
Maraway – red family – red kangaroo
Escaping the dingo and hopping to safety – kipija bu bugani buganni
Kipija, Kangna, Bagna, Maraway x5
Kipija bu bugani
Baugani nini
Buganini, Buganini, Buganini Ba! (Whiteboard Notes, 20.11.13)

Beyond the transcription of words, the 2013-14 SMC needed to transcribe the melody
in order to work out how to arrange it. With a class of students not undertaking formal
private tuition and lacking in notational skills, this was always going to be a
completely aural process. With much of their previous learning based on Green’s
(2006, 2008) informal music learning principles, many of the students initially found
the task quite straightforward and it soon turned into a competition. Even before
formally starting, Sione could be heard playing the Emu song melody on a guitar.
[As I try to get everyone’s attention Sione can be heard already playing around with the melody
on the classical guitar he’s holding. Interestingly, he’s playing it in the correct key as well!]
TF: What we’re going to do is go next door in the keyboard room to try and figure out what the
notes are to the melody they sing.
TF: You might want to use a guitar instead, whatever instrument you think is best for you to try
and quickly figure out a melody. Generally, I would say keyboard would be easier... It will give
you an idea if you’re thinking we should add some chords to it or create some other things. To
actually know what notes are in the melody will help. It might not work out exactly in terms of
the pitch of the keyboard, it might be sometimes in between notes, but I think we’ll be able to
pretty much work it out and I don’t think it will take that long… Who do you reckon is going to
be the first person to figure out the melody? Can anyone beat Sione? Sione’s my pick for the
first person to get it.
Luis: [sensing the competition] To get what?
[Sione continues to play the melody on his guitar without me realising as I speak]
TF: To work out the melody.
[Sione is dabbling away at it, in a different key this time: “GGAGEG, EEDCAC”]
Lily: Sione sounds like he’s already got it.
Luis: [Sensing the competition] I’ve got to get a good guitar, I’m not using this one [puts his
guitar down to get a new guitar]
Eddie: I haven’t even heard it
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Sione: You heard it in there the other day, remember “ba-ah-ah”?
Ben: Remember when we were in the other room?
Sara: What are we doing?
Lily: We’re trying to figure out the melody to the words. You know how it goes [starts singing
the tune]
[Luis walks in with his new guitar playing a variation of the tune]
TF: Just everyone stop playing for a second.
Sione: Shut up Luis!
[Luis keeps playing his variation of the tune, in C major and Sione looks at him acknowledging
that he’s almost got it. As he continues to play around with it, he’s having more trouble working
out the second part of the phrase. Just before I start to play the recording, he shakes his head in
frustration about not quite having it correct. Now Ben starts trying to play it. Like the other
boys he easily grasps the first part of the tune (playing it in the key of E)
Ben: That’s how it goes, doesn’t it?
[Luis continue to be frustrated by the second part of the melody] (Video observation, 15.11.13)

As I played the recording several times, it was intriguing to watch the guitarists
approach the task in different ways.
[I play the song for the first time. The boys stop playing to listen and try and gradually
incorporate their preconceived idea of the tune. Sione recognises that he was playing too low
and shifts his hand to the upper reaches of the fretboard. Luis is still persisting in his key he
used earlier. Eddie who hasn’t tried to play the melody as yet immediately starts to search for
the starting pitch. He glances over towards Sione to copy his hand position. As it stops, Luis
looks at Sione confused waving his arms. Sione smiles back at him, confident that he’ll be able
to work it out first.]
Luis: Does it matter what key I play it?
TF: We’re going to try and play it in the same key that they do. [I turn to Luis] A bit higher…
Sione: Are you sure?
[I play it for a second time and Sione is getting much closer just a semitone off the starting
pitch. The keyboardists in the meantime are struggling. As the recording ends you can hear one
of the guitarists playing in the correct key. They look around at each other seeing the different
approaches.]
Eddie: Sir I think I’ve got it!
[Eddie walks over to show me (out of shot) but he’s playing it too high. Luis has now figured
out the correct pitch]
Luis: What about me?
[I walk over to listen to him and give him the thumbs up]
Luis: Yes! I got the right key!
[As I walk over to Sione, he glances over to Luis to see which fret he’s starting on]
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TF: [talking towards Sione who demonstrates what he thinks it is] If your guitar was in tune
that would be right.
Eddie: [to Luis] What was the first one?
Luis: Get lost man!
[Luis turns his guitar away so he can’t see and runs away from him]
Eddie: Just one! Sad!
[Ben is still trying to work out the key as he moves higher up the fret board. Eddie is getting
frustrated that he hasn’t worked it out yet.] (Video Observation, 15.11.13)

Video example 5.3 Working out the Emu Song Melody

While the guitarists were gradually working out the melody, those on keyboards were
finding it more difficult. As I listened to the melody, I realised that the main parts of
the song coincided with the notes of the pentatonic scale and even more specifically
pitched the same as the black notes of the piano. Reflecting on the process, Tamara
noted that the song’s repetition and short length made the task significantly easier.
TF: Those of you on piano, the hint is only use the black keys.
Girls: Awwwww!
Sara: Now you say it!
TF: And I’ll give you a hint, the starting note is C-sharp or D-flat
Lily: YES I GOT IT!!!! Sir did I get it? Did you see that?
TF: Yeah.
[Lily jumps out of her chair and puts her arms in the air in celebration]
David: How do you do it?
Lily: C#
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David: Then what?
[I play it again and walk around the different keyboard players to see if they’ve got it right. Lily
is walking around to help others. Melisa almost has it correct, and I give her some tips.] (Video
Observation, 15.11.13)

Arnold: I’d play a little bit, then I got frustrated till I told Sione to tell me what it was, and I was
like “What the f***!” I was expecting it to be heaps of keys and when he just played those four
or five simple black key notes, I was like… “It’s not even that hard.” (Interview)
David: It was actually quite simple once we figured it out. It is quite different to what we
normally play. I guess it was just weird the way the song was played… (Interview)

Tamara: I found something I thought… Then you said “they’re on the black notes” so that
changed everything.
TF: So, you thought you had something right?
Tamara: I think it was kind of right, but not exactly right. It was like the wrong key.
TF: Were you surprised about how simple it was to work out?
Tamara: Yeah
TF: Were you expecting it to be difficult?
Tamara: It wasn’t a very long melody. It was very short, and can I say it was like an ostinato?
It’s not like “this is the whole song, now find it on the keyboards.” It’s not like “go find a pop
song on the keyboards.” (Interview)

Although the class seemed pleased with being able to clearly play part of the melody,
some students were quick to notice that not all of the song conformed to Western sung
pitch.
TF: Did you find it easy to figure out the melody?
Melisa: Yeah, the keyboard thing? Just the last bit was different. I was slightly off I was on the
white keys instead of the black keys. (Interview)
Luis: I think Sione was the first to get it… He beat me… The beginning part wasn’t that hard to
work out but the second bit after was harder… I guess the bidja nurie wungu was just easier
because the next part was just ‘ba-ah-ah’ you can’t really find the pitch for it. (Interview)
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Figure 5 Emu Song Transcription
Interestingly, the Kangaroo song was similarly pentatonic. Having already worked out
how to play parts of the Emu song, the process was relatively simple for the first
phrase.
Melisa: They had the same notes didn’t they but just different order, I guess. (interview)
[I play the kangaroo song. And everyone except Mele is having a go at trying to work it out.]
TF: Let’s see who can work it out?
Tamara: I got it.
Ben: I got the first part. [He plays it to Luis who is focused on trying to figure it out for himself]
Louisa: Sir, is it white or black?
[I go over to check the girls. In the meantime, Luis is focusing hard on working it out. He’s a
semitone off but has figured out the melodic contour. He sings it as he plays it to try and check
if it’s correct. I play it again]
Louisa: I got this sir!
[I walk over to check it and she correctly plays the first phrase]
TF: Yeah, win!
Louisa: Got it!
Lily: [to Louisa] What is it?
[I walk over to Eddie who is lying down on the table to check if he’s even trying]
TF: Have you got it?
Eddie: He’s got it. [pointing to Ben]
Ben: Not yet.
TF: Luis, have you got it?
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[Luis plays it to me but it’s out by a semitone. I let him know that it’s close. He plays it a few
more times before reverting to Jimi Hendrix’s “Hey Joe” as I work with the girls]
Lily: How does the song go and then I’ll remember it?
[The girls start singing it to each other as I walk around to check] (Video Observation,
20.11.13)

Once again, the B section proved challenging as it deviated from the scale and
Western sung pitch. With Sione absent I tried to work with Luis to find a solution.
TF: Ok let’s listen to the next phrase. This is where it goes a bit weird.
[I try to get everyone to stop as Eddie tries to show Ben what he thinks the melody is (he’s
almost correct)]
TF: Now I want you to still play with the black notes even if it’s not quite correct.
[I play the song again. Immediately Luis focuses in listening to the recording. When it stops he
plays back what he thinks the melody is [AA B C B]. From this you can tell that he’s identified
the contour and the notes that are repeated. I play it a second time. He refines it to [A A C D
C] which is related directly to the pentatonic key common to both songs. In the meantime, Eddie
and Ben have given up trying to work it out and are jamming on other songs. I’m spending more
of my time working with the girls on keyboards. As I work with girls it is clear that it’s not as
easy as the other parts. I go to a keyboard to try and work it out for myself. At first, I try just
using the black keys – Ab Ab Bb Db Bb.]
TF: That doesn’t sound right though [Louisa laughs]
[I then experiment with other combinations Ab Ab Bb C Bb, G G A C A, then GG A B A. I play
the tune on the piano from the start and play Ab Ab Bb C Bb for the B section]
TF: Ok Luis let’s see how you’re going with the second part.
[Luis plays AA C D C]
Luis: Isn’t it something like that
[I move to play it again. Recognising that this is significantly more difficult I focus more of my
attention on Luis who has more advanced aural/instrumental skills to the others in the class.]
(Video Observation, 20.11.13)

At the end of the period Luis remained to talk about the co-composition, raising his
concern about how we would adapt the song in the workshop situation. We agreed
that there was no certainty that the key would remain the same, making it difficult to
create our own arrangement.
TF: It’s going to be difficult. Whatever we do…
Luis: He’s going to go [in a different key]
TF: It’s going to be totally different.
Luis: I know.
TF: But I reckon, Luis, whatever pitch we choose I wouldn’t be surprised if he sings to it
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Luis: Probably.
TF: But, that’s part of the fun. (Video Observation, 20.11.13)

Figure 6 Kangaroo Song Transcription

Experimentation and Jamming
Following the transcription process, I was eager to initially step back from the
arrangement process to see how the 2013-14 SMC would respond to the music.
Beginning with the Emu song, I separated the class into a few groups and suggested
some ways they might approach the song:
TF: We’ll have the boys in one group and the girls in another. What I’m going to do is give a
copy of the song to both groups and I want you thinking about what you can do to it. So, at the
moment I don’t have any limitations in what you might want to do with it. You might want to
figure out some chords while someone plays the melody. You might want to mess around on
drums with it. You can really do whatever you want to do with it. Girls we might try and figure
out some vocal stuff to go with it rather than purely instruments. (Video Observation, 15.11.13)

As I continued to brief the students, it was clear that not all were interested, nor
musically mature enough to think through the process ahead. This frustrated David as
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he tried to steer Ben and Eddie back on task. Similarly, only Luis raised questions
about the extent to which they could alter the piece.
[As I’m directing where everyone needs to go, all the boys are jamming on Metallica’s
“Nothing Else Matters”.]
David: We’re doing Aboriginal music not whatever the f*** you’re doing!
TF: Boys, you might want to write down a tab for it.
Luis: Do I have to play the same thing, or can we do it different?
TF: We’re going to have to play in that key.
Luis: Oh my God!
TF: But we need to be prepared to change it… I know it would be so much easier for guitar if it
was one note lower, but you might just want to put a capo on. (Video Observation, 15.11.13)

Interestingly, before breaking off into groups David was already arranging the song in
his own unique style.
[David starts singing the Emu song and banging the table]
David: Cuz, we can just use these!
[Continues doing it]
TF: See that’s the next step. That’s what we’re going to do. Try and jam on it.
Mele: They’re going to do FOB music.
TF: If that’s what they do, that’s what they do! Got to interpret it. (Video Observation,
15.11.13)

With the music skills of the class members varied widely, I was concerned that some
students would just wait to see what the more confident musicians would come up
with first. Unsurprisingly Luis, Sione and David immediately launched into the task,
while the other students resisted dispersing into different rooms. Recognising that the
three of them were working well together, I separated the boys into two different
bands.
[Currently most people are in here with the girls lying around on the floor and the boys setting
up their instruments.]
TF: There’s a reason why I wanted to separate you, because this is exactly what I predicted
might happen if you’re put together. These guys are starting to do stuff and you [girls] just sit
there and watch. You girls move next door, we’re going to let [the boys] do stuff and I want to
see everyone working together. I don’t want to see anyone bludging!
[In the meantime, Sione is working on his bassline]
TF: If you think you would work better in two smaller groups…. Eddie do you want to go work
in the back room with Arnold and Ben…
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[Ben, Eddie and Arnold immediately move to the other room, while the girls still sit around]
(Video Observation, 15.11.13)

As an aid in the jamming process I looped the Emu song to enable the groups to
experiment with different ideas without the frustration of having to continually reset
the recording. Working without teacher guidance Luis, Sione and David quickly
joined in with the A section before expressing confusion during the B section:
As I set up the recording, David sings a fraction of the song while Sione plays Gb crotchets on
the bass and works on developing a fill in the vocal breaks. Luis starts playing the melody over
the top of the bass line. As I start the recording, I leave the room. All three are playing along
with the recording. In the opening few phrases everything seems to be going ok. Luis is still
playing the melody, Sione refining his bass line and David is now playing a standard rock
beat… but they all pause at the Nagabe unge – this disrupts the groove and they don’t adjust to
the non-pitched melody. Luis experiments by stopping playing the melody and adding some
power chords during the “ba-ah-ah”.
Luis: What on earth is that bro!
Sione: I don’t know? (Video Observation, 15.11.13)

As the recording continued to loop, they introduced greater complexity into their
parts:
[The recording plays again, as its on repeat. David gets up to find a better chair for the drums.
Luis and Sione keep playing. This time they experiment with a different ending – Sione stays on
Gb and adds a few more complicated fills. Luis slides chromatically up and down the fretboard.
The next time it plays. Luis again looks to play some power chords in the B section of the song.
He is frustrated a little by the difficult key of the recording and wants to move away from
Sione’s Gb chord (here he plays an Open E bar chord).
As it repeats Luis stops playing the melody and starts trying to do a solo around the melody. He
switches the setting on his amp to add more distortion. While he’s messing around with
finetuning his settings, Sione continues to jam along with the recording. His bass line continues
to grow in complexity. He adds a couple of slides during the “Ngarkirri Uge” and ends with an
impressive soloistic lick. This inspires David to add more variety to his beat. He includes one
small fill, followed by a longer less successful fill across all of the toms.] (Video Observation,
15.11.13)

After jamming along to the looped sample four times, the group decided to stop the
recording to rehearse and discuss the structure of their arrangement. Central to this
was deciding what to play in the B section. Here Sione took the lead in helping
decode the unfamiliar chant.
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[David shakes his head at not understanding the second part of the song.]
Sione: Just keep going!
Luis: What’s with that “ba-ah-ah” bit? What are we going to do for that?
[Sione tries to demonstrate something on Gb and David plays a series of quavers on the snare]
Luis: [Talking to Sione] What note’s that?
[Sione shows him the note without being able to tell him and Luis plays it back to him. Luis now
uses that note as the basis for building a power chord. He plays a Gb power chord followed by
a B chord. (Video Observation, 15.11.13)

While the group agreed on how to play the A section, the second part of the song
continued to frustrate the group. Luis and Sione alternated in making suggestions
while David struggled to keep up with the flow of ideas.
[Luis then starts playing the melody again adding vibrato and bends to the longer notes. Sione
joins in with a simplified bass line and David just plays his kick drum before moving into a fill.
Luis continues to play the A section melody, but with a little improvisation.]
Luis: That sounds good!
[They play through it again, just playing the A section with David reverting to his standard
beat. Sione stops playing to try and focus on dealing with the other part of the song.]
Sione: How are we going to do the “ba-ah-ah”?
[Luis starts playing the chords he was working on earlier before they start playing along to the
melody again. This sparks the others to join in. As they repeat it a few times Luis eventually
transitions into a solo based on the pentatonic scale.]
Sione: At least they sing it.
[Luis stops and then plays a few power chords on B which prompts Sione to change chords as
well.]
Luis: I don’t know bro? Try that… You just hit that note
[He plays the chord and shows Sione, who plays the root note of the chord]
Luis: Let’s just try it.
[Luis and Sione start playing together before Sione asks him “tell us when to change” They
loop the melody and David eventually joins in with his rock beat. Luis eventually shouts “now”,
and they switch to the other chord and it falls apart.]
Luis: No!
David: What am I doing?
Luis: Ready let’s go…. There’s something before that eh?
Sione: He’s like [plays a slide]
David: What do I do?
[Luis plays his chords and Sione follows before they continue playing the song from the A
section. Luis then solos for a little bit before randomly starting his B chord]
Luis: Woah!
Sione: When does that start?
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Luis: [Gesturing to Sione] We’ll do it four times and when the four times are done we’ll…. Play
it on the thing.
[David plays the recording and they listen back to it to work out what to do during “Ngarkirri
Uge”. Luis plays a rapid trill before going into his chords.]
Luis: Press Pause… so it’s like
[They start playing without the recording with Luis conducting everyone about when to play. He
plays his trill before going into the chords but the others have difficulty following him.]
David: Tell me what to do in that bit.
[Luis tries to count it out telling David “It’s 7 times.” Sione tries to reinterpret his instructions
back to David but he laughs as it doesn’t make sense. David in the meantime tries to play on his
snare. Luis starts playing his power chords and then gestures to David to play heavy quavers on
his ride and snare. As they try to do it Luis is again frustrated that he can’t work it out.] (Video
Observation, 15.11.13)

As the group continued to be stumped at the transition point, resentment towards the
task began to rise. This anger eventually shifted in my direction as I supported other
groups in different rooms.
Luis: Man, I hate this!
Sione: It sounds so weird eh?
David: It does…
[Sione now takes over the direction telling Luis to play his B chord followed by a Db. Luis
listens to Sione then copies him. This helps resolve the ending and joins the next part. They
rehearse this a few times practicing moving into the next section. Then they try to put it all
together before they’re stumped again.]
Luis: It’s so f***ing hard bro!
Sione: When it comes to [ba-ah-ah] I’m just going to play [B Dd Gb]
David: What do I do
Luis: How about we do this. When it gets to [Ngarkirri Uge] we stop and then it goes [he then
plays the chords over the top of the Ba-ah-ah section]
[They play it a bit more successfully this time, but the timing doesn’t really fit the structure of
the song. David gets annoyed that he isn’t quite getting it. Sione leads him to play a simplified
fill but has trouble explaining to David to let the cymbal ring.
They play it again with David struggling to get the transition. This is the closest they have come
to a complete arrangement. The stop has helped them keep in time and switch between sections.
David still isn’t confident.]
David: I’m not doing anything. I’m not creative in this one.
Sione: Just improvise. Sir! [Sione calls out to me while I’m in the other room]
David: Come in you c**t!
Sione: You dog!
Luis: That song bro.
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Sione: Tell sir to come in! Why are we still doing this?
David: I don’t know?
David: I’m sick of this song!
Luis: This is p***ing me off!
[They start playing the melody slightly differently]
Luis: How can we make this song sound cool bro? It’s f***ing boring as s**t!
Sione: You can’t make it… (Video Observation, 15.11.13)

Re-entering the room, I asked the group to play their arrangement. The boys are not
overly proud of what they’ve come up with and we begin discussing the structure of
the arrangement and potential harmonic ideas in the B section. As I criticise Luis’
inclusion of power chords, David defends it, suggesting: “We need to add modern day
to it!”
TF: Ok let’s hear what you’ve got.
Luis: It’s so fricking corny.
Sione: It’s so chat!
TF: You’ve got to not make it corny.
[They play it to me using the structure they’ve worked out before]
TF: So, I see you’ve come to terms with having the first part: “Bidja nurie wungu”, but there’s
no real sense of change with the “ba-ah-ah.” So, I want you to play it along to the recording…
Is there much point of having the guitar playing the melody when they’re singing it?
[I play the recording and they’re caught out with the transition again. This is because their
structure doesn’t fit the song’s structure]
David: Can’t we do it longer?
TF: We probably will mess around with having it longer. It will be extended because it’s quite
short, but I think the most interesting part of the piece is not the first part but the ba-ah-ah…
because what it does is it goes into double time.
[I start singing it along, clapping the beat at the same time]
Luis: So, what are we going to do for the “Ba-ah” bit?
Sione: Because we can’t find chords for it because there’s no singing in it.
TF: That’s kind of where it’s helpful to us, because at the moment, I’m pretty sure they’re not
going to want us to crank out power chords.
Luis: Oh, come on!
David: We need to add modern day to it!
Sione: Can we add the [tongue rolls] and all that sh**t.
TF: Also, just having the standard rock beat to it is pretty boring… I think we can mess around
with it a bit more. Obviously, we’re not going to be doing it as a three-piece version of it. We’re
going to have the whole class in it… (Video Observation, 15.11.13)
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Video example 5.4 Luis, Sione and David jamming to the Emu Song
Reflecting on the lesson Luis spoke about working with Sione and the competitive
desire to finish first. Interestingly, he associated his change to power chords as a
means of emphasising the chanted words.
Luis: We got stuck into it straight away. We wanted to be the first ones to finish, since me and
Sione always like being first. Well we didn’t change much of the thing. I played the same
melody line on the guitar, Sione made his own thing up on the bass. We did the melody and
then I played chords in the “ba-ah-ah” … because it had to be more powerful because the “baah-ah” is where the guy’s chanting. That’s where you’ve got to re-enforce the vocal line.
(Interview)

Despite having difficulty with certain parts of the arrangement, Luis’ group were
considerably more successful than the others. Eddie, Ben and Arnold spent most of
their time off task waiting to be integrated into a larger group. Similarly, to the
frustration of some group members, the girls were relatively disinterested in breaking
down the song.
Eddie: We did nothing because it had already been done. See this other group had done it and
we just joined them. (Interview)
Arnold: We were playing, and then Eddie just ran out because Ben wasn’t giving him the
electric guitar. He just started lying down and having a sook. We didn’t do anything, Ben just
started playing something else then I came outside and started watching [Luis, Sione and
David]. They actually sounded pretty good…. because they were serious. They were actually
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trying… I was like “are we going to practise” and they were like “Nup we’ll wait till the other
group figures it out, then they can play.” (Interview)
Tamara: We didn’t really do too much. When the girls get together, they get a bit distracted.
TF: Was it frustrating to see the boys doing things next door?
Tamara: Yes, it was frustrating! I felt like saying “Come on girls!” but I didn’t feel like I had
that much authority or anything meaningful to contribute
TF: Were there any barriers preventing you from doing the task?
Tamara: For me or for them?
TF: Both.
Tamara: It was an afternoon, I was tired. I don’t know they didn’t help. I just thought we gave
up. (Interview)

While I had offered several suggestions to the girls of how to experiment with vocal
variations of the melody, the group instead decided to appropriate the words to
popular Western songs. Perhaps the most interesting of these was taking the word
“woongu”, meaning baby emu, and substituting it in the chorus of Justin Bieber’s hitsong “Baby”. Although this was absolutely of no use to the co-composition, it did at
least show the girls had processed the meaning of the words and were (humorously)
trying to connect the song to their own experience.
TF: Girls what have you been working on?
Lily: We’ve been experimenting…
TF: Ok give me an idea of what you’ve been experimenting on.
[The girls look at each other and start singing their random made up songs very softly. Tamara
starts singing the Wungu version of Justin Beiber’s “Baby”]
Lily: Sir we did that – “Wungu Wungu Wungu Oh”
[I shake my head confused at what’s been going on] (Video Observation, 15.11.13)
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Video example 5.5 Emu Song meets Justin Bieber

Amid the chaos, Tamara’s journal entry reveals that she did have some meaningful
ideas about how to arrange the song but lacked the confidence to share them. She
continues acknowledging the success of the boy’s group and laments her limited
contribution at this stage.
Tamara: We were split into two separate groups of boys and girls to jam on the song.
As the boys were left to work on the instrumental components, we had to come up
with what we could do with it vocally. Our teacher suggested that we could maybe
emphasise or repeat words to make it different from the original, because its only
assumable that the Indigenous group will be singing their song the way they know.
He also suggested we can create a storyline to another melody and the words in
English but it has to keep the meaning of the song, so it has to be about family. We
were then left to our own devices to come up with ideas for lyrics or a melody. We
played the recording on repeat; and as it played, I started humming this melody that
I thought could go quite well under the original singing. However, I didn’t share this
with anyone else and I forgot how it goes now. To be honest no one used their time
effectively to come up with any ideas. On the contrary the boys group seemed like
they were productive. I hope in future lessons that the other members of the group,
including myself, can be more co-operative and contribute something. (Journal
Entry)

Recognising that only Luis, Sione and David had meaningfully engaged with the task,
I brought the class back together to listen to and discuss their arrangement. Once
again, I re-emphasised the need for us to move away from imitation towards bringing
in our own musical ideas.
TF: One thing that everyone has got out of today is that it needs to be extended whatever we do.
There’s just not enough time… for us to really do anything to it and whatever we’d do would
just be… Lameness can potentially come in.
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Lily: Lameness??
Melisa: That’s not a word.
TF: In that we’re just imitating. For it not to sound lame we need to bring in new things as
opposed to try and be like another part. (Video Observation, 15.11.13)

Conclusion
If this was truly going to be a class co-composition, I decided I would need to take on
a more prominent role in directing the song arrangement process. This would enable
all students to participate, rather than the few with higher-order skills. Similarly, with
the majority of students quick to disengage when left to their own devices, working
collectively would hopefully help sustain the class’ interest and focus in the weeks
leading up to the camp. Reflecting on the lack of engagement I expressed my
disappointment to the class and attempted to rouse interest for the challenges ahead.
TF: When we get together tomorrow to work on the second song… We’re going to approach it a
little bit differently this time… I know there’s a few people out [on excursions] but we’re going
to do it all together as a class. I’ll direct it so that everyone is doing something not just sitting
around lying on desks and bludging. After Friday I was kind of annoyed…. Because I was so
pumped for that double period, but half the class was like “meh”. Why? It’s double music! It’s
fun, but tomorrow is Wednesday so there is no excuse! (Video Observation, 19.11.13)

The next chapter provides a detailed diarised accounted narrative of the teacherdirected arranging process for the two co-compositions.
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Chapter Six:
Co-composition Diary – Arranging the Kangaroo and Emu
songs
Having transcribed and experimented with jamming to one of Peter’s songs, this
chapter documents the involvement of the class in the process of arranging the
Kangaroo and Emu songs. Presented in the style of a composition diary, the gradual
evolution of each song arrangement is documented as I consciously led the 2013-14
SMC through the creative process. Excerpts of musical recordings and extracts from
interviews and ‘field’ observations reveal not only the demands musically arranging
the songs placed on the students, but the challenge too for the teacher of sharing
responsibility and maintaining engagement without the support of Peter or Brendon.
Eventually overcoming moments of failure and seemingly numerous barriers, the
2013-14 SMC manages to draft two contrasting arrangements in preparation for their
upcoming camp.

Kangaroo Song
Day 1
The negative mood that developed among some class members while jamming along
to the Emu song continued as we began to work collectively on the Kangaroo song.
Re-listening to the song, Eddie and Ben expressed concerns about having to sing,
which triggered a discussion that ultimately led to Luis venting his annoyance about
the experience.
Eddie: Are we going to be singing this?
TF: Yes.
Ben: Hell no!
Eddie: I reckon Luis should do it.
Ben: Luis you should rap this!
[The class laughs]
TF: [Peter] was dissing rapping. He hates rapping
Louisa: Why?
TF: I don’t know? Maybe you should ask him.
Luis: Is he going to be in our camp?
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TF: Yep.
Luis: I’m going to rap especially for him.
TF: He really doesn’t like it.
Luis: I don’t care! I don’t like this!
[The class oohs]
Sara: You can tell him when you go there.
TF: This is going to be interesting. (Video Observation, 20.11.13)

As the protests subsided Louisa started to question the extent to which we could
change the song.
Louisa: It’s so, like, repetitive.
TF: It’s almost like a pop song it just goes over and over.
Louisa: This is just… Can we like, add things to it?
TF: Yeah, we’re going to extend it.
Louisa: Change it? It still needs to be like that?
TF: The words are important. But they’re going to be singing it. We’re not necessarily singing
it. That’s what we’re going to try and figure out. How we can bring our own voice to it. (Video
Observation 20.11.13)

With Grandage’s Ooldea serving as my chief inspiration, I wanted to get the class
thinking differently about ways of experimenting with their instrumentation. Through
the use of unconventional techniques such as bowing a guitar, we could potentially
homage some of the imagery found within the songs.
TF: If we’re tackling this composition, we need to be thinking a little bit differently than if we’re
trying to write a song. We’ve got to try and use the instruments with every kind of thing that they
have. One thing this composer Peter Sculthorpe does is that he creates bird sounds on a cello.
He does this by doing a glissando up the string while it’s bowing – but only doing it lightly.
Doing that is really cool. Another interesting technique that we’re going to do today is bowing a
guitar (Video Observation, 20.11.13)

I was somewhat surprised as the guitarists competed against each other to try and
produce the best sound. Ultimately, Eddie was the most successful gaining praise
from other class members. Channelling Grandage and many art music composers
before him, I suggested that the bowed guitar could act like the drone of a didjeridu.
Ben: Can I have a go? [Ben plays it upright like a cello] It’s hard. You have a go [passing it to
Luis who struggles to make a sound at which point Eddie teases him]
Ben: Do you have to press it hard?
Eddie: Let me play after you.
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[Eddie walks over and takes the guitar. He holds it horizontally and bows vigorously creating a
screeching sound effect. He then starts hitting the strings with the bow while he holds a chord
shape. Eventually he begins to master the bowing technique and is able to produce a violin like
sound as he bows a series of chords]
TF: Now doesn’t that sound cool?
Louisa: It sounds cool! Do it again!
Lily: It looks wrong.
[Eddie now holds it in a different position, bowing an Am, F, G, E]
Lily: Cool!
Louisa: That sounds cool.
TF: I think if we’re going to use a bowed guitar, I think it could be used to create a good drone
sound – it could be sort of like our didjeridu – something that keeps going. (Video Observation,
20.11.13)

Diverting from the bowed guitar I set about experimenting with different bass notes
that would work as a drone with the melody. As I played the melody on the keyboard
and demonstrated a few options, I sought feedback from the class and one of the other
teachers attending the camp before collectively deciding on a harmonic progression
instead of a drone.
TF: So, which note should we use as a drone, because we have a couple of options?
[I play a Db bass note to begin with and then a Gb bass note.]
Eddie: I like the second one.
[I start playing the melody with an alternating bass line of Gb and Eb]
Mr Bart: I think it needs to have the bass.
TF: We can pretty much choose any of those notes. We also have the option of changing the
pitch as well – creating a progression out of it.
[I demonstrate on the piano a bass line Gb Eb Db B]
Mr Bart: I like that.
TF: So, we might tell them, just repeat that first line for a while so we can create a groove.
(Video Observation, 20.11.13)

With so many guitarists in the class it was an obvious decision to allocate the chords
to one of them. After working out the bass line on the piano, Luis and I jammed on a
chord progression of Gb Major, Eb minor, Db Major and B Major. Collectively we
created a strumming pattern to match the energy and movement of the song.
Reflecting on the progression, Tamara and Lily commented that it sounded
“Islander”. With so many Polynesian students in the class, all students were familiar
with Pasifika reggae and R&B from artists such as Spawnbreezie, J-Boog and Fiji.
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Connecting this music with our arrangement was not overly surprising.

In the

meantime, Eddie continued to experiment with the bowed guitar, initially playing a
drone before following the bass line. Ultimately, through a combination of not
mastering the technique and uneven sound quality we decided against including it in
the co-composition.
TF: Luis can you play the chords.
[without speaking, I show him the chords that I’m playing, and he copies my position on his
guitar. When he gets it correct, I move to the next shape. I listen as he plays through the
progression correcting him if he plays a wrong chord. Eddie tries to join in on the bowed
guitar. Once again, he struggles to achieve the right tone and instead hits the string with the
bow to sound the note]
TF: What do you think of our chord progression for it?
Tamara: I like it!
TF: Let’s try it again.
Tamara: It sounds Islander.
Lily: Yeah!
TF: I still think it would be good if we could perfect the bowing… It sounds like you’re
rewinding a tape… [Eddie works out that the guitar is in open tuning and starts to bow chords]
It will sound cool when we work it out. We might find that it’s easier to do on a bass guitar.
Tamara: Oh yeah. (Video Observation, 20.11.13)

As the first lesson neared its conclusion, we started discussing other things we could
do with the arrangement. Critical elements of the co-composition began to emerge as
Tamara suggested harmonising the melody and Lily proposed using single guitar
strums in the rhythmically different B section. We also experimented with shifting
between a two-chord progression (Gb Major and Eb minor) and the four-chord
progression already trialled.
TF: Maybe what we could do…
Tamara: Harmonise!
TF: Let’s try and just vary it a bit. Let’s just keep it going between two chords [Gb and Ebm – I
start playing the chords and singing along. Luis starts following me and we repeat the two
chords three times before moving on to play the full four-chord progression]... What do we do
when the song changes?
Tamara: We slow down.
TF: Let’s listen to the song, ok Luis I want you to… it’s a bit hard to jam
[I play the song including the B section]
TF: See it’s completely different
Lily: Single strums.
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TF: Single strums you reckon?
Lily: Maybe…
TF: Let’s try that.
[We start singing as I tap the beat on the drum sticks. The bell goes almost immediately as we
start to sing. Luis plays the chords on the progression]
Lily: Sir, that’s more than 5.
TF: Yeah we’re going to extend it… what I think we can do is when we change chords [to the
longer progression]. That can be the signal [to go] to the B section. [I start singing the B
section at which point Louisa starts laughing] We need to work out chords for that, but that’s
for next lesson. (Video Observation, 20.11.13)

Video example 6.1 Kangaroo Song, guitar part

With the ideas beginning to flow, the students and I expressed disappointment as my
next class knocked loudly on the adjoining door. The engagement levels had
significantly improved from the initial group-based jamming session on the Emu
song.
[There is a loud knock on the door, and I realise that I’ve got to teach Yr 10]
Louisa: I wanted to stay.
TF: I wanted to stay too, but I’ve got to teach them.
Lily: Just chuck them in there and then come out and be with us and say you’ll be back in five
minutes
Tamara: But never come back.
TF: Nah… Do we have class tomorrow or on Friday.
Lily: Last tomorrow.
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TF: Ok last tomorrow we’ll do it then… I think it’s a pretty cool thing to jam on… Do we want
to do it one last time before you go and Year 10 gets annoyed? (Video Observation, 20.11.13)

Day 2
Returning to work on the song in the following lesson, we substituted the bowed
guitar for bass and started talking about how else we could develop the composition.
With Sione absent for the rest of the week we focused our attention on the harmonic
and melodic layers. With the covering of songs by Aboriginal artists fresh in our
minds (we had worked on these in a series of lessons leading up to the co-composition
activity) we started to draw inspiration from such music.
TF: Ok what I want to try and work out now is how we can extend it. [Eddie starts to play
drums] We’ll leave drums for a while because we’ll wait for the pro [Sione] to return.
Eddie: True!
TF: So, that’s the first section of the song. Now when it changes, we were talking about maybe
using single strums. That was your idea, Lily. I think that’s a good idea too, but instead of
letting the strum ring I thought it might be good if we did some stuff like that happens in Slipon-Stereo where we do some stops.
[I demonstrate on the bass by playing an accented staccato note and then sing the melody of the
B section to it]
TF: It might be a different type of chord progression. I don’t know… other than that. Eddie do
you want to jam on this bass line.
[I play it slowly and Eddie says the frets out loud and picks up the bass to start playing] (Video
Observation 21.11.13)

After consolidating Eddie’s bass line, we began to discuss how we could incorporate
the class’s third guitarist into the arrangement. As the girls offered suggestions, I
dismissed bowing and playing the melody, instead focusing on Melisa’s idea of
creating a counter melody.
TF: What else could we do? We’ve got another guitar to play with. We’ve got one guitar
playing chords; what should the other one do?
Luis: Harmonising with the singers, maybe…
Lily: Play the melody.
Tamara: Bowing?
Lily: Play the melody! It should play the melody!
TF: Yeah but they’re singing it.
Lily: But they could imitate it, ooh! [proud of her use of terminology]…. Imitation!
TF: Yeah well ok…
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Melisa: Counter melody?
TF: Melisa has said a good idea over here, listening. Ben stop playing [Red Hot Chili Peppers],
you’re going to be playing soon… Listening now what Melisa suggested is that….
Louisa: Bowing?
TF: Not bowing.
Lily: Bowing was a fail!
TF: What was suggested is that we get the other guitar to play a melody. I reckon it should play
a riff…
Lily: I said it should play a melody!
TF: Yeah, but you said to play THE melody. There’s a difference! [Lily glares back at me
disapprovingly]
[I pick up the guitar to try and demonstrate and change the amp setting to something less
distorted. I then start playing the chord progression, signalling Luis to play along and as we
repeat it, I start trying to play a short riff in the upper register of the guitar. Not being the
greatest guitarist in the world it doesn’t sound that great.]
Lily: It sounds like a bird. (Video Observation, 21.11.13)

As I instructed Ben to improvise around the pentatonic scale, the other class members
grew more restless. Interestingly, Ben was able to quickly transfer his experiences
from YouTube tutorials to the context of our co-composition.
TF: Ben I want you to try and improvise around notes that are in that pentatonic scale.
[I try to work out the notes, but get frustrated as I here “Snow” by the Red Hot Chili Peppers
for the thousandth time]
Lily: I have an idea.
TF: What’s your idea?
Lily: No, for my hair.
[Everyone laughs as I return to playing the notes of the pentatonic scale for Ben. At this stage
some of the girls are quite disengaged as we focus on working out what the guitar should do. I
play the scale Gb Ab Bb Db Eb in three different registers to show him the possibilities. I pass
over the guitar and Ben starts trying to play the scale. After trying a couple of times, he plays it
very quickly in a simpler key as he tries to work out how to translate his pre-existing knowledge.
Just as Ben gets it, he’s distracted by Eddie playing “Seven Nation Army” by The White Stripes.
His improvisations are sounding quite good. He pauses for a second and imitates a YouTube
instructional video to Luis in an American accent.]
Ben: A minor pentatonic, nah it’s not even A minor! (Video Observation, 21.11.13)

In an attempt to re-engage the girls, I unsuccessfully manage to get them to work
collectively on the vocal components of the piece. Resisting the temptation to join the
other girls, Melisa and Tamara continued working on finding a harmonisation.
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[I start playing the melody and the chords to demonstrate. When I play it a little differently, the
girls laugh as I make a mistake. Lily, Louisa, Sara, Princess and Mele use this as an excuse to
move away. This leaves Melisa and Tamara at the piano both of whom are quite creative and
more interested in working out what to do with the vocal line. Together we start trying to find
which notes would work well harmonising the tune. I leave them at the piano to see if they can
work it out. Tamara starts playing the original melody then slowly starts experimenting at first
with Db Db Bb Bb Eb Eb Bb Bb. Eventually I return to the piano and suggest that they start
playing on Gb. They come up with the melody Gb Gb Eb Eb Db Db Eb Eb.] (Video
Observation, 21.11.13)

After attempting to play along with the recording, I focused on guiding Ben’s
improvising. Responding to the rapid tempo of the song, his improvisations were
primarily based around a quick syncopated two-note riff. Earlier in the lesson I had
heard him playing around with a bent note which captured my interest. As I
encouraged him to incorporate this more frequently, Eddie and Luis laughed as we
attempted to fuse blues elements into the piece.
TF: Ok Ben, I know you were mucking around, but rather than playing fast can you do those
bends that you were doing?
[Ben plays a short motif - Bb (Bent from Ab) Bb Ab Gb]
TF: Yep, but hold it for a quite a long time.
Eddie: Cause it’s a blues song? [muttering under his breath to Luis.]
Luis: [Laughing] Cause it’s a blues!
[We play it again and everyone plays together. It sounds significantly better with the bass and
Ben’s improvisation being less busy. It allows more space for the vocal line.] (Video
Observation, 21.11.13)

With a recording of Peter singing the A section looped, we continued to consolidate
the guitar and bass parts. Our contributions were beginning to complement the
original quite nicely, even drawing praise from some of the students.
TF: Let’s see if we can do it now to his [Peter’s] voice. It’s a faster tempo. Ready! [Trying to
get the attention of the boys who are pre-occupied playing various riffs]
[As I start the recording, Luis and Eddie immediately get in sync with each other. Ben’s
improvisation also works quite well with the vocals in the background. I tap along to the
clapsticks while most of the girls just listen. As the chord progression starts again it gradually
falls apart as Eddie loses the order. This prompts me to pause the recording.]
TF: So, what do you think?
Louisa: It sounds alright.
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[Speaking to Eddie]
TF: How do you think it’s sounding?
Eddie: Good, sir.
TF: It’s going to be tricky going into the other sections. (Video Observation 21.11.13)

Video example 6.2 Kangaroo Song, two guitars and bass with Peter’s recording

Day 3
While the first few lessons working on the Kangaroo song had been relatively
informal, I decided that it was now time to formalise the structure of the cocomposition.
TF: What we need to do is create some type of organisation into our compositions, because at
the moment we have some ideas but by no means are they organised. They’re like: “Oh yeah,
we’re just jamming to it” A composition is nothing without organisation. What I thought we
would do today is discuss it, get some acoustic instruments out and see what we can do with
each of the compositions and then if we have time we can try and realise them. (Video
Observation, 25.11.13)

To begin I posed a question about whether we should include an introduction section.
As members of the class agreed, I asked Luis his thoughts about what he could do
with his guitar part. The style of his playing was very similar to (Torres Strait
Islander) guitarist Jeremy Marou’s acoustic introduction in the duo Busby Marou’s
song, “Five Rocks”.
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TF: Should the song start off straight away with the song being sung or should there be an
introduction?
Lily: There should be an introduction
Eddie: Introduction!
TF: Ok [moves to the board and writes down intro]
TF: Now do you think that the guitar should start off playing something as busy as that or start
straight in with something like…
[As I prompt the question, Luis is experimenting with an acoustic guitar arpeggiating the chord
progression in a fingerstyle pattern]
TF: Let’s start the discussion. What do you reckon Luis?
Luis: Arpeggiate it.
TF: What’s the benefit of doing that? [directing the questions to the girls who don’t normally
play guitar]
Sara: It sounds more like, I don’t know…
Melisa: Because it’s relaxing and it flows.
Louisa: Yeah.
Tamara: It starts with one layer and then it just builds.
Sara: It’s relaxing.
Lily: I was saying the tempo is kind of fast?
Eddie: Start off slow and build it up. (Video Observation, 25.11.13)

As Luis and I debated the speed of the fingerstyle part and experimented with it
accompanying the vocal line, we eventually decided that it would work best in its own
section. After playing through the chord progression once, we added the bass before
moving to the strumming pattern and tempo of the A section.
TF: Maybe we could extend the intro so it can build more naturally. Have the bass come in the
second time through.
[Luis keeps playing]
Eddie: It’s all you, Sir! [Eddie is teasing me because he was playing the bass last week]
TF: Like for example… [I pick up the bass and start playing the root notes corresponding with
his chords]
Eddie: Give it to me Sir!
TF: Now this time start strumming with a bit more energy (Video Observation, 25.11.13)

With the transition between the fingerstyle section and strumming working well,
Melisa suggested that we extend the intro before the singing enters. This gives an
opportunity for Ben’s lead guitar to feature, much to the amusement of the boys.
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TF: I guess the question is… we could lead off with the guitar and then the bass coming in [I
start writing this on the board] while it’s arpeggiating. Then do you think as soon as the
strumming starts should the song begin, or should we jam on it a bit?
Melisa: Yeah jam on it a bit and then they come in.
[I write that on the board]
TF: What about the drums? Should the drums come in at all in this first section?
Sione: Nah [knowing that he will be playing it and can’t be bothered].
TF: Let’s see if this is an effective intro… Eddie do you want to play the bass. We’ll just try with
the guitar and bass because remember Ben’s going to be playing some lead.
[The class oohs because Luis and Eddie usually play the solos and Ben having that role means
he is showing off more than them]
TF: Should [drums] come in as well?
Ben: I don’t think there should be percussion.
Sione: I don’t think there should be a lead, nah. (laughs it off)
TF: Here you go Ben, [handing him the other guitar]. Come in with those high notes.
Ben: The bendy ones?
TF: Yeah.
Arnold: Lead it Ben, lead it!
[I count in and they start playing. Eddie plays straight away and I ask him to leave the bass out
for the moment – everyone laughs at him being rejected. Eddie joins in second time around and
eventually Ben starts improvising when they start strumming. I prompt the question “When
should they start singing?” and Melisa responds “Now” after the progression has been played
a few times over] (Video Observation, 25.11.13)

Earlier in the term we had analysed (Gamilaraay artist) Thelma Plum’s “Around
Here.” We analysed the song’s structure and the use of unusual textural layers. In the
song Plum used flute, glockenspiel, strings and accordion at different stages in
addition to the more typical indie-folk style layers. In the context of the Kangaroo
song the memory of Plum’s glockenspiel was strong and viewed as beneficial on
several levels. Practically, it created another role for someone to fill in the class
composition. More importantly however, it also gave us the opportunity to represent
part of song’s story in our arrangement.
Lily: I liked playing the glockenspiel, it was more engaging to me… because I am a typical
singer person… I always jump at the chance to play an instrument. So, I was like, “Yay”! … It
added another layer, it was to add light and as you and Melisa said, it was like a baby
[kangaroo] joey. (Interview)
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Lily: (Journal Entry)

Lily’s enthusiasm towards playing the glockenspiel part was immediate and she was
eager to create a new melody to suit the piece. Instead of playing the melody she
played a harmonised version in a higher register.
Lily: I want to do glockenspiel!
[I bring in a glockenspiel]
TF: Black notes only Lily, we’ll save Ben for a little later
[Lily starts experimenting]
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Lily: So Gb then Eb? What if we go? [she plays Gb Gb Eb Eb Db Db Eb Eb very evenly without
syncopation, I go over to listen closely to her ideas. Melisa offers more suggestions and Lily
answers that first motif with something higher [Lily keeps playing and begins to create a melody
that goes higher and with more syncopation. Interpreting what she’s playing I organize the
melody and play a variation of it with my fingers on the glockenspiel: “Gb Gb Eb Db Eb Eb, Gb
Gb Eb Db Eb Eb, Ab Ab Eb Ab Bb Ab”.]
TF: Now I really like the glockenspiel in there. It’s nice and playful. It’s like the baby kangaroo.
[The girls laugh at the symbolism]. I like that you’re not playing the melody, you’re playing the
harmonization of the melody. That will sound pretty nice. (Video Observation, 25.11.13)

Video example 6.3 Kangaroo Song, introduction

I had hoped to have completed the structure part of the arrangement, but the bell
sounded just as we commenced talking about the B section. Lily reinforced her idea
of using single strums and I looked towards Sione for advice on potentially adding
new chords in this section. Reflecting on the progress, Tamara was pleased with how
the arrangement was beginning to emerge.
TF: What were we talking about doing in that section last week?
Lily: Single strums [spoken softly]
TF: We were talking about single strums or just having some stops. I think definitely on “yuge,”
there has to be a straight stop. [As I write it on the board, Sione starts drumming on his table
thinking about how this would work]. Let’s listen to what happens in that section – kipija bu
bugani.
[I play the recording, struggling to keep the attention of the class]
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TF: What I was thinking is that there needs to be a change in the chord progression. Much like
you might change the chord progression in a song for its chorus… What do you reckon Sione?
Sione: I don’t know.
Louisa: Yeah come on…
Sara: Don’t be shy…
Ben: Is that the bell?
TF: We’ve hardly done anything!
Lily: We did the intro, but we’ve got a whole other song to do! (Video Observation, 25.11.13)

Tamara: Over the past week we’ve been looking at various ways we can play the
Kangaroo song through experimentation with different sounds. We’ve looked at things
like bowing the guitar but then decided not to use it. At the moment we’re certain that
we’ll be using a guitar and bass and that the guitar will be strumming a progression to
the tempo of the vocals. It has a rather Hawaiian or Island sort of feel to it. In today’s
lesson we put together a plan and came up with ideas to have an intro playing arpeggio
which we will extend to then add the bass. So, the build-up into the fast strumming and
singing can be gradual. The chord progressions will play once until the glockenspiel
enters to harmonise the vocals in a different melody.
The Arpeggio chords are Gb Ebm Db B
The Block chords are Gb Ebm (Journal Entry)

Day 4
Of all the students in the class, Sione was widely viewed as the most well-rounded
musician. His ability to play multiple instruments at a high level was accompanied
with excellent aural and problem-solving skills. This had already been demonstrated
by his quick transcription of the Emu song and realisation of chords to suit it during
the initial jamming lesson. As the class’ preeminent drummer, I had purposefully held
off discussing the rhythmic treatment of our arrangement until Sione returned to
school following a week’s absence. Taking advantage of a shared free period we set
to work together at finalising the structure for the Kangaroo song.
TF: Let’s have a look at the Kangaroo and the Emu song.
[I go to the storeroom to get a guitar and Sione sits on the drumkit. When I return, I start
imitating the arpeggiated chords Luis had played for the intro in the previous lesson. I move
into the strumming section, and Sione responds by asking a question]
Sione: Do you want me to just come in with the kick [drum]?
TF: Yeah maybe just come in with the kick. Just jam to it at the moment.
[Sione begins by playing the pulse with his kick drum before adding cymbal rolls on the crash
and ride.] (Video Observation, 27.11.13)
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Moving into the sung section of the arrangement, I played the recording of Peter
singing for Sione to jam along to. As he experimented, he ensured that his beat
matched the vocal melody and rhythm. When the B section commenced, he too had
difficulty understanding and interpreting it.
[The recording starts, both of us are caught by how much faster it is]
TF: See how fast it is….
[I play along, and Sione plays lightly to listen closely to the recording. He is making sure that
his rhythm doesn’t detract from the primary vocal melody. I eventually stop playing and listen
to Sione’s beat. The key features include a heavily syncopated kick drum part that coincides
with the first syllable of each word – see bold – Ki-pi-ja Kang-na Bun-da Mar-a-way. Just
before hearing the “Yuge” Sione anticipates the stop and listens closely to the new section, just
hitting the kick with the same rhythm as the clapsticks in the recording.]
TF: Now that’s the hard part [I get up and pause the recording]. I’m just going to play it and I
want you to jam on it.
[The recording plays again and Sione plays more forcefully carefully listening to the recording.
I eventually join in on the guitar and by chance we time our progression to end at the same time
as the recording. Sione stops playing to listen again to the B section and shakes his head not
knowing exactly what to do. I get up again to stop the recording.] (Video Observation,
27.11.13)

Video example 6.4 Sione jamming with the recording
After playing it through a couple of times and badly attempting to air drum some
ideas, I come up with a suggestion of playing an extended drum fill during the
repeated “buganini” line.
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TF: I think there’s something we can definitely do there. [I start singing the tune and when it
gets to the buganini part, I vocalize an extended drum fill]… or something like a big drum fill at
the end of the buganini. The buganini sounds almost like one big fill that leads [back into the A
section].
[I replay that section and Sione tries to play along. He hit his kick and snare to the beat of
“Kipija bu bugani, buganini” and then hits the snare drum to the rhythm of “buganini,
buganini, buganini, buganini”. After it stops, we look at each other blankly unsure of how to do
it. Not being a drummer, I can’t really explain myself as much as I’d like.] (Video Observation,
27.11.13)

Frustrated by constantly failing with the recording, I focused on working out chords.
Without instruction, Sione began to play along on the drums as I sang the A melody
accompanied by a new chord progression. Content with how it sounded we quickly
moved into the next section. I attempted to justify not exactly syncing the B section,
suggesting it could be fixed later during the workshop. Inadvertently, the fill we
created more or less obscured the last line of the song.
[I sing the melody and play “[G#m] Kipija bu bugani, [Bbm] Bugani-ni-ni [Db - strummed]
Buganini Buganini buganini buganini.” Sione listens in and picks up the timing of the final
strummed chord and rehearses a simple fill initially on the snare drum. While I’m talking about
what to do next, he begins transferring his fill onto the toms.]
TF: And then I was thinking of having an extended… instrumental thing where we’re jamming
without them and then they come back in. Let’s try that from the [A section] then I’ll shout out
Yuge.
[I start playing and Sione drums lightly and picks up the stop on the Yuge. In the B section, on
the Kipija he just hits his kick and hi-hat; on the next stop at Bugani he extends it slightly by
leading in with a fill on the snare, higher tom end eventually crash cymbal. In the Buganini part
he uses a similar fill but then continues to play all the way across the toms before settling back
into the groove when the guitar changes back to the A section chords.]
TF: Ok let’s try that again. Remember we’ve got the workshop… we’ll bring our own ideas and
they’ll work with us as much as we have to work with them. (Video Observation, 27.11.13)
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Video example 6.5 Working with Sione on the B Section
Following the B section, we agreed to add two sections: a solo for Ben’s lead guitar
and a softer harmonised vocal section for the singers. This enabled each class member
to be featured in different moments of the song. Soon after we confirmed a complete
structure to the song.
TF: Maybe what we might do, because we’ve got to use the girls as well. Maybe have a section
where we go to single strums… and they sing it and harmonise it [I gently play a Gb chord, but
in a much higher register. Sione responds by rolling and stroking his cymbals delicately. I keep
singing the tune over the top of the chords before stopping.]
TF: What do you reckon, after the “Buganini Buganini Bah” do you think that should be the
section where we rock out in a solo or should it be the section where we drop back?
Sione: I’m not sure… or do you want to do the solo first and then drop back
TF: Ok.
Sione: How are we going to end it?
TF: Are we going to end on the Buganini?
[We then play the B section and Sione plays a more definitive fill and nods his head approvingly
at how it sounds.]
TF: Leave it like that.
Sione: So, it goes first time, then instrumental, then again with just the singing….
TF: Yeah with us just singing then…
Sione: Come back in,
TF: Then we play to the end.
Sione: Just finish. (Video Observation, 27.11.13)
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Video example 6.6 Complete structure with Sione
Day 5
With the camp and associated workshop less than one week away, there was pressure
to complete the Kangaroo song. After consolidating the structure with Sione, the
focus shifted temporarily away from the instruments to the vocal parts. As I spoke
through the final line-up of parts, I tried my best to motivate those who were not
playing an instrument to sing the song.
TF: So, the line-up is going to be: Luis on the rhythm guitar, Ben on lead guitar and Eddie on
bass.
Eddie: What’s this for?
TF: The Kangaroo song… then Sione’s going to play drums. Lily’s going to play glockenspiel
or we’ll see how you’ll go.
David: You’ve got to audition!
Lily: Well don’t even worry then!
TF: And the rest of you will be singing, that includes you Arnold [normally a drummer]. I’ll be
singing with you guys as well, but today I’ll be Luis [who was absent] … Can you put your
phones away because this is really important… (Video Observation, 29.11.13)

Running through the melody and its associated harmony part proved particularly
challenging for the group. With each poor run through I grew more frustrated.
Eventually the sound improved as we sang it acapella with the boys on the melody
and girls singing the harmony.
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[I start playing and singing the song on the piano and encourage everyone else to join in. The
class barely sings at all.]
TF: Now, when you sing it, you’ve got to project… also its really important that we get out
those words. The softer you are, it’s not going to pick up. It’ll mean nothing. I’m not going to
sing this time – you know the melody, you know the words!
[I count in and again there is endless mumbling. A few complain that they can’t see the board. I
get frustrated]
TF: You sound like fricking mice! Let’s get it together. Girls, if you think it’s too high for you,
sing it down the octave.
[This makes a big difference with the girls now singing with greater confidence.]
TF: We might get the girls to actually do the harmony so it’s in a more middle register for you.
[I play the harmony Melisa and Tamara worked out a few lessons ago and start singing it.
Without prompting, the girls join in singing much louder than before. Arnold continues to joke
around questioning the lyrics before eventually rapping “kipija keep it real”]
TF: Stand up so we can sing it louder!
[The class slowly stands up… The boys start singing the tune acapella, I then start singing the
harmony and the girls join in with their part. With the girls singing so softly I tell them to “open
your mouths” and Melisa mockingly opens her mouth wide. We loop it for about 30 seconds.]
Sara: I was getting tired.
David: Running out of breath bro! (Video Observation 29.11.13)

Video example 6.7 Harmonising the Kangaroo Song
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Listening back to the recording of this rehearsal, it is clear that the pronunciation of
the words was not even close to accurate. At the time Lily, one of the more engaged
students, was quick to question my approach. In response I deflected the criticism
knowing that Peter would be able to correct any errors during the workshop.
Mele: What are the words?
TF: Kipija Kanya Bunja Maraway
Lily: I thought it was Bunda?
TF: When we go to the workshop, I guarantee that they will tell us exactly how to pronounce it.
So, I wouldn’t concern yourself too much about it because it’s not my song, it’s their song.
(Video Observation 29.11.13)

As we moved to combining the instrumental parts with the singing, most students
continued to be disengaged. This made it particularly difficult to update Ben and
Eddie about the new chord changes in the B section and the overall structure of the
piece. We then discussed the length of the solo, as I encouraged Ben to be a little
more adventurous.
TF: What’s going to happen, so we’ll have the intro, when Lily finishes playing her melody they
come in and sing it just once through the chord progression, then it goes “kipija bu bugani..” [I
play the transition to the instrumental] Then after the instrumental… we’re going to drop out to
just us singing the melody without them – in harmony with single strums. If you’re trying to find
your note it’s the root note of the chord. [I play the chord]. How long should the solo be? Let’s
experiment… Ben do you want to use your volume pedal a bit more. That way when your solo
starts you can be a bit louder. What you were doing before as a solo was fine.
Ben: I didn’t even know what I was doing….
TF: Just improvise.
Ben: Play a blues or something [he says jokingly]?
TF: It’s pentatonic… just make sure that when your solo starts you put it at full volume.
[I count in from the Buganini and we rehearse Ben’s solo. We decide to play just the same
length as the vocal section and that sounds fine.]
Ben: Do I solo in that?
TF: Yep… Let’s try again but this time get ready to come in singing. (Video Observation,
29.11.13)

Making things even more challenging, we tried to incorporate an edited sample of
Peter’s voice into our arrangement. Due to a combination of technical issues with the
sample and performer mistakes, it took a considerable number of takes to get it
sounding respectable. With each false start animosity grew, particularly from some of
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the singers who were tired of repeating the same line over and over. As we finished
our first successful run through, David questioned how it would work in a live setting
with the Aboriginal group never having heard our version.
[We start again from the same spot and this time we get the recording entry exactly at the right
time and the class applauds. The band manages to stay in time with the recording and this
allows us to get a realistic idea of how our ideas merge with the song. While the buganini
section doesn’t quite work, we play through it moving onto the solo and then into the softer
section. After some encouragement from me singing the melody the girls and David begin
singing a little louder using the harmony part we had worked out earlier. Unfortunately, Sara
couldn’t work out how to reset the recording, so we just play through the return of the song as
an instrumental. When we end the class acknowledges that it was successful]
Melisa: Next song!
TF: What do you think we should do? Should we keep singing at the end?
Collective: No!
Tamara: I thought they were going to be singing.
Melisa: We could sing together…
TF: Maybe, should we sing with them at the end?
Eddie: Nah, just let them play it out.
David: Will they change their timing to suit us… because when we were playing over there was
a moment it…
TF: Yeah, the buganini is different [I play that section on the guitar] Who knows? It’s hard to
tell what’s going to happen with it.
David: Fair call.
TF: Everyone standing up, this our last go on the song. [No one moves]. Ready, standing up…
come on bludger 1, 2, 3
Tamara: I’m just lazy
TF: Why did Luis have to be away today… and Louisa… Ready 1, 2, 3.
[The run through isn’t as solid as the previous one. The students are getting sick of the song and
are playing around a little more with different drum fills and even some slap bass. The vocalists
all sat down recognizing that there’s no point in standing, because their part is relatively small
and insignificant. We finish with little fanfare as everyone is over it.] (Video Observation,
29.11.13)
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Video example 6.8 Whole class rehearsal of the Kangaroo Song

Emu Song
Day 1
Despite initially jamming to the Emu song, the class had not collectively worked on
the song since transcribing it. With the camp looming, I was somewhat anxious about
how it would come together in such a short time span. This uncertainty was
exacerbated by the pending absence of the class’ three guitarists in the week of the
camp. Remembering David, Luis and Sione’s arrangement, I turned to Sione to begin
the process of developing a framework for the arrangement. At the outset I specified
the need to differentiate the two pieces and make space for both collaborators.
TF: Now the challenge with this is not making it sound lame. I think with that other song, it’s
not lame.
Sione: Yeah.
TF: We’ve got to make sure that we have enough moments for them as there are for us, because
if we’re just basically doing nothing to it than what’s the point… The other thing is we don’t
want to have two songs that sound exactly the same. (Video Observation, 27.11.13)

Working alone with Sione in a free period, we listened to the song and experimented
with different harmonic progressions. In contrast to the Kangaroo song, for which I
devised the harmony, we ultimately used the progression that Sione had worked out
during his jam with David and Luis.
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[I play the recording on the CD, as soon as it starts Sione locks into the key harmonising the
melody with a Gb Pedal point. This is in keeping with the style he had worked out previously
when jamming with Luis and David. At the end of the phrase he moves across playing a Cb and
Db before the A section repeats. This time he experiments with different fills leaving more space
between them.] (Video Observation, 27.11.13)

Video example 6.9 Harmonising the Emu Song

Our focus then shifted towards working out how we could further develop the piece.
Attempting to appeal to Sione’s musical interests, I unsuccessfully suggested
incorporating a reggae groove.
Sione: We’re going to extend that right?
TF: Yep…. We’re going to extend parts of it Unlike in [the Kangaroo song] where we start, we
might let them start.
TF: So, what style do you want to do this one? We could do it full Islander style if you like?
Sione: If you like…
TF: So how would we do it? [I start playing a reggae chordal riff in the upper register of the
guitar]
Sione: You trying to make this reggae?
TF: I don’t know? Can we do a reggae style?
[I continue playing the chords in a reggae style and Sione shakes his head.]
Sione: Wouldn’t that…
TF: Nah we can’t do reggae… Ok let’s do it with your groove. (Video Observation, 27.11.13)
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As the rehearsal continued, we were joined by Arnold, who like Sione also played
drums. Recognising the need to involve all students across both arrangements, I
decided that Arnold would drum in the Emu song. Not wanting to lose Sione’s
rhythmic drive and creativity, I proposed that we also include auxiliary percussion to
complement the pre-existing rhythmic layers.
TF: The key to this one is to make it really percussive. You never know, you might not be
playing bass. We might get you on percussion – not the drums – but the…
Sione: Bongos?
TF: The jam blocks [I leave the room to find the percussion]
Sione: But I sound good on bass!
[He and Arnold start laughing as I set up the jam blocks and we start jamming.]
TF: Let’s get Arnold to start and you’ll [Sione] go over the top of him.
Sione: Am I playing with him?
TF: No, you’ll do a variation of that.
[We start jamming again and Arnold and Sione lock in with each other playing syncopated
sixteenth-note rhythms.]
TF: The idea is that we could make a giant polyrhythm… the other option would be to get David
to play [the jam blocks], but I think he would play the same thing that Arnold plays. (Video
Observation, 27.11.13)

Video example 6.10 Experimenting with percussion
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Day 2
Coming back to work on the song a few days later, Sione and I continued to
collaborate on the Emu song arrangement. Having decided that we would start
immediately with the song unaltered, Sione suggested that we include the bass to
accompany the vocal melody.
Sione: Are we going to let them sing?
TF: Yeah, we go like ...
[I start singing the song and we both tap the rhythm on our instruments by fully muting the
strings.]
Sione: Do you want to just [quickly plays a Gb note]
TF: I reckon we should… Probably let the bass come in. Let’s not start with the guitar.
Sione: Do you want to just go like [quickly plays a Gb note] then sing?
[Sione plays the note and I start singing along. He repeats the note on the second phrase and on
the third phrase he plays on each beat.] (Video Observation, 29.11.13)

As we both sought ways to distinguish the two songs, a spontaneous question from
Sione altered my thinking and set the direction for the rest of the arrangement.
Sione: Do you reckon we should keep it fast like the other one or just keep it slow?
TF: It might be better to keep it slow.
Sione: Yeah.
TF: Because otherwise it’s just going to turn into the same kind of thing [as the Kangaroo
song].
Sione: Yeah, but I thought we were going to use the polyrhythm? (Video Observation, 29.11.13)

With a slower tempo to work around and the recent experience of learning Yolngu
singer Dr G Yunupingu’s collaboration with Sarah Blasko, I suggested we create a
new verse in English to share our understanding of the song.
TF: What do you reckon we should do vocally there? Because we’ve just got [the singers]
harmonising in the other one. Which is pretty simple. Do you reckon we should write some
words? Like create a verse… Like ‘“Bayini”’ style.
Sione: Do you know what the words mean?
TF: Yep, its mother, son, father and they escape from the dingo. It’s about family - we should
write some words!
Sione: Yeah, next period.
TF: Yeah, we’re not going to write it, we’ll get the girls to… If it’s bit slower, it’s easier to do
that. (Video Observation, 29.11.13)
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As I shared the idea later that day to the rest of the class, Melisa was also quick to
draw parallels between our arrangement and “Bayini”. Despite not working on the
song for several weeks, the melody and its words were fresh in the memory of the
students.
TF: Song number two!
[David starts singing “Binja Nurie Wungu”]
TF: Now with the Emu song…
Sara: Aww that one!
[Lily tries to play it on the glockenspiel but she can’t quite remember it]
Lily: How does that one go?
[I start singing it]
Tamara: Ba-ah-ah [starts laughing]
TF: Listening… The tricky thing about doing two songs is that you’ve got to try and make them
sound not the same… and that’s difficult when it uses the same scale and the same notes… and
there are a lot of similarities between both of them. What I think we should do in this song…
and this is going to take a bit of work before we start even playing it. I really think that we
should put in some of our own language and our own understanding of the thing in some lyrics.
Melisa: Like in “Bayini”?
TF: Yes, like “Bayini” in a lot of ways, how it is sung in Yolngu and then there’s an English
interpretation.
David: So, we’re going to do an English interpretation?
TF: We don’t have to write an epically long song, but we probably need [one verse], I think we
can write it together as a class.
Lily: Ba-ah-ah Ba-ah-ah!
TF: We’re not going to write Ba-ah-ah.
Tamara: Klep Klep!
David: Klep Klep!
Tamara: Nagabe Unge! (Video Observation, 29.11.13)

After discussing the song’s meaning, the initial response from many students was to
make fun of the task. Amongst the chaos Lily did propose some strong ideas about
linking the lyrics with our place, or as I later clarified on the whiteboard, the shared
space in which this co-composition was emerging.
TF: In order to do that we need to think really firmly about what are the songs about? Do we
remember?
Lily: The Emu song is protecting the baby from the dingo
David: What’s the word he used?
Lily: [singing] Binja Nurie Wungu
David: No not that.
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TF: It’s just mother, father, baby.
[Lily starts singing “mummy daddy baby” to the tune of the song. Tamara joins in as well.]
TF: No! I don’t think we’re going to go “mummy daddy baby”
David: It’s simple words, but it sounds better in another language. Like in other songs it sounds
s**t!
TF: We’ve got to think more holistically about what the song’s about. [Writing on the board]
Number 1: It’s about Family… Number 2, listening… it’s not necessarily just about animals.
Both of these songs are part of a songline called singing country.
Arnold: It’s part of the coat of arms.
TF: It has nothing to do with the coat of arms…
Arnold: But still that’s a good observation.
TF: Maybe you should write some lyrics about that. When we’re talking about singing country,
it’s not about singing Australia, it’s about his place where he’s from.
Lily: So maybe we can sing about our place.
TF: Yeah so maybe we can sing about our place or the shared space that we’re in.
Arnold: The music room,
Sione: Blue Carpet,
Arnold: Where only the finest…
TF: So, it’s about who we are.
Sara: Where we’re from.
Sione: Who we are?
Arnold: [singing the sporting chant] “Where we come from… shall we tell them… we’re the
mighty mighty…”
Sione: We should do that!
Tamara: It could be anti dingo… [singing to the tune of the song] “No one likes the dingoes,
dingo took my baby”
Lily: Oh my God! Tamara no!!! (Video Observation, 29.11.13)

Emu song Lyric Ideas
1. Family
2. Singing country
3. Who we are, where we’re from
4. Cultures coming together (Whiteboard Notes, 29.11.13)

Individually the 2013-14 SMC set about brainstorming ideas for the verse. Rather
than drafting fully formed sets of lyrics, I suggested to focus on smaller phrases and
conceptual ideas. While the class initially struggled to settle into the task, as I walked
around the room it was clear that some interesting ideas were beginning to emerge.
TF: So how’s everyone’s lyrics going?
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Lily: I like Melisa’s.
Sione: Oh, we’re doing lyrics?
[I walk around to see what everyone’s working on.]
Lily: They’re just words… synonyms of family.
[I stop and look at Melisa’s whose lyrics are based on the stolen generation.]
TF: Haunting. (Video Observation, 29.11.13)

Pleased with the progress, I worked with the class to try and fuse the better ideas
together. Moving from student to student I gradually re-shaped their lyrics to form
one connected verse.
Melisa: You had the bludgers, the noisy people, the people that actually did something, and then
try to mix it all together, which would have been hard… I liked how you can get bits and pieces
from everyone. That way it’s evenly a class group song, rather than someone saying the whole
thing. (Interview)
Tamara: Many of us came up with different things and you sort of kind of put it all together.
You used all of our ideas, but you re-worded them to make it fit.
TF: Was it important to get everyone to engage there rather than just one person?
Tamara: Yeah everyone needs to contribute… I didn’t really read what everyone wrote but I
was impressed with what Melisa came up with. I can’t remember the words exactly but that
feeling of “listen to our story”.
TF: Did the words accurately sum up our feelings towards the song?
Tamara: I think it was sort of giving our side of the story. It’s nice to let them know about how
we feel in return. (Interview)
TF: Of all the ones that I’ve looked at, I know some of you have just got some ideas… I quite
like that first line that Melisa wrote down.
Arnold: What did she write?
Mele: Listen!
[I write “Listen to my story” on the board]
TF: Did you write “my”?
Melisa: Yeah.
TF: I think we should write “our” [changing it on the board].
[I keep walking around checking out people’s lyrics. The students try and add their own phrases
to the initial line.]
TF: I like this idea of sticking together that Mele’s got down there.
Sione: What a stealer!
Arnold: No need to jack our ideas up!
[I go to the board and try to write a line based on Mele’s idea. I end up writing “of why we’re
here together”]
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Sione: I tell you the last word should be forever, because it rhymes with together!
TF: I really like this last line that Eddie’s got here. Except I’m going again to get rid of the me.
[Eddie comes across to the board to discuss how the lyrics could work. Looking at his words I
write another line “from many different races”. Interestingly, as soon as he stops helping, he
immediately goes off task throwing a ball around. I walk over to read a few of the girls’ lyrics.]
(Video Observation, 29.11.13)

One major challenge involved moving students away from rhyming couplets. I was
far more interested in meaningfully providing our perspective than making word
compromises. Collectively we began to discuss how to best phrase Eddie’s ideas.
Eddie: From many different races, I welcome you… we welcome you. OK whatever….
TF: You welcome us… because they’re inviting us.
Eddie: What will rhyme?
TF: It doesn’t have to rhyme… [directing my attention to the girls] What do you reckon? What
would you say after that line?
Eddie: [trying to rhyme] races, places…
Lily: Are we rhyming?
TF: No.
Eddie: It’s better!
Lily: You’ve welcomed us in.
Arnold: You’ve welcomed us into the…
Tamara: You’ve welcomed us into your arms.
Eddie: to your places… into your land.
[I write Eddie’s suggestion on the board “You’ve welcomed us to your land”] (Video
Observation, 29.11.13)

While the majority of the class had only written short fragments, Melisa and Tamara
had written more lengthy sets of lyrics. With both lyrics referencing the stolen
generations, we sought a means of lyrically acknowledging the past and moving
forward as a collective.
Melisa: Well it’s an Aboriginal song so I thought I would think about something to do with the
Aboriginals and their experience. Also connecting that, if you look at it metaphorically the
Emus are the people and the Dingos are the white people. That’s what I got from it, so I’ll just
write about that. (Interview)
Tamara: I think my message was like… Even though on the surface we are all different…
Underneath we are all human. We should treat everyone the same. One man’s sadness is another
man’s sadness. We should just all heal each other with compassion. I sound like such a hippy…
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We all feel pain, we all feel sadness. One person’s pain isn’t better than another man’s [pain].
That’s what I was trying to get across. (Interview)

TF: How can we get in what Melisa and Tamara have written down. We’ve got to
acknowledge… something about acknowledging our past.
Lily: We acknowledge our past. [starts laughing]
Ben: Put a metaphor in there.
TF: How can we do that, what type of metaphor.
Lily: We know your story?
[I start writing on the board trying to pick up on what Lily suggested and tying in Melisa’s
lyrics about the stolen generation – “we know your troubled story”]
Ben: Saying sorry?
Tamara: We want to say we’re sorry.
TF: We want to do more than say sorry though.
Tamara: What else would we want to do but?
TF: This is like a philosophical type of discussion… We apologised, we’ve said sorry but what
does that do?
Eddie: Nothing!
Arnold: Shows our appreciation.
TF: What do you have to do after that?
Melisa: Show it!
Arnold: Show them.
TF: By coming together,
Lily: To heal the wound we made.
Tamara: Maybe you could say “there’s more to saying sorry”
[I write Tamara’s line on the white board.] (Video Observation, 29.11.13)

As the discussion delved into deeper philosophical topics, some of the students started
to withdraw from the debate. With such a diverse and multicultural class, many
students felt completely disconnected from the process of European colonisation.
David: Cuz, none of us are Australian.
TF: Sorry, what was that?
David: None of us are even Australian.
Lily: Healing the wounds our ancestors made… Jokes, my ancestors are in the Philippines.
Tamara: Don’t blame it on us! (Video Observation, 29.11.13)

Resisting the temptation to begin a wider conversation about being a contemporary
Australian, I steered the discussion back towards finishing our verse.
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TF: I think for the other lines I think we can use some of what you’ve already written… I like
that word healing, who said healing? Was that you Ben?
Melisa: Lily did!
Lily: I did!
TF: Sorry, I was giving you a compliment… And I like how Tamara used compassion…
[I move back to the board to write the lyrics “healing with compassion”]
TF: Ok… We need just one line now. Something about singing together
Lily: Unite.
Sara: Unite as one!
Lily: All of us TRANSFORM!
Tamara: Unites the soul.
Ben: Let’s speak as one.
[I start writing on the board: “Through song we try to understand”
TF: Ok what about that?
Lily: Through song we try to understand?
Melisa: [silently] It sucks!
TF: I thought it was an alright line. (Video Observation, 29.11.13)
Emu song English Verse
Listen to our story,
Of why we’re here together.
From many different races,
You’ve welcomed us to your land.
We know your troubled story,
There’s more to saying sorry.
Healing with compassion,
Through song we try to understand. (Whiteboard Notes, 29.11.13)

Figure 7 Creating lyrics for Emu Song
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With the lyrics completed, we commenced the process of finding a melody that
complemented that of the Emu song. Attempting to lead by example I experimented
with a tune on the piano, much to the derision of Melisa.
[I experiment with changing the tune and it is met with a grimace from Melisa as she covers her
face in shame with her book.]
TF: What?
[Lily Laughs]
TF: You laughing at my face, or the melody?
Melisa: No, I really don’t know and I’m tired. It’s lame! We need a melody! This melody is
getting to me! (Video Observation, 29.11.13)
Melisa: I didn’t know if we were getting anywhere with the melody line and those lyrics it was
sounding soooo horrible!... It was so cheesy. It was like you can do that to any song but that’s
what makes it cheesy. It’s like having a parody cover. (Interview)

As I continued to have to search for melodic ideas, I began integrating the original
tune and asked if it would be possible to use the pre-existing Emu song melody. As
the class derided the suggestion, I handed over responsibility to the girls.
TF: Should we use the melody?
Tamara: No!
Melisa: You said this was like a different section… it sounds cheesy!
TF: I know… How do we make it not sound cheesy then?
[I sit and think about what to do next while Sione and Eddie play on their instruments in the
background]
TF: Listening… What I want people to do… I think that we need some time to have a real solid
think and I’m going to be putting this mainly on the girls. This is your job here to come up with
a melody. Individually think about some ideas, but it needs to fit to this chord progression.
(Video Observation, 29.11.13)
TF: How did it sound when we were trying to fit our lyrics to their melody?
Veroncia: I don’t know it was a bit lame. It was too predictable, using an already made melody.
It didn’t really fit with the words that we came up with. We couldn’t really find the right
phrasing for that melody. We just had to change it completely. (Interview)
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Video example 6.11 Finding a melody for the English verse
Frustrated by the lack of progress on the verse, I frantically set about trying to arrange
the instrumental components of our version. With multiple students away during the
week of the camp, this was our last opportunity to try to lock something down as a
complete class. Much to my dismay, our experimentations were clearly not working.
Arnold and David were struggling with the five-phrase melody and the pop feel of the
arrangement was not well suited. Ultimately, this failure forced us to rethink the
piece’s direction and leave out the students who would be absent in the lead up to the
camp.

Video example 6.12 Failed experimentations of the Emu Song
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Day 3
With few lessons timetabled in the week of the camp, I had asked the few remaining
class-members to stay after school to finalise the Emu arrangement. I had taught
many of the students for their entire high school years and could generally rely upon
them to turn up and support the project in this way. They were excited about the fact
that the camp was imminent and were willing to sacrifice personal time to prepare the
co-compositions. As previously discussed, I had always envisaged the girls taking a
more prominent role in the development of the Emu song. Not only was the Emu song
designated as a female dance, but our decision to include an English verse further
played towards the strengths of the key vocalists in the class, Lily, Melisa and
Tamara, all of whom had remained behind to work on the song.
Collectively we worked in a small rehearsal studio thinking about the overall
direction of the arrangement. We were all in agreement that what we had tried
previously was not working.
Melisa: I don’t like what you guys did there when the ba-ah-ah came in with the instruments.
TF: Yeah, it sounds a bit lame eh?
Melisa: I don’t know? It just sounds weird when they did the instrumental part with it.
Tamara: What instrument though?
Melisa: When they did it last class. All I remember is that it sucked.
TF: Well it did. I don’t think it sounded great with the instruments, which is why we need to
make it sound different from the other one. (Video Observation, 2.12.13)

Although we were in agreement, some of the girls lacked the confidence to suggest an
alternative way forward. Lily in particular felt her inability to play instruments
prevented her from providing valuable input.
Lily: The girls don’t really have any musical skills. Well we have skills in vocals but not
necessarily instruments. (Interview)

TF: So, what can you girls bring to the table that the boys can’t.
Tamara: The harmonies and stuff.
Melisa: Vocals.
TF: What else can you bring to it?
Tamara: Lyrical content.
TF: What else are your strengths
Lily: A little bit of piano.
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Melisa: And Lily’s keyboard glock.
Lily: I have nothing!
TF: What do you mean?
Lily: I’m not skilled.
TF: That’s not true.
Melisa: You have keyboard experience and glockenspiel experience.
TF: All of you girls can play stuff. Lily’s played bass before.
Melisa: You’ve learned the basics of most instruments. (Video Observation, 2.12.13)

Tamara however, was excited by the prospect of taking a greater role in the Emu
song. She had expressed frustration previously about not contributing as much as she
would have liked.
Tamara: I think you wanted us to have more input in it, which is why you said, “This is your
song – and they’re not allowed to touch it.” I liked that! I think that it was more of a conscious
decision in that you couldn’t get help from anyone else because they weren’t even around. So,
we were kind of forced to lead it and we wanted to. (Interview)

For Melisa, the prospect of working in a smaller group was much more appealing.
Escaping the chaos of the larger class, she knew that the girls would be able to get it
done.
Melisa: I loved it a lot better because Tamara and I wanted to get this thing over and done. Lily
is one of the floaters… if she gets the aura, she’ll hit it just as hard as everyone else. So, you
have three hard working people. (Interview)

Together we started discussing how the piece could be structured, eventually deciding
on a cyclical form grounded in the complete structure the original song.
TF: They sing Binja Nurie Wungu five times.
Tamara: Could we join in with them?
Melisa: Do they actually repeat that song, or did you loop it?
Tamara: They say it through twice. Are we going to do something different in the second part?
TF: The question is, after the ba-ah-ah should we have a chance to do something there without
them?
Tamara: I think so.
TF: Should we come in completely different to them or should we integrate in with them.
Melisa: Completely different and then do the same thing again after. Like move the first section
back in again down the bottom.
TF: [Writing in Melisa’s book] So them, us, both? It doesn’t have to be complicated. So, what
we’re mainly working on is the section in the middle and how we are going to work with them.
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Melisa: We could do them, then we could do our separate thing and then we could integrate
both of them together in the end. (Video Observation, 2.12.13)

Content with the structure we set about working on the new section in the middle of
the song. Interestingly, Melisa was keen to delve deeper into the broader context of
the song. Inspired by Iain Grandage’s soaring cello imitating an eagle in Inma Kutju,
she suggested that we reference the emu musically in the song.
Melisa: You should do that soaring thing? You know using that orchestra sounding keyboard.
Lily: Synth?
TF: You mean playing like a string instrument?
Tamara: In the ba-ah-ahs?
Melisa: Yeah, not in the ba-ah-ahs, but after we come in with our part.

TF: I remember you talked about wanting to represent something with eagles.
Melisa: That was when we decided to slow it down. From my concept if we did slow it down it
would kind of fit in with the lostness and the sadness of what happened with the [stolen]
generations.
TF: That came from?
Melisa: The movie!
TF: The Ooldea movie. How did he approach it?
Melisa: He was also representing something about how the sadness of I think it was that bomb
thing…
TF: The Maralinga bombs… Do you think we were able to achieve anything like he did in the
way it ended out?
Melisa: I think the Emu song did something fairly similar where we kind of changed it. It still
had the basics of the song and the cultural stuff but we kind of changed it to fit us as well and
mixed it together. (Interview)

Following Melisa’s suggestion, I asked the girls to unpack the dance and demonstrate
the movements they had learnt. We discussed the contrasting sections on the dance
and focused on musically referencing the calmer and more fluid moments of the
dance. Here I introduced a brief piano ostinato, instructing the girls to join in
harmonising with oohs.
TF: I like how you had that idea of making some imagery of some animals. How do you make
imagery of an emu?
Lily: They like running.
Melisa: So, it would be like a running thing, but it would be a cute little thing…
TF: What happens in the dance?
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[Lily stands up to demonstrate the dance]
Tamara: I don’t know picking up leaves or berries.
Melisa: They’re in their native habitat.
Tamara: It’s not really a fast dance.
Melisa: Then they start running.
Lily: That’s the dingo.
[Lily and Tamara start demonstrating the movements in the song when the dingo comes]
TF: So is it high? [I start improvising an idea in a high register] When does it pick up stuff,
does it pick up stuff or am I just imagining it?
Melisa: Oh yeah, they’re eating.
Tamara: They’re picking berries or whatever and food.
Melisa: So be happy and normal.
Tamara: Kind of like leisurely and peaced.
TF: I got this idea… I guess this ooh kind of thing maybe [I play a Gb bass note with the melody
Gb Ab Bb, harmonised below with Bb Db Eb; I then switch to having Eb in the bass with the
same melody and harmonisation]
Tamara: Ok...
[Tamara then sings along while doing the dance moves. The girls then get distracted by hair].
Tamara: So, is that the emu?
TF: I don’t know? Because you could build vocal layers over the top of that, but we need to
begin with a core simplicity. (Video Observation, 2.12.13)
Melisa: We were all bouncing ideas… You made the chords on the piano and from there it
would spark an idea… I just remember Tamara randomly singing. I’m not sure if you told her to
sing, but it sounded good and went well with it. I think that was the oohs. We were all having
our kind of Luis and Sione jam, but on our song. (Interview)
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Video example 6.13 From dance to music in the Emu Song

After looping this initial idea, the girls gradually started experimenting with it. Lily
sang the top melodic line with the piano and Tamara picked up the harmony. Melisa
softly sung a short melodic fragment which quickly captured my attention. This
provided the perfect opportunity to integrate the lyrics we had compiled in the
previous lesson. Unable to remember what she had sung, Melisa quickly became
embarrassed and uncertain of her part.
TF: So, what do you do with that? I heard Melisa singing some random stuff to it.
Melisa: I have no clue?
Tamara: I was singing lower.
TF: I liked your harmony there, Tamara, it was cool. But Melisa was singing something more
melodic. We can sing soft and Melisa can sing over the top.
[I count in and Melisa starts humming a melody over the top of our oohing]
Melisa: I don’t know what I was doing?
TF: I liked whatever it was, I heard it. We’re going to put some lyrics to it.
[I start humming and the other girls look at Melisa and she gets embarrassed]
Melisa: Stop looking at me!
TF: Everyone find something to block their face, so she knows we’re not looking at her.
[We try again and avoid looking at her, Melisa continues to experiment, and I occasionally
change my keyboard part]
Melisa: I can’t remember what I was doing!
[Without speaking I suddenly start incorporating some of the melodies I heard her singing into
the piano part]
Tamara: That was cool.
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Melisa: Sorry I don’t know what I was doing. (Video Observation, 2.12.13)

Reading a copy of the previously devised lyrics from my phone, Melisa quickly sang
a melody to suit nearly all of the lines. At the same time, I had decided to subtly
change the harmony to match the darker tone of certain lyrics. With her mother
arriving in a few minutes to collect her, I knew this would be her last involvement in
the session. Recognising that she would struggle to remember the tune, we tried
again, this time recording a voice memo for us to work around in the following
lessons.
Melisa: What’s the time?
TF: 3:55, five minutes to go!
[We start playing it and I read the lyrics and begin experiment with different bass notes]
TF: It would be nice to change the harmony on the “troubled story” line [I play a B natural
followed by B flat]. Anything coming out? Don’t be embarrassed, just sing it out. Just jump in
when you’re ready.
[I keep looping the melody and Melisa starts singing along to the lyrics. Midway through she
modifies one line to “there’s no way of saying sorry”. I listen closely and try to match my bass
notes to suit her newly created tune. Melisa’s melodies generally follow a descending pattern on
each line. I include the change on “troubled story” and change again on the last line to help
resolve the verse.]
Tamara: I like it. Can you sing louder so we can hear you?
TF: Sing it again.
[Melisa sings it again this time more confidently and we record a voice memo to save her ideas
and hear it a little better] (Video Observation, 2.12.13)

TF: Let’s talk about figuring out the melody. That was your contribution… Did you like having
that responsibility?
Melisa: I didn’t even know that I had it. I was just trying to jam.
TF: What’s your process?
Melisa: I don’t know, just sing and something that sounds like it goes with it. That’s kind of like
what I do…. I don’t remember what I first did but you were like “do that” and I was like “do
what?” … I’m glad we recorded it. (Interview)
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Video example 6.14 Composing the Emu Song English verse melody

Content with Melisa’s verse, the remaining girls and I then switched to thinking about
how to re-integrate the original tune. Speaking predominantly with Tamara we
decided that it would be appropriate to reprise the original melody within our newly
composed slower section.
TF: When we try to bring back the Binja Nurie Wungu, should we sing the exact melody of it or
should we just bring back the words?
Tamara: I don’t know... When we bring it back, is it still our little part where they pause?
TF: Yes, still us, but we might ask them to sing with us.
Tamara: You mean like start? I think keep their melody but keep that slower tempo.
[Tamara starts singing the tune but to the speed and chords of our newly created section, we
repeat it for a while]
Tamara: Because that would show that we are connecting back to them. (Video Observation,
2.12.13)

Without speaking further, I continued looping the piano ostinato and sung the first
line of the song extending the final note. The other girls quickly joined in and the
genesis of our next idea was born. Collectively we began experimenting with our own
variations of the original tune staggering our entries to create a thicker polyphonic
texture.
[I start experimenting by singing just the first line of the song along to the new section and
holding the last note for a longer time. Lily joins in singing something slightly different]
Tamara: Ahh so syncopated.
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[We keep experimenting and Tamara starts imitating the line while I hold onto the line]
Lily: Sounds cool with the echo!
Tamara: Yeah, you should do the echo too.
TF: OK, so I want everyone, well the three of us, to start singing Binja Nurie Wungu at your
own time. Choose when you want to do it. I’ll start.
Lily: Anywhere we want?
[the girls hesitate not knowing when to come in, Lily eventually joins in and eventually Tamara
starts singing her own version. I gradually lift the tempo getting closer to the first tempo. I
eventually stop and return to singing the original melody only accompanied by a Gb chord and
bass note.]
TF: What do you think of something like that? I think it’s a cool effect, almost everyone treating
the melody in their own way. Imagine it with the many layers – people could gradually drop out
of the oohs to join in. It could just be vocals and piano and cut out all the drums. What do you
think?
Lily: It sounds cool!
Tamara Yeah, I like the effect, it’s like she was your echo and I was her echo.
Lily: It was cool!
Tamara: Yeah!
TF: Let’s try it again. (Video Observation, 2.12.13)

As we tried the idea for a second time, the girls took more risks with their melodies.
Once again, midway through the run through I gradually started to increase both the
tempo and dynamics. When we reached the original tempo, I ceased playing the
ostinato and instead sustained a single G-flat chord to accompany the full version of
the original song. The structure of our arrangement was now complete, and we all left
satisfied with the outcome.
[We experiment again this time everyone is a little more confident. Again, I increase the tempo
emphasising the beat in my left hand. We repeat it for a much longer time before eventually
returning to the original song.]
TF: What do you think?
Lily: That sounds cool; I like it.
Tamara: I like it too, I like the intensity and the crescendo.
Lily: It’s like gospelish.
TF: Let’s try it with the boys tomorrow! (Video Observation 2.12.13)
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Tamara: Today we’ve made progress on developing the Emu song. We’ve decided we’re
going to have the Indigenous group sing one verse of the song in its original form and
then after “Nagabe Yunge! Ba ah Ba ah aha!” we’re going to come in with our own thing.
It will be a piano playing at a slower tempo and on top of that we’ll add oohs in a higher
and lower register to create harmony. We’ve also thought of weaving in lyrics in a
completely different melody. Then after we’re going to sing “Binja Nurie Wungu” but
each of us can come in any time we choose, which we found created a cool echo effect.
The piano crescendos and gets faster and so do the vocals. Until the piano plays at a
regular speed again and one person or all sing “Binja Nurie Wungu” on the beat. At the
end we’ll chant “Nagabe Yunge! Ba ah ah Ba ah aha Cle Cle” without adding any
instruments except for maybe clapsticks. (Journal Entry, 2.12.13)

Video example 6.15 Bringing back the Emu Song melody.

Day 4
In a further disruption to our preparation, an excursion for another class involving
most of the girls reduced our usual thirteen students to four. This was our last
meaningful opportunity before the camp to workshop the co-compositions. As I
explained what we had come up with, David expressed surprise about the changes
that had been made.
TF: What I’d thought we’d do is cut out drums, bass and guitars.
David: But that’s pretty much everything!
TF: We’re just going to have piano and everyone’s going to sing.
Sione: What happened to the bass?
TF: Actually, maybe bass.
David: What happened to what we were doing last time?
TF: It was starting to sound too much like the other composition… (Video Observation, 4.12.13)
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Reflecting on David and Sione’s questioning, I decided to reintegrate the bass and
drums – mainly to take advantage of Sione’s musicality and give Arnold the
opportunity to play a more prominent role. As a means of escaping the rock feel of the
other song, I suggested that Arnold use soft mallets instead of sticks to transform the
drums towards a more orchestral percussive role.
TF: Actually, I’ve got an idea, Arnold can you go to the stick bag and get out the soft mallets…
Just do some cymbal rolls, I reckon it will sound cool! (Video Observation, 4.12.13)

With Sione quickly adjusting to the harmonic changes on the bass, the majority of the
lesson focused on working out Arnold’s drum part. As we discussed possibilities, the
more experienced Sione attempted to stay out of the dialogue, forcing Arnold to take
greater ownership of his part.
TF: What are we going to be doing with the drums?
Sione: I’m not playing the drums?
Arnold: I don’t know.
TF: Should the drums be playing with the beat as well?
Sione: What does the drummer think?
David: I just reckon play along. (Video Observation, 4.12.13)

With Arnold showing little interest in playing during the first section we focused our
attention towards the middle section of the arrangement. Collectively we suggested
different options for a fill leading into the new section.
TF: Let’s try it [we sing through it and Arnold is still confused about when to enter]
Arnold: Oh, so there are three [Ba-ah-ahs]
TF: Maybe it needs a drum fill into it.
David: I reckon you should do a thing on the snare “dum dum bang”.
Arnold: How about you f**k off c**t. Are you playing the drums?
[I take the sticks off Arnold and attempt to provide an example]
Sione: You just want to play the drums.
[I experiment a few different options eventually hitting the toms and snare on the Klep Klep
followed by the cymbal]
Sione: Why don’t you do both cymbals?
TF: It’d be good if we could get them to sing the Klep Klep a little slower so it could go into our
tempo
David: Hit the cymbal after. (Video Observation, 4.12.13)
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After mastering his entry, Arnold slowly became more adventurous with his playing,
moving from constant cymbal rolls to interspersed hits of the kick drum and toms to
match the piano part and associated vocal line. Reflecting on his role in the Emu song,
Arnold clearly enjoyed the opportunity to try something different.
Arnold: I haven’t played with mallets. I usually play one-off beats at a time, continuously. I
liked it. It’s not all about playing with sticks and playing a normal beat, dropping out fills. It’s
all about how drums can [add] a variety to it. I like that in the Emu song, because I got to work
with the mallets and use things that you wouldn’t normally use for a normal beat. (Interview)

Later in the lesson the small class was joined by the other teacher (Mr Bart) attending
the workshop. Despite not being a formally trained music teacher, Mr Bart had
extensive experience as a vocalist and conductor of choral music. As I played the
recording of Melisa’s verse and explained our concept, he expressed his approval,
particularly about the idea of Peter leading the return of “Bidjaa Ngurruy Woongu”.
[We start playing the Emu song with me singing the main melody. I explain to Mr Bart about
the change up and singing the piano part with oohs]
Mr Bart: Do you want me up or down?
TF: So, we do that a couple of times and Melisa will come in with the verse she’s worked out.
[I play it on my phone to show Mr Bart how it works. Sione and Arnold also play along.]
Mr Bart: Where did you get the lyrics from?
TF: We wrote them as a class.
Mr Bart: Nice!
TF: So that will come in over the top at the end. What we’re going to do is stagger the entries
and everyone is going to come in whenever they like.
Mr Bart: Cool that will be awesome!
TF: That will include about 6 different people.
Mr Bart: Just come in your own time? Keep it rhythmic?
TF: You don’t have to do the exact melody, you can do a variation on it, but it’s the idea that
we’re gradually going to try and create this dissonance.
Mr Bart: So, you just come in once and ostinato that same thing.
TF: Let’s try it, we might try and get Peter to do the first one.
Mr Bart: Yeah that’s a nice idea. (Video Observation, 4.12.13)

For David, being able to bounce ideas off another male singer was critically
important. Having been part of the initially productive group of students to jam to the
Emu song, it was fitting that he was being featured as a significant member of the
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arrangement. With each run through David introduced more complex and interesting
melodic ideas, ultimately leading to a more engaging personal experience.
David: Once we got working on it, because [Mr Bart] was there it allowed me to bounce things
off him – what he thought would be good and him to tell me how to do it. It actually got more
enjoyable, just a couple of us trying to figure out how we wanted to do it. We were more or less
just sitting there, jamming to it and experimenting how many different ways we could sing the
melody. (Interview)

Mr Bart: So, if I found something that I liked then should I do that every time now, or should I
just keep it organic?
TF: Well it is an improvisation.
David: I reckon it was good it when it went from him to me to you.
TF: Just figure out who is coming in after who and just think about finding your own space and
as long as you’re in that scale you’ll be fine… The idea is that you keep doing the oohs until you
come in.
Mr Bart: Ok I did not know that… So, you go with the oohs and it transitions into that next
section
TF: And eventually the ooh will just become the piano.
Mr Bart: That’s nice.
[We run through the piece another time]
David: Are you just saying the same thing over and over again
Mr Bart: I wasn’t.
TF: I think it’s best to keep the same thing. You might end up just doing what you hear someone
else singing.
Mr Bart: I think I’m more interested in how it varies rhythmically as opposed to pitch… I love
that idea though. I think it will be beautiful.
David: I like it a lot too.
TF: You don’t have to do something different, but if you feel comfortable then do it.
[We rehearse again, and it is much more resolved.]
TF: All we need now is a mass of people.
Mr Bart: If you could get it with like twenty people that would be awesome. All doing the
different things.
TF: I think that ending is a nice way to finish things. (Video Observation, 4.12.13)
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Video example 6.16 Polyphonic section with the band, David and Mr Bart

While the disruptions caused by so many absences initially seemed a disadvantage, it
enabled others to take more prominent roles in the creation of the co-composition.
Despite not rehearsing the Emu song with the whole class, Melisa was generally
confident with how it would turn out. In contrast, David was somewhat more
apprehensive about how the other class members would integrate into the song.
TF: Which one do you reckon is better?
Melisa: I like our one [the Emu song].
TF: What do you like about it?
Melisa: We haven’t really changed it, we just added to it.
Lily: It sounds wholesome! It sounds fun. I mean it sounds family like.
Melisa: And it has our own interpretation in it.
TF: Did you like it even though it seemed lame at the time, writing the lyrics.
Melisa: In the same melody as the other thing.
TF: It will be good when everyone is in there, the boys have to sing it too. How will that go
down?
Melisa: That will be entertaining. (Video Observation 5.12.13)

TF: Did it help having a smaller group of students to work out the song?
David: In a way it helped because it took the focus off what they wanted and what they thought
was good. It gave other people a chance to say what they thought would be good and how they
would like things to go. It gave us more opportunity to try other things out, other than sticking
to what we normally do.
TF: Did you think we were ready for the workshop?
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David: I didn’t think it was going to work as well as it did… First off having everyone sing a
different melody over the top of each other, I didn’t really think we were going to sing it how it
should be sung. The boys were just going to sing stupid things. (Interview)

Conclusion
In the weeks between the excursion and the camp, the 2013-14 SMC had explored
and expanded upon Peter’s recordings of his Kangaroo and Emu songs. Engagement
and energy levels varied significantly from class to class, and the arranging process
fell largely to smaller groups of students for each song. While my role and leadership
was critical, I constantly worked to create opportunities for students to contribute their
own ideas and musical strengths to the arrangements. Importantly, what we had
created clearly represented our own collective voice and the various styles of music
we enjoyed. In the next chapter, the 2013-14 SMC return to Katoomba to share their
arrangements and seek guidance from Peter and Brendon to transform the songs into
truly collaborative co-compositions.
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Chapter Seven:
The Camp – Arrangement to Co-composition
As the students assembled to depart for Katoomba, there was a palpable sense of
excitement and anticipation. The camp was the central component of the entire term,
connecting the co-compositions with earlier performances of songs by Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander artists. It was anticipated that the three days would provide
opportunities for deeper learning and the extended time that was necessary for
relationships to be forged with the musicians from Waradah Aboriginal Centre. This
chapter focuses specifically on the workshop held on the first day of the camp. With
no certainty about the structure of the workshop, the expectations of the 2013-14
SMC were challenged as they came to terms with the different personas of Peter and
Brendon. The chapter ends with the students uncertain of how their contributions had
been received by Peter and Brendon. I compare the attitudes and perceptions of the
various participants and the extent to which the learning outcomes succeeded in
achieving truly collaborative co-compositions.
Getting to and Scheduling the Camp
Gaining approval for the camp had not been straightforward and even on the day of
the camp, several students’ participation was contingent upon their paying
outstanding school fees. These additional payments had been mandated by the
principal, much to the frustration of the students.
TF: Now, camp payments and fee payments. If you attempt to pay on Friday you’ll be turned
away, if you try to pay on Thursday lunchtime you’ll be turned away.
David: Does that include all our fees and contributions?
TF: Need to pay it, otherwise they won’t be collecting camp payments. So, you need to get it
sorted. Thursday’s the day! Plenty of warning there! (Video Observation, 25.11.13)

For many families the thought of coming up with large sums of money to pay fees
from the junior high school years was unrealistic. After strong negotiation with the
Principal, I was able to seek financial assistance for students from lower socioeconomic households. This ultimately meant that despite the financial barriers, each
class member was eventually given the Principal’s approval to attend. Unfortunately,
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Louisa, who was one of the first to pay, was unable to join the rest of the class due to
illness. For Lily, it was hard to believe that it was actually about to happen.
TF: Did you think that it would ever happen?
Lily: I knew you really wanted it to.
TF: What were some of the challenges?
Lily: Fees… I had to pay for my own.
TF: Were you impressed that everyone was able to go?
Lily: Up until the actual night of camp it still felt surreal. Like it didn’t feel like we were on a
camp. The night before I was thinking like wow! I have camp tomorrow! (Interview)

For my part, excitement towards the camp was somewhat tempered by the stress of
negotiating the school fee payments and uncertainty about the schedule of activities.
While I had been in contact with Peter several times since gaining permission to use
his songs, the only formal commitment we had locked in was a three-hour workshop
on the first afternoon of the camp. In an itinerary distributed to the students along
with the permission note (see Table 5), I had tentatively allocated time towards a
dinner with Peter and Brendon’s families on the second day and a public performance
on the final day of the camp.
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Table 5 Music Camp Itinerary
YEAR 11 INDIGENOUS MUSIC CAMP ITINERARY
Day 1: Friday 6th of December
Time
Activity
8:00
Depart School, travel by mini-bus/car
to Katoomba
10:30
Arrive at Waradah Aboriginal Centre,
Set Up Equipment
Morning Tea
11:30
Three Sisters Walk
12:30

Lunch

13:30

Music Workshop with Aboriginal
Musicians
16:30
Depart Waradah Aboriginal Centre,
Travel to Katoomba Luistian
Convention Centre (KCC)
17:00
Arrive at KCC,
Set Up Musical Equipment, Rooms etc.
18:00
Free Time (Dinner Preparation)
19:30
Dinner
20:30
DVD
22:00
Free Time
23:00
Lights Out
Day 2: Saturday 7th of December
Time
Activity
8:30
Breakfast
9:30
Music Rehearsal
11:00
Morning Tea
12:00
Travel to Wentworth Falls
12:30
National Pass/Wentworth Pass Circuit
Bushwalk
14:30
Lunch at Bottom of Wentworth Falls
17:30

Afternoon Tea

18:30

Return to KCC,
Free Time (Dinner Prep)
Dinner with Aboriginal Musicians and
their families
Music Rehearsal
Free Time
Lights Out

19:30
20:30
22:00
23:00

Location
Waradah Aboriginal
Centre, Katoomba
Echo Point, Blue
Mountains National Park
Katoomba
Waradah Aboriginal
Centre, Katoomba
Waradah Aboriginal
Centre, Katoomba

KCC
KCC
KCC
KCC
KCC
KCC
Location
KCC
KCC
KCC
Wentworth Falls, Blue
Mountains National Park
Wentworth Falls, Blue
Mountains National Park
Conservation Hut,
Wentworth Falls, Blue
Mountains National Park
KCC
KCC
KCC
KCC
KCC
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Day 3: Sunday 8th of December
Time
Activity
8:30
Breakfast
9:30
Clean/Pack Up
Travel to Waradah Aboriginal Centre
11:00
Public Performance
12:00
13:00
15:00
16:30

Depart Katoomba travel to Jellybean
Pool, Glenbrook
Short bush walk
Lunch/Swimming at Jellybean Pool,
Glenbrook
Depart Jellybean Pool, Glenbrook
return to Bennelong High School
Arrive Bennelong High School

Location
KCC
KCC
Waradah Aboriginal
Centre
Jellybean Pool, Blue
Mountains National Park,
Glenbrook

Workshop Expectations
With so many absences in the week of the camp, some of the students had not even
heard our version of the Emu Song let alone rehearsed it. As we waited for the bus to
depart, we quickly rehearsed an acoustic version of both songs to remember how they
went. My apprehension about the workshop was not helped with the response of the
guitarists to the expectation that they would be singing in the Emu Song.
TF: We sing these two harmonies. Can everyone sing that with me?
[I start singing the oohs with basically no response from the students]
Eddie: I should be on bass.
Lily: Wow!
TF: Guys you’re going to be singing in this you know?
Luis: What?
TF: Yeah, Luis!
[I keep playing and stop playing the guitar to check on the two harmonies and it sounds
terrible]
TF: If you’re not singing, it’s kind of disrespectful to them because it’s their song. So, Luis suck
it up and sing. I know you can sing good.
Luis: Wow, I can’t sing.
TF: You can sing!
Lily: Yeah you can!
TF: We’ve heard you [I sing a line from his composition he recently performed for a school
concert]
Luis: ‘Cause that’s singing!
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TF: It is!
Luis: That’s not singing that’s chanting.
David: You can!
TF: Well what’s ooh ooh ooh?
Luis: That’s singing.
TF: It’s just three notes. (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Audio example 7.1 Learning Emu Song on the bus

Despite my concerns, the majority of boys were relatively pleased with how our
versions would be received at the workshop. Melisa and Tamara did however have
some reservations about our preparedness.
Arnold: The Emu and Kangaroo song, I thought they were pretty good. About 80%... I was
surprised with the Emu Song, because we only really practised that one time together, then we
went straight to camp, but it was already sounding pretty good. (Interview)
Eddie: I don’t think work placement was an issue [some students had been absent due a Work
Experience program], because we’d already learnt it and straight away when you play it, it
comes back to you. It might have been better to be there more often to have more of an idea
about how it should be played. (Interview)
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David: I was pretty confident with what we’d come up with. We’d worked hard on both. The
Emu Song out of both of them was maybe easier, because it wasn’t very instrumental based,
whereas the Kangaroo song we had to work out how the boys were going to play… but I was
pretty confident with how both the songs were going to come out. (Interview)
Melisa: I think we probably needed to practise a little bit more.
TF: Where we not organised for it.
Melisa: Organised? Not really, we just needed to go through it more. Like stay after school.
Mostly Tamara, Lily, maybe Luis, stayed behind rather than the whole class. (Interview)
TF: Were we prepared to perform it at the workshop?
Tamara: No… I don’t know there were some things that we still hadn’t figured out at the
workshop and a lot of us were rusty because of work experience. I think that played a factor.
(Interview)

Meeting Peter
After arriving at Waradah Aboriginal Centre the class reluctantly transferred all the
equipment from the bus to our workshop space. As Mr Bart and I started setting up,
Peter insisted that the class watch and join in with one of their cultural shows. This
gave the students another chance to perform the dances and be reminded of their
meaning. Throughout the show, Peter encouraged the students to sing with him and
told the other instructors that the class already knew the moves. To finish the show, he
asked the boys to stay on the stage to perform a new thank you dance from his
mother’s country in Queensland.

Video example 7.1 Dancing at the cultural show
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While the class had seen footage of Peter talking and singing his songs numerous
times in preparation for the workshop, this was Peter’s first introduction to the 201314 SMC. To begin the workshop, I invited Peter to speak a little about the songs and
his connection to them. As he told his story and translated the songs, he continually
emphasised the importance of song in reclaiming a language repressed since
colonisation.
Peter: I’m just going to point behind the big fella here.
[Peter points at a large map of Australia to North-West NSW]
This is my language here so that’s where the songs come from. The reason why I started writing
the songs up is because since settlement our language was withheld from us. So, 25 years ago
my Uncle said I could start writing songs.
The Kangaroo one came out of the four families. Kirrpatya is my family the grey kangaroo.
Kunnhaa is the little wallaby. Marrawuy and Bunda are the Red Kangaroos. Bunda is the old
man roo. Kirrpatya, gu buthani bugga ni ni – that came out of our language book.
So, a lot of the stuff was just put together to start our language off again for kids. So, when I
first started learning the language, we always start learning the swearing words. So, I thought
well I don’t want my kids growing up swearing at my language all the time. So, Uncle Paul gave
me directions for starting our songs and dances. That’s what the Kangaroo song is about it’s
about the family… and Kirrpatya gu bathani bugga ni ni means they ascended their natural
predator the dingo. So, it’s a moral story about everyone looking after each other. So, we’ve
always got a story to go with it.
Now the Emu one is pretty much the same, but that one only started up three months ago. I’ve
always been doing other people’s Emu songs and dances… Bidjaa is the old man, the daddy of
the Emu family. Ngurruy is just the overview word for Emus, Woongu is the baby – the little
chicks… And the “Ngarkirri yugi” means lookout here comes the dingo. Just the “Ngarkirri
Yugi” means the emu is just looking for its predator the dingo. That’s where those songs come
about.
When I started learning my words, my son here and my youngest ones (18 month old twins) they
all are now learning what I didn’t at my age. So that’s why I started putting the songs and
dances together, because I started learning my son’s mother’s songs, all the Queensland stuff
and then someone put a challenge to me that NSW ain’t got dances and songs… [The kids start
laughing buying into the competition between QLD and NSW] And I’m up for a good challenge
and that’s where it all came about. It’s about getting back to our language, our storylines, OK?
(Video Observation, 6.12.13)

In response to Peter’s story I asked some of the students to explain our process of
learning his language and songs. Importantly, Peter validated our method of learning
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by ear, suggesting that this was how he learnt the language. Subtly in the background,
Melisa blamed me for any possible transcription errors.
TF: I thought I’d get one of the guys to explain what we’ve done since we came here to visit. So,
who wants to volunteer? [David points to Eddie, Peter laughs at no one wanting to do it] David
pointed first, so you can talk first. How did we start learning the Kangaroo song?
David: We just listened to what you guys did and tried to interpret what youse said.
TF: How did we learn to sing the language?
Lily: We listened to it over and over again.
Peter: That’s what I did.
Melisa: It’s all Fienberg’s fault.
Peter: It’s just over and over. I hope I said it for youse plain enough because a lot of us guys
when we’re given the language, we tend to forget where we started from. So, let’s see what you
got, come on! (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Kangaroo Song
With Peter urging us to perform, I quickly checked if we were pronouncing the words
properly. While we got an approval from Peter, the absence of our guitarists on work
placement during that week was clearly felt, leading to the lack of a full run through.
Luis was particularly uncertain of his role in the song. Despite this, quiet signs of
acceptance from the group were conveyed when Peter’s son began to film us as we
played.
Luis: Sir, tell me if I’m playing it wrong.
TF: So, it starts off with Luis playing an intro. Let’s just see if we can play it…Where’s Ben? We
need your solo.
Ben: I’m getting my guitar.
Lily: Are we playing all together.
David: Which one?
TF: Kangaroo. I guess the main thing is are we saying right? [We start singing “Kipija Kangna
Bunda Maraway” over and over again].
Peter: That’s good!
Luis: [nervous about making a mistake, he hasn’t played it in over a week because of work
placement] Let me know when to change chords.
TF: Ready, let’s go!
[I count in 1,2,3,4 and Luis starts his intro. Peter’s son immediately starts filming us on his
phone. Luis arpeggiates the chord progression by himself before being joined by the drums and
bass playing softly. The glockenspiel then enters playing a harmonsation of the melody. At this
point the drums just play with the kick and cymbal rolls. A drum roll leads into the entry of the
vocals. Luis looks to me to cue the change in chord progression. As it enters the B section the
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guitarists don’t quite know what to do and there’s a big gap in the texture as they stop playing. I
indicate to Ben “solo” and he starts playing tentatively and at that point I decide to stop to give
a bit more guidance]
TF: We’ll just stop it there because a couple of the guys have been away from school for the
past few days, so we just need to run it over a couple of times.
Luis: I forgot the song [shaking his head at Eddie]. (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Video example 7.2 Kangaroo Song, first run at the workshop

Recognising that the boys were struggling to remember the chord progression and
structure, I picked up an acoustic guitar to play along with them. I then explained to
Peter that we would like him to sing first and that we would join in singing later. Not
overly keen on starting alone, Peter offered an alternative suggestion of
simultaneously singing the A and B section melodies. Reflecting on the tempo and
pitch differences between the two sections, I attempted to steer the rehearsal in a
different direction to try and consolidate our previously devised structure with the
band.

Upon Peter’s insistence we attempted to include his idea, unsuccessfully

however. In these initial moments of collaboration, our arrangement was exposed as
being too organised and inflexible to include some of Peter’s ideas.
TF: Then what happens there is we come in singing the melody. So, where we were singing it
before [in the A section], that would be when you would sing the melody and we would come in
a bit later and sing it with you at the end.
Peter: I’d change it in reverse.
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TF: What do you reckon?
Peter: Kirrpatya gu buthani bugga ni ni goes first and have the kids singing “Kirrpatya
kunnhaa bunda marrawuy” behind it.
TF: Maybe we can have a go at that a bit later, so we can get the structure going first. That
would be good at the end, especially to build up…
Peter: Yeah.
TF: So, when you’re singing “Kipija bu Bugani”.
Peter: [Correcting my pronunciation] kirrpatya gu buthani bugga ni ni, you play that part that
you did then, and it goes perfect with it.
TF: Let’s see how it goes. [Directing my instructions towards the singers I ask them] Let’s see if
we can sing “kipija kangna bunda maraway” above “kipija bu bugani”.
[I count in while the singers stare blankly back at me not understanding my instructions. We
enter at the B section. Interestingly, this is the first time that Peter starts singing with us. When
he sings along it becomes clear that the “bugga ni ni, bugga ni ni…” doesn’t quite fit in with
our Westernised version. Here Peter sings it much slower than it’s originally intended,
quantizing it to suit our consistent tempo. As we transition into the solo, Peter keeps singing the
B section over the top. He sings it twice through while clapping along to the beat.] (Video
Observation, 6.12.13)

Video example 7.3 Kangaroo Song, trying to incorporate Peter’s idea

Moving quickly beyond the idea, the band continued to work towards reaching the
end of the song. Once again Peter joined in singing, including shouting “Yugi!”
prematurely in our elongated A section. This drew laughter from everyone. When we
eventually completed the song after a few pauses, Peter acknowledged his approval
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before we launched into a full run through from the top. Despite my prompting to sing
with us, Peter instead chose to sit back and listen to it from beginning to the end.
TF: Let’s try and run it from the top so Peter can have a sing with us. Then we’ll start
experimenting and changing it up.
Peter: It sounds damn good as it is!
TF: We’d like to get your input into it.
Peter: You’ll be here a long time if you want my input in it [starts laughing].
TF: Ready… Maybe just a tiny bit faster. 123 Luis…
[Luis starts off playing the wrong chord “my bad, sorry” which gets everyone laughing. When
he re-enters Sione claps his drumsticks to the beat to avoid slowing down. We play through it
and it is much tighter. The increase in tempo helps give it more drive. The bridge-like break
down has the largest improvement. The instruments stagger their return better and Eddie’s bass
line in particular helps the transition as he moves from semi-breves, to crotchets and finally to
quavers before Sione’s drum fill signals the return to the A section. As it ends Peter claps
indicating his approval.] (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Video example 7.4 Kangaroo Song, first complete run through

Content with how the instrumental parts were sounding, I turned my attention to the
vocalists and their harmonsation of the melody. As Mr Bart asked for clarification on
the pronunciation, Peter quickly interjected to correct the word that had caused
raucous debate in our transcription class – “Kunnhaa.”
Peter: Just before you go through that part…
[I get everyone to stop murmuring to listen to Peter’s instruction]
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Peter: You sort of lost it a little bit there. You were going “Kirrpatya Kanya”, it’s “Kirrpatya
Kunnhaa”
[The class repeats it back to Peter with the advised pronunciation, nodding their heads]
Peter: It’s easy to [make mistakes] … don’t worry I did it when I first started learning.
[We practise saying it a bit to check if there are any other issues]
Peter: The rest is fine “Kirrpatya Kunnhaa Bunda Marrawuy” (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

With the pronunciation sorted, I asked Peter to again join in with us. This prompted
him to make one further suggestion. I had purposefully avoided including any
Aboriginal instruments in our arrangements, as I wanted to leave those elements to
Peter and the other musicians who I initially thought would be performing alongside
us. Instead, Peter saw this as an opportunity to teach the students to play the original
clap stick rhythms. He saw this as an integral component of the song much to the
excitement of the students.
TF: So, Pete you want to have a sing with us? Have a sing with us! [Peter gets up]
Peter: The only things youse are missing is clapsticks.
TF: Yeah, we need a few of the other guys.
[Sione starts tapping his sticks together imitating clapsticks]
Peter: I’ll grab a couple of sticks.
Mr Bart: Yeah!
[Peter leaves the room to go get some clapsticks]
David: I shotty [want] the sticks.
Mele: No, I shotty [want them].
[Peter returns with clapsticks and hands over a few pairs to the girls]
TF: Now with the clapsticks is there any particular way they should hold them, how should they
do it?
Peter: Well it’s like that: Female and the Male [holds up the sticks] as long as it goes… [He
starts clapping the sticks in quavers while he sings the A section of the song (interestingly in a
lower key). Instead of singing Yugi he just hits the clap stick and stops before playing crotchets
in the B section before playing quickly [not quite semiquavers] in the “bugga ni ni bugga ni
ni”]
TF: Ok so you get that? So, let’s do that!
[Peter practises with the singers on the clapsticks, the others clap the clapstick rhythm. He
stops to show them the specific changes in the B section. The girls struggle playing the
clapsticks evenly in the bugga ni ni part. Sione watching on imitates the rhythm on his snare
and tries to incorporate it into his fill.]
TF: Let’s have a go.
Peter: You just come in on the choruses with the double beat and when it goes to the kirrpatya
gu buthani it’s a single. Then for bugga ni ni its all the time.
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TF: Come on guys, because we’ve got to do the other song. 1,2,3,4…
[Luis starts playing his intro and the girls immediately start playing the clapsticks. I put my
hand up gesturing for them to stop]
Peter: So, you don’t have to do it all the way through. Just when you’re doing “Kirrpatya
Kunnhaa” alright so don’t confuse yourselves.
TF: Ready?
[We start and Ben distracts Luis with his guitar. We all laugh. Luis quickly starts again. The
run through goes smoothly with the addition of the clapsticks. Peter claps the rhythms to help
lead the players. Once again, the “bugga ni ni” section doesn’t quite fit and Peter just claps to
the beat rather than trying to work out how to fit the rhythm in. I’m playing on the classical
guitar but making larger hand gestures to indicate stops and changes in sections. The clapsticks
keep going during the solo, but I instruct them to stop in the breakdown. The harmonies are
much clearer in this run-through. Peter listening carefully to the bass guitar cues the girls to
join in when the bass guitar starts playing quavers. This transitions nicely into the return of the
A section. Peter’s involvement with the singers makes a huge difference to the quality of the
performance and as it ends everyone is pleased. Lily starts clapping, Mr Bart acclaims “we got
it!”] (Video Observation, 2.12.13)

Video example 7.5 Kangaroo Song, with clap sticks

Emu Song and a New Perspective
As soon as I signalled that we would move on to the Emu Song, Peter called out to his
son to grab some emu callers. In our initial meeting, Peter had specified that their
inclusion was a must for our co-composition. He re-emphasised this as he taught us
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how to pronounce the words. As his son distributed them to the girls, Lily was
particularly excited about being given the opportunity to play it.
TF: Let’s get this right, how do we do it again Pete?
Peter: [Speaking slowly] Bidjaa, Ngurruy Woongu
[Peter sings the first part of the song to the singers (in a lower key to what we’ve rehearsed)
and they sing it back to him]
Peter: Now you have something missing from this one and here it’s coming now.
[Peter’s son enters with the emu callers]
Lily: Can I play that?
Peter: Give it to the girls.
[Eddie also asks if he can play it but he is quickly rebuked by Peter’s son who tells him he’s not
a girl.]
Peter: Now ladies do you know what it’s used for?
Lily: For hunting.
Peter: That’s the emu’s sound. So, you’ve got to get a rhythm together. [Nodding his head in
approval of their sound] Good! (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Lily: I remember feeling good when I got handed the Emu Calling thing… It was fun and the
fact I couldn’t play it properly because my hands were too small and then they switched it out
for a smaller one. I could play it then. I could actually do it! I kind of brightened up when he
said give it to one of the girls and I shouted out, “I’ll do it”, and I felt, “Yay!” It made me feel
happy because I had a part. (Interview)
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Figure 8 Lily playing the emu caller

Interestingly, while demonstrating the phrase to the class, Peter had sung the melody
in a significantly lower key. Having planned for him to start the song, I was unsure if
he would sing to the key that we had taken from working with the field recording.
After briefly speaking through our structure and the addition of an English verse,
Peter seemed pleased for us to arrange it any way we liked. Wanting to watch from
the side, I asked Peter to start the song for us and with some subtle prompting from
Sione and me, he immediately matched the key outlined by the bass and keyboard.
Peter: You’ve got free reign to do what you like…
TF: We’ll see how it sounds.
Peter: I’ll have a gander from over here [Peter goes to sit down next to Sione to have a watch
and listen for the first time]
TF: So maybe if you could sing through it for us and then we can see what happens after that.
[Peter gets back up to sing with the class] (Video Observation, 6.12.13)
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Video example 7.6 Emu Song, first time with Peter

While I was grateful that Peter had sung in the key around which we had based our
arrangement, it was clear that the A section had no specific number of repetitions.
Rather than follow Peter’s lead or ask for advice, I quickly gave the direction of how
many times we would repeat the line. In hindsight, we probably should have followed
Peter’s lead here. It would have been relatively simple to adapt to his version. This
moment again highlighted the lack of flexibility within the structure of our reworked
pieces. Similarly, it was clear that I was gradually becoming the primary director of
the workshop, a role I had originally intended not to take up.
TF: With the second half, could you do it? Would it be five times of the first part? So it goes..
[I start playing and singing the song which cues everyone to join in. After repeating the phrase
five times I call out “Nagabe Unge”. Peter keeps going for one more repetition and just calls
out “Yugi”. I stop and then sing “ba-ah-ah” together with the descending chord progression]
TF: So, let’s do the ‘bidja nurie wungu’ five times then we’ll go into the Nagabe Unge, and then
into the ba-ah-ah.
Peter: You need to say “Ngarkirri Yugi”.
TF: Do you want to sing it for us? I’ll sing with you. (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

With Peter understanding how we wanted the song to begin, we shared our English
verse and polyphonic section for the first time. As we entered the polyphonic
component it was obvious who the vocal leaders were. While David, Melisa, Tamara
and Mr Bart were confidently experimenting with their melodies, the rest of the group
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sat back dropping in and out of the ensemble. Thankfully our treatment of his song
was greeted with praise from Peter.
TF: So what do you think?
Peter: It’s good. It’s very good! (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Video example 7.7 Emu Song, English verse to the end

A key turning point of the workshop occurred when Brendon entered the room
midway through this performance. We had been expecting him to be there from the
start and he wasted no time with introductions, moving quickly into providing
direction. Unlike Peter, Brendon had far more experience working in these types of
settings, including playing a significant role in the commercially successful release
“Down River” by the Wilcannia Mob. As we asked where we should include the Emu
Callers, the different approaches of the facilitators quickly emerged. While Peter was
quite open to them being used at any time, Brendon suggested a specific point within
our newly devised section, using Western musicological terms to help us understand
how to implement it.
TF: So, what should the girls be doing with their…
Peter: The Butbil.
TF: Does it happen at the start?
Peter: You could use it at the beginning. I usually use them on stage when we’re going ‘ba-ahah, ba-ah-ah, ba-ah-ah’
TF: What does it do in the other times?
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Peter: You could use it all the way through, anywhere you like.
TF: So maybe let’s try girls to just do it at the beat in the beginning.
Brendon: Just listening to what youse had there, you had a small segment where it was almost
solo with the language and where you actually picked up, that tempo. I would actually use it in
there.
Mr Bart: Oh yeah, where it starts to build.
Peter: Everyone, this is Brendon.
[Class says hi]
Brendon: I already met them last time…When it builds up because you’ve actually got a silence
there. You’ve actually got a good cone of silence there and I would use it with a lot of different
syncopations like “dop dop” off beat. Don’t go with the beat like… [Brendon stands up and
demonstrates the rhythm gesturing with his hand and making the sound with his voice, he starts
giving advice to the girls] Cup your hands a bit more so it pops off. [As he walks over, he
demonstrates another time, this time showing it in relation to the beat that he taps on his leg].
Just a little before that beat. (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

With Brendon providing instructions on the musical aspects of the arrangement, Peter
turned to correcting my pronunciation of “Ngarkirri Yugi.” After giving a few subtle
corrections earlier in the session, he decided to stop the rehearsal and teach it properly
to me. Despite his best efforts, I couldn’t deviate from my entrenched
mispronunciation – “Nagabe Unge.” With every mistake the class grew more
animated basking in my failure.
TF: [Talking to Peter] Can I get you singing it on that microphone. Five times singing “Bidja
Nurie Wungu” then do you want to do the call “Nagabe Unge”
Peter: Ngarkirri Yugi.
TF: Yeah because I can’t say it [I laugh apologetically].
Peter: [Sounding it out] Ngar-kirri.
TF: So, what is it?
Peter: Ngarkirri.
TF: Nagabe.
David: It’s Ngarkirri!
Peter: Ngarkirri Yugi.
TF: So Ngarkirri Yugi, so can you please do it because I’m terrible at it.
[The class starts having a go at me for my bad pronunciation shouting out Ngarkirri]
TF: Stop teasing me! This is why we are here with Peter because it’s his language and he knows
how to do it.
Peter: So, you say Ngar then you say kirri which means you’re looking, kirri looking for the
dingo. So Ngarkirri Yugi
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David: Ngarkirri Yugi, [looks towards Peter for clarification] is that right? [Peter nods his
head which leads David to rub my mistake into my face further] (Video Observation, 6.12.13)
Lily: It was so good because he was bagging you out. It felt so good! Is there anything better?
So awesome! They were talking to you like you’d talk to us. (Interview)

Recognising my ineptitude, Peter finally turned away from oral teaching to writing
out the words phonetically. As he wrote a few words in Melisa’s book, he began to
notice even more mistakes from our transcription. The students and Mr Bart quickly
directed the blame towards me as Peter teased me about my whitefella pronunciation.
Peter looks over at Melisa’s words including our transcription of the Emu Song. He gets Mr
Bart’s attention, highlighting how I wrote “Binja”.
Mr Bart: Yeah, I think that’s how they originally had it.
Melisa: No that’s Fienberg’s writing.
Mr Bart: Fienberg, he’s useless!
Peter: B-I-D-J-A.
TF: I want to remind everyone that we transcribed it as a class
[This provokes a strong rebuke from the class as they blame me for the mis-transcription. Peter
solves the problem by writing the correct words in Melisa’s book]
Peter: There it is – you’re singing it right. You just spelt it wrong, the whitefella way [starts
laughing]…
Mr Bart: Blame Fienberg.
Mele: How do you feel sir?
TF: I’m feeling very, very white now. (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Following this public shaming episode, Brendon returned to give suggestions about
the use of the Emu Caller. Handing out smaller ones to the girls, Peter spoke about
their function during hunting activities. Brendon then started to work with the band to
demonstrate how the parts could work together. While the girls struggled to comply
with his advice, Sione easily picked up the syncopated patterns on the bass to great
approval from Brendon.
[Brendon returns with the new smaller emu callers]
Peter: It reminds you of a small didj but it’s not. Where are those small little hands. [He passes
it to Lily] Give the big one to David.
TF: Have a go…
[Lily plays it and gets a good sound out of it and we clap sarcastically]
Peter: See we use those for hunting, so they’re proper hunting techniques.
[Brendon comes across to give more specific directions about how to use the emu caller]
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Brendon: When you hear your beat, just have that first one as normal… [he tries to demonstrate
but soon asks Arnold for help]. Could you do a four by four [Arnold starts playing crotchets on
the kick drum, and Brendon plays a syncopated pattern] … Even with the snare [Arnold shakes
his head], are you using your snare at all?
Arnold: Nah.
[Arnold goes back to playing the beat and Sione starts imitating the same rhythm that Brendon
was talking about by hitting his bass]
Brendon: Yeah, close to the bass. You’ve got it. Listen to the bass
Peter: Sounds good!
[David claps the same rhythm and eventually the girls join in playing it on their emu callers]
Brendon: [directing praise at Sione] Good work! Well Done! (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Video example 7.8 Emu Song, learning Brendon’s emu caller rhythm

Before running through the song, Peter clarified how many times we were repeating
the first line. As he continued to test my pronunciation of “Ngarkirri”, Brendon
checked to see if we were singing the songs through our nose.
TF: Ready, let’s have a go. Peter, Brendon can I get you to sing with us on that microphone
over there and Melisa will come after that.
Peter: So, it’s five… then Ngarkirri Yugi.
TF: Nargiri…
Peter: No Ngarkirri.
David: Ngarkirri!
Peter: I want to hear it!
TF: Ngarkirri.
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Peter: There you go.
David: You’re still saying it wrong!
Brendon: [speaking to Peter] Are they singing through their nose like the traditional?
Peter: Nah.
TF: What’s the traditional?
Brendon: Use your nose.
Peter: He’s Queensland so they’re a bit different.
TF: How do we do that? Maybe we should try that…
David: Just play on your piano.
TF: Make it more nasal sounding.
[One of the girls sings it more in the ‘traditional’ style]
Brendon: That’s it! (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

After hearing one of the girls singing with the correct tone, we unsuccessfully
attempted to sing through the song. We continued to struggle with the transition to the
B section. Eventually, Brendon conducted us through it, associating our problems
with being too bound to Western phrasing patterns. As we finally reached the slower
section, Brendon listened closely and communicated different rhythmic ideas to Sione
on the bass before encouraging the girls to be more adventurous with their Emu
Callers in the final A section.
TF: Let’s try that again because it felt like we did it a thousand times. I wasn’t counting…
[This time I don’t play the piano and start counting along to the melody, but I forget to raise my
finger for one of them and lose track (I cover my face in shame). Meanwhile, Brendon has been
counting correctly and tells Peter when the five is done.]
Arnold: This guy [TF] keeps stuffing up!
Brendon: Youse are trying to do it in a four beat or an eight beat.
TF: I just can’t count…
Peter: Woongu is the last word so there are five woongus.
[Finally, I get the correct number of repetitions and I dramatically cue Peter to transition into
the B section. Still excited that we made it, I make a slow transition into playing the piano. The
oohs are well executed and as we sing through our slowed down middle section Peter and
Brendon listen in attentively. Brendon’s attention is particularly drawn to Sione’s bass playing
which captures his idea of syncopating the rhythm quite well. He nods his head in approval and
starts gesturing some rhythmic ideas that Sione tries to include into his playing. As we get back
into the A section, Brendon shifts his focus towards the people playing the emu callers
encouraging them to be even more syncopated. With Peter still sitting down I feel embarrassed
to have to sing the call which I mispronounce badly again…]
Brendon: That’s good bass. He’s got a good feel!
[David grunts in frustration because Sione has so much talent]
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Arnold: He’s Niuean that’s why! [joking around]
Sione: I’m Tongan! (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Video example 7.9 Emu Song with Brendon’s direction

Through Brendon and Peter’s leadership we had made several key adjustments to our
version of the song. Most importantly, Peter had ensured that the text was delivered
accurately, and the Emu Caller had been included appropriately under Brendon’s
direction. Similarly, both Sione and Arnold had picked up rhythmic cues from
Brendon and the vocal layers were being delivered with greater intensity and
appropriate technique. Content with the how everyone’s parts were sounding, we
collectively decided it was time to record. As we recorded the take it was pleasing to
see both Peter and Brendon actively involving themselves in the performance. It was
particularly fitting to see Peter join us in the polyphonic section singing the lead call
and adding in a “Ngarkirri” to announce the return of the original tune. Feeling
validated by Peter and Brendon’s energy and enthusiasm, everyone celebrated the
successful take.
TF: Peter do you want to come in with us together when we get to the end with the Bidja nurie
wungu, because Narkiri Unge… was that right?
Peter: Ngar-kirri, double ‘r’.
[I get it slightly wrong again which again opens me up to more abuse from the class.]
Peter: Just needs some counselling and he’ll be right…
TF: Brendon, jump in with the guys on the emu caller. Maybe if you stand next to them.
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Brendon: Yeah I’ll go over there.
[We start the take and Peter leads the class in singing the A section. Once again, we sing the
correct amount of repetitions. Brendon walks around the room carefully monitoring each of the
parts. He looks approvingly at Arnold as he experiments with drawing out different timbres on
the cymbals. Melisa sings her verse perfectly. Following my first call of “bidja nurie wungu”,
Peter joins me leading the polyphonic section. Brendon has now moved around to be closer to
the other people on the emu callers. When the pace starts to quicken and the bass gets busier, he
starts playing his emu caller and tries to shift the focus away from the strict 4/4 feel.
Interestingly, just as we’re about to move back into the A section Peter adds in a Ngarkirri
helping round off the section perfectly. During the A section Brendon helps lead the emu callers
with a stricter rhythm that is locked in to the rhythm of the bass and drums. As it ends the class
claps and woo-hoos acknowledging it was a good take. There’s a great mood in the room after
performing alongside both Peter and Brendon, everyone feels validated by their involvement.
Peter and Brendon shake each other’s hands indicating their approval of the version.]
TF: What do you reckon guys?
Lily: That’s cool!
Melisa: Can we keep that! I sounded good. (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Video example 7.10 Emu Song recording
Missed Opportunities and Performing the Kangaroo Song for Brendon
With the room buzzing from a successful conclusion to the Emu Song, we switched
ensembles and set up to play the Kangaroo Song to Brendon. Before we started, Peter
reminded everyone about the correct pronunciation of Kunnhaa. Eager to get back to
the comfort of playing guitars, the boys were able to execute their parts with greater
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precision than previously. Likewise, the vocalists managed to sustain the energy
required to repeat their ostinato. As in previous run-throughs the B section of the
melody was not as successful, with Peter not singing the first time around and then
struggling to match the “bugga ni ni” section with Sione’s drum fill.
TF: Did you hear the first song? [Brendon shakes his head] Let’s do the Kangaroo song.
Brendon: Kirrpatya.
[Everyone gets set up for the Kangaroo song]
TF: Pete, you want to sing with us?
Peter: Now remember guys its Kunnhaa not Kanya.
[With everything set up to record, Luis starts off playing his intro. After the slowed down Emu
song it’s good to be performing something with a bit more energy. All the boys are fresh and
eager to play after having had to sing in the other song. Chis plays his intro confidently and
Eddie, Ben, Sione and Lily all enter at the right times. I’m playing along away from the
microphones on a classical guitar to help guide the band through the chord changes. When it
gets into the B section I stand up and try and drum up energy in the singers. Interestingly, most
of them stop singing here, not feeling confident with how the phrase works and where to pitch it.
Ben moves into his solo and improvises around the pentatonic scale. During the softer build up
Peter starts joining in with the singers helping lead them through that section. As it goes back
into the A section, Mele joins in playing quavers on the clapsticks. Once again most of the
singers drop out during the B section leaving Peter and I to sing. As it ends David claps happy
with the take and everyone looks towards Brendon to see what he thinks.]
Brendon: Good! (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Video example 7.11 Kangaroo Song recording
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Despite gaining Brendon’s approval, as we were getting ready to pack up, he
interjected with some constructive criticism. While he enjoyed the up-beat energy of
the song, he felt like we were missing a few key ‘traditional’ elements. He suggested
that we should have delegated some of the singers to chant in the background of the
song. Defending the exclusion, I explained how I had expected to be performing with
more people from the Centre who would have assumed their normal roles.
Brendon: You know in the Kirrpatya one. It was good that you had good up-tempo about it. One
thing about traditional songs, because you set everything by four by four… you could set a
second beat. Someone who’s got a good ability to do the nasal could do a “kirrpatya,
kirrpatya” [Brendon sings kirrpatya kirrpatya as an ostinato off the beat] like that and you
could actually hear it in between the rhythm. The thing about your songs is they’re good, but we
have strong points about chanting and saying things. While you got someone singing you could
have people like, you know how you had in the other song “ba-ah-ah” see they’re good for like
background of everyone joining in… You’ve got a group of people here who don’t need to be
doing the same thing. [Brendon gets me to chant kirrpatya kirrpatya over and over and then
starts singing “kirrpatya kunnhaa bunda marrawuy” over the top]. It’s got to be someone with
good timing… as the second beat goes through. There are things like that “ah-ah-ah”. Every
song we do we always chant because you don’t want to lose [what’s traditional]. What’s really
good with [your] contemporary style is that we’re just adding one traditional part; you should
mix the whole component in now.
TF: I think what our original plan was to sort of be performing not just with one of you guys,
but as you do your normal performance of it. So, having you guys bring in that traditional
element with it. (Video Observation 6.12.13)

Responding to my thoughts, Brendon argued that there was no reason why we
couldn’t assume those traditional roles. This open philosophy had already been shared
during the Emu Song, where we navigated the appropriation issues under his
direction. As the class tired from the long workshop and journey westward, all I could
do was think about how things might have been different if Brendon had been present
for the entire workshop. I am sure he would have gradually taught these parts and
been an active participant in our recording. Not wanting to disappoint the students,
Brendon concluded by praising the version and celebrating the work of some of the
musicians.
Brendon: Doesn’t stop anyone from coming in with the chant. Like you said you’ve got all your
singers singing at that octave [harmony] but you just get one or two in the background of the
mic going kirrpatya, kirrpatya like that it would sound good with it.
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[As we’re talking Arnold is chanting it in the background. He would have been an excellent
person to do it in our version, with his timing as a drummer and also not liking singing that
much]. But it was good really up tempo. Who was on the electric?
TF: Luis was on the rhythm and in the beginning, Ben was in the solo [Eddie is slightly
disappointed that he isn’t mentioned as the bass player]. (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Where Next?
With work on the co-compositions finalised, I asked Brendon and Peter where we
would we head next with them. My original plan of performing for their shows on
Sunday was quickly discounted due to practical concerns about fitting our instruments
in their small theatre and more significantly, changing the tone of the show for
tourists expecting “traditional” music and dance. As an alternative, Peter indicated
that they would be happy to come out to perform with us during NAIDOC or
Reconciliation Week.
TF: I guess the question is, what would you like us to do with it from here? Do you want us
performing with you guys at some point?
Brendon: Too small in there [on their stage].
Peter: To have all this on the stage, you wouldn’t have much room to dance. To do it here for
the show, it would take away [from] what we’ve been trying to set up, especially what the
tourists want. If you get a gig out of it there’s nothing that says we can’t come to youse.
TF: Obviously I think our NAIDOC would be good opportunity to perform it…
Brendon: The other good time to perform it would be the 26th of May for Reconciliation [Week].
TF: Maybe we could do a day with you guys up here. We were talking about something at the
Cultural Centre [in Katoomba] around NAIDOC and you could come to our ceremony.
Peter: Yeah it would be good!
TF: I don’t know how many times you guys do stuff outside?
Peter: We’re starting to do outside shows, groups will do schools. If you give us time, like a
month’s notice we can do it then there’s no problem. (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

Somewhat disappointed about not performing on the Sunday, I reminded Peter of our
invitation for a barbeque the following evening at our camp accommodation. Here I
also mentioned that we would be performing some of the songs we had learnt
previously by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists. Despite discussing a
timeframe and inviting Peter’s family, we left without any firm commitment and I
was unsure if anything would come of it.
TF: The other thing is that, as I was telling you on the phone, we’ve got a BBQ tomorrow that
you’re more than welcome to come down to.
Peter: Tomorrow, tomorrow? At what o’clock?
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TF: At the Convention Centre.
Peter: [to Brendon] Across from the Scenic World.
TF: So, if you guys want to come down have some snags [sausages], we’ve also learnt…. What
are the other songs we’ve done this term?
[The class doesn’t respond]
Melisa: What other songs?
Mr Bart: The one’s you’ve been working on this term.
TF: We’ve done a [Dr G. Yunupingu] song, done a song by The Last Kinection, Thelma Plum…
Melisa: The Medics.
Lily: “Five Rocks”.
TF: Everyone’s welcome from the Centre to come tomorrow, to come over to the BBQ, have a
bit of a jam.
Peter: [Speaking to a few of the other dancers] You free tomorrow arvo? The guys are putting a
barbie [barbeque] for us all to go over. Over near Scenic World…
TF: So, what do you reckon?
Peter: I’ve got five little ones, they’ll run amok.
TF: What time do you reckon you’ll be out of here?
Brendon: We’ll be out by 4:30
Peter: We live local so… (Video Observation, 6.12.13)

After promoting our concert and barbeque, I was taken aback by Peter giving us the
Emu Caller to keep. This gesture was quite significant, and we thanked Peter and
Brendon for their support throughout the workshop. Peter then congratulated us for
our work on the songs, leaving the class to reluctantly pack up the equipment to carry
to our campsite.
TF: Thanks for having us here today. We’re looking forward to having you over tomorrow. I
hear that Eddie’s a very good chef… [everyone starts cheering him] We look forward to his
barbequing and then his cleaning up afterwards.
Eddie: Baaaa!
[Mele goes to give back the Emu Caller to Peter, but he refuses and says “you can keep it”
which means a lot to Mele and the rest of the class. I thank Peter for the gift].
TF: Let’s have a big round of applause thanking Peter and Brendon [Everyone cheers]. Thank
you for sharing the songs and we’ll have a good feed tomorrow.
Peter: Good work for the day! You’ve done well guys. (Video Observation, 6.12.13)
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Reflections on the Workshop
Leading into the workshop, I think all participants were unsure of what to expect.
Despite having the camp itinerary clearly outlined on several occasions, Tamara in
particular had a very different conception of how the weekend would pan out.
Tamara: What I initially expected was that we would come to the campsite and the
Indigenous group would always work with us there. I didn’t realise that the Centre and
the camp were separate places. I thought we would do workshops every day and not
just a 3hr workshop on the first day… I wasn’t disappointed when things turned out
differently to the vision I had in my mind. However, I really expected all of the
Indigenous group to participate, but it was only two of them. (Journal Entry)
Tamara: I don’t know I imagined it like we would live with those people and they were in the
camp. I thought we’d be with them the whole time. I didn’t think we’d just go there and come
back. (Interview)

Similarly, other students thought that the workshop would be more interactive with
Peter, Brendon and potentially others teaching songs and performing for us. Instead
the workshop functioned as a space for us to share our ideas and receive feedback
from the songs’ composer.
Melisa: My expectation was that we would do the songs once or twice… and then I thought we
were going to do something else, like learn some new songs or something and then they’d teach
us more stuff.
Arnold: I really expected the workshop to be like we get there, and they will play songs
and we try to learn off them… The workshop was different because I expected us to play
with the Aboriginal people, not play for them. (Journal entry)
Eddie: I expected more Aboriginals to be there, but there were only a few (Journal
entry)
Sione: I expected the workshop to be more fun and enjoyable, but it just felt like we
were back at school, just practising. (Journal Entry)

Despite knowing that only Peter and Brendon would be available during the
workshop, I expected them to encourage the other musicians to perform with us to
make a larger collaborative recording. Similarly, I had anticipated that the pieces
would evolve more in the session, but ultimately, they were generally pleased with
how we had treated Peter’s songs. This feeling was also shared by David:
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David: What I expected to happen in the workshop with Peter and later on Brendon,
was that they were going to want [to] change a lot of what we came up with as a class,
but they were open to our interpretation of their songs. (Journal entry)

Speaking later that evening with the other teacher involved in the workshop, we
discussed how it appeared that Peter in particular was surprised with what we had
done and the overall scope of the project
Mr Bart: I think for them, despite all the conversations you’ve had, hearing those two songs
kind of made them think… Well they probably didn’t fully understand your project until they
heard it, in terms of the scope of what you were trying to do with the songs.
TF: I think they thought we would be doing a couple of small little things as opposed to the
extent of what we did. (Interview)

These thoughts were echoed in Peter’s reflections. In contrast, Brendon was not
overly surprised with the workshop itself. As opposed to thinking of it as a purely
musical exercise, he was more eager to see the level of respect and appreciation we
showed as we were invited into the world of Ngiyampaa song and dance.
Peter: I had no great expectations but what the kids achieved with the songs is pretty good.
(Interview)
Brendon: Leading up to the workshop… It’s exactly as I would expect… the young people who
you had gathered that their interest was in being involved and willing to listen, you know to
participate. Also, to make sure they acknowledge what it means to us culture-wise and how we
were sharing this. That’s what I would have liked to expect leading up to it. What I would
expect for them after we go through it is to appreciate the values, especially with what Peter has
presented to youse and worked with youse in particular. I hope that they appreciate the value
and also that what Peter has is authentic… because this isn’t something that you can do every
day. This is a song that goes back thousands of years to what his people has given him and what
he has learnt through time to where he is now. To share it to a broader society … it’s like an
honour, if you want to put it that way… And it’s also for us because it’s an honour for us as well
that you got young people interested in doing this as well as the facilitators… because we find
that today’s society is very hard to figure out where people’s values are – especially young
people. So, I think all in all the expectation and what I see from the expectations was that it was
very successful. (Interview)

For many of the students, it was difficult to gauge the reaction of Peter and Brendon
to the experience. Used to being given strict directions and critique from teachers,
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some were surprised by Peter’s general acceptance and ambivalence during the
process. Peter himself even commented on his relaxed approach in the workshop.
Peter: Well, the input I had I enjoyed, I’m not a great worker on a lot of things, so minimal input
for Peter is good. Direct input was good because the kids learnt pronunciation properly. Yeah,
I’m happy. (Interview)
Lily: I think he was just wanting to sit back and see what we did with it… More just like
observing. I remember when he started singing with us, he kind of like backed away from it
when something different was happening. Because he was sticking to what he knew of the songs
rather than actually asking us “do I continue this?” or “does it change here?” (Interview)
Luis: Personally, I think the guy [Peter] who actually made the songs. I honestly didn’t think he
knew what he was talking about at times… He was just sitting there, and we were asking him
questions and he was just staring at us and nodding his head… (Interview)
Eddie: We had to ask them questions about it and then they talked. They were just sitting there
and just watching us… The one who wrote the songs… I was expecting him to be more into it.

Other students found Peter’s approach to be more off putting. Having worked on the
pieces for several weeks, they were expecting far more than what he felt comfortable
to contribute. David was particularly piqued by what he perceived as Peter’s
disinterest.
Sione: When we played the Kangaroo Song to Peter, I felt like he wasn’t really interested
and was bored. (Journal entry)
Melisa: I felt that they were bored… Peter especially seemed as if he didn’t really care,
but yeah. (Journal entry)

David: At first [Peter] seemed like he was there to help, and he was eager to jump in, but as time went on,
he just looked like he had lost interest fairly quickly. He’d lost interest in what we were doing and then he
was just there to do what we told him to do more or less. He was just on the clock working and it was
fading because it was the end of the day – well it was after probably a long day, but I thought he would
have shown a bit more interest… It was kind of like, what the hell? We came down here and we worked on
these songs for weeks and we came down here to perform them with you and to get you to put your ideas
into our songs and for you to look interested. Why are we here? What was the point of us being here? …
He was just honoring a payment. He just showed up because he had to... Yes, he sang in the songs, but he
probably didn’t want to. (Interview)
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In contrast, the class responded far more positively to Brendon’s input. His ability to
understand our musical process and preparedness to provide firm directions appealed
to the students’ expectations.
David: When he came in, he actually looked interested and actually looked like a little bit
energized per se, and he was actually giving us some type of direction into where to go with the
song and what to do… For me he personally lightened up the mood a bit more and he personally
showed more interest than Peter did. (Interview)

Sione: Brendon, who came later was helpful because he was talking to us, giving us
ideas but was kinda offbeat. (Journal Entry)

Arnold: That Brendon guy looked like he was getting into it. He was interacting and when we
were doing it, he was doing the beat as well… He was looking at everyone. He’d look at Sione
saying “yeah Sione’s good.” He’d look at me saying “keep the same” and he was doing those
things with his hands. (Interview)

Lily: [Peter] knows his songs, but he doesn’t know what we’re doing with it. Like when
Brendon came in, he brought in like terms like syncopation and like he told us we were sticking
to the basic 4 x 4 beat and stuff like that. I was actually really surprised that he knew all that
stuff, I was like, “Wow!” (Interview)

Tamara: I think Brendon was wanting to be more in control of things. He gave you feedback,
and he suggested things – how to do certain parts, how to pay attention to different sounds going
on in the background… I think he was more of an example of what I was expecting from them
and I think you met your twin because he’s the controlling person like you!
TF: Was he more of a teacher, as opposed to Peter being more of a performer?
Tamara: [Peter] was like “Oh yeah, yeah, that’s good” [laughs]. I think Brendon had more
criticism, which is better for us because we get to learn more from that. (Interview)

The students had mixed feelings about the extent to which the pieces were appreciated
and enjoyed by Peter and Brendon. While some saw Peter’s laidback style as a sign of
dislike, others felt that our versions were relatively well received. Many, including Mr
Bart and myself, felt that our interpretation of the Emu song may have departed a
little too much from the original feel for their liking.
Sione: Peter didn’t want to be slack to us. That’s why he said it was good. (Journal entry)
Eddie: They probably didn’t like our version, because they weren’t saying anything…
(Interview)
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Tamara: I don’t think they embraced it very much… Maybe they didn’t understand. It was a
style that was unfamiliar to them. Maybe they expected something more traditional. Not a copy,
they knew we were going to change it but not something that innovative. (Interview)
David: They seemed all good. They said “yeah, it’s good”. Anyone can say that a song’s good,
but you never know. They seemed very good about the experience.
Melisa: I thought that they liked the Kangaroo Song quite much. I think they liked the
interpretation part [in the Emu Song]. I don’t think they liked how it slowed down. Just from
looking at them when we were performing, [there] was a lot [of] different expressions.
(Interview)
Luis: I know Peter really liked it, but Brendon had mixed thoughts on it. I guess it was the Emu
song that they didn’t really like the most for me. They didn’t like the polyrhythm bit, I don’t
really know why, but it was too soft for them I reckon. They’re used to that same tempo, the one
where they hit the sticks and go along to it, but in this one it was really slow … traditionally not
in their liking. The Kangaroo had that constant beat though! (Interview)
TF: Which one do you think they liked better?
Mr Bart: I reckon they liked the upbeat one better.
TF: When we went a bit arty and started doing all the layering, I think they were thinking a bit
like, “What is this?”
Mr Bart: Yeah, I felt that as well.
TF: It looked a bit like, “Hmmmm, oh yeah, OK”
Mr Bart: In the first one, the energy of it, they just responded to it better – especially in terms of
the breakdown of it… But for a contemporary listener the [Emu Song] has a lot more going on.
TF: I think that they liked the lyrics though.
Mr Bart: Yeah.
TF: I think having that English thing was important in terms of providing that kind of
understanding. (Interview)

Conclusion
The students left the workshop feeling a little underwhelmed. Within the few hours of
recording the pieces, there was not enough time for building relationships.
Interpreting the feeling of the class from the perspective of someone not at the
workshop, [fellow teacher] Ms Riley was not surprised that the students had not
immediately connected with Peter and Brendon.
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Ms Riley: They hadn’t felt that the guys were really connected. Maybe a standoffishness. But
maybe that’s part of their natural standoffishness to new relationships.
TF: It was very much like any initial meeting. Everyone was seeing what everyone was about.
The class had perceived expectations of what it was and when it wasn’t exactly what they
thought it was, they thought it must be bad.
Ms Riley: While it wasn’t a negative feeling, for some of them it was sort of, “I don’t know how
that went?” (Interview)

Reflecting deeper after analysing the footage of the workshop, from my perspective
the co-compositions were quite successful. For Peter and Brendon to involve
themselves in the recordings and pass on specific cultural knowledge meant that they
were proud of our treatment and interested in sharing more with us. Peter was
particularly pleased to be able to help clarify the pronunciation to ensure the treatment
was appropriate.
Peter: The way the kids had treated it with the words, the wording, the songs. It was pretty good.
I enjoyed teaching them and them learning my songs.
TF: What were the key things you were happy to get across to them, when we were in the
workshop?
Peter: Mainly the pronunciation [he laughs]. I suffered when I first started.
TF: I was the worst at it!
Peter: Well don’t let David know.
TF: He knows that, he tells me every day!
Peter: No, it was all pretty good. The only thing was the wording; everything else had been done
appropriately which was pretty good. (Interview)

Even within the musically different Emu Song, Peter appeared to have no issue with
our interpretation of the song. He continued to suggest that we were engaging on a far
deeper cultural level than we knew.
TF: What did you think in the Emu song when the kids created their own words and melody to
add to the song?
Peter: No, I enjoyed that. You don’t expect full cultural authenticity to stay with the song when
it’s with a band – jived up and jived down – whichever way they do it. I enjoyed it especially
the young lady singing the Emu side of it, she has a very good voice.
TF: What did you think of the words she was singing? Do you think they fitted in nicely with
what we were doing and trying to get out of the experience?
Peter: They did. It fitted in good with it. It all fitted in good with it. I mean… they don’t really
know how cultural they put the song themselves or how cultural they are.
TF: What do you mean by that?
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Peter: The way they sang the song with the “ah ah ah” part – when those melodies and stuff that
have been used in our tribal system for meditation for thousands of years. So, it just goes to
show whoever’s here in Australia is Aboriginal – and it’s come through with the kids. Everyone
is connected in one way or another. (Interview)

With far more experience than Peter in working with musicians, Brendon commented
positively not only about the arrangements but the musicians themselves.
Brendon: It was good you know, the levels of talent that you had there was very high. I was
very impressed with the bass player [Sione]. Very impressed with him. The arrangement of the
music was very good. Youse must have sat down and thought about how to put it together. So, it
was very, really great standards, high level. I’ve worked with different types of musicians
throughout the years and of course music’s always in my blood, so you know when you hear
high paid composers and songwriters and producers and all that… you really gave the great
maximum level that ended up with a good song arranged together. You’ve got good young
singers, both the males and females, they all had great [voices] and you used all their skills and
talents to the maximum, so it was good. (Interview)

Continuing our discussions from the workshop about what we could have done
differently, Brendon was realistic about the ability and maturity of high school
students to successfully navigate, understand and respond to non-Western structures.
Brendon: Well with Aboriginal culture… you’re working with two different music elements.
One music element is rhythm and beat which is Western society. Whereas ours, even though we
have clapsticks that create rhythms, the thing about our dancing is that the rhythm beat isn’t
always consistent. We go slower, we go fast, we stop, we pause, we have other sections in it
because that’s how the stories evolve throughout the dance. So, when you bring in the element
of Western society with rhythm and beats that are constant like 4 by 4, or 16 by 4 and all that,
then incorporate traditional style, it’s good in that they were able to think outside the box… but
at that same time you got young people that are only just [being] introduced to the culture and
all that. So, to have them [not] fully comprised into it wasn’t really a major thing but it’s
something that with over time that they’ll understand more with development. (Interview)

Most importantly, Brendon was able to appreciate the overall philosophy of my
approach – creating a space for two cultures to come together without one
appropriating the other.
Brendon: I’ve been brought up as much as I have with my tradition and it’s a way to keep our
identity strong because we’ve always had things stolen and taken away. Youse weren’t in that
frame of mind, that’s why I enjoyed it, because you were incorporating two cultures together. It
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wasn’t going to say, “I’m going to take this bit, and rip it out and put it into my contemporary
song”.

It remained to be seen what the next day would bring; I remained hopeful that
some of the students’ ambivalence would be resolved.
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Chapter Eight:
The Camp – Building Relationships
Despite the perceived success of the co-composition in the eyes of Peter and Brendon,
as the previous chapter revealed the 2013-14 SMC left the experience feeling
ambivalent concerning the reception of their work. This chapter moves beyond the
musical construction of the co-composition to more broadly address the strengthening
of relationships between the students and Peter and Brendon in the days following the
workshop. Here Peter and Brendon accept an invitation to attend a gathering at our
campsite and bring their families to participate in our collaboration. This leads to a
marked change in student attitudes, as they begin to understand the wider goals of the
project and the opportunity they have been given.
The Barbeque Invitation
Despite being pleased with the musical outcomes of the co-compositions, I too left the
workshop uncertain about the extent to which Peter and Brendon would be involved
in the rest of the camp. Having rejected our initial proposal of performing alongside
each other on the final day of the camp, it appeared that the only opportunity to
further the relationship was through a barbeque scheduled on the following day. With
the class feeling a little despondent after the workshop, it was not surprising that some
were skeptical about whether the barbeque invitation would actually be accepted.
Lily: They didn’t seem like they liked us… Maybe it was because the emotions I was feeling at
the workshop were kind of negative. So, I was like no they’re not going to show up. (Interview)
David: Yes and no. They would have done it just to be polite in a way. Come for a free feed… I
actually didn’t think they would come. What’s the point? (Interview)
Ms Riley: The next day when we were trying to organise dinner some of the kids had said to me
that they didn’t expect them to come. They were not particularly interested. I was driving Sione
and Arnold and they were not expecting them to come because they hadn’t felt that they were
particularly connected during the workshops… Maybe a standoffishness. But maybe that’s part
of their natural standoffishness to new relationships. (Interview)

When questioned by Tamara after the workshop, I similarly doubted the authenticity
of their initial positive response.
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Tamara: Do you think they’ll come?
TF: I think 30% they will come, 70% they won’t. You just can’t guarantee. (Video Observation,
6.12.13)

Concerned about their attendance, I asked one of the supervising teachers to return to
the Centre the next morning for final clarification. I strongly encouraged her to
positively frame the question around “how many” would come as opposed to “is
anyone coming?”
Ms Riley: It seemed like you were twisting some arms to come… I think when we were driving
there, because I sent some kids in there because they knew who to ask, I was also wondering if
anyone would come. I suppose I was at that point of “Will anyone be coming? Will anybody be
showing up? Will Tom be really disappointed if nobody comes and will the kids be really
disappointed if nobody comes”? And the kids I was with in the car that day were a bit 50/50
either way. Some of them didn’t think they were going to come, and some of them thought, “Of
course they will”. When they came back with the message that there would be about 15 of them
or something like that… I was a bit surprised, not having anything ready… There was a plan in
place, but we didn’t have anything ready for dinner at all… So I’m going to have to do a lot of
shopping as opposed to a little bit of shopping… I was pleasantly surprised that they were
coming. (Interview)

Rehearsing for the Barbeque “concert”
Bouyed and surprised by the number of people coming, I set about arranging and
motivating the students to get ready for the musical component of the barbeque. I
envisioned that we would stage a concert featuring all the songs we had learnt by
different Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists. For the some of the students,
this brought on a sense of anxiety as it had been weeks since we had played many of
the songs. Others were frustrated that instead of rehearsing, I had subjected them to an
onerous bushwalk in the morning.
[Eddie is standing outside alone with his guitar waiting for everyone to come out of their rooms
to practise. Eddie gets frustrated that no one else is ready.]
Eddie: Can we go through it? Sione!
TF: Can you get Melisa?
Eddie: Sione man, come on!
Sione: I’m waiting for Melisa! (Video observation, 7.12.13)
Melisa: Everyone was just like “Awwwww I don’t want to!” That was your fault actually, fourhour walk! What do you think this is! (Interview)
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Figure 9 Camp bushwalk

Indeed, the bushwalk had exhausted many of the students who were more interested
in having a shower and sleeping as opposed to rehearsing for the concert. Having
located and collected the girls to rehearse Thelma Plum’s song “Dollar”, I grew
frustrated by a growing apathy towards the task at hand.
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TF: It’s a bit flat…
Tamara: Yeah, but I’m tired.
TF: Well you’ve got to wake up.
Tamara: I’m doing it on purpose.
TF: Let’s go again, because if we’re not awake we sound bad. (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

Video example 8.1 Rehearsing “Dollar” before the BBQ
As the girls eventually became more alert the quality of the rehearsal improved
significantly. This was also helped by the arrival of one the supervising teachers who
brought much needed energy and positivity:
[I leave the room to leave the guys to practise by themselves. This is quite successful. Ms
Knowles enters the room and listens as they practise.]
Ms Knowles: That is sounding ten times better than the last time I heard that. I can’t even
remember when I heard it – ages ago... It sounds awesome… It’s so nice to be out of the city.
(Video Observation, 7.12.13)
Ms Knowles: They seemed like they were getting to work. They didn’t seem unmotivated,
maybe it was just a bit of a slow start… They had ownership of what they had to do and the
process. They seemed happy – they’d come in grab some food and keep going. I arrived about 4
or 5 in the afternoon and the atmosphere was like, there was a creative buzz and I didn’t sense
that exhaustion as much… there was a real positive vibe. It was really quite lovely arriving in
the middle of a rehearsal. (Interview)
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I was equally pleased with how The Medics’ song Griffin was sounding. Featuring
most of the boys and Melisa on lead vocals, the only problem involved curtailing the
endless off-song riff battles between Eddie and Ben in between takes.
[Considering we haven’t played for the song for almost two months, the band remembers it
quite well – with the bridge proving the only real stumbling block.]
TF: Play it just from the bridge so we can consolidate the chords.
[Ben and Eddie start messing around playing riffs from other songs]
TF: Come on, no time for that. Twenty people are coming to watch you! (Video Observation,
7.12.13)

In contrast to these successes, the song that proved the most challenging was Slip-on
Stereo’s Mercury. While the band was relatively tight, David on lead vocals
continuously struggled to find the correct pitch. After bluntly alerting him to the
problem, he explicitly expressed his displeasure to the band who quickly decided that
the song was not strong enough to be performed.
TF: I hate to say this David but it’s completely out of tune. You have to listen more closely to
the guitar chords. Can we try it again?
[David starts singing a little closer to the pitch. With Arnold drumming the band struggles to
maintain a consistent tempo.]
David: F**k! This song! F**k! F**k! Bro, I’m pissed off. I was doing that right before he came
down?
Luis: I don’t know bro.
Eddie: Can we just cut the song bro?
Luis: Let’s play it one more time.
Eddie: Are we going to play this song? What if we perform it and it’s**t?
Sione: It’s going to be s**t mate.
Eddie: Just one more time.
David: I think I’m doing it right and he comes up and says I’m doing it wrong. (Video
Observation, 7.12.13)

With Peter and Brendon’s arrival drawing closer it was clear that we would not have
enough time to practise all the songs. To help ease the stress, I told the students that
we would continue rehearsing when our guests arrived. While not my original
intention, this proved ideal as it made the musical components of the barbeque more
informal allowing time for everyone to relax and get to know each other.
Tamara: Honestly it didn’t really feel like a performance when we were doing it. It felt more
like a soundcheck… it was good in a way because we could just stuff up and roll with it.
(Interview)
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Eddie: We could make mistakes there and just practise…. We got used to playing there and
there was no one walking around watching us. (Interview)
Arnold: It felt like there was less pressure, I don’t know why it felt like there was pressure in the
other spot, but it just felt like you could just ease into it. It was just way easier at the camp site.
Maybe because we were all just laughing and stuff. (Interview)

With more people coming than originally expected, I was forced to improvise with
the performance space. Rather than squeeze everyone into the cramped common room
of our accommodation, I turned the speakers around to play through the large open
windows and moved the instruments outside placing the drums on the verandah and
the keyboard and amplifiers on the ground just outside the building.
Ms Knowles: When I got there, I parked, and I just sort of had to listen and you guys were in the
middle of rehearsals and I just heard the music and it was so lovely because it was just floating
out. It was a beautiful performance space you set up there… Getting there and seeing all this
stuff set up like the way it was organised musically – it was outside in the fresh air. (Interview)
Ms Riley: It made it a little bit more relaxed. It made the process of experiencing and
responding to it a bit more freer… I think if we had of done it in that small space, it would have
been crowded and enclosed and less comfortable for everyone. (Interview)

The opportunity to play outside was greatly appreciated by the students. We were
used to performing inside, and it felt distinctly different playing here in the bush
setting.
Lily: The setting was more warm. Outside was good… the drums weren’t as loud. It was like
chilling in the air in the Blue Mountains. It felt good, I felt like I wanted to sing out loud.
Playing outside I kind of wanted everyone to hear us. (Interview)
David: It was actually really good. We were outside and in the fresh air just chilling and playing
songs. (Interview)
Arnold: There was more space and more of a campy feel. It felt different so everyone can hear
it. (Interview)
Eddie: It was more relaxing outside in nature…. The drums would have been really loud inside.
We could play as loud as we want. (Interview)
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Tamara: Yeah! It was like the Big Day Out! I like the feel outside, it felt like a music festival,
but on a smaller scale. (Interview)

Sharing Songs and Meeting Families at the Barbeque
As Peter and Brendon arrived the students were surprised to see them accompanied by
so many young children. Despite telling the class that they were bringing their
families, many expected more adults to be there.
Melisa: I didn’t think there’d be that many. I thought maybe like 5 or 10. As soon as I heard 20,
I thought, “Woah”! When I saw that they were mostly children I thought, “OK”. (Interview)

Tamara: I thought more would come. When you told me “people” I didn’t think little people –
like children, I thought all the elders and like grown-ups. (Interview)

Luis: I knew they were going to come, but I didn’t expect that many to come. I thought it would
just be Peter and Brendon and a couple more… but they brought all of their families.
(Interview)

For David, Tamara and Lily, the significance of bringing their families was hugely
important. It made the group feel valued and enabled them to see Peter and Brendon
in a different way.
David: I was definitely surprised, “Are you bringing your whole tribe to a barbeque”? It caught
a lot of us off guard – this guy [Peter] doesn’t seem interested in what we were doing [then]
comes in and brings his whole family to a BBQ… It’s a cool feeling for them to have that kind
of relationship with us. For them to bring his family down and bring his kids down to come
hang with us. (Interview)
Tamara: I think the fact the men came to watch us meant a great deal because it shows
how much they appreciate what we’re doing and so much that they even wanted to
share that with their families and their families mean a great deal to them so they must
have felt that we were special. (Journal Entry)

Lily: I felt happy especially seeing the kids – they were so cute! That actually showed us that
they liked us. You don’t show [your] kids [to people] that you don’t like. If he didn’t like us,
like legit hate us, he wouldn’t have even brought his kids near us. (Interview)

These thoughts were echoed by one of the supervising teachers who also identified
the significance of extending the experience at the barbeque with their families.
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Ms Riley: They were sharing their personal lives by bringing their partners and their kids. I
thought it showed a value for the relationship, rather than, “This is just a thing we’re doing for
the school and so it’s on a professional level”. But by bringing their families it showed that it
was also personal and good for our kids because they’re better with little kids than they are with
adults. (Interview)

After a brief introduction from Peter and Brendon, the softly spoken Mele took the
lead by introducing each class member to their children. Somewhat intimidated by the
older group of strangers, the children quickly dispersed as the class set up to rehearse
the first song.
[Peter’s children come in and Mele immediately takes charge and introduces everyone.]
Peter: [Speaking to David] Hey big fella! Come on girls don’t be frightened.
Eddie: You scared them Mele.
Mele: I was introducing everyone; no one wanted to talk.
Sara: Look how cute they are!
[Peter’s family walks across followed by Brendon’s kids. Peter and Brendon introduce their
kids to everyone. While we get set up to play “Are We There Yet?”]
Lily: They’re so cute! (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

There was a degree of uncertainty about how our version of The Last Kinection’s
song, “Are We There Yet?” would be received. While the girls had quickly run
through the vocal components of the song, the rest of the band had missed the
opportunity to rehearse it. More importantly, several of the girls were unsure whether
Luis would perform his rap verse. As discussed in an earlier chapter, Luis was not
particularly fond of the song and had only reluctantly performed it at a school
assembly sitting hidden behind the rest of the ensemble.
Lily: Will Luis do it?
TF: Yeah, he’ll do it as long as he has the words. He won’t be shamed in front of the guys.
Mele: Well he better do it good or I’ll kick him in the head! (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

As expected, the change in performance context resulted in a completely different
attitude from Luis. No longer concerned about how the song would affect his image at
school, Luis worked closely with Lily to perfect his part and performed it with vigour
in front of Peter and Brendon.
[While the kids start running around, the class starts playing “Are we there yet?” Peter and
Brendon sit on the side holding their kids listening along. In contrast to his earlier
performances Luis performs with much more intention and confidence, having no issues with his
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lyrics. The intensity of his delivery draws in Peter and Brendon to listen in closely. When they
finish the song draws applause from Peter.] (Video Observation 7.12.13)

Video example 8.2 Performing “Are We There Yet?” at the barbeque

The differences between the two performances were stark. While Luis associated his
shift in attitude to feeling less pressure, performing the politically charged song in
front of a group of Aboriginal people mandated a more serious approach. This was
acutely observed by supervising teacher Ms Riley.
Luis: At the assembly there’s a lot more people so you really don’t want to make a mistake. But
here there’s not much pressure… Also, I got the lyrics right because I didn’t want to stuff it up
again. I couldn’t sit down as there wasn’t a chair. (Interview)
Ms Riley: Luis who sat at the assembly basically hidden behind everyone else, like he couldn’t
believe he was singing this song in public… That he didn’t have any ownership of the song. It
was different at the camp… He could have been sitting there because he wasn’t prepared
properly, but the impression I got from his first performance was that he didn’t like the song, he
didn’t want to be a part of it, he was being made to be a part of it… I suppose being more
comfortable at the camp was a factor [and] the number of people who were there or who was
seeing him perform in that way… I suppose the biggest change was who was watching him
(Interview).

Interestingly, the first true moment of interaction between the students and Peter and
Brendon occurred in the middle of performing “Dollar”. Not expecting to perform the
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song in front of young children, the group were caught out by the explicit language
common in much of Plum’s repertoire. After awkwardly giggling through the first
few swear words, everyone including Peter and Brendon burst out in laughter at the
thought of singing the song in front of their children.
[During Lily’s verse, the first of the song’s swear words appears and Lily awkwardly mumbles
it not expecting to be performing in front of so many young children. This awkwardness
continues in the last section of the song which features even more regular swear words. This
draws laughter from Peter and Brendon as Tamara proclaims, “Shut your ears children.”
Comforted by the reaction of Peter, Brendon and their wives the performance stops with
everyone laughing about the awkwardness.]
Mele: [Speaking to me] This is your fault! (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

Rather than moving onto the next song, I suggested that we find an alternate word to
use in the song. After a couple of suggestions from the girls, I asked Peter and
Brendon for some tips. They found it particularly amusing substituting the swear
words with Aboriginal English slang. Within a few minutes the awkwardness had
disappeared with the girls appreciating Peter and Brendon’s sense of humour.
TF: What could you say instead?
Lily: You can just be, “I don’t give a” [pauses]
Melisa: Fudge!
Tamara: I don’t give a fudge cake!
Peter: That’s all good.
[As I go back into playing the chord progression, the girls start laughing as they sing, “I don’t
give a fudge ‘cause you’re only asking cause you’re asking to.” After a couple of lines Mele
can’t keep going.]
Mele: It still sounds wrong!
Peter: You’re alright girls, you’re all right.
TF: Maybe you can teach us one of your swear words as a substitute?
[Peter and Brendon laugh]
Brendon: Gubba? [White man in Aboriginal English]
[Peter laughs]
TF: OK, “I don’t give a Gubba” … ready?
[Brendon falls over laughing, covering his face before explaining to his wife the context of it]
Tamara: Unless it’s going to be silent or something.
Mele: Yeah, let’s do that.
Peter: How about “I don’t give a beep”
Brendon: You could do it another way and take a big breath of fresh air.
[All the girls laugh as they give it a go]
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Peter: Say it in Pig Latin.
Lily: [singing] I don’t give an uckfay.
[The girls laugh again]
Mele: Don’t say it at all because of the little kids.
Peter: Don’t worry about them they’re veterans! (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

Video Example 8.3 Finding a solution to “Dollar”

Building Trust and Relationships
Having completed their performance obligations, the girls gradually decided to take
the initiative to play and look after the children. Once again with Mele leading the
way, one by one they made their way across to re-introduce themselves and set up a
ball game they had been playing during the camp. For supervising teacher Ms
Knowles, this was one of the highlights of the camp.
[Mele automatically goes straight away to play with the kids after the song finishes.]
Mele: What’s his name?
Brendon: Headly.
Mele: Do you guys want to play. We’re really not that scary… What do you guys want to play?
Do you want to play passes? We can play pass around the circle.
Headly: OK.
Mele: The game is whenever you have to catch you need to clap before you catch the ball.
[Mele plays with the kids while the others stand awkwardly on the side.]
TF: [To the other girls in the class] Why don’t you go play with them?
[Gradually the other girls move across to start playing the ball game.] (Video Observation,
7.12.13)
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Ms Knowles: I think one of the best moments was when, at the barbeque it took a bit of time for
our kids to feel fully comfortable with what was going on… Mele straight away just went in and
started playing with the kids. Then one by one they just all started hanging out with the boys
playing music in the background… It was really lovely how instinctively a couple of our kids
came to the table and started looking after their kids. (Interview)

From that moment forward the focus shifted away from the music, instead providing
an opportunity for everyone to share and enjoy each other’s company. The
friendliness and care shown by the girls in particular was clearly appreciated by Peter
and Brendon.
Peter: Well my daughters enjoyed it. I enjoyed it because my daughters left me alone. Having
five girls, or six with the mother! [laughs] No it was good, I enjoyed having them over because
they got to meet older kids and the young girls were good with them.
TF: How do you think our kids enjoyed hanging out with your little ones?
Peter: Well if they didn’t enjoy it, at least it gave me a few more minutes alone. No, the young
ladies did good. You could see them pointing to the twins like their little nieces. That pointed
out that it’d be a good afternoon for my babies to be around the young ladies. (Interview)
Brendon: Having the young men and women… getting them involved and playing with our kids
was showing that they’re well respected. They’re mature and they’re willing to be helpful…
They’ve got a great personality to talk to people and be involved with the young kids and do
their little presentation for the families. I think they’re a great bunch of kids. The girls in
particular – I’m talking about my daughters – they were very receptive of the young ladies.
They had fun with the young ladies. I think it was really good, it was very inviting to see that
they captured the whole concept. (Interview)

The experience was equally rewarding for the girls in the class. Through spending
time with Peter and Brendon’s families, they grew to appreciate the importance of
building relationships beyond the musical exchange.
Tamara: They seemed to respond to it all pretty well and looked like they were enjoying
themselves a lot. It was nice to see the kids running around and playing and it was fun
spending time with them. The overall atmosphere gave me a warm fuzzy feeling as I felt
like it was a family function and we were all united by the music. (Journal Entry)

Melisa: We learnt each other’s names, playing games, playing tips [tag]. That was funny. One
of the girls slapped Sara on her back so hard that it actually left a bruise. It was hilarious…
They tried to tickle us, and we tickled them back. They had the cutest twins ever… His kids
kind of played a role in him liking us even more. The girls really liked us. (Interview)
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Lily: The bbq was not only to play [music] for the families but to make connections with
the families. We bonded and played games with the kids and we were all having fun.
(Journal Entry)

Figure 10 Playing with the children at the barbeque
In contrast, most of the boys were standoffish, preferring to jam together than to
attempt to make deeper connections with Peter and Brendon’s families. Despite
having minimal interaction, Eddie was both surprised and empowered that Peter was
able to remember his name.
Eddie: It felt more comfortable because they weren’t actually at work… They just enjoyed
themselves. The guy actually knows my name – I don’t know how he knows it?
TF: Does that feel good?
Eddie: Yeah of course! I got recognised.
TF: It’s nice to know that they cared about it.
Eddie: Of course. (Interview)

Arnold and David did however, get the opportunity to engage in an extended
conversation with Peter and Brendon while cooking the barbeque. For Arnold, it was
clear that Peter admired David in particular.
Arnold: I don’t know, it looked like they were enjoying their time as well. We were talking to
that Peter guy with just me and David, when we were cooking the BBQ.
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TF: What were you talking about?
Arnold: Just our NRL [National Rugby League] teams and if we play. Then he was telling us
that his kids are named after the [Melbourne team] Storms. He was talking mostly to David.
(Interview)

These conversations significantly changed how David and Arnold viewed Peter and
Brendon. It was clear that their work had indeed been valued and that Peter and
Brendon were interested in getting to know more about them.
Arnold: When he came to the barbeque, at least this guy can come and have a good conversation
with us, rather than just be boring. I think he mostly came and talked to us because David was
there. (Interview)
David: Like I said, I didn’t really have that much thought towards [Peter] because he didn’t
seem like he wanted to be at our workshop… but then once he [brought] his family down to our
barbeque and we started talking to him and to Brendon and their family, he’s actually a really
nice guy. And he’s just a good person to talk to. We talked about heaps of random things. We
were talking about rugby league, talked about his daughters and how they all have weird
Aboriginal names and we just talked about heaps of random stuff… Being in the workshop it
felt like we were there to do something, and he had a job to do. Once he came to the barbeque, it
was like a whole different atmosphere to me because he was just there talking to us and having a
good time and we were doing the same and the whole atmosphere just felt a lot better.
(Interview)

As supervising teacher Ms Riley notes, the normality of such conversations enabled
the students to look beyond the co-composition as an assignment to view the
experience as a means of better understanding and building relationships with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
Ms Riley: I spoke to some of the guys over the barbeque. Not really about the music though…
They were chatting as men do with some of our boys over the barbeque… [It] helped them to
see them differently, to see them as people rather than as, “This is my assignment”. I think it
showed that they were valued, that they had come to the barbeque... It may have helped them
dispel some stereotypes, or some assumptions about the men and what they were going to be
like. Or what they were like outside the context of being paid and doing the performance… I
think some of our kids have views/stereotypes about Aboriginal people as well and I think that
being able to meet and talk with [those] men in that sort of relaxed atmosphere was really good
for them and their understanding of people as opposed to ideas about people. (Interview)
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Amidst the games, food and conversation, came a moment where music and
relationship building intersected. Of all Peter’s children, the students were able to
connect most easily with his eldest daughter Jasmine. Lily in particularly had
developed a close bond with her.
Ms Knowles: They had this physical warmth that our kids showed. There was Lily who was
walking around holding hands with Jasmine and really taking an interest in her.

Growing more comfortable with the students, Jasmine came up to Lily and asked if
she could sing a song. Inspired by the background music and vacant stage, Jasmine
responded positively to the encouragement of the students as they volunteered to sing
with her.
Jasmine: I’m scared.
Mele: Don’t worry, it’s just us.
TF: That’s what they say all the time.
Jasmine: I’ve sung at school.
TF: Do you sing at assembly?
Mele: Yes, come on. I know you want to sing.
[I search the song on my phone and tell the chords to Luis. Mele tries to get Jasmine to stand
up.]
David: What’s the song?
TF: “Follow Me” by Uncle Kracker.
David: That’s a sick song… We’ll sing with you.
Melisa: We’ll get a whole group of us.
Lily: I’ll sing with you too.
Jasmine: I don’t know the words.
Melisa: We’ll make it up.
[The kids start chanting “Jasmine, Jasmine, Jasmine” encouraging her to sing. The singers
gather around her.]
Jasmine: Peter get up and sing follow me for me. They’re trying to make me sing it.
Peter: You sing it!
Ms Knowles: I’ll help you. (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

Handing my phone with lyrics to Jasmine, the girls, Ms Knowles and David helped
her get started. Interestingly, David remained by her side throughout the whole song
as the other girls drifted away. With only brief instructions given to Luis on acoustic
guitar, Sione quickly joined in on bass to accompany her. The moment was fondly
remembered by Peter and the music class.
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Peter: Well my oldest girl, Jazzy, she enjoyed it. She got up and sang with David and the other
young ladies. (Interview)

TF: There was this cool moment where Jasmine wanted us to play her a song, because we were
just jamming.
Melisa: Yeah, that was cool.
Lily: “Follow Me” by Uncle Kracker. She like loves that song and she sang with them.
Melisa: Yeah, she like sang with all of us.
Lily: It was cute.
David: She didn’t want to sing so me and Ms Knowles sang with her. (Video Observation,
9.12.13)

Video example 8.4 Jasmine singing “Follow Me” by Uncle Kracker

Sharing the Co-compositions
With the intended concert pushed well to the side, Brendon approached me as the
barbeque was drawing to a close. He asked if we could perform our co-compositions
to the families before they had to leave. For David, the request from Brendon was
quite significant.
David: Being asked is a lot better because they want to listen to it, and they wanted us to play it.
If we had just said, we were going to do it then they’d be just like “OK” and just sit down and
listen. For them to actually want to listen to it and ask us to perform for them, it makes it a
better feeling. (Interview)
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As I gathered the class to perform, Lily explained to Jasmine what was about to
happen. Having gained the trust of the class by singing with us, I approached Jasmine
and asked if she would be interested in dancing while we performed.
Lily: We’re going to do it for you.
Jasmine: What is it?
Lily: Earlier you heard two songs and there’s more songs than that.
Jasmine: How many?
Lily: I’m not too sure.
Jasmine: Don’t say I have to get up and sing in front of everyone.
Lily: [jokingly] Yeah, that was all a trick and you’re going to sing it for us!
TF: Do you want to hear the Kangaroo and Emu song? Do you want to come dance for us?
We’ll only do it if you dance for us.
Jasmine: What dance?
TF: You know the Emu?
Jasmine: I don’t know it.
Brendon: You liar! (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

Despite her sheepish response, I continued to invite the children to dance as I
introduced the songs. Peter and Brendon quickly joined in, encouraging their older
children to dance. With Peter’s blessing Jasmine stood up and was soon joined by
David who was eager to help and get involved.
TF: So we’ve been lucky enough to be shared a couple of songs from Uncle Pete so thanks so
much for sharing that… [speaking to the kids] Do you know the Kangaroo and the Emu Songs?
Peter: My big girl knows it. Kirrpatya and Ngurruy
TF: Could you do the dance while we do it?
Brendon: They know it!
[Brendon’s kids start talking about the dances they know. Brendon tries to encourage his oldest
boy to dance.]
Brendon: Farmer, you want to dance with them?
Brendon’s wife: Don’t be shame!
Brendon: You did it with us up at the Centre.
TF: [speaking to the girls] In the Bidja Nurie Wungu have a bit of a dance.
Lily: Only if they dance with us.
David: Where’s [Arnold]? Come do the dance
[Tamara demonstrates the dance to Princess and Sara]
[Jasmine gets up to dance]
Jasmine: Are we going to do the Emu?
TF: We’re going to do the Kangaroo first. Do you know that one? Do you remember how that
goes?
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[Jasmine starts scratching her arms – one of the movements in the song]
TF: David’s going to dance with you. You’ve got to teach him how it goes.
David: You’ve got to teach me the dance. I remember the scratch.
TF: Arnold, you’ve got to dance with David. Let’s see how well they remember.
Arnold: What remember?
TF: Now, how do they do it again.
Brendon: They scratch the sides [Brendon looks at his son who demonstrates]. That’s it.
Scratch the nose.
David: [Speaking to Brendon’s son] You can do it!
TF: Now you’ve got to come up and do it with us!
David: He knows how to do it, now he should do it.
[Peter then tries to get David’s attention to encourage Brendon to dance]
Peter: David! David! Brendon! Brendon!
TF: You want Brendon to do it?
[Everyone chants “Brendon!”]
TF: Let’s do it. (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

Enthused by Jasmine agreeing to dance with us, the class performed the Kangaroo
Song with a renewed sense of freedom. No longer did they feel judged by Peter and
Brendon who focused their attention towards helping David and Jasmine with the
dance. The co-composition project had now transcended its role as a musical exercise
to provide an opportunity to share and pass down cultural knowledge to future
generations.
[We start playing the Kangaroo Song and the dancers wait on the side during our intro. I roam
playing the acoustic guitar, making adjustments to the sound. As we progress into singing the
song Jasmine starts dancing looking initially at Brendon for reminders of how it goes. David
follows her lead dancing throughout. It is fitting that David helps out, because of all the class,
Peter developed the closest relationship with him. Peter continues to give directions throughout
and comes up to David at the end of the song to let him know that he had been dancing the girl
version of the song. Both he and David break up in laughter. As the performance progresses it
is clear that our arrangement is not as important as the opportunity for Peter and Brendon to
mentor the kids about the dancing.] (Video Observation, 7.12.13)
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Video example 8.5 Kangaroo Song at the BBQ

Discussing this moment in a subsequent interview, David clearly understood the
significance of dancing alongside Jasmine. Reflecting on his own Maori heritage, he
admired how comfortable she was with her culture and how fortunate it was for him
to be taught by someone so young.
David: It was really good, and it felt special in a way because he got his daughter to teach me
the dance. It felt nice and she was like five or six, and for her to be at that age and know her
traditional dances as well... At her age I wouldn’t have known my Maori dances… and for her
to know them that’s pretty special in their cultural way. (Interview)

The experience was made more memorable when Peter approached David to inform
him that he had been doing the female version of the dance. As they shared laughter it
was obvious that Peter respected David and appreciated his encouragement of
Jasmine.
David: Peter got his daughter to teach me the Kangaroo dance – even though she taught me the
wrong one. She taught me the girl Kangaroo dance, Peter told me: “You’re doing the wrong
one” I was like, “Really? You teach me the wrong one?” (Interview)

Moving quickly into the Emu Song, Jasmine checked with Peter regarding the
elements of the dance. In contrast to the Kangaroo dance, which was more or less
improvised, Peter gave firm directions about switching movements. Here he
mentioned how our version was different, reminding her to listen closely to the words.
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Peter: Come on Jas, you’re my oldest girl – you got to show them how it goes.
[Jasmine goes across to Peter and checks if she’s doing the dance movements correctly during
the Ba-ah-ah section.]
Peter: Jas, they do it a little bit differently to us, so you’ve got to listen to the words and when
they go “Ngarkirri Yugi” then you go [into the other part of the dance]. If you listen to the
words, you’ll be right… (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

Before launching into the song, I asked for final clarification of the pronunciation of
“Ngarkirri Yugi”. Despite Peter’s best efforts I still couldn’t pronounce it correctly,
much to the amusement of the class. Wanting to involve everyone in the song, Peter
summoned the other teachers to join in the dancing. Naturally, this further excited the
students.
TF: Now what is it Nargirri Unge? [Still pronouncing it incorrectly]
Peter: Ngarkirri. Now tell ‘em kids.
[All the kids start shouting at me trying to get me to say it correctly. David is particularly vocal
in his correction]
TF: Why don’t you do it!
Peter: He’s terrible at it.
[David checks in with Peter if he’s doing it right and gets his approval]
Peter: You should get the teachers up with you. [Ms Riley] get up!
[This gets the kids excited and they try to encourage the teachers to dance. Ms Knowles happily
gets up to join in the dancing to the applause of everyone. Lily then walks across to get involved
as well.]
Lily: I’ve got this, I’ve got this.
[Jasmine teaches Ms Knowles how to do the dance and Lily follows along. Peter corrects some
of her explanations]
Peter: Not scratching, its grooming.
Jasmine: Grooming, whatever.
[Jasmine continues to teach Ms Knowles] (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

Like the Kangaroo Song before it, the audience’s focus during the Emu Song was
primarily on dancing. This further demonstrated an acceptance and strong approval of
how we had treated Peter’s songs. Interestingly, Jasmine who was joined this time by
her younger sister Punta, danced with a greater level of intensity as she focused on
listening to the words and using the correct movements. Although Brendon’s children
were reluctant to join in the dancing, he still found an opportunity to pass on
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knowledge. Holding one of his boys in his arms, Brendon pointed to the Emu Caller
and began teaching its rhythm.
[After I count in, the class comes in confidently singing the song. Jasmine leads Ms Knowles
and her younger sister with the dancing. To Peter’s approval she changes movements at the
correct time. Peter then tells her to keep doing the first movement during our new section.
Brendon is sitting down watching holding one of his boys. Pointing at the emu caller Brendon
then begins teaching his son its rhythm. Much like with our version of the Kangaroo Song, our
performance has acted as another opportunity to pass on knowledge with both Peter and
Brendon happily teaching their children. This is an obvious sign of respect towards our
treatment of their songs.]
Peter: Good dancing, Jazzy! (Video Observation, 7.12.13)

Video example 8.6 Emu Song at the BBQ

Dancing alongside Jasmine, Ms Knowles was able to closely observe her gradually
making connections with the music and proudly sharing her knowledge of the dance.
Ms Knowles: I think she knew what the music meant to her, but she was trying to sort of place
[it] and in her own way questioning what was going on and how it made sense with the people
she was with… You saw the change. I sort of went in with her and you saw something sort of
clicked and she just really felt the music and she became this emu and was sort of lost in it –
oblivious to everything else. She initially let the social stuff get in the way of her connecting
with the music, but as soon as she let go a little bit, she was very proud, and you could see this
change. She didn’t know how to move, or how to listen and she eventually took ownership of it
and then her little sister came in and that was really, really beautiful. Just the faces of the family
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and of Peter, they were just really encouraging and smiling, and they were engaging really well
with the music. (Interview)

The importance of Jasmine’s participation did not go unnoticed by Peter and Brendon.
Peter remarked that this was the first time that Jasmine had shared her dancing
beyond the typical performance contexts of cultural shows at the Centre and their
annual corroboree [cultural ceremony].
Peter: My girls Jasmine and Punta got up and danced. So, for them to be dancing with anybody
and to watch them, it’s always good… Well that’s the first time that they’ve done it outside of
our show or outside of our corroboree we have every year. To see them get up and dance with
your young students it shows that their learnings from coming to the shows and going bush is
blending in. (Interview)

For our class and accompanying staff, the dancing was the ultimate compliment to the
co-composition. They acknowledged it as a special moment and defining highlight of
the camp and overall process itself.
Arnold: It was good to see him telling his daughter to come up. It shows how into their songs
they are… The daughter dancing tried to show us that even his younger generation are into it
and then they’re going to continue to show us the right way. (Interview)
David: It was pretty cool because it was different to what their song is. Well it’s the same song
but it’s different and getting him to get his daughter to dance to our song was probably like a bit
of a special feeling. (Interview)
Luis: Apparently, they don’t dance that often. That’s what Peter said. For them to dance here it
was just really special to see. I guess it just felt good playing something that someone felt
confident to dance to. Shy little kids that don’t really dance that often… The atmosphere was
just completely different to the workshop. Having the children there and they were just dancing
around to the music … Everything was more laid back and more happy in general. (Interview)
Ms Riley: The dancing showed that they liked it as a piece of music. That it was something that
the kids would want to connect with. That they enjoyed listening to it, but also that their parents
appreciated what had been done with it. That they were comfortable with what had been done
with it because if they hadn’t been comfortable, they wouldn’t have been there, let alone let
their kids dance to it. They were encouraging their kids to experience it, rather than just listen to
it. I thought that showed that they liked it as a piece of music as well as. They weren’t just
encouraging them to get up and dance random dances, they were encouraging them to, I think it
was the Emu dance, it was the specific dances for the songs. That it still held something, it still
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held their culture even though it was a different treatment of the song it remained the same song
as well. (Interview)

The ultimate validation for the students occurred when they noticed Peter filming the
songs on his mobile phone. This demonstrated that he was not only proud of what we
had done collectively but that he also treasured the experience and wanted to share it
with others.
Melisa: Yeah that I really liked… he actually wants to remember it and show other people
which means it must have been good, or at least decent enough to be good. So, I knew that he
obviously liked it. (Interview)
David: It shows that he actually did like it and that he actually enjoyed our songs. (Interview)
Ms Knowles: [Him filming] is also just as an indicator that he’s proud of his songs, proud of his
culture and proud of Jasmine and how she’s this new generation and she’s up there really
owning it. (Interview)

Hearing the co-compositions for the first time, both Ms Knowles and Ms Riley were
able to see the thinking behind the process and appreciate how with the cocompositions we had successfully navigated the issues of cultural sensitivity and
appropriation.
Ms Knowles: There was so much honesty and integrity behind it. You could see how [Peter and
Brendon] connected with our kids and how real our kids are. There was no sort of cultural
dissonance between us… Our kids will gradually learn the honour [and] realise how important
this music is and how rare this opportunity is to share that. When you think about Peter and
Brendon, it’s their job to do those performances every day. How often do they have people so
heavily invested past that photograph opportunity? How much emotional investment would they
have from an audience? It would be limited. It’s part of that cultural sustainability – cultural
sustainability doesn’t just happen within Aboriginal communities. It needs to happen with us as
well… I really felt involved in the process, despite not having been a part of constructing the
pieces… I wanted to get involved and become immersed myself. I felt really privileged and felt
that personally and professionally it would be wonderful to do something like that in my own
[teaching] subject. (Interview)

Ms Riley: I really liked them, particularly the one that David sang [Emu Song]. He was singing
the line of that song over and over again, particularly after the performances… I liked that
they’re not imitations. I like that they take something of someone else’s and turn it into
something new rather than try to imitate a style or anything else like that, because that could
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have been a bit dicey if it had gone that way... In the Emu Song, I like that it has a distinctive
ending. But also, the [new English] lyrics that Melisa sings—she has a beautiful voice, but just
the phrasing of that is very nice… It shows that it is a relationship in those lyrics about
understanding. Shared understanding and respect. So that it’s not we’re taking this, but this is
something that’s shared. (Interview)

Both Peter and Brendon were able to identify the primary purpose of the barbeque in
allowing time for relationships to be fostered. For Brendon, watching the students and
me interact with each other on a social level revealed how our closeness was a
significant factor in the overall success of the project.
Peter: My kids, they all loved it. They were bopping away when you were here. So, to see how
it all came through when you guys first done it and first recorded it, yeah it was nice… For my
kids to be around the students and to see how they all went together, well that’s what our
culture’s all about, for every culture. We all share. For my family to be with the students,
meeting new people that’s learning their language. It’s pretty cool. I thoroughly enjoyed it.
(Interview)
Brendon: It was a family gathering… I don’t know how long you’ve been together, but you
have incorporated social relationships with each other.
TF: We’ve been together five years now.
Brendon: Well with the five years you can see that they have their bonding and relationships
there and then you invite our culture and our family into it… You’ve had these young people
together for a few years now. So, you didn’t have to start them from scratch, bringing people
together and getting them to bond and then try to produce a high-level project. So, you kind of
had all the right elements in place with age, skill, talent, interest and then of course you had to
facilitate it appropriately. (Interview)

Perhaps the most interesting feedback from Brendon centred on his wife’s thoughts
on the project. Speaking later that evening she had expressed surprise about his
involvement in the co-compositions. His response perfectly articulated the intentions
of the experience.
TF: What did your kids and wife think of the songs?
Brendan: Oh, they loved it! You just have to go by when the kids were singing the songs, but
not just our style. They enjoyed the drums and all that music to it… they thoroughly loved it.
My wife had a good discussion about it. She said it was something new because she knows
me—that I’m all tradition. She was actually surprised that I was willing to be involved with this.
TF: What do you mean by “you’re all tradition”?
Brendan: Well I’ve always been… in the years of my experience [in] dance and songs and that,
I’ve had companies approach me to do contemporary styles. With dancing, using my traditional
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styles incorporating into contemporary dancing… I’m not happy with things like that… Your
project was more about incorporating it together and bringing two cultures together instead of
one stripping a culture to use it for their own benefit. (Interview)

For Peter, the barbeque was not long enough for his liking. Lamenting his family
commitments, he spoke about wanting to share more with the students. This clearly
illustrated the respect and trust he had developed with the students.
Peter: Well you don’t start them on a cultural journey even if they don’t believe it is a cultural
journey. Of course, they’re in the city and in the school systems and everything. Culture doesn’t
matter where you are, culture is everywhere. No matter what you build on, it’s underneath. So, I
wanted to give the [school] kids a bit more about the star system, some dreamtime stories, but
my daughters didn’t let that happen. [laughing] The blonde she’s a demanding little girl.
(Interview)

Connecting Pop and Co-composition
Wanting to maintain the musical momentum and energy, I decided to run the concert
we were initially planning to do at the barbeque later that evening. Here we performed
all the songs learnt by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists with the exception
of the song, “Mercury”. For Ms Knowles, this was a perfect way to bring together the
different elements of the camp and student learning over the term.
Ms Knowles: Aesthetically it was quite beautiful and ambient. The stars were coming out, the
air had changed. All of those sort of things that the kids probably don’t even notice… It was
really special, I heard a few songs for the first time... At the end of it you said something like,
“This is the last time we’re going to perform these songs”. Something quite conclusive. There
wasn’t like this, “Yes”! It meant more than that. (Interview)

The performance experience felt different to other settings. Used to being judged for
assessments and by their peers, the students felt far more comfortable sharing music
with each other as they performed in the cool evening air. As Ms Riley noted, it
typified how much more closely the group had bonded through the experience.
Arnold: Feels like there’s more pressure in the music room compared to when we were
outside… It’s just more easier and everyone connected more. (Interview)

David: That was actually really cool. Yes, it was a kind of serious performance in a way, but it
wasn’t because we were all just outside. It was a nice night, it looked really cool and we were
just playing our songs to each other. There was no pressure, no anxiety about anything. We
were just there to play some songs and have fun and sum up our time at the camp. (Interview)
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Ms Riley: They really felt comfortable… It’s what a camp should be like… The sort of
environment you want when you need to share something of yourself, which a performance is.
You want that sense of we’re in this together and no one is judging me and we’re going to enjoy
what we’re doing as well. (Interview)

Video example 8.7 Evening concert featuring songs by Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander artists

Beyond sharing what we had done, the concert served a deeper purpose. Performing
the popular songs at the camp’s climax went some way to reinstating their equal
importance alongside the co-composition project. My intention throughout the topic
was to highlight the diversity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Music and
break down preconceived musical hierarchies. More so, it acted as a means of
illustrating the connection between the popular songs and our contributions to the cocomposition. This relationship was very apparent to Ms Riley:
Ms Riley: It definitely seemed to me that the co-composition had made those traditional songs
more into a pop song. I could definitely see the links on that sought of level, but it was, and this
is going to sound bad, something that people would listen to for pleasure, rather than necessarily
meaning. But would get some meaning from but also be listening to it for the experience. It
seemed that was the end product of the co-composition, that these were songs that had meaning
but would be listened to for pleasure. (Interview)
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Reflecting on the co-compositions many members of the class were able to draw
connections with some of the popular songs we had learnt. While the most obvious
relationship in the Kangaroo Song for me emerged from the similar opening to Busby
Marou’s “Five Rocks”, the students instead drew parallels with the style and rhythmic
drive of Slip-on Stereo’s “Mercury”.
Lily: I reckon it fitted closely with “Mercury”… I loved “Mercury”, it’s popish and [band
member] Zeek is pretty cute. The guitar matched it and it was upbeat… Kangaroos are bouncy,
and the song should be bouncy. (Interview)
David: I think that song was kind of played in a pop way. Kind of like how “Mercury” is played
– obviously different but in the pop sense of music. (Interview)
Arnold: Probably “Mercury”. It had different stops. It just filled and stopped, then you’d play a
little bit. It just had a variety. It wasn’t just a constant one beat and then fill and keep going till
you finish. (Interview)
Luis: I guess the style of chord playing in “Mercury” was the same style of chord playing to the
Kangaroo… I guess we actually brought a lot of factors from that song into this song. It was the
most that you could hear, it was the most influenced… The strummed down notes are the ones
that are emphasized the most… Also, the bass playing was similar to the pop song… Also, the
drums sounded alike too. (Interview)

The links between our approach to the Emu Song and [the Dr G. Yunupingu song]
“Bayini” were even more stark. Our decision to include an English verse was based
solely on the effectiveness of the English verse in Dr G Yunupingu’s collaboration
with Sarah Blasko. Even for those not performing it, “Bayini” made a lasting
impression.
Melisa: We had to change something so it would be different from the Kangaroo Song so we
slowed it down and we made some lyrics of our own, which is kind of like what Sarah Blasko
did with “Bayini” and stuff like that I guess. (Interview)
David: Closest thing to that was “Bayini”… the slow type of singing and emotional connection
with the song (Interview)
Arnold: It was like one that makes you want to cry. Melisa… fah what a gun voice with the
boys harmonizing. Melisa really owned that song. (Interview)
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Ms Knowles: “Bayini”, that was the second time I’d heard it and that was so contextual – it’s
quite nerve-wracking singing a song like that in a different language to a school assembly. In
contrast, singing it with the stars coming out, everything was just quiet and still and they sang it
with an assurance. (Interview)

A Final Show
As I returned to the Centre on the final day of the camp, I expected to conduct a few
short interviews and thank Peter and Brendon for their involvement in the project.
Instead both of them requested that I bring the students back for one last show and a
proper farewell. Having already seen the show twice, I expected the students to be
fatigued by the touristic descriptions of the didjeridu and Aboriginal weapons. In
contrast, following the success of the barbeque the students returned with excitement,
and were happy to catch up with Peter, Brendon and the other dancers at the Centre.
Ms Knowles: It was awesome how comfortable [they were] on the Sunday, just watching David
and Arnold with Peter and Brendon. Those guys were just so comfortable and at ease. It was
sort of a two-way thing. Yeah, it was awesome. (Interview)

Little did I realise that this positivity had been encouraged by Brendon scheming with
the students prior to the show. As I went to speak to some of the other employees at
the Centre, he brought the class together to let them know that he had saved a special
dance for me. Having delegated the filming responsibilities to Ms Knowles, she was
soon bombarded by groups of students making sure she was ready to take the footage.
Ms Knowles: It was funny, because did you know that the kids sort of negotiated it with him?
TF: No, I had no idea?
Ms Knowles: Did they tell you after? I was just talking and about three of them in a row came
up to me and said, “Miss are you filming, are you filming?” and I replied, “Of course I’m
filming, why?”. “Because they’re going to get Tom up!” They were just so excited about it.
(Interview)
David: Brendon, he told me before “should we get Tom to come up and do it by himself?” and I
was like “yeah!”… We should show it at assembly! (Interview)

Without warning as the show was about to conclude Brendon made his special
announcement.
Brendon: Alright ladies and gentlemen, we’re going to have one special number to wrap this up
and we only have one person that we need to make sure who comes up and that is Tom.
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[Everyone cheers as I get up with a few other tourists not knowing what I’m going to have to
do]
Brendon: Normally when we do this, we do the Kangaroo dance next, but because of Tom being
here we’re going to do something a little bit different. Now you can video this. With the ladies
when you do the Emu it’s good to take it back home and check with the family, however, but
because of Tom, make sure you video it and put it on YouTube. (Video Observation, 8.12.13)

Not knowing what to expect, I was caught even more by surprise as he explained the
“macho” and “sexy” elements of the dance.
Brendon: I’m going to show you what you have to do.
[Brendon demonstrates the dance which concludes with a forward moving ‘shake a leg’
followed two rapid movements of sticking out your bottom. This draws abundant laughter from
the students, and I cover my face in embarassment, knowing that they will remember this
moment forever.]
Brendon: First part of the dance is about being macho. What we do is run out a bit and say
“huh!” [with arms facing forward and stamping your foot]. If you want to go up and say “hey”
[spoken effeminately with both hands shaking] that’s OK too. [Kids start laughing]. So, let’s do
that part now.
[Brendon then demonstrates the next part of the dance which is also about being macho. David
cracks up laughing as I poorly demonstrate the dance, looking far from macho.]
Brendon: Now that was the macho part, this is what we now call the sexy part. [The class
“Woos!” and “Yeahs!”] We do a little hop forward then rotate and turn and then we do One !
Two! [Sticking out the bum, which I point both fingers towards and laugh] Let’s have a
practice, now follow me [Peter playing the didjeridu makes two hoots as we stick out our bum].
Let’s put it all together, video it and give them a round of applause.
[We do the dance much to the amusement of the students who call out at the end.] (Video
Observation, 8.12.13)
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Video example 8.8 Special farewell dance

The boys in particular enjoyed the laugh at my expense. Beyond my dance both David
and Arnold also commented that the final show featured other new elements and so
continued the learning experience.
David: That dance topped off the camp… especially the end bit when you had to shake your
a**e. That was pretty funny… The whole last show was better in my eyes. From what we had
normally watched they’d just do the same thing – Emu then Kangaroo Song. The last one we
went to had two or three extra dances and the whole thing was better, with so many extra things
that we hadn’t seen. It was good to see them perform that stuff. (Interview)
Arnold: They did two different dances. The Rowing one, they did it three times, and the Eagle
one. I liked the Eagle one, because it was different and the two brothers, they had their own
solos. It was pretty good, it was better than the other ones… Sir you’re a natural… that was an
alright dance too. It was good that they got you up to do it… it was funny. I thought he was
going to make us get up. It was a crack up. (Interview)

It was nice to be singled out and recognised for my involvement in the project. That it
was done in such a light-hearted fashion spoke volumes about the relationship we had
developed with Peter and Brendon. Apart from the anxiety and uncertainty leading
into the workshop, we managed to maintain a sense of fun throughout the entire
project.
TF: We left the camp with the culture stuff disguised by the fun. Disguised is not the right word,
it was incorporated into the fun and one led into the other. It ebbed in and out.
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Ms Knowles: I think they’ll have a strong recollection of the experience because the fun and the
music happened simultaneously. There is a danger with that, in that they won’t be able
recognise the cultural significance of the music they made. (Interview)

A Reflection on Relationship
Throughout the experience, as a teacher and researcher I learnt significantly more
about Aboriginal culture than any academic article or high school textbook could
have provided. It became clear that the delivery of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander content should be accompanied wherever possible with the support of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. When discussing what the unit would
have looked like without Peter and Brendon, the students were unanimous in their
response.
David: If we had just done it without them, then in a way that’s disrespectful because that’s their
traditions and we’re doing it without their guidance. That’s disrespectful. (Interview)
Melisa: It was the pure source of where it was coming from. So, we were learning straight from
the people rather than a documentary. It made it a lot more real… Being interactive with the
people and them talking back to us and letting us know things that we don’t quite understand.
That’s something you really can’t get from a documentary. (Interview)
Tamara: It would have been disaster! That’s a bit harsh, sorry… To do something you don’t
have experience in, how would you know if you’re doing it correctly? You’d need their input
and direction, otherwise this experience wouldn’t have been as fulfilling. People probably
wouldn’t have taken it as seriously if it was just you. They’d be like “What would he know, he’s
not even Aboriginal, this is all bulls**t!” (Interview)
Arnold: Peter and Brendon knew you could teach it to a certain extent. Like you could teach it
say, just off listening to it, or regurgitating from a book or something… But they know! Their
ancestors are the ones that did it! They made those songs! So, when they pass it down to down,
they know the true story about it. So, they were telling us what it really meant and what it really
is about it and stuff. As opposed to us finding our own meaning of what those songs mean.
(Interview)

Similarly reflecting on the thought of completing the project without Peter and
Brendon, Ms Riley could imagine the musical exercise working, but recognised that it
would have contradicted the ultimate purpose.
Ms Riley: You could have potentially produced the same thing as a piece of music but whether
or not it would have helped the kids understand what they were doing? And that process is
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important as much as the product. Unlikely… they wouldn’t have seen its significance.
(Interview)

The importance of community input was a clear message expressed by the
supervising teachers when asked to draw parallels with their personal curriculums.
For the experienced head teacher Ms Riley, her involvement in the camp aroused the
possibility of planning with more creativity, while for the beginning teacher Ms
Knowles, the project reaffirmed the principles outlined in her visual art teacher
training.
Ms Riley: I think it helped me more fully appreciate, rather than just intellectually appreciate,
but more personally understand the importance of relationship and connections… As well as
there’s not any one set way of using Indigenous content in a classroom. That it doesn’t have to
be… that you can be creative about how you use it, but you need to stay respectful in that
process… It’s very easy to be tokenistic and one of the things your project shows is that you
need to plan so it works well. You can’t just decide I’m going to do this story tomorrow. It takes
time, if you’re going to do it in that same sort of way of experience. (Interview)
Ms Knowles: I think the difference is actually inviting Aboriginal people to come and you’re
creating a connection point that is stronger than any connection point that I can make. No matter
how much I research, or whatever slides and bits of multimedia I show the kids, actually having
someone there who it’s in their blood. There’s a lot of cultural integrity in having that
connection point... I remember being lectured at Uni [University] about the ethics of working
with Indigenous artists. We had an artist lecture the whole year about the importance of cultural
respect and it was a measure of how respected they felt and how real it all was… The camp
confirmed my understanding. I didn’t think that anything should have been done differently. It
just felt right. (Interview)

It is perhaps best left to Brendon to articulate the importance of non-Indigenous
educators understanding the limitations of their voice.
Brendon: There should never [be] any other way in terms of teaching Aboriginal culture. I’ve
had people throughout my period being involved in our Aboriginal culture and Aboriginal
lives… and I’m talking about deep friendships with non-Indigenous people, but in the end of the
day they’re not Aboriginal people… Even though they might have a good understanding of
Aboriginal culture—and you might have a lot—but you aren’t Aboriginal to bring that
authenticity. (Interview)

The success of the project relied upon more than just the occasional presence of Peter
and Brendon. The attitudinal shifts among the students over the duration of the project
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and camp illustrated the necessity of providing adequate time for relationships and
understanding to develop.
Ms Riley: It’s made me see how difficult it is to run something at school where you don’t get
that sort of building of relationship. (Interview)

David: If we had just done the excursion it would have been good, but it wouldn’t have been
enough… Once we got to know them and we talked to them and built a relationship kind of
thing with them, they kind of got to appreciate the songs that we did a bit more and they actually
enjoyed it more. (Interview)
Arnold: If we didn’t have the barbeque, everyone just would have been flat. Nobody would
have been into it… The barbeque made it feel more family like. (Interview)
Melisa: If it was just the excursion, we wouldn’t have got much of the experience from their
perspective. It would be just like a short little conversation. It’s kind of like speaking to
someone for five minutes and you don’t really remember what they say… I think we could have
had one extra day and a full day of being with them. Swapping ideas and stuff like that.
TF: Could you have imagined spending a whole day with them on Friday, or after Saturday?
Melisa: After Saturday yeah, but Friday… We’d still met them on the excursion, but you needed
that bonding time before performing like we did with the children. Otherwise it’s just weird.
(Interview)

As Arnold and Melisa observed, the barbeque emerged as a key turning point in the
relationship. Powell and Schulte (2016) associate the act of sharing food and drink as
a significant artistic, pedagogical and research practice that opens up “the concept of
interculturality to the sensorial, the material and the hospitable” (p. 239). The
barbeque invitation was vital as an attempt to reciprocate Peter and Brendon’s
generosity to us, and to enabling us space and time to process the learning experience.
Beyond time at the barbeque, the immersive nature of the camp helped differentiate
the experience from other school activities and provide life-long memories for the
students and teachers alike.
Melisa: At camp you get to elaborate on many things, ask questions that you can think about
after you’ve done it. You always remember things from camp. Like, I still remember Year 8
camp, but I don’t remember hardly any of the excursions really. (Interview)
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Luis: The camp was good… The landscape was really beautiful… It was so pure. Instead of
listening to the music in your own comfort zone. You go to where the music is created, and I
guess that gave you a different perspective of everything. (Interview)
Tamara: It was just nice to meet new people and they were so friendly and so interested in what
we were doing, yeah just feeling of family… Even though you’re not my family, or you are sort
of… I’m normally very introvert, but on the camp, I didn’t feel as introverted anymore.
(Interview)
David: It will probably be the most memorable topic because of the camp. We’ve never been on
a camp for another topic. Never went that in depth into another topic like we did for this one.
We went on a camp up to Katoomba, we went on an excursion up there, we went for a
workshop, we got to meet new people and we went for a bushwalk, which did nothing but was
fun anyway. The whole topic in that sense was just more enjoyable than others. Everything else
was still good, but this one will definitely sink in more than others. (Interview)
Ms Knowles: The camp was huge because they were immersed in it. It really was an immersed
environment and doing things for the first time – and experiencing things together led to this
ease and community that I don’t think you could have achieved otherwise. (Interview)
Ms Riley: I think they had a ball! I think they had a really enjoyable time, even some of the ones
who I thought might have been “on the outer”, not really knowing the class, it seemed like
everybody had a good time and doing things that they never normally would have done like
taking them on a bushwalk was great… Being away on the camp will probably help increase it
in significance. Those that are more reflective as individuals might have a greater appreciation
of what it might actually have meant for the guys to give those songs and accept what had been
produced from it. To value what had been produced from it. (Interview)

Finding Meaning and Understanding
As earlier chapters indicated, through the learning of popular songs by Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander artists, some students developed a more open understanding of
the diverse and dynamic nature of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
making. Through working with Peter and Brendon further layers of meaning were
revealed for some students:
Tamara: They taught me the value of family through their music and how it’s interlinked to
culture as well. (Interview)
Melisa: Every one of their songs [is] special. It means something, and songs are a big part of
them and their identity, I guess. (Interview)
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Luis: I just got a broader perspective of Aboriginal music. In general, with the pop music and
the other ones… I got more knowledge behind what Aboriginal music is in this era. (Interview)
Arnold: It’s grown in that I look into it more deeper now, besides just listening to the rap videos,
like Jessica Mauboy and all that… There are still groups out there playing their cultural music
and not going away from that. It was good for us to see the insight on that. It’s good that they’re
showing it out to the public. (Interview)
Lily: My understanding has developed very much. Previously it’s more that I’ve heard about
this rather than I’ve actually experienced this… Seeing their family and how they are to their
family. (Interview)

A common theme revealed in these responses is the connection between people and
family and music and culture. Here, the project was successful in moving beyond the
abstract nature of music to learn more deeply about the people who make it. The
transformative nature of the experience is heard clearly through David’s reflections:
David: I’ve known Aboriginal people and I’ve been friends with Aboriginal people, but I’ve
never physically spent time with Aboriginal people… Most Aboriginal people that I see… you
know, you see those Aboriginal people in the city that are really disrespectful, and they just
swear to white people and yell out curse words. Hanging out with Peter and Brendon and their
families it was really nice to have a—and it sounds a bit mean—but to have a good connection
with Aboriginal people. Knowing them for that… Having good vibes from them rather than
what I’ve normally seen out of Aboriginal people. It was nice to feel that way… I know not all
Aboriginal people are like that, but that’s what sets in my mind and that’s not a good thing.
Spending time with Peter and Brendon’s families changes my outlook on Aboriginal people a
lot more. (Interview)

The Future
While distance, expense and the rigidity of the school calendar placed limits on the
amount of time we could spend with each other; there were clear advantages to
visiting the Centre one month before the camp and then extending the relationship
with the barbeque. Speaking with Peter and Brendon at the end of the camp, I left
even more encouraged by their interest in spending more time with the students in the
future.
Brendon: I hope this is sort of like a beginning, that their interests in other projects will expand
their development… It would be a great thing to see and be a part of. If not, I think we still left
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with a great positive note because of the success of what they have already experienced, what
they have worked with and what they have achieved. (Interview)

Peter: We have our big corroboree every year and I’d like the students to come up and come to
that…That’s my surprise for the kids... I’d like them to come and sing those songs and other
songs before the corroboree happens as entertainment for it. It’d be good the kids would get the
chance to see young Aboriginal people dancing. There’s usually 150 of us dancing from all the
different mobs across NSW. (Interview)

As I played back Peter’s interview to the students, they were not only moved by his
invitation to the corroboree but incredibly proud of his generous offer to pass down
his family markings to the students. The class’ Pasifika (Pacific Islander) students in
particular were able to understand its significance.
Peter: I’d like to give them all my family markings for the boys, and I can get the family
markings for the young ladies and they can wear that whenever they sing. I’d love to see the
young ones get bigger and see how they grow with culture. (Interview)
Tamara: That’s a great honour. I think we gained a lot more than we thought we would…. I
didn’t have high expectations of meeting them again. I don’t know if we will, but it means a lot
that they want us to. (Interview)
Arnold: It felt good that he invited us in the first place, but we won’t necessarily totally take it
all in until we’re there you know… He’s going to give us those paintings, that’s big of him.
We’re just kids; he just met you guys for one day and then I met him for two days. It’s huge that
we’re not really close to him but he’s still giving us permission to use his paintings. His family’s
paintings and his generations, so that’s pretty big, I reckon. In my Samoan family, we get this
tattoo around our waist. (Interview)
David: It’s a pretty special feeling because they’re passing their cultural traditions and markings
onto us. We’re not Aboriginal but for them to still pass that on to us and trust in us with their
cultural traditions and rituals that’s a good feeling. (Interview)

While cultural restrictions meant that the students could not ultimately attend the
corroboree, the sentiment behind Peter’s words rang true about the impact the songs
had on his feelings towards the students. The class have since performed the songs
with Peter’s blessing back at school and community NAIDOC celebrations. Sending
his apologies, Peter recorded this message to the students.
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Peter: Wherever the kids want to perform it, that’s fine. I know as they’re learning through their
musical career that it’s going to change again – because someone’s always got a different idea.
That’s fine, like I said, to know our language is out there in a different musical area to what we
do here… I’m very happy with that… Just remember to think of the pronunciation – that’s the
hardest part. Think of what the song’s about. Think of what it means to you and you’ll do
everything proud. (Interview, June 2014)

Conclusion
The above message is the most recent contact to date that either Peter or Brendon
have had with the students. While I was initially disappointed about not being able to
facilitate further contact, the project has enacted the beginning of deeper relationship
between Peter, Brendon and me and the school communities in which I’ve worked.
Following Peter’s invitation, I have facilitated collaborations on new songs and
returned annually to Katoomba for music camps, focusing on differing cocomposition projects with senior classes. Like most relationships, there have been
pauses due to changing work and life circumstances, especially with Peter and
Brendon recently having left Waradah Aboriginal Centre. I have enjoyed renewed
contact with Peter in recent months and have discussed the logistics of bringing
everyone back together to perform the songs for his local community. This is not the
end of the story.
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Chapter Nine:
Concluding Reflection
At the outset I framed this study in the context of a non-Indigenous teacherresearcher’s desire to discover and share meaningful ways of learning, understanding,
engaging with and teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. When I
initially submitted a proposal to The University of Sydney to undertake such research,
I had completed my undergraduate degree and teaching qualification, however I had
not yet set foot in a classroom and had no guarantee of immediate employment.
Serendipitously, I was offered a position in a school in urban Sydney that turned out
to be a good fit with my desire to experiment in the classroom and which was part of
a community ready to share their stories with me. In order to bring this thesis to a
conclusion, I reflect upon key moments in the growth of my personal understanding
in relation to the research goals I set, and I attempt to evaluate the project with a view
to assisting others to derive benefit from the experiences I have documented and
shared.
An awkward beginning
In choosing to investigate Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander music within formal
education, I knew that it would take me a considerable amount time to deepen my
level of understanding of the field before I had something of substance to share with
the academic community. For me, this research topic presented an opportunity to
contribute towards “solving” a problem that music educators in this country had
struggled with for some time. I was non-Indigenous in every sense of the word. My
knowledge and interest had arisen from my earlier Honours level investigation of how
non-Indigenous Australian art music composers had either appropriated or otherwise
handled Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music in their compositions. For
educators who are pursuing goals related to the ones I have set out in this thesis, it
may be helpful to understand where my story began.
My naivete was exposed in an early postgraduate research evening coordinated by the
scholar-music educationist Peter Dunbar-Hall, who had written extensively on
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. I cringe as I recall sharing my grand
vision and expressing the need to “physically immerse myself in Indigenous music”
by learning the didjeridu and taking local language classes, which I incorrectly
identified at the time as Gamilaraay13. This revealed an ignorance not too far removed
from the stereotypical positions my students espoused on the train journey to
Katoomba at the beginning of the co-composition project experience. So, how did I
move from my position as a musicology undergraduate in 2008 gazing from a
distance at music I as yet little understood, to the point of wrapping up this thesis a
decade later? I hope the answers go some way towards assisting educators who are
seeking to develop their own approaches to engaging with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander expressive culture.
Music, Literature and Community
While that early seminar presentation may not have demonstrated a grasp of suitable
methods, the phrase “physically immersing” ultimately became the key component
informing the growth in my educational and cultural knowledge base, as well as that
of my students. The construction of this understanding involved three foundational
pillars: the music, the academic literature and most importantly, the local community.
Woven in and around these pillars was the educational challenge I faced in bringing
the students along with me as I learnt.
As a teacher, I immediately set about trying to actively listen to a diverse range of
music by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists to include within my classroom
teaching programs. Taking advantage of NAIDOC as a contextual backdrop, I
promoted the music of popular artists such as Jessica Mauboy in an attempt to
challenge assumptions of exoticism, remoteness and otherness. Through focusing on
replicating the performance/recording experience, I hoped that my students would
immerse themselves in the music to bring them closer to the songs’ meanings and a

13

The Gamiliraay people are one of the larger Aboriginal nations in NSW. Their land
encompasses a significant portion of inland northern NSW and south-west Queensland.
Within the Sydney metropolitan area, Heiss and Gibson (2019) identify 29 different clan
groups belonging to four major language groups: Dharug, Dharawal, Gundungurra and
Guringai.
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deeper overall understanding of Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultures and history.
As a time-poor teacher-researcher, I was motivated not so much by scouring academic
journal articles and book chapters, but rather by attending conferences and learning
directly from others in the field. Entering the second year of my research I attended
and presented a musicology paper at the Cultural Diversity in Music Education
Conference (CDIME), which was conveniently held locally, at the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music. I was particularly moved by Elizabeth Mackinlay’s
(2010a) keynote and captivated by a paper presented immediately before my own by
Brydie Leigh-Bartleet and Myfany Turpin (2010). I left the conference awakened by
their themes of collaboration and relationship. Both papers spoke of the need to keep
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples at the centre of teaching and learning,
and of the unlimited possibilities for transformative growth in understanding as a
result of connecting and allowing time to establish rapport.
Having survived my first year of teaching and feeling inspired by the CDIME
conference, I set about fostering relationships with the local Aboriginal community
connected with my school. I gradually developed the respect of not only the school’s
Aboriginal students, but also of the various community members brought into support
their welfare and cultural engagement, both of which groups appreciated my
commitment to bringing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives to the
forefront of school events and teaching programs. From these humble beginnings I
invited community members into my classroom and sought their guidance in
contextualising Aboriginal stories told through music and film. In turn, I gave my
time to help support their activities, most notably through supervising and facilitating
programs such as the cultural camps discussed in Chapter One. This brought me
closer to the school’s Aboriginal families and through them I was slowly welcomed
into the community, learning more about its needs and the educational opportunities it
offered.
Despite the successes of some of my early teaching projects, I continued to search for
a deeper-level project that might transform students’ understanding of and connection
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music forms. I discovered the answer
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through the interconnection of my three pillars of immersive music learning. In Iain
Grandage’s collaborations with Elders of the Spinifex lands on the border between
Western and South Australia, I had discovered what I deemed to be a musical
embodiment of Mackinlay’s concept of relationship in practice. Grandage’s trips to
country also mirrored the transformative experiences of Bartleet’s tertiary students
travelling to Tennant Creek. My confidence in this approach was further strengthened
through conversations with Grandage and validated by peers following a subsequent
conference presentation where I set out details of the “co-composition” process and
its benefits (Fienberg, 2011b). While I briefly spoke of the potential for cocomposition in the classroom it was my work within the school’s local Aboriginal
community and exposure to a dance group in a cultural camp that guided me towards
this study’s eventual collaborators. Without the time spent and trust earnt within my
local community this narrative would have read very differently.
From Ideas to Action
Moving from conception to implementation is challenging in any environment.
Within a school context, innovation and action are often stifled by inflexible
calendars, competing subject interests and within my own school in particular,
financial limitations. I was fortunate in being able to operate as the sole music teacher
at my school, so was able to continuously reflect on, modify and evolve my teaching
programs unhampered by the need to provide continuity and guarantee ‘success’ for
other teachers and classes. With this reflective approach to teaching and learning I
was not particularly concerned about the loose structure of the co-composition
project, however I did have some uncertainty about how it would work in practice,
particularly during the camp, since it involved factors beyond my immediate control.
Importantly, I had confidence in one of the key factors that I could depend upon: the
abilities of the 2013-14 SMC and their hard-earned trust in me.
As is clearly revealed in the narrative, the 2013-14 SMC are the key protagonists in
this story. Despite not always controlling their emotions and being frustrated by my
resolve to regularly include Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music, they
persisted over the years, ultimately trusting in my ability to guide them through the
learning process. Having taught many of them for five years, I knew I equally could
trust them to engage consistently enough within the classes to invest positively in the
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challenging task at hand. Each student brought different skills and was able to
contribute meaningfully to the project in both a musical, and crucially, a relational
sense. This was particularly evident during the camp barbeque when the girls in the
class naturally began playing with the children, which was, as it happened, a turning
point in enacting the successful integration of relationship pedagogy.
It was most fortunate that the class included several highly gifted and creative
musicians who regularly remained after school to help drive the composition process
forward. Their aural and improvisational skills, which had been honed over years of
music training, reassured me that whatever songs we were presented with, we would
be able to contribute something musically interesting and tasteful to them. The class
had also recently completed a successful songwriting project and displayed a
consistently high level of craft and commitment when recording their compositions.
Undoubtedly, the prospect of the camp motivated them throughout the term and they
appreciated the difficulties I had to overcome in gaining its approval.
I was also confident of my own grasp of the ethical procedures mandated for such a
collaboration. Over a five-year period I had steadily developed an understanding of
the academic literature on best practice, and analysed the collaborative working
processes of various composers and popular musicians. I had also worked
collaboratively with the school’s Aboriginal community and built up a range of
strategies relevant to the task. Similarly, following the lead of composer Iain
Grandage, I had been somewhat prepared for the task not to work as planned. I knew
that if for some reason Peter and Brendon had decided to pull out of the project,
investigating the reasons behind this would be equally useful in informing future
plans in this direction. Ultimately, for the project to succeed I had to acknowledge the
limitations of my own position, make myself vulnerable, assume the role of learner in
front on my students, and be prepared to be questioned and critiqued throughout each
stage of the process.
I also needed to trust my musical ability to arrange for large, mixed ensembles, as
well as my teaching skills to consistently challenge but also be patient with the
students. Having worked as a professional musician, I was able to draw on my
experience to fill the gaps between student ideas and interpretations and the
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challenges Peter’s songs presented. Trying to keep students focused on the task
throughout the project meant that I had to carefully balance teacherly authority with a
certain level of openness. Even so, the impact of my instructionally proactive style
may have inadvertently contributed to the class’ misunderstanding of Peter’s mode of
participation in the workshop.
For this project to have run more effectively, it would have been ideal had I
developed a stronger personal relationship with Peter and Brendon before introducing
them to the students. I did feel however, that I could trust the advice of my
community contacts who steered me towards Peter and Brendon. Undoubtedly, the
project would not have attained the peaks of musical learning, enjoyment and
relationality that it did without an openness from Brendon and Peter to share the
experience with us. Initially, both had been quick to come to terms with my proposal
and they could envision the potential benefits of the principles behind it. NonIndigenous music educators are often anxious about navigating the complex issues
associated with working within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities,
and I hope that Peter and Brendon’s generosity towards us provides encouragement
that such projects are indeed possible. I hope they inspire teachers to begin to move
beyond passive engagement with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music and
seek opportunities to work collaboratively with community members to create shared
expressions of culture. This was certainly the case for the teachers who attended the
camp. They went away inspired and thinking about the relationships they might
develop in order to provide greater depth of meaning within the courses they teach.
Between the excursion and workshop, Peter and Brendon trusted me to maintain the
integrity of the songs. This empowered me to continue with confidence and to look
forward to returning to share with them our musical contributions. Despite not
initially understanding Peter’s response to our music in particular, with time the 201314 SMC grew to respect him and his connection to culture and family. Although the
amount of time the class spent on the arrangements was relatively brief, as they
performed the co-compositions for Peter and Brendon and the others at the Centre,
they were unconsciously deepening their relationships with the community and the
music.
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In evaluating the success of the project, it is important to interrogate the extent to
which the partnership was reciprocal and the degree to which Peter and Brendon
maintained control over it. While the benefits for the students and accompanying staff
are clearly seen within the data, Peter and Brendon’s willingness to share time outside
business hours is some indication that they found the experience fulfilling. Both Peter
and Brendon felt our arrangements did not overpower the original pieces, which was
evident from the fact that the children were able to dance while we performed the cocompositions at the culminating barbeque event. The flexibility of the camp schedule
allowed Peter and Brendon to participate as much, or as little, as they wished.
Recommendations
It is not the intention of this thesis to promote “co-composition” as a means to
increasing understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music. Rather, it
encourages a heuristic approach to increased and effective inclusion of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander music in school programs. By setting out in narrative form my
experience of implementing a considered, decolonial, ethical approach to learning
from and through Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music, I hope to encourage
educators to imagine themselves in a narrative of their own, one that includes their
students and members of their local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community,
which leads to a rich and rewarding musical collaboration and results in ongoing
fruitful relationships.
The success of the project depended upon trust from and between all the parties
involved. I needed to trust that I was adequately prepared and that I possessed the
requisite skills as an educator and a musician to complete the project. I needed to trust
the students to engage meaningfully with the tasks I set them and they had to trust me
to support and encourage them in their learning. The local Aboriginal community
placed their trust in my ability to work respectfully with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples and music, and Peter and Brendon trusted my word and vision and
that it would lead to appropriate ethical action.
Although this thesis is a narrative account of a collaborative immersive project
involving Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture bearers, this story speaks
primarily of the educational possibilities and differences teachers can make as a result
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of building strong relationships with their students. In seeking to develop a new
relationship with Peter and Brendon, their trust in us grew quickly once they
witnessed how we interacted, cared for and supported each other. Likewise, our trust
in them grew as they invited us to share time with their family and learn more about
how music and dance informs their lived experience. This ultimately led to a
transformative learning experience for all participants.
I encourage music educators to immerse themselves in the music, the literature and
most importantly their local Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander community. This
requires educators to be reflexive, acknowledge their positionality, reach out and
make connections and be willing and open to learn. Teachers need not feel challenged
by the particular environment or community in which they work. Any school is a
good place to work and if you look out and around opportunities will present
themselves. It might start with a phone-call to a parent, attending a local festival,
supporting students on an excursion or even contacting an artist whose song you are
learning through social media. My experience thus far tells me that if you take the
time to connect, listen and engage, you will receive far more in return.
I have moved to a new school community since the completion of the 2013-14
project, and I too have begun again. I am enjoying learning more about my new
community and finding positive ways that I can collaborate with its members. It is
important to understand that every community is unique and what works in one place
may not work in another. This new journey thus far has not led to “co-composition”,
but it may do so in the future. In a short time it has already led to satisfying learning
experiences involving working collaboratively with a number of prominent
Aboriginal musicians. I am excited about what lies ahead, and I look forward to being
inspired by learning of your collaborative experiences.
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Appendix A:
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Content in the
Australian Curriculum14
Content descriptions

Content elaborations

Foundation to Year 2
2.2 Sing and play instruments to improvise,

2.2.1 practising and performing music, reading

practise a repertoire of chants, songs and

from notation (invented and learnt symbols)

rhymes, including songs used by cultural

2.2.2 practising techniques for singing songs and

groups in the community, and explore

playing classroom instruments

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander songs

2.2.3 singing and playing music to explore the
expressive possibilities of their voices and
instruments
Considering viewpoints – meanings and
interpretations: For example – What did this
music make you think about and why?
2.2.4 practising and performing music using
accessible technologies
2.2.5 learning a song used by groups in the local
community, such as songs of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people

2.4 Respond to a range of music and consider

2.4.1 identifying where they might experience

where and why people make music, starting

music in their lives and communities, for

with music from Australia, including music of

example, considering how music sustains and

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples

communicates cultural knowledge
Considering viewpoints – societies and cultures:
For example – Where is this music from and why
was it made?
2.4.2 identifying the roles of an active performer
and a reflective listener
2.4.3 sharing constructive observations about
music from a range of cultures as a performer and
audience member
2.4.4 describing shapes, patterns, form or mood of
pieces of music using their own words and learnt

14

Compiled by the author; adapted from ACARA, 2013a, pp. 95-100
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music terminology
2.4.5 listening to and talking about music and
musical instruments from different contexts and
cultures
Years 3-4
4.4 Listen to and identify intended purposes

4.4.1 identifying meaning and describing

and meaning of music using the elements of

purposes in music from different social, cultural

music to compare music, starting with music in

or historical contexts

Australia including music of Aboriginal and

4.4.2 comparing the expectations and

Torres Strait Islander Peoples

requirements of performers and audiences in
different cultural settings
4.4.3 examining music in their community and
comparing it to other music of different people,
times and cultures
4.4.4 writing about how they have used the
elements of music when composing and
performing and discussing with others the
meaning and intended purposes of their
compositions
Considering viewpoints – evaluations: For
example – How did the music make you feel and
why?

Year 5-6
6.4 Explain how the elements of music

6.4.1 discussing personal preferences for music

communicate meaning by comparing music

from a range of contexts and cultures, using music

from different social, cultural and historical

terminology

contexts, including Aboriginal and Torres

6.4.2 participating in and responding to music

Strait Islander music

from a variety of contexts and cultures as both
audience members and performers
6.4.3 providing and responding to feedback to
refine performances and compositions
Considering viewpoints – evaluations: For
example – What do you like about this music and
why?
6.4.4 identifying and comparing how the elements
of music are used and combined in different
music styles from different cultures Considering
viewpoints – societies and cultures: For example
– How do different cultures use music? Why is
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this piece of music important in this culture?
Years 7-8
8.3 Practise and rehearse a variety of music,

8.3.1 exploring and manipulating the elements of

including Australian music by Aboriginal and

music within given parameters to create new

Torres Strait Islander artists, to develop

music, and reflecting upon musical ideas used by

technical and expressive skills

Australian composers, including Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander artists
Considering viewpoints – societies, cultures and
histories: For example – What is the social
context of this piece and for whom would it be
performed? What is the cultural context of this
piece and what does it signify? What instruments
and other features of the music indicate it is from
a particular time and place?
8.3.2 rehearsing a range of music in solo and
ensemble activities for performance to a variety of
audiences
8.3.3 improvising, practising and rehearsing a
range of music expressively and with attention to
technique
8.3.4 considering and investigating techniques for
stylistic features when rehearsing
8.3.5 practising interpretation of notation in a
range of known and unknown repertoire

8.7 Identify and connect specific features and

8.7.1 identifying roles and responsibilities in

purposes of music from contemporary and

music-making activities and contexts as both

past times to explore viewpoints and enrich

performer and audience member

their music making, starting with music in

8.7.2 identifying personal preferences in the

Australia and including music of Aboriginal

music they listen to and the reasons for them

and Torres Strait Islander Peoples

8.7.3 making judgments about music as audience
members and articulating the reasons for them
8.7.4 discussing different opinions and
perspectives about music and strategies to
improve and inform music making
Considering viewpoints – evaluations: For
example – How effectively did the musicians use
expressive techniques in their performance? What
are the strengths of this performance or
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composition?
Years 9-10
10.4 Plan and organise compositions with an

10.4.1 planning, recording and communicating

understanding of style and convention,

ideas in different musical styles, including

including drawing upon Australian music by

Australian music by Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists

Islander artists, using specialised notation and
terminology
10.4.2 combining and manipulating the elements
of music using repetition, variation and contrast to
shape compositions
10.4.3 composing and arranging music using the
elements of music to communicate style and
genre, and considering contemporary Australian
styles and emerging genres such as Aboriginal hip
hop and mash up and classical fusion of
instrumentation such as symphonic orchestra and
didgeridoo
10.4.4 exploring and manipulating combinations
of electronic and acoustic sounds to create new
works, using technology as a composition tool
and sound source
Considering viewpoints – psychology: For
example – How does music used in games or film
influence and stimulate an emotional response in
an audience?
10.4.5 experimenting with contemporary media
and recording techniques to create and refine
original compositions and arrangements

10.7 Analyse a range of music from

10.7.1 evaluating and comparing stylistic

contemporary and past times to explore

interpretations of a range of music to develop

differing viewpoints and enrich their music

aesthetic awareness

making, starting with music from Australia

10.7.2 comparing and evaluating audience

and including music of Aboriginal and Torres

responses and performer roles across a broad

Strait Islander Peoples, and consider music in

range of formal, informal, virtual and interactive

international contexts

settings
10.7.3 evaluating their own and others’ music,
and applying feedback to refine and improve
performances and compositions
10.7.4 discussing the influence of music on the
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development of personal and cultural identity
Considering viewpoints – critical theories: For
example – How has the rise of technology
changed the nature of music? How has technology
impacted on audiences, the music industry and the
way we consume music?
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Appendix B:
Key Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Music Projects at
BHS 2009-2014
Year

Year

Project Description

Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Group/s
2009

Years 7-10

Islander Involvement
Students learnt Aboriginal and Aboriginal students involved in
Torres Strait Islander popular performances;
songs

in

NAIDOC

association
week

Community

with members present at assembly.

celebrations.

Two songs were performed at the
school’s NAIDOC assembly –
“My Island Home” and “Been
Waiting”.
2010

Year 9

Students

studied

Aboriginal

and

Torres

various Students
Strait Aboriginal

watched

film

Education

with

Officer;

Islander films before focusing on Community members attended
Rachel Perkins’ One Night the assembly.
Moon. Class developed a 15
minute presentation for NAIDOC
featuring performances, narration
and clips from the film.
2011

Years 7-12

Invited to attend Young Mob Held at Redfern National Centre

(selected

Leaders Camp with Aboriginal for

Aboriginal

students from BHS and other (NCIE); All programs conducted

students)

local schools. My role was by

Indigenous
Aboriginal

Excellence
people

for

primarily as a supervisor as Aboriginal students; Activities
students participated in various held in politically and socially
cultural activities, including a important
hip-hop workshop.
2012

locations

within

Redfern.

Years 7-12

Invited to attend second Young Held at Wreck Bay on the NSW

(selected

Mob Leaders Camp. My role South Coast; All programs (with
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Aboriginal

expanded to include collaborating the exception of my co-teaching)

students)

with an Aboriginal musician to delivered by Aboriginal people
run hip-hop workshops.

for Aboriginal students; Strong
inclusion of Yuin elders in camp.

2012- Year 11/12

Students analysed and performed Minimal

involvement

2013

songs by Aboriginal and Torres Aboriginal

and

Strait Islander artists including Islander

with

Torres

community;

Strait
Songs

Thelma Plum, Emma Donovan performed at a local council event
and Busby Marou. Several of and school’s NAIDOC assembly
these songs were later performed
as part of the students’ Higher
School Certificate performance
programs.
2013- Year 11/12

Students

2014

comprehensive Aboriginal and contact Aboriginal dance group;
Torres

completed
Strait

Islander

a Local community consulted to
Music Students attended a preliminary

topic. Students performed songs excursion followed by a threeby Aboriginal and Torres Strait day

camp

in

Katoomba

to

Islander popular musicians and collaborate with people from
collaborated

with

Aboriginal Waradah

musicians

from

Waradah Songs

Aboriginal

performed

Centre;

at

Redfern

Aboriginal Centre on a co- NCIE as part of City of Sydney
composition.

NAIDOC
Songs

Week

performed

community

during

celebrations;
for

school

NAIDOC

Assembly
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Appendix C:
Extracts from the BHS Music Teaching and Learning Programs Featuring Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Content Experienced by the 2013-14 SMC from 2009-2013
Year 7 Music 2009 (Stage 4). Unit 3: Australian Music.
Rationale
Students initially learn about Australia’s indigenous music as a living cultural
phenomenon. Genres covered include: traditional Aboriginal music, jazz, art
music and popular music. Students sing one of the songs learned this term in a
small group

RESOURCES: *Kelly/Carmody From little things big things grow

*Luistine Anu My Island Home *Taba Naba
Asses.

Integrated learning experiences, instruction and assessment
• What is Aboriginal Music:
o Students discuss what they think of when they hear
Aboriginal music
o Students listen to three pieces of traditional indigenous music
o Students discuss the similarities and differences between
them.
o Students discuss the cultural significance of music within the
Australian Indigenous traditions.

Outcomes

PCL

4.1; 4.2;
4.3; 4.4;
4.5; 4.6;
4.7; 4.8;
4.9; 4.10

PLC

•

From little things big things grow:
o Students sing From little things big things grow (Paul
Kelly/Kev Carmody).
o Students watch music video from the Get Up Mob – talk
about stylistic influences and cultural significance.

4.1; 4.2;
4.3; 4.4;
4.5; 4.6;
4.7; 4.8;
4.9; 4.10.

P, L, C

•

My Island Home
o Students sing Taba Naba as an example of Torres Strait
Islander Music.
o Students add movements to song.
o Students discuss Luistine Anu’s family background and sing
her rendition of My Island Home.

4.1; 4.2;
4.3; 4.4;
4.5; 4.6;
4.7; 4.8;
4.9; 4.10.

PLC

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4
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o

Students learn how to perform the song’s drum beat.

Year 8 Music 2010 (Stage 4). Unit 3: Aboriginal Music

[Duration: 5 weeks]

Rationale
Students choose to learn and record an indigenous song for NAIDOC Week.

RESOURCES: Students perform Been Waiting; Various internet

sites for lyrics, chords, tab, sheet music; www.numu.org.uk
Integrated learning experiences, instruction and assessment
• What is Aboriginal Music:
o Students discuss what they think of when they hear
Aboriginal music
o Students discuss the cultural significance of music within the
Australian Indigenous traditions.

Outcomes

•

Selecting a song
o The class chooses a song to perform from a list of indigenous
popular songs
o Students use phones, ipods and the internet to search for
songs, their lyrics and any other information
o Students do an analysis of the songs structure and
instrumentation.
Learning parts
o Students select what instrument they want to learn and form a
group to learn their instrumental part.
o Students aurally copy their part from the recording with the
assistance of the teacher and other students

4.1; 4.2;
4.3; 4.4;
4.5; 4.6;
4.7; 4.8;
4.9; 4.10.

PL

4.1; 4.2;
4.3; 4.4;
4.5; 4.6;
4.7; 4.8;
4.9; 4.10.

PLC

Recording
o Students use the Portable Recording Studio to record song.
o Students attempt to record parts all at once
o Students re-record any parts that need fixing

4.1; 4.2;
4.3; 4.4;
4.5; 4.6;
4.7; 4.8;
4.9; 4.10.

PLC

•

•

4.1; 4.2;
4.3; 4.4;
4.5; 4.6;
4.7; 4.8;
4.9; 4.10.

Asses.

PCL

8B

8W

8S

PL
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Year 10 Music 2012 (Stage 5). Unit 2: Australian Music (Indigenous focus)
Rationale
Students learn about Australia’s indigenous music as a living cultural phenomenon. Students analyse the music from
Indigenous films and learn a variety of songs from the movies.

Integrated learning experiences, instruction and assessment
• What is Australian Music
o Students listen to three different examples of Australian music
o Students in groups improvise a short composition that to them represents Australia.
• Ten Canoes:
o Students watch first 15 minutes of film and comment on the soundscapes
o Students participate in a demonstration of traditional indigenous instruments and discuss how
the environmental context influences sound production
• The Tracker
o Students watch the film The Tracker
o Students learn songs from the film and discuss the role music plays in the storytelling.
•

Bran Nue Dae
o Students watch the film Bran Nue Dae
o Students learn songs from the film and discuss the role music plays in the storytelling

•

Performance
o In groups students perform a song from either Bran Nue Dae or The Tracker
o Students perform piece to class as an assessment task

•

Listening Exam
o Students are examined on content from the previous two topics
o Questions consist of multiple choice and short answer questions. Exam features clips from
Yolngu Boy and One Night the Moon.

Outcomes

Assess.

PCL

5.4; 5.5; 5.6;
5.12

P, C, L

5.1; 5.2; 5.3;
5.4; 5.5; 5.6;
5.7; 5.8; 5.9;
5.10; 5.11;
5.12.
5.1; 5.2; 5.3;
5.4; 5.5; 5.6;
5.7; 5.8; 5.9;
5.10; 5.11;
5.12.
5.1; 5.2; 5.3;
5.4; 5.5; 5.6;
5.7; 5.8; 5.9;
5.10; 5.11;
5.12.
5.1; 5.2; 5.3;
5.4; 5.5; 5.6;
5.7; 5.8; 5.9;
5.10; 5.11;
5.12.
5.1; 5.2; 5.3;
5.4; 5.5; 5.6;
5.7; 5.8; 5.9;
5.10; 5.11;
5.12.

P, C, L

10

P, C, L

P, C, L

Performance P
10%
Listening
10%

L
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Year 11 Music 1 2013 (Stage 6). Unit 3: Popular Music
•

Preliminary Performance Exam
o
o

Students are required to perform two works (no longer than five minutes) representing a topic
of their choice.
One piece must be an ensemble work. Students will be divided into three groups to perform
“Dollar” by Thelma Plum; “Griffin” by The Medics; and “Five Rocks” by Busby Marou

P1; P2; P3:
P4; P5; P6;
H7; H8; p9;
H10; H11

Performance P, C, L
(15%)

Year 12 Music 1 2013/14 (Stage 6). Unit 1: Music of a Culture (HSC Topic).
Rationale
Students learn about Australia’s Indigenous music. Initially the learn songs by Indigenous musicians representing
different genres of popular music. Students then participate in a group composition project, working collaboratively
with musicians from Waradah Aboriginal Centre.
Integrated learning experiences, instruction and assessment
Indigenous Popular Music
• Group Performances
o Students break into groups to learn songs from different Indigenous musicians. Each artist represents a
different genre of Popular Music:
§ Thelma Plum – Indie
§ Last Kinection – Hip-hop
§ Busby Marou – Country
§ Geoffrey Gurrumul Yunupingu - Folk
§ The Medics - Rock
§ Slip-On Stereo - Pop
• Song Analysis
o Students complete a variety of concept-based analysis tasks from the artists studied in class.
o Students research the backgrounds of the Indigenous members of the groups studied.
•

Public Performances
o Students present songs to the school at assemblies across the term

Outcomes

Assess.

PCL

H1; H2; H3:
H4; H5; H6;
H7; H8; H9;
H10; H11

P, C, L

H1; H2; H3:
H4; H5; H6;
H7; H8; H9;
H10; H11
H1; H2; H3:
H4; H5; H6;
H7; H8; H9;

P, C, L

12

P, C, L
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o During the music camp, students perform songs to the Indigenous Musicians
Models of Indigenous co-composition

H10; H11

•

Ooldea – Iain Grandage
o Students watch the SBS film Ooldea
o Students discuss the differences between the two musical cultures (Aboriginal Traditional Music and
Western Art Music).
o Students listen to Grandige’s Ooldea recordings and discuss how the contextual aspects of the piece
(Maralinga testing) are incorporated in the piece

H1; H2; H3:
H4; H5; H6;
H7; H8; H9;
H10; H11

P, C, L

•

Songs from Waradah Aboriginal Centre
o Students travel to Katoomba to watch the Aboriginal Group at Waradah Aboriginal Centre
perform.
o Students take a field recording of the songs performed in the show. After the show students
are introduced to the meaning behind the songs.
o Upon return students, transcribe both the words and melodies to begin preparation for the
class co-composition

H1; H2; H3:
H4; H5; H6;
H7; H8; H9;
H10; H11

P, C, L

Major Composition
• Class Co-composition
o As a class students will arrange a new version of “Singing Country”
§ The composition should respond to the story behind the song
§ A recording will be made featuring recordings made at Waradah Aboriginal Centre
§ At Music Camp, students will create a live version of the arrangement with musicians from
Waradah Aboriginal Centre
• Process Diary
o Students keep a diary featuring entries describing musical influences and compositional ideas
throughout the process of the composition.
o It should also contain reflections of the different stages of the composition.

H1; H2; H3:
H4; H5; H6;
H7; H8; H9;
H10; H11

Core
Composition
(10%)

H1; H2; H3:
H4; H5; H6;
H7; H8; H9;
H10; H11

Core
Composition
(10%)

P, C, L

P, C, L
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Appendix D:
Ethics Approval, University of Sydney Human Research
Ethics Committee
RESEARCH INTEGRITY
Human Research Ethics Committee
Web: http://sydney.edu.au/ethics/
Email: ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au
Address for all correspondence:
Level 6, Jane Foss Russell Building - G02
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA

Ref: GD/ADS
14 December 2012
Dr Michael Webb
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education
Room 2128 Building C41
The University of Sydney
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Dear Dr Webb,
Thank you for your correspondence dated 3 December 2012 addressing comments made to you by
the Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC)
On 14 December 2012 the Chair of the HREC considered this information and approved your protocol
entitled “Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary Australian Indigenous music
in education”.
Details of the approval are as follows:
Protocol No.:

15341

Approval Date:

14 December 2012

First Annual Report Due: 31 December 2013
Authorised Personnel:

Michael Webb
Thomas Fienberg

Documents Approved:
Document
Participant Information Statement – Performing Artists
Participant Information Statement- Hip Hop Workshops
Participant Information Statement- School Projects (Children
under 18 years)
Participant Information Statement- Teachers and Facilitators
Parental (or Caregiver) Information Statement School Projects
Parental (or Caregiver) Information Statement Hip-Hop
Workshops
Participant Consent Form – Students over 12
Parental (or caregiver) Consent Form
Principal Letter JJ Cahill Memorial High School
Principal Letter Rooty Hill High School
Participant Consent Form- Performing Artists
Participant Consent Form-Teachers and Facilitators
Interview Guide-Indigenous Performing Artists
Interview Guide-Non-Indigenous Performing Artists
Manager Human Ethics
Dr Margaret Faedo
T: +61 2 8627 8176
E: margaret.faedo @sydney.edu.au

Version Number
Version 2
Version 2
Version 2

Date
3/12/12
3/12/12
3/12/12

Version 2
Version 2
Version 2

3/12/12
3/12/12
3/12/12

Version 1
Version 2
Version 2
Version 2
Version 1
Version 1
Version 1
Version 1

3/12/12
3/12/12
3/12/12
3/12/12
25/9/12
25/9/12
25/9/12
25/9/12

Human Ethics Secretariat:
Ms Karen Greer
T: +61 2 8627 8171 E: karen.greer@sydney.edu.au
Ms Patricia Engelmann T: +61 2 8627 8172 E: patricia.engelmann@sydney.edu.au
Ms Kala Retnam
T: +61 2 8627 8173 E: kala.retnam@sydney.edu.au

ABN 15 211 513 464
CRICOS 00026A
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Interview Guide-Indigenous Film Directors
Interview Guide-Teachers and Facilitators
Interview Guide-Students
Draft email to be sent to Indigenous performing artists
Draft email to be sent to non-Indigenous performing artists

Version 1
Version 1
Version 1
Version 1
Version 1

25/9/12
25/9/12
25/9/12
25/9/12
25/9/12

HREC approval is valid for four (4) years from the approval date stated in this letter and is granted
pending the following conditions being met:
Special Condition/s of Approval
It will be a condition of approval that approval is also received from the Principals of all
participating schools and the NSW Department of Education and Training prior to research
commencing.
Condition/s of Approval
Continuing compliance with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving
Humans.
Provision of an annual report on this research to the Human Research Ethics Committee from
the approval date and at the completion of the study. Failure to submit reports will result in
withdrawal of ethics approval for the project.
All serious and unexpected adverse events should be reported to the HREC within 72 hours.
All unforeseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of the project should be
reported to the HREC as soon as possible.
Any changes to the protocol including changes to research personnel must be approved by
the HREC by submitting a Modification Form before the research project can proceed.
Chief Investigator / Supervisor’s responsibilities:
1. You must retain copies of all signed Consent Forms (if applicable) and provide these to the HREC
on request.
2. It is your responsibility to provide a copy of this letter to any internal/external granting agencies if
requested.
Please do not hesitate to contact Research Integrity (Human Ethics) should you require further
information or clarification.
Yours sincerely

Professor Glen Davis
Chair
Human Research Ethics Committee
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cc:

Thomas Fienberg

This HREC is constituted and operates in accordance with the National Health and Medical
Research Council’s (NHMRC) National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research
(2007), NHMRC and Universities Australia Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of
Research (2007) and the CPMP/ICH Note for Guidance on Good Clinical Practice.
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Appendix F:
Information Letter to School Principal

Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

Dear Principal,
I am writing to request your permission to undertake a research study entitled Beyond “Treaty”:
Developing new approaches to contemporary Australian Indigenous music in education in your
school. Through school observations and interviews with teachers and students, this study seeks to enable
music teachers to develop and implement culturally rich programs around Australian Indigenous music.
The study is being conducted by Thomas Fienberg and will form the basis for the degree of PhD (Music
Education) at The University of Sydney under the supervision of Dr Michael Webb, Senior Lecturer, Chair
of Music Education.
In order to collect data a Year 11 music class at your school will be observed for several weeks in Term 1
and Term 2 2013 by the researcher during the delivery of a trial Indigenous music program. The sessions
will be video taped with a digital camcorder. In addition teachers and groups of students will be asked to
participate in three semi-structured interviews at various points in the project at a mutually convenient
location that will be audio recorded. Teacher interviews will last for approximately thirty minutes and
student group interviews will last for fifteen minutes each.
Students whose parents choose not to consent to the study will still be able to participate in class activities,
but will not be videoed and recorded. The researcher will use a handheld camera that will be angled
towards students who have consented. No data regarding these students will be recorded in field notes.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary - you are not under any obligation to consent and - if you
do consent - you can withdraw at any time without affecting your relationship with The University of
Sydney or NSW Department of Education and Communities. All aspects of the study, including results, will
be strictly confidential and only the researchers will have access to information on participants. A report of
the study may be submitted for publication, but individual participants will not be identifiable, unless
approval is obtained in such a report.
When you have read and shared this information with your music teachers, I will discuss it with you further
and answer any questions you may have. If you would like to know more at any stage, please feel free to
contact me (Tel: 0422 681 012) or the supervisor of this study Dr Michael Webb, Senior Lecturer, Chair of
Music Education (Tel: 02 9351 1332).
Thank you for your time and assistance.
Yours sincerely,

Thomas Fienberg

Australian Indigenous Music in Education
Version 2 3/12/12
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Appendix G:
Participant Information Statement: Students

Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary
Australian Indigenous music in education
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT SCHOOL PROJECTS
(CHILDREN UNDER 18 YEARS)
(1)

What is the study about?
This study is about contemporary forms of Australian Indigenous music and how they can
form part of lessons and classes.

(2)

Who is doing the study?
The study is being run by Thomas Fienberg at The University of Sydney.

(3)

What do I have to do?
I would like to observe your lessons to see how the lesson works and whether or not the
program works well. I will be videoing the discussion and lesson so I can record your
participation accurately. As well I would like you to take part in some focus groups.

(4)

How much time will it take?
The study will take place over several weeks for the duration of the class’ Indigenous music
program. Three focus group discussions will be held lasting for approximately 30 minutes
each.

(5)

Do I have to do the study?
It is your choice to take part or not to take part in the study. If you do decide to take part,
you can still choose to pull out if you wish.
If you choose to not take part in the study once it has started, you still will be able to take
part in the music lessons. Images of you will be pixelated and not included in the study.

Australian Indigenous music in education
Version 2 3/12/12
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If you are taking part in a group discussion and you wish to pull out, you may do so because
your participation at all times is voluntary. However, because you have been part of a
group, the information you may have given up to that point will still be included in the study.
(6)

Will anyone else know?
The researchers may write a report about this study but you will not be named in the report
and only the researchers will know your answers.

(7)

Do I get anything for being part of the study?
We cannot and do not guarantee or promise that you will receive any benefits from the
study, but results and information gained from this research will be used to assist music
teachers in catering for the needs of secondary school music students in NSW. The study
also aims to contribute to theoretical discussions within the field of music education.

(8)

Can I tell other people about the study?
Yes you may.

(9)

What if I have any questions?
If you have any questions you can contact Thomas Fienberg on 0422681012, and he will
be happy to help you.

(10)

What if I am not happy with the study?
If you have any concerns or complaints you can contact The University of Sydney on +61 2
8627 8176 (Telephone); +61 2 8627 8177 (Facsimile) or ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au
(Email).
This information sheet is for you to keep

Australian Indigenous music in education
Version 2 3/12/12
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Appendix H:
Participant Information Statement: Teachers and
Aboriginal Musicians
Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary
Australian Indigenous music in education
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT – TEACHERS AND FACILITATORS
(1)

What is the study about?
You are invited to participate in a study of contemporary forms of Australian Indigenous music and
their incorporation into classroom study schemes. Part of the purpose of this research is to trial new
music programs featuring Indigenous music.

(2)

Who is carrying out the study?
The study is being conducted by Thomas Fienberg and will form the basis for the degree of PhD
(Music Education) at The University of Sydney under the supervision of Dr Michael Webb, Senior
Lecturer, Chair of Music Education.

(3)

What does the study involve?
In order to collect data you will be observed by the researcher during the delivery of trial Indigenous
music programs. The sessions will be video taped with a digital camcorder. In addition you will be
asked to participate in three semi-structured interviews at various points in the project at a mutually
convenient location that will be audio recorded. These recordings will be used to provide accurate
accounts of the sessions and interviews and will be later transcribed to enable the participant’s
perspective to be broadcast within the thesis.

(4)

How much time will the study take?
The study will approximately last for the duration of the Indigenous program. The interviews will last
for approximately thirty minutes each.

(5)

Can I withdraw from the study?
Being in this study is completely voluntary - you are not under any obligation to consent and - if you do
consent - you can withdraw at any time without affecting your relationship with The University of
Sydney or NSW Department of Education and Communities.
You may stop the interview at any time if you do not wish to continue, the audio/video recording will be
erased and the information provided will not be included in the study.

Australian Indigenous music in education
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(6)

Will anyone else know the results?
All aspects of the study, including results, will be strictly confidential and only the researchers will have
access to information on participants. A report of the study may be submitted for publication, but
individual participants will not be identifiable.

(7)

Will the study benefit me?
We cannot and do not guarantee or promise that you will receive any benefits from the study, but
results and information gained from this research will be used to assist music teachers in catering for
the needs of secondary school music students in NSW. The study also aims to contribute to
theoretical discussions within the field of music education.

(8)

Can I tell other people about the study?
Yes, you may.

(9)

What if I require further information about the study or my involvement in it?
When you have read this information, Thomas Fienberg will discuss it with you further and answer any
questions you may have. If you would like to know more at any stage, please feel free to contact
Thomas Fienberg (Tel: 0422 681 012) or Dr Michael Webb, Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education
(Tel: 02 9351 1332)

(10)

What if I have a complaint or any concerns?
Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct of a research study can contact The
Manager, Human Ethics Administration, University of Sydney on +61 2 8627 8176 (Telephone); +61 2
8627 8177 (Facsimile) or ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au (Email).
This information sheet is for you to keep
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Appendix I:
Participant Information Statement: Parents and Caregivers

Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary
Australian Indigenous music in education
PARENTAL (OR CAREGIVER) INFORMATION STATEMENT SCHOOL PROJECTS
(1)

What is the study about?
You are invited to permit your child to participate in a study of contemporary forms of Australian
Indigenous music and their incorporation into classroom study schemes. Part of the purpose of this
research is to trial new music programs featuring Indigenous music.
Your child was selected as a possible participant in this study because she or he is involved in a
specialised trial Indigenous music program at school.

(2)

Who is carrying out the study?
The study is being conducted by Thomas Fienberg and will form the basis for the degree of PhD
(Music Education) at The University of Sydney under the supervision of Dr Michael Webb, Senior
Lecturer, Chair of Music Education.

(3)

What does the study involve?
In order to collect data your child’s music classes will be observed by the researcher. Their lessons
will be video taped with a digital camcorder. Your child will also be asked to participate in small focus
group discussions at the various points of the projects, which will be audio recorded. These recordings
will be used to provide accurate accounts of the experiences and will be later transcribed to enable the
participants’ perspectives to be broadcast within the thesis.

(4)

How much time will the study take?
The study will take place over several weeks for the duration of the class’ Indigenous music program.
Three focus group discussions will last for approximately 30 minutes each.

(5)

Can my child withdraw from the study?
Being in this study is completely voluntary. You are not under any obligation to give consent for your
child to participate.
Your decision not to permit your child to participate will not prejudice you or your child's future
relations with The University of Sydney or NSW Department of Education and Communities.
If you or your child decides to withdraw once the study has started, they still will be able to take part in
the music lessons. Images of your child will be de-identified and not taken note of in the findings.
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If your child takes part in a focus group and wishes to withdraw, he/she may do so as participation is
voluntary. However as this is a group discussion it will not be possible to exclude individual data once
the session has commenced.
(6)

Will anyone else know the results?
All aspects of the study, including results, will be strictly confidential and only the researchers will have
access to information on participants. A report of the study may be submitted for publication, but
individual participants will not be identifiable in such a report.

(7)

Will the study benefit me?
We cannot and do not guarantee or promise that you will receive any benefits from the study, but
results and information gained from this research will be used to assist music teachers in catering for
the needs of secondary school music students in NSW. The study also aims to contribute to
theoretical discussions within the field of music education.

(8)

Can I tell other people about the study?
Yes you may.

(9)

What if I require further information about the study or my child’s involvement?
When you have read this information, Thomas Fienberg will discuss it with you further and answer any
questions you may have. If you would like to know more at any stage, please feel free to contact
Thomas Fienberg (Tel: 0422 681 012) or Dr Michael Webb, Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education
(Tel: 02 9351 1332)

(10)

What if I have a complaint or any concerns?
Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct of a research study can contact The
Manager, Human Ethics Administration, University of Sydney on +61 2 8627 8176 (Telephone); +61 2
8627 8177 (Facsimile) or ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au (Email).
This information sheet is for you to keep
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Appendix J:
Participant Consent Form: Students

Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM – STUDENTS OVER 12
I, ...........................................................................................[PRINT NAME], aged …….
years, give consent to my participation in the research project
TITLE: Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary Australian Indigenous
music in education

In giving my consent I acknowledge that:
1.

The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained
to me, and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my
satisfaction.

2.

I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been given the
opportunity to discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the
researcher/s.

3.

I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary – I am not under any
obligation to consent.

4.

I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential. I understand that any
research data gathered from the results of the study may be published however no
information about me will be used in any way that is identifiable unless indicated
below.

5.

I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without affecting my
relationship with the researcher(s) or the University of Sydney and the NSW
Department of Education and Communities now or in the future.
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6.

I understand that if I choose to not take part in the study once it has started, I will still
be able to take part in the music lessons. I understand that images of myself will be
pixilated and not included in the study. I understand that I can stop my participation
in the group discussion at any time if I do not wish to continue; however as I am part
of a group the information I have given up to that point will still be included in the
study.

7.

I consent to:
• Video-recording

YES

• Audio-recording

YES

• Receiving Feedback

YES

o
o
o

NO
NO
NO

o
o
o

If you answered YES to the “Receiving Feedback” question, please provide your
details i.e. mailing address, email address.
Feedback Option
Address:
______________________________________________________
_
______________________________________________________
_
Email:
______________________________________________________
_

............................ ...................................................
Signature

................................................................................
Please PRINT name
..................................................................................
Date
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Appendix K:
Participant Consent Form: Teachers

Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM – TEACHERS AND FACILITATORS
I, ...........................................................................................[PRINT NAME], give consent to
my participation in the research project
TITLE: Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary Australian Indigenous
music in education

In giving my consent I acknowledge that:
1.

The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained
to me, and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my
satisfaction.

2.

I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been given the
opportunity to discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the
researcher/s.

3.

I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary – I am not under any
obligation to consent.

4.

I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential. I understand that any
research data gathered from the results of the study may be published however no
information about me will be used in any way that is identifiable unless indicated
below.

5.

I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without affecting my
relationship with the researcher(s) or the University of Sydney and the NSW
Department of Education and Communities now or in the future.
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6.

I understand that I can stop the interview at any time if I do not wish to continue, the
audio and video recording will be erased and the information provided will not be
included in the study.

7.

I consent to:
• Video-recording

YES

• Audio-recording

YES

• Receiving Feedback

YES

o
o
o

NO
NO
NO

o
o
o

If you answered YES to the “Receiving Feedback” question, please provide your
details i.e. mailing address, email address.
Feedback Option
Address:
______________________________________________________
_
______________________________________________________
_
Email:
______________________________________________________
_

............................ ...................................................
Signature

................................................................................
Please PRINT name
..................................................................................
Date
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Appendix L:
Participant Consent Form: Aboriginal Musicians

Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM – PERFORMING ARTISTS
I, ...........................................................................................[PRINT NAME], give consent to
my participation in the research project
TITLE: Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary Australian Indigenous
music in education

In giving my consent I acknowledge that:
1.

The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained
to me, and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my
satisfaction.

2.

I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been given the
opportunity to discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the
researcher/s.

3.

I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary – I am not under any
obligation to consent.

4.

I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential. I understand that any
research data gathered from the results of the study may be published however no
information about me will be used in any way that is identifiable unless indicated
below.

5.

I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without affecting my
relationship with the researcher(s) or the University of Sydney and the NSW
Department of Education and Communities now or in the future.
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6.

I understand that I can stop the interview at any time if I do not wish to continue, the
audio and video recording will be erased and the information provided will not be
included in the study.

7.

I consent to:
• Video-recording

YES

• Audio-recording

YES

• Receiving Feedback

YES

• Identifying My Name

YES

o
o
o
o

NO
NO
NO
NO

o
o
o
o

If you answered YES to the “Receiving Feedback” question, please provide your
details i.e. mailing address, email address.
Feedback Option
Address:
______________________________________________________
_
______________________________________________________
_
Email:
______________________________________________________
_

............................ ...................................................
Signature

................................................................................
Please PRINT name
..................................................................................
Date
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Appendix M:
Interview Guide: Students

Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary Australian indigenous music in
education.
INTERVIEW GUIDE – STUDENTS
Before Commencing Program
1. What does Indigenous music mean to you?
2. Do you know any Indigenous musicians and would you class their music as being Indigenous?
3. Have you experienced Indigenous music at school previously, if so describe what was taught?
4. To what extent did these lessons change your understanding of Indigenous music?
During Program
1. Describe what has happened so far in the program?
2. What did you learn about today?
3. Which parts of the task have you enjoyed and why?
4. Which parts of the program have not been as interesting and why?
5. Describe the impact, if any, that the Indigenous people have had in helping your understanding of program.
Evaluation of program
1. To what extent has this program changed your knowledge and understanding of Indigenous music?
2. Which parts of the task have you enjoyed and why?
3. Which parts of the program have not been as interesting and why?
4. Did you enjoy being taught by Indigenous people? To what extent did this impact upon the overall cultural
experience?
5. Would you be interested in learning more about Indigenous music, if so/not why?
This interview guide is for you to keep
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Appendix N:
Interview Guide: Teachers

Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary Australian indigenous music in
education.
INTERVIEW GUIDE – TEACHERS AND FACILTATORS
Before Commencing Program
1. How would you describe your knowledge and experience of Indigenous music?
2. To what extent have these experiences impacted upon your own work?
3. To what extent do you feel comfortable teaching Indigenous music and is there anything that would assist
you in teaching it better.
4. Please describe Indigenous music programs that you have taught/facilitated and evaluate the outcomes of
them for you personally and the participants.
5. Have you involved Indigenous people in the delivery of Indigenous music content and if so, how did you
instigate the relationship and to what extent and in what ways have you been able to maintain it?
6. To what extent did the involvement of Indigenous people affect the outcome of your program?
During Program
1. Please describe the stage of the program that you have currently reached.
2. How has the program progressed at this stage?
3. Which parts of the program have worked well and why?
4. Which parts of the program have not worked as well as expected and why?
5. To what extent have the students engaged in the content and activities?
6. Describe the impact, if any, of the Indigenous people involved in the delivery of the program.
Evaluation of program
1. To what extent has this program impacted upon your knowledge and understanding of Indigenous music?
2. How comfortable did you feel facilitating the unit and was there anything that could have helped you deliver
it better?
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3. Which parts of the program worked well and why?
4. Which parts of the program did not work as well as expected and why?
5. To what extent were the students engaged in the content and activities?
6. Describe the impact, if any, of the Indigenous people involved in the delivery of the program.
7. Will you be continuing your collaborative relationship with the Indigenous people and what future projects
do you have in mind?

This interview guide is for you to keep
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Appendix O:
Interview Guide: Aboriginal Musicians

Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR. MICHAEL WEBB
Senior Lecturer, Chair of Music Education

Room 2128
Building C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

Beyond “Treaty”: Developing new approaches to contemporary Australian indigenous music in
education.
INTERVIEW GUIDE – INDIGENOUS PERFORMING ARTISTS
1. How would you describe your knowledge and experience of Indigenous music?
2. To what extent have these experiences impacted upon your own musical output?
3. Have you participated in musical collaborations with other Indigenous/non-Indigenous musicians, if so how
did you instigate these relationships and to what extent and in what ways have you been able to maintain
them?
4. Please elaborate on the process (working approach and methods) of your collaborative compositions.
5. In what ways and to what extent (if at all) did you modify your compositional “style” as a result of the
collaborations?
This interview guide is for you to keep
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